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Abstract 

In this dissertation 1 set out to show how Canadian mdticulturalism as state 

poky liberal pluralist philosophy has emerged out of, and forms part of, an older 

diecourse on human divemie with mots in muent Ionian Hellenism. 1 use a 

genealogid method to trace the regularities, continuities and mptures in this 

discourse, or  field, as they appea. in three subfields: colonial and state poli= 

philosophical-theoretid analyses; and popdar dture. Afkr setting up the ancient 

Ionian, Roman imperid, and early Christian arche@pes for the creation and 

management ofproblematic Otherness, the andysis turns to the application and 

transformation of these methods in the British, French, and Canadian coloeization of 

those parts of the 'New World' that have become known as 'Canada'. 

Having presented the genealogical evidence, 1 argue that while Canadian 

multicultdam as state policy presents itself as a new solution to an ancient 

problem of human diversity, it is better seen as a creative reproduction of that 

problem which not only ensures its continued existence, but also its prolifèmtion. By 

t h i s  1 mean that each attempt to 'solve' the problem has led to an increase in both 

the number of problematic subject positions and in the amount of rational- 

bureaucratic intemention in the daily lives of those who occupy these positions. 

Thus, Canadian mdtidturalism appears as neither a generous gift ofhiberal 

dmocracy, nor a divisive practice threatening to destroy the enjoyment of 

Canadianness for all. Rather, it is the passive nihilistic fûElhent of a rational- 

bureaucratie ethnodtural economy which takes as its raw material the 'objective 

contents' of Canadian diversi@ and hopes to produce out of ît a simulacmm of 

Canadianunity* 

Producing and milintaining this simulacmm is necessary because the 

discourse on Canadian dkversiw &O contains the possibili@ of abandonhg the 



formation of state-deeigned, singular identities through mass Self-acceptance and 

Other-exdusion (culture), and orienting instead to an emergmt and multipIe 

(postcultural) experience of subjectivity. 1 refer to this possibility as a state-free 

ernergettce theory of identiw, as it can be realized only by a fight h m  the deeigned 

idp~tities offered by the Canadian state. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The Probtem of the Probtem of Diueraiw 

Stated most succinctly - and in a rnanner that will require elaboration - in 
this dissertation 1 attempt a revaiuation of Canadian m u l t i d W s m  by way of a 

genealopical deconstruction ofthe problem ofCanadian diversity. I do not argue 'for' 

or 'against' multidturaiism as a state policy or political-philosophicd ideal, but set 

out to show how Canadian multidturalisrn has emerged out of, and foms part of, 

an older and broader discourse o n  diversity that has its mots in a tradition of 

Western 'political anthropology' that can be traced back to Herodotus. The central 

chapters trace the continuities and mptures in this tradition, as they appear in 

colonial and state policy, philosophical-theoretical analyses, and popular culture. 

Based on this evidence, 1 argue that whiie Canadia. multiculturalism presents itself 

as a new solution to a problem of diver*, it is better seen as a creative 

reproduction of that problem which not only ensures its continued existence, but also 

its prolifemtion. By this I mean that each attempt to 'solve' the problem leads to an 

inmease in the number of problematic subject positions and in the amount of 

rational-bureaumatic intervention in the daiIy lives of those who occupy these 

positions. In the sense that it rnarks a shift fkom coercive exclusion to seduetive 

indusion of pmblematic identities (see chapter 71, Canadian multidturalism does 

provide evidence ofa break with the modern mode of articulation ofindividuah. 

groups. and the *te. Yet, even ifit has taken on signs of a posimodern style, 

Canadian multidkirrtlism has not passed through the stage ofmodern nihüism 

înherent in the perpetuation of a total system of known, stable, identities that 

attempts to impose order upon hybrid and emergent forms. Canadian 



multiCUIturaLism must therefore be seen as a technique of rational mastery which 

wills "itself [as] the sole context within which all that is other to it must attempt to 

be present" (Grant 1969:40). It is /ùlfilZed nihilism (Nietzsche 1967b:g-39; 

Heidegger 1958:49; Vattimo 1991:19ff.) that cannot complete itself, because 

completion would require giving up on the project of Canadian uni& which, from the 

beginning, has pmvided the conditions of existence for the problem of Canadian 

diversi ty . 
Let m e  now try to da* the resonance of certain key terms and 

assumptions in the passage above. There are, of course, many "dividing pradiceswl 

operating upon the Canadian population to produce various kinds of 'diversity," but 

here 1 want to focus on differentiation according to what is hown as "ethndtural 

origin." This term is d h e d  within state policy discourse as including "cultural, 

national, or racial origin of a person" (MuZticdtumZism: Building the Canadian 

Mosaie, Standing Committee on  Multiculturalism 1987:87, hereafter cited as 

MCBCM). Inasmuch as culture, nation, and race are assumed to be conditioned by 

climate and geography - a holdover h m  the ancient Greek world upon which I shall 

elahrate in chapter 3 - Canadian ethnocultural diversity appears as an 'objective', 

hatural' phenornenon which makes itself apparent in visible signs insrribed on 

certain bodies. Qiversity is a fact oflife in this country: a goverrunent pamphlet 

declares (MuZticuZtumlism: What is it R e d y  About?, Ministry of State for 

Multiculturalism and Citizenship 1991:11, hereaRer cited as MCWE). A newspaper 

photograph showing a White woman enjoying a tea party wi th  a Chinese woman, an 

orthodox Jew and a Rastafarian is overlain with the heaifiine: "Multidturalism: Has 

diversi@ gone too k?" (Globe and Md, bturday March 15,199731). Social 

scientists have gotten in on the game as well, oRen adding to the confimion ofbrms: 

Tanada is a multiethnic nation with a variety of ethnic, racial, digious, and 



political identities. Some societies have more diverse populatione than others; 

Canada ie among the most polyethnicn (Driedger 1996:2). 

With all of thie semiotic activity, it is very d i f f i d t  to spend even a short time 

in Canada without becoming acutely aware that Canadian diversity not only existe, 

but poses a ser ios  pmblem. This pmblem, Like the diversity that 'causes' it, m u t  be 

constantly reproduced for, as Joseph Gusfield points out, "b]uman probleme do not 

spring up, fùll-blown and announced, into the conscioumess of bystanders. Even to 

recognize a situation as painfid requires a system for categorizing and denning 

events (Gusfield 1981:3). The public charadm of public problems must be created 

as well since, "ail social problems do not necessarily becorne public ones" (5). The 

eligibility of a given social problem for attempts at public solution tends ta be a 

matter of ongoing debate, especially in the m e n t  context of neoliberal attacks on 

the welfare state and the consequent pressure to 'privatize' both problems and theu 

solutions. In general, though, once a problem has been succesafully classifieci as 

within the public realm, the way has ken cleared for the operation ofgovernment, 

for attempts to "structure the possible field of action of others" (Foucault 1982:221). 

Newspaper articles declare a crisis situation, Royal Commissions are struck, a 

ministry is created, legislation is drafted, buildings are erected and staffed, as the 

bodies and min& of concerneci citizens are swept up in a whirl of rational- 

bureaumatic activity. Out of this chaos an emergent consensus forms: a crisis 

exists, but it is being addressed and all will mon be well again. The problem of the 

problem of diversi@, then, is that the assurnption of the existence of an objectiveZy 

&ng and pmbkmattmattc ethnocuhral diuemity aivers ouer the work of diffemnttnttation 

itselfi Because it is a discursive construct with no basis in an empirical reality - not 

a 'thtig' ofany sort at all- Canadian diversim udoes not exist-" However, as a 

disamive formation with certain regularities, which 1 will i d e n e  later in this 

chapter, and which achieves certain power / knowledge &ects, which 1 will i d e n e  in 



chapters 3 through 8, the field of Canadian diversity defïnitely does provide an 

environment which conditions the possibilities of life for those who are trying to 'be 

Canadian'. 

While some suggest that the problem of Canadian diversity should not be 

given public status (Bissoondath 1994; Brotz 1980; CliRon & Roberte 1982), thie is 

to argue a g a h t  a long history of attempts at govemmental management of 

ethnocultural identitie~ with;n the territory now claimed by the Canadian state. As 1 

wiU show, h m  the arrîvd of the Euopeans to the present day, the problem of 

Canadian diversity bas always been public, in that it has always involved state- 

sponsored attempts to define, Imow, and structure the possible actions a field of 

problematic Others (Savages. QuéWmW, HaKbreeds, Immigrants) who have been 

distinguished h m  unproblematic Selves (Fkench, British, British-Canadian, 

Empean) through a vhety of means (civilization, humani&, race, culture, 

ethnicity, ethocultural origin).2 Even more striking than this longevity is the 

tendency of each attempted solution to increase the size and complexity of the 

pmblem: for almost five hundred pars, both the British and the French have been 

tqbg to 'civilize' the 'Savages'; for over two hundied years the British have not been 

able to eliminah or  accommodate the French; over the past century. the list of 

problematic Others has ken contindy expanding as governments and 

corporations have sought to increase the size of the population and the economy via 

immigration. The public problem of Canadian diversity has a long histury. and even 

the most cursory s c a n  of the mass media and academic presses makes it clear that 

it shows no signs ofbeing solved in the near fiture. 

Yet, despib this history of rational-bueaucratic (govemmental) 

multiplication and fidure, rndtictiituralism policg documents produced by the 

Canadian state proudly declare that the problem of Canadian diversity has always 

already been solved, that mdticulturalirmi has %en a fact of Canadian life for 



centuries," s t a r h g  "when the first European settlers arrived to join the Aboriginal 

peoples in the northem half of a vast continent" (Multicultumlism ... king 

Canadian, Department of the Secretary of State 1987:3, hereafhr cited as MCBC). 

In some documents, the hietory of Canadian diversity is extended back prior to the 

"joining", to times that literate, Eumpean minds see as prehistoric or primordial: 

Cultural diversity characterized the earliest societiea to be seen 
through the mists of o u r  history. Aboriginal peoples speaking a 
diversity of Algonkian tangues were spread acmss the breadth of North 
Amenca (MCBCMl3). 

While this daim is hard to support if%dtidtualismn is taken to mean Wie 

recognition of the cu l turd  and racial divemity of Canada and of the equality of 

Canadians of aIl origins" (MCBC:3), it does make sense ifit refers only to the 

"recognition of cultural and racial diversity-" Here one needs to dietinguish between 

three prevalent usages of 'multiculturalism': to describe (conshct)  a socio10gical fact 

of Canadian diversi&; to prescribe a social ideal; and to describe and prescn'be a 

govenimant policy or act as a response to the fact and an implementation of the 

ideal (Angus 1997:139, m e n  1982:51). By paying close attention to these 

resonances, one can see that the Canadian government is attempting to confound 

the descriptive and prescriptive senses of m u l t i c u l ~ s m  in order to provide its 

policy wi th  an uneamed history and reality- This effort has created a fourth meaning 

ofmultidturalism. as an alma& crehieved ideal, which suggests that the work 

prescr i i  has already been done. or is being done through the very process that 

m t e d  the probIem in the fust place, and now ensure its proliferation. 

While 1 follow the policy documena in locating the emergence of the problem 

of Canadian dkersity, or multicuIturaIîsm as fàct, at the t h e  ofthe arriva1 ofthe 

Europeans, 1 do not accept that multidturaIlsm as either a d  or social ideal - in 
any stage ofrealhtion - existed at tbis the .  These came later, through the 



evolution of acts and ideals that did exist, but whose obviouly violent and intolerant 

character makes it difikilt to put them to service in the creation of a 

multidturaliat origin myth. 1 am speaking here of the methods ofconstnzcting and 

managing human difference that were brought by the Europeans in the 16th 

century, which involveci markhg out the civilized, human 'European' firom the 

uncivïiized, brutish 'Savage', who was then subjected to attempts at asaimïlation, 

displacement, and extermination. ûver the years, this field has been evolving - 
through innovations in colonialisxn, bureaumatic discipline, immigration policy, 

demography, social theory, and state policy- untü it has been su€ficientlJr 

transformed to d o w  multidturalism as an already achieved social ideal to be 

projected back onto the history of Canadian diversity. This projection of a 

simulacmm of origin has ailowed a 'solution of Canadian multidturalism' to be 

represented as a natural, primordial, and a l m d y  exkting and successfil response to 

a 'problem of Canadian diversity'. 

Some clarification regarding methodological questions might al80 be in order. 

To restate the first sentence ofthis introduction, what I am attempting ia  a 

revaluation of Canadian multidturalism by way of a genealogical deconstruction of 

the problem of Canadian diversity. The preceding discussion will hopefully have 

shown how the terms 'multiculturalism' and 'Canadian diversitf &de around on top 

of one another, and can therefore be used to achieve certain rhetorical effects. In 

'White Mythology Metaphor in the text ofPhilosophy," Jacques Derrida suggests 

that the ta& of deconstruction is % to,smantIe (deconstmire) the metaphysical and 

r h e t o r .  structures which are at work in the text, not m order to reject or dis& 

them, but to reinsrnie them in another way.'" This is what 1 am setting out to do 

wi th  the 'text' of the 'pmblem of Canadian diversif#'. The metaphysical and 

rhetorid structures that enable muItidturali8m to be presented as an already 



achieved ideal wiU be dismantled, and reinsdbed in a genealogy of the pmb1em of 

Canadian divemity. 

This brings me to the question of the relation of genealogy to history. In the 

spirit of Foucault's essay "Nietzsche, Genealogy, History," 1 clah that the 

Canadian discourse on diversity posits a history, h t  is, a hm narrative told kom 

a place butside of timen (Foucault 1985:76,87). To counter this history, 1 will 

produce a genealogy, a search not for ongins and "monotonous finrility" (76), but for 

h e s  of descent, emergences, discontinuities. Foucault wriks: "The eearch for 

descent is not the erecting of foundations: on the contrarg, it disturbs what was 

previously considered immobile; it fhgments what was thought iuiified; it shows the 

heterogeneity of what was imagined consistent with itself' (82). M y  approach takes 

genedogy as reinscription of histoTica1 texts, in a manner amenable to the task of 

deconstruction as set out by Demda in the ''White Mythology." 

Finally, one might ask what is involved in a 'kevaluation." This term comes 

fkom Nietzsche. who held in The Will tu Power that "radiai" European nihilism - 
"the conviction of an absolute untenability of existence when it cornes to the highest 

values one recognizesn (1967b:g) - was the result ofa state in which "the highest 

values devake themsehs" (9). In Nietzsche's tirne, these would înclude the 

Christian god, the European aristocraey, and all that he saw being swept away by 

an oKushuig moderniw* In using Nietzsche's term, 1 attach myselfto the idea that 

the processes ofEuropean nihilism are still working themselves out, that there are 

many ways in which those who might consîder themselves Canadian have reached a 

psychologid state where =one has posited a totaIity, a systematization ... and a 
soul that longs to admire and revere has wallowed in the idea of some supreme form 

of domination and administration* (12)- To the extent that Canadian 

rndtidturalisni represents one of these supreme forms of domination and 
* * achmmtmtion, to the extent that it &dies exhausted values like mtionalism, 



mass representative, state-oriented 'democracy', and the will to a perfect technique 

of degigned subjectivitiee, escaping its grasp wilI require re-asseseing these cherished 

values, touching what has been placed out of reach on a high altar. Of course, this 

heretical contact with sa& objects will provoke axer  and misunderstanding. But, 

as Nietzsche put it, V e  require, somehes ,  new values" (4). 

Some work that takes on the problem of Canadian diversity with an eye to 

revaluation has already been done, for example in the field of Canadian native 

studies. In his article on "The Image o f  the Indian," Robin Fisher notes many of the 

salient features of the Canadian discourse on diversity - without naming it as such, 

and without no- the larger and older connections - as it operated during the fur- 

trade and settlement periods in British Columbia (Fisher 1988). Noel Dyck, in What 

is the Iiidkn Problem?, challenges the assumptions that have led to generations of 

rational-bure8ucratic "tutelage" disguised as a solution to the natural-biological 

pmblem of Indian difference (Dyck 1991). This appmach can be applied to the study 

of the general problem of Canadian ethnocultural diversity, to both place the Indian 

problem within the broader c o n t e  of the Euopean discourse on diver-, and to 

show how this discourse has helped to create and maintain a series of other systems 

similar ta the one Dyck d y z e s .  

For hints at how this task might be approached, we m u t  turn to the growing, 

yet st i l l  maginalized, field of post-co~oniai studies, where the modem couplet essence 

/ identity is being replaced with the postmodern problematic of construction / 

hybridity (Bhabha 1994:45; Hall 1987; Mrih-ha 1991). This shiR in the theorbation 

of identity is not the result of some academic fad; it is a necessary response to the 

postmodern condition of diaspora, itselfan &ect ofmodern colonialism and the 

technologies of rapid mass transport (e.g. the ocean-going ship) that Eurtopeans 

invented and applied wi th  great &kt mund the world. Thus Stuart Hall. Vhat 

Pve thought of as dispersecl and W e n t e d  m e s ,  paradoxically, to be the 



representative modern experience!" (1987:44). A focus on ethnodtural identity as a 

power I kuowledge construct has been gaining momentum in the mninstream 

academy, as the insights of pst-colonial theory are diffused. In a special issue of the 

journal October (#61,1992), Joan Scott criticized a report issued by the state of New 

York, entitled 'One Nation, Many Peoples," by noting that the authors 

naturalize identity, making it a matter of biology or history or culture, 
an inescapable trait that cari matter more o r  less, but is inherently a 
part of one's being. The report assumes that people are disrriminated 
against because they are already different when, in fact, I would argue, 
it i s  the other way arou.n& difference and the salience of different 
identities are produced by discrimination, a process that establishes 
the superiority o r  the -icality or the universality of some in terme of 
the inferiority or  atypicality o r  partidarity of others (1415). 

By blaming the Others they constntct for the existence of a problem of diversity, 

discourses of identity and UDIty - such as Canadian mdtidturallsm - disown and 

thereby mask their own power ! knowledge efXects. Scott goes on to suggest that 

"most discussions of multidturalism avoid this kind of insight about the production 

ofknow1edge of identity and therefore undercut their most radical potential" (15). In 

the Canadian context, dose attention to identity as a power / knowledge effect is 

best exemplined by the work of Rimani Bannerji, who has repeatedly insisted that 

I%olonialism is the context o r  entry point that dows us to begin exdoring the social 

relations and dtural forms which characterize ... relationsn between English 

Canada and its Others (1996:107). My goal is to delve into this context in detail, to 

show how the present of the problem of Canadîan diversity has emerged out of its 

past, how it has Surmved and adapted, changed and remained the same. 

As I will rnake use of the term %$ridit$ throughout this dissertation, 1 should 

point out how 1 win be using it, especiaIy as its usage will resonate d.erentLy in 

different mntexts. mth regard to the Canadian W-breed and Metis identities, 1 will 

be using the term as a description ofwhat was then seen as a hixing of races' that 



produced new - and generally 'inferioz! - h m n  types? Of course, 1 hope that the 

reader will also be aware of the more current sense of hybridity as a semiotic p m s s  

through which new identities are constructed. 1 shodd also point out that it 

sometimes seems as though hybndity is being presented as a sort of panacea by 

postcolonial theory. After noting that dispersal and fragmentation are "the 

representative modem experience," Stuart Halls goes on to wonder whether the 

'centeringd of this "marginalitf might be "the representative postmodem 

experience" (1987:44). On this theme Homi Bhabha suggests that the "wider 

signiscance of the postmodem conditionn lies not in the philosophical deconstruction 

of Western metaphysics, but in "the awareness that the epistemological limits' of 

those ethnocentric ideas are also the enunciative boundaries of a range of other 

dissonant, even dissident, histories and voices - women, the colonized, minority 

groups, the bearers of policed sexualities" (Bhabha 1994:45). For Bhabha, the in- 

between spaces of fixed identities "open up the possibility of a cultural hybridity that 

entertains clifference without an assumed o r  imposed hierarchy" (4). While this 

Snte- of difference could be conshed as an 'overcoming' of  European 

colonialimn, 1 do not want to give the impression that pst-colonial theory points the 

way toward a 'solution' to the problem of Canadian diversity through a kcognition' 

o r  'acceptance' of postmodem hybridity. As Bhabha notes, "the social articulation of 

Merence ... is a cornplex, on-going negotiation that seeks to uuthorize cultural 

hybridities that emerge in moments of historical transformation" (2, emphasis 

added). States can, have, and always will, be able to authorize 'hybrid' identities by 

nominsiting them as bure', and then using the resulting category as a meam of 

mass articulation with an adminigtrated population3 

The remainder ofthis introduction wilI comprise a preliminary sketch of the 

ideas and claims that wiIl be presented in the body ofthe dissertation, and a 

delimitation of the %eldB of Canadian diversity. Afbr a study of this field via the 



subfields of state policy, popopular culture, and academic discussions, I wii l  daim that 

it observes the following reguiarities: (1) Canadian diversi@ is seen as a sociological, 

natural-historical, objective fact, redting h m  innate Merences in human types 

based on race, culture, ethniciQ, geography, and clirnate; (2) this diveroity ie thought 

to represent a public problem merifing atate intervention, or rational-bmaucratic 

octs; (3) inasmuch as the fact is conflated with the a d ,  the problem of Canadian 

diversity is thought to contain its own solution, to be in the proœss of solving itself, 

of achieving its own iW. 

Chapter 2 sets out in greater detail m y  theoretical-methodoiogical approach, 

and establishes the possibility of a genealogical investigation of the current 

Canadian field through an examination ofits descent fkom an ancient Western 

discourse o n  diversity, which is intimately bound up with what 1 will d, folIowing 

Deleuze and Guattari, 'state' fonns of top-down organization or striation. Chapter 3 

sets out the formal characteristics of the Western discourse on diversity through an 

examination of texts of Herodotus, Plato, and Aristotle. These characteristics -- the 

division of human individuals into groupable 'types', the arrangement of these types 

into a hierarchy, the naming of some types as presenting a problem', and the 

attempt to provide 'solutions' to the problem so constructed- act as a 

metastructure which has reproduced itself throughout many changes in its form and 

content. In Plato and Aristotle, 1 argue, human tgpes were differentiated according 

to the Great Chain of Being, unproblematic Greeks were opposed to problematic 

Barbarîans, and the solution to the prob1e.m of Barbarian difference was to wage 

wars of destruction aimed at their exclusion andelimination. The Roman empire 

maintahed the Barbarian as Other and perpetuated the Great Chain, but tended 

towards strategies of inclusion and integmtion in handling the problerns it mated for 

itself. Later, the Christians perfected the art ofconverting Pagans and Barbarians, 

semi-civilized Others Iwking on the edges of what it perceived as the 'civilized world'. 



Also in chapter 3,1 introduce and make use of Greimas' method of the 'semiotic 

square," which is used throughout my argument to track the ways in which this 

ancient metastructure has reproduced itself, under different discursive conditions, 

up to the present day. My reasons for reaching back to the beginnings of Western 

cimüzation in analyzing Canadian multidturalism are at least double. Fust, 

degree of continuity is quite etr ihg,  once one becomes aware of it, and I believe that 

this continuity should be directly addressad by current policies and philosophies that 

seek to 'solve' the problem of Canadian diversity. Second, the age, depth, and subtle 

interconnections of this highly adaptable 'problem' suggest that its 'solution' will be 

no simple matter, not something a Royal Commission or a piece of legislation can 

hope to achieve wi th  one blow, or aven a series of blows. Indeed, the system ha8 

evolved precisely thmugh turning such shocks to its advantage. 

The task of chapters 4 through 8 is to show how Canadian multidturalism 

as state policy is descended from these ancient forms, not in a line of simple 

repetition, but as a complex pmcess of adaptation containhg many discontinuities. 

In each discursive situation, through an examination ofwhat 1 consider to be 

epitomal texts, 1 will look at the nature ofthe categories and the hieraTchical order 

established, the problems constructed, and the solutions pmposed and implemented. 

In chapter 4 1 discuss how the ancient Western discourse on diversity was adapted 

to the cjjccumstances of European colonization of that portion of the New World that 

has come to be known as Canada The ancient Greek methods of exdusion and %var 

to the end' were creatively reproduced in the many - yet always unsuccessfid - 
attempts of the colonial government of New France to displace and destroy the 

peoples of the kquois confederacy, and in the actually achieved British 

exkrmhation of the Beothuk of what is now called Newfuundlând, From the 

beginning oftheir colonial efforts, the French &O attempted conversion and 

asgîmhtion, metbods wirich did not take hold in the d y  British co10nid discourse. 



The British, however, made their own innovative contriiutions to the Canadian 

discourse on diversity, tbmugh theK evolution of legal and rational-bureaumtic 

methods of distant micmontrol of the daily lives of both Selves and Othere, a8 

epitumized in the operation ofthe Hudson's Bay Company. With the conquest / 

cession of New France, addressed in chapk 5, the British began to make use of the 

French methods of conversion and assimilation of the Native peoples and, aRer 

several fded attempts at transportation, extermination, and assimilation, began to 

try to integnrte the French. With the addition of a 'European' Other, the system of 

diversity in British colonial Canada became more cornplex, the number of 

problematic subject positions increased, and the basis for construction of 

problematic difference began to shiR fkom h e t y  and civilization to race and 

religion; the French were obviously 'people', but they were just as obviously not the 

same kind ofpeople' as the British. 

The rise of the Canadian nation-state forrns the subject of chapter 6, whieh 

documents how the British discourse on diversi* was imitatively reproduced in a 

seEconscious quest to rise h m  the status of 'colony' in that of a 'nation' wi th  

colonies ofits own. The Canadian invasion of the Red River region is taken as the 

archetype here, involving violent displacement of the existing population, seductive 

inkgration h u g h  the offer of'province' status, followed by assimüation through 

masaive inward movement of people who oceupied higher positions on what had 

become a Great Chain of Race (White, Ydow, Black, Red). The acquisition of these 

apparently more 'desirabIe9 person-types to colonize the newly minted province of 

Manitoba only exacerbated the problem it set out to solve, however, as it led to a 

pmIiferation of problematic subject-positions wi thh  the category of White itseK 

From a rnere handfd - French, Savage, hdian, Halfbreed, Metis - the number of 

non-British tgpes that posed a threat to canonid Canada increased to sevenw- 

nine by 1903 WatioMl Archiues of CaMda. Immigmtbn Record Books, RG 26 



Series C.1 Vol. 26 Book 3). The Canadian etate began a series of attempts a t  

physical elimination of problematically different bodies, such as q j k i o n  of 

Immigrants based on racial criteria, exclusion via selective immigration policies, and 

qèction via individual deportation and group transportation. AII of this was in 

keeping with the hegemony of an ideology of aAnglo-conf~rmity", wwhich held that dl 

bew Canadians' must be asWated to a British-Canadian model. For those who 

could not be physically removed o r  assimilated, M e r  coercive measures were 

adopted during the two World Wars, including disechisement,  internal 

disp1acement, transportation, surveillance, and intement. 

In the 1920's. what I consider to be the key texts in the 20th century 

Canadian diseourse on diversity appeard Rate Foster's Our C a d a n  Mm& 

(1926); and Robert England's The Centra2 European Immigrant in Cana& (1929). 

These texts, in their meative reproduction of earlier forms epitomized by J.S. 

Woodsworth's Strangers mthin Our Gotes (1907), established a set of generic 

characteristics that later came to dominate the field of Canadian thought, writing, 

and practice regarding the problem ofdiversity. The 'Mosaic' metaphor for C a ~ d i a n  

society is one well-known example, but there are many others: the 'Flood' metaphor 

for incoming diversity; the bbula .  arrangement of racial groups vs. numbers 

arriving over some given time pend; and the catalogue display of a varie@ of 

human types considered to be Merent eom some unmentioned canonid type. 

Chapter 7 addresses these texts in detail, showing how they are desœnded fiom 

previous formulations ofthe problem of Canadian diversi*, and how cufient 

government policy and many academic d y s e s  are descended fkom them. Two 

cri t ical shiRs occurred during this pend. a deehe in Angle-corifotmist, design 

theories of Canadian identity, in favour of what I refer to as a cofLStmïned emergence 

theory symbolized by the Mosaic metaphor; concomitant with this, a movement 

away h m  mercive assimilation and exclusion of races to seductive i@gmtLon of 



cultures. This shiR began to be officialized with the advent of World War II and the 

Nationalities Branch of the Department of National War Services, which provîded 

the bureaucratie conditions necessary for the emergence of multidtudism as 

state policy. 

It has ben argued that wi th  its shiR to an officid policy of multidturalism 

during the 1960's, the Canadian state nnally began to solve the problem of divereity 

thmugh granting "recognition" to non-canonid identities (Rymücka 1995; Taylor 

1992). Other commentators have seen this development as a 'dangerous' f o m  of 

'bgmentation' (Bibby 1990; Bissoondath 1994)- However, fkom the perspective 

developed in chapter 8, Canadian mdtidturalism appears as neither a generous 

gift of liber81 democracy, nor a divisive practice threatening to destroy the 

enjoyment of Canadiamess for ail. Rather, it is the passive nihilistic fidfilhent of an 

ethnodtural economy wbich takes as its raw material the 'objective contents' of 

Canadian diversitp and hopes to produce out ofit a simdacrum of Canadian unity. 

The reality of Canadian diversity is çymbiotidy dependent upon this will to uni@ - 
without it, a diversity simply could not exîst, and certainly could not be a problem. 

The rhetoric of multidturalism says that Canada is attempting to becorne, not a 

nation-state, but a seKconsciously multinational (civic) &te, in which all nations 

can se& their enjoyment in possession of a national Thing (Zizek 1991:165). This 

Thing is universal, it is every Thing* But, as everything it is also mthing at d. This 

paradoxïcal object is tellin& represented in an image that I cal l  the National Jewek 

a disembodied Mosaic floating in an empw space, as seen on the cover of the 

government policy document MuZticulhrmkm: king Canadian (Department of the 

Secretary of State 1987), reproduced here as Figure 1.2. 

Gwding the Jewel îs necessarg because the discourse o n  Canadian diversity 

also eontains, as its continuiilly repreesed Other, the possibility of abandoning the 

formation of designed, singuiar identities through mass $eEacceptance and Other- 



exclusion (culture1, and orienting instead to an emergent and multiple (poatcultural) 

experience of subjectivity. Staying within the discourse on Canadian diversity, we 

might refer to this poasibility as one oftopen-ended integration', or a free emergence 

theory of identity. In the ônal chapter, 1 will preeent this possibiüty as a fiight fkom 

the &te-designed identities offered by the National Jewel. Pncisely because of the 

(failures' of British- and French-Canadian nationalimns, the constant threats fkom 

incompletely coded peoples, Canada is perhapa, aRer all, leading the way towards a 

hture that will be shared by many other nation-atates, and may, in its failure to 

achieve a universal mass identity, or even a univemal rnass ofidentities, 

inadvertently achieve its goal. 

M y  object in this study will be a d i s d v e  formaton, or field, composed of 

several subfields: the discourse on Canadian diversity as observed in state policy, 

popular dture ,  and academic analyses. In the folIowing sections 1 will provide 

specific critena that can be used to delineate this field, and in Chapter 2 1 will 

present a justincation for proceeding in this manner.6 In its curent configuration, 

the field of Canadian diversity is domiriated by a single major player: the Canadian 

government. With al l  the means of modem coercion and postmodem cading at their 

disposal, legislators and bureaumats have set out to bolster the reality of Canadian 

multiCUIturalism as fa& and act, problem and solution, distopia and social ideal. The 

effects of this actimtg are a matter of m e n t  debak. Can tolerance be legislated? Is 

multiculturalism policy "working?" These are fair questions for philosophers, social 

scientists, and Canadians ofall sorts, who have engaged them with much gusto. 

wth regard to the question of mdtidturalism policg %orking> or not, one might 

sap. of course it is, it is signification on a maas scale- A more imporiant and 

interesthg question would be to ask how it is working, zuwhat it is working to do. And 



we must not forget that the answers to these questions might be only accidentally 

related to any 'goals' o r  'objectives' of the policy-dem, their constituents, and the 

philosophers and social scientists who daim to inform them. 

AB a b t  step in delineating the field of inquiry relevant here, it is necessary 

to say precisely what will be conaidered as part of a p d d a r l y  Canadian discome 

on diversity. For  the purposes of this study, 1 take as being Canadian that discourse 

which emerges out of the British and French invasion of the northeastern portion of 

what is now known as North America, starting with the voyages of Cabot in 1497 

and Cartier in 1534. This choice is not arbitrary for, as we will see, certain 

regularities can be observed in the attempts that have been made ta impose a 

hegemonic striation upon this expanding geographic space, as well as in the seK 

identifications and other-ascriptions of the bodies that have inhabited it. Obviously, 

the French colonizers of the seventeenth century did not think of themselves as 

Canadian, but they did send a "Governor of Canada* as early as 1540. Over the 

years the QU&@ of being Canadian has been various1y attributed to the Native 

inhabitants of New France, French Canctdiens, British settlers only, British and 

French and people h m  western Europe but not Blacks or Asians, until, in the 

m e n t  situation, "everyone" who lives withi. the bounds of a certain territory is 

comidered to be ofncially Canadian, or at least Canadianizeble. 1IJmiting the study 

to those geographical / semiotic / embodied spaces out of which what is currently 

known as Canada has emerged provides some sense of containment, a a& of 

stnicture within which the fireedom of narrative might be exercised. 

As mentioned in the introduction, I am aware that the semiotic and spatio- 

temporal compleBty of this field, and ofits relations to other fields, is va& But here 

1 wiIl focus on only three subfields: colonial and contemporary govenunent polieies 

and practices; philosophical / social scientific analyses; and popular culture 

representatiom. As the prime agent of striation in the modem Eurocolonial domain, 



the state form is of crucial importance in andm the discourse on Canadian 

diversity as a technology ofgovernance. Social science and philo~ophy are important 

because they have long been deployed to provide ernpirîcal data and moral 

justincation for the activities of &tes. Finally, no etate can exist without an 

articulation to one or more nations, that is, to groupa of individuale who iden* 

themselves as groups, and are willing to play the game of inclusion and exduBion, 

obedience and remstance. Wïtbin the history of Canadian diversity, activity in all of 

these fields has aided in the proliferation and dflerentiation of problematic human 

subjects, and each of them can be shown to obseme eimilar d e s  in the construction 

of its objects, statements, and pracfices. In the following sections 1 will show in detail 

how these regularities are displayed, and how they work in relation to a broader field 

of Canadian dive- that structures and is structured by all of them.7 

Canadian Diversity in State PoZicy 

The contemporary form of the official discourse on Canadian diversity can be 

clearly discerned in policy documents produced by the Canadian government 

start ing in the 1960's. Of particular importance is the Report of the Royal 

Commission on Bilinguaüsm and Bidturaliiam (B&B Report), which carried out ita 

work h m  1963 to 1967. A h o s t  immediately afkr the publication of the B&B 

Report and the passage of the OficiaL Languages Act (1969), there was another 

flurry of activi@ in the world of policy-making, which focused on the management of 

what the Report called the "other ethnic groups." MttZticulhtmlism: Building the 

Canadian Miiaic (MCBCM) was pmduced in June 1987, as a report of the Standing 

Cornmittee on Multidturdism. This document, which seems to have politicians and 

lobbyîsts as its intended audience, more CIearIy defined the goals and approaches of 

the policy ofmultidturalism, and provided a basis for the CaMdian 

MulticuZtudism Act of 1988. The other document of interest here is 



Multicultumlism ... being Canadion (MCBC), which describes itselfas a '%ackgromd 

paper" addressed to "all Canadians" (2). The purpose of this document wae to 

'spread the word' that multiCUIturalism was an official govenunent policy and was 

being enshrined in a legal statute, and so it is best seen as a report of a policy rather 

than a policy report. 

AU three of these documents display similarities in the content they address 

and the ways in which this content is presented. Of central concern here is that all 

make reference to Canadian ethnodtural diversity as a public problem that needs 

a bureaucratic solution. The particulam of the construction of this problem in each 

of the documents reveal both a strong through-line associated with the problem of 

Canadian diversity, and the presence of certain definitions of the problem that 

appear to have ben passed dong fimm one generation of reports to the next. For 

example, all of the documents use the Ssategy of normalking the problem of 

ethnocultural diversity by providing it with a naixdhistorid basis. This strategy 

can be seen at work in the table ofconbnts of Volume IV of the B&B Report, 

Chapter 1 of which is entitled "The Histurical Background." The title presumably 

refers to the histoncal background of '?mmigrationt', which imrnediately precedes it 

as the title ofpart 1. In a sub-section entitled "Early ethnic diversitg'? it is suggested 

that "the population of what is now Canada bas alwags been ethnically diverse" 

(18). In order that the reader may know what an "ethnic diversityt iis, succeeding 

subtitles make reference to the many "types of immigrantss" that have corne to  

Canada. These include "Early Germain Immigration", 'The Dutch and 

Sc8ndinavianaW, "Other Eu~opeans", 'Negro immigration" and "Asians o n  the West 

Coast", and so on. The arrivd ofthese person-tspes is described in the B&B Report 

with the help o f a  mturalistic metaphor of inundation that 1 d l  the Flood metaphor. 

On page 18 of Book IV, immigrants to Canada are depicted as part of a "fïow" or 

"influ&'% page 21. the metaphor is used more strongly, to B e n  the arrival of 



people to Canada to a "vaet tide." Significantly, the flood metaphor is not ueed to 

describe the earlier arriva1 of British and French immigrants, balancing these 

natudy pmblernatic Others with naturally unproblematic Selvee. 

The writers of MCBCM drew heaviiy h m  the work of the B&B Report in th& 

presentation of the problen; of Canadian diversi&, but d s o  added some innovations 

of their own. The idea that Canadian diversity is a natural / historical object is 

deployed in Section 1.0, which is entitled "A Primordial Cultural Diversity." Hem 

Canadian diversity is seen as originating "in the mists of our history" and as being 

ltinevitably in-ed" over t h e  (13). This diversity "continued to grow" unal it 

became a "massive flow." In the Executive Stfmmary, Canadian diversity is placed 

on a fkm geographical and economic foundation: 

Regardless of where they [immigrants] came h m  ... depending on 
where they settled in Canada they developed differences and formed 
their own distinctive dtures in adapting to the particular geography 
and prevailing social and economic conditions of the different regions of 
the country where they made their homes (pages not numbered). 

In the next paragraph, however, the economic and social connections are lost, 

leaving only the "natural'' forces ofWgeography" as a cause: 

Thus the French who settled in Acadia have evolved a distinctively 
dinerent culture fkom those who settled in Quebec. Canada needs to 
corne to terms wi th  these many Merences which will alwuys preuail 
due to the uery nature of its geography (emphasis added). 

MCBC also made good use of the histurical approach, complete wi th  the 

Ahriginai peoples connection, in its Chapter 1 "A Tradition of Diversity..'." 

Cultural and racial diversÎe have existeâ in Canada sinœ long M o r e  
the 16th centnry, when the first European settlers arrived to join the 
Abonginal peoples in the northern half of a vast continent. Aboriginal 
sociee was multidtural as well as rndtüinguai (3). 



AU three of the documents euggest that Canadian diversîty is a natural-hisbrid 

phenornenon that has d w a p  existed, and wi i l  continue to exist in the fbture. The 

term multidturalism is often used, in a desct-iptiue mode, to denote this fact of 

diversity. 

But Canadian multidturalism is not just a fact - it is a problematic fa&, a 

cal1 to action. Each document, in its own way, suggests that the problem of 

Canadian diversity has reached crisis proportions, and that dire consequences will 

result if steps are not taken soon. In Book 1 of the B&B Report, the Commission 

quotes its own preliminary report in order to reinforce the critical nature of the 

problem faced by the Canadian nation-state: 

It was o u  conviction that ... "Canada was facing a national crisis, a 
time when decisions must be taken and developments must occur 
leadhg either to its break-up or ta a new set of conditions for its hture 
existence." This is stiU the situation (xviî). 

Hem the crisis is named as one involving an impending '%break-~p'~ of the Canadian 

nation-state. The writers of the report go on to assure their readers that they shall 

"examine various aspects of the crins and shall propose some remedies" (xvii). 

These remedies involve changes in documents that will presumably lead to changes 

in institutions and practices. As can be seen fkom the table of contents of Book I of 

the report, such changes include "An Extension of Section 93 of the BNA Act", "A 

New Section 133 of the BNA Act", and a Tederd Official Languages Act." Thus the 

B&B Report, written for legislators and concentratuig on the T3ritiskdFrench" 

problem, took on the task of suggesting how to modifg certain words on certain 

pages so as to achieve the effect of preventing the Canadian nation-&ab Grom 

"breakhg up." 

Just as official ailingualimn and bid-sm were the solutions pmposed to 

prevent an imminent binary fission of the Canadian nation-state, mdticulturalism 



appeared as the name for the bureaucratie work that sought to avoid a multiple 

hc tu re .  Fmm the "Executive Sllmmarytt of MCBC: 

Since one third of the Canadian population ie h m  minority 
ethnocultural communities, and this diversity continues to grow there 
is an obligation on the part ofthe Canadian Parliament and 
Govemment to reepond .... Therefore, the Standing Committee ... 
submits various recommendations pertaining to a Multicdturalism 
Policy, Act, and Department. 

Where the policy reports work on the fears ofpoliq-miidcers by heighteniog the 

sense of crisis, the report of the policy gives the impression that the state has aolved 

its pmblems, and now hopes tbat the people will do their part as well. The following 

passages h m  MCBC display the compIete cycle of problem creation, bureaumatic 

solution, and, naally, request for the adherence of al l  good Qtizens to the sorts of 

behaviour that have been legally c&ed and deemed appropriate. First, the 

Analysis of m e n t  population trends suggests that the country will 
have to rely on immigration, ifit intends to maintain or increase its 
population. Moreover, most fbture immigrants are expected to corne 
h m  non-Eumpean mots. This will mean that the gize of canada's 
racial minority communities, now roughly 1.9 million or seven percent 
of the population, wi l l  increase duRng the next several decades (25). 

The state's d e  in provîding a solution: 

The government is confident that Canadiaos, th& institutions and the 
country's existing communities will make the necessary adaptations in 
a spirit ofgenemsity and undershnding. Still, it recognizes that 
changes of any kind make some persons uneasy, so it accepts its 
respollsibilitp to provide active leadership in fostering among all 
Citizens a heightened appreciation and understanding of 
multiculuralism (25)- 

And the citizen's d e  in conductllig his or her life accordkg to the words that the 

state has marked on pages: 



By mrrintaining Canadian citizenship values, by ob8ervhg the 
provisions of an amended and strengthened O f i i d  Lcr~tguages Act, and 
by fonowing the principles and policies ofmulticulturalism, the 
government believes that Canada will always be a country where ai l  
groups can thrive and contribute. 

Within the constraints imposed by the necessity of communicating effectively 

with their intended audiences, the policy reports and the report of the policy are 

comrnonly conœrned with creating the problem of Canadian divemity and then 

solving this problem by way of rational-bureaumatic intervention. However, at the 

same time as the fa& ofmulticdturalism (Canadian diversity) is seen as primordial, 

so is the act of multiculturalism as recognition and tulerance of diversity. If 

'ahriginai society was mdtidtural as w d  as mdtiiinguai*, and if multidturalism 

means both fact of problem and act of solution, does this not mean that the problem 

has also always been solved? Sometimes it seems that the policy documents would 

like this to be the case. MCBC takes a step in this direction: " l ie  Standing 

Cornmittee believes that it is time to M e r  the recognition of the multidtural 

reality of Canada by piving this reality its own legislative base" (18). This is 

obviously not much of a reali@, ifit can't stand unaided on its own two feet. Perhaps 

it is just too young? We can see the maturing oftautology into redits in the same 

document, a few paragraphs later: 

[ n o  say that mtiitiCUIturalism is for ail Canadiam is to Say that 
Canadians h m  the majority communities can a h ,  and should also, 
participate in multidturalism .... It recognizes that al1 Canadiami 
have a C U Z ~  background which forms the essence of Canada's 
cultural diversity, that is multidturalism (19). 

In the repart of the policy, the bumps in the language and thought process have 

been emoothed out, so that the text moves smoothly back and forth between fact 

and act to create a seEpropelling sysbm UHaving been a fact of  Canadian Life for 

centuries, multiculturalism has been official policy in Canada since 1971" (MCBC3). 



Through a rhetoridy compelling confiasion between a non-exihnt history of 

hermonious coexistence and a package of toothless and mostly ignored legislation, 

the reader is led to believe that the Canadian governent ie on the hi& mad to 

achieving uni* within an ancient and problematic diversity. It ie quite possible, of 

course, that this etate-sponsored definition of the pmblem and its solution is merely 

a figrnent of the collective Canadian political-bureaudc imagination. That is, one 

might want to lmow to what effect these moves in the general field of power have 

had in other subfielda. It is to this question that we now must tum 

Canadian Diversity in PopuCor Culture 

Since the stated goal of the policy documents is to M e r  belief in and 

acceptance of the fact and act of multiCU1turaliam, public opinion on these matters 

might give some indication of the degree of success of the Canadian government in 

gaining hegemony for its definition of the situation. Government-Funded a w e y s  and 

skidies abound, which purport to show that multiculturalism is indeed "working." 

One of these was conducted in 1988, by Thompson Lightstone, and the findings were 

presented in a report by Optima Consultants. 2000 adults were asked a series of 

questions designed to elicit their "attitudes tawards multidturalism" (Optima 

1988:l). 86% of those sweyed "agreed" with the statement that "Canadians have 

corne fkomjust about every countrg in the world." 83% thought that "Canadians of 

all backgrounds have the freedom to maintain their cultures and languages," and 

76% felt that multidturalism "makes Canada a better country to live in" (2). While 

its results might have been encouraging to bureaumats in the Department of the 

Secret- of State, the survey seers h m  a methodological problem: all of the 

questions are as pogitively santed and highly leading as the examples given above. 

This fact was not lost on the consultants fiom Optima, who suggested in the 

Conclusion that "it would be usefùl to repeat a more comprehensive range of 



questions to track public attitudes in a more d a t i v e  rnanner. These questions 

shodd cover both the 'hopefùl' and 'appreheneive' aspecte of public attitudes 

regard- mdticulturalism'~ (12). 

A si~nilar study was conducted in 1991 by the Aogus Reid Group. This study 

was much more extensive, involving both quantitative telephone s m e y  researeh 

and focus groups. The questions in the telephone s w e y  were not as obviously 

loaded to produce desired responses, although the section on "Credibility of 

Statements Concerning Multiculturalism" shows great eimilarity to the work done in 

1988. The statement of highest medibiiity, weighing in at 9546, was T o u  can be 

pmud of being Canadian and pmud of your ancestry at the same time." This was 

closely followed, at 9496, by 'Canadian citizenship is a two-way street ... it means 

everyone in Canada has both rights and responsibilities." The lowest rate of 

credibility achieved was still impressive, at 8396, for lWulticulturalism is about 

equality for Canadians ofall origins" (Angus Reid 1991:20). 

Basd on these hdiiigs, it would seem that al l  is well in the world of Canadian 

multiCU1turalism. However, a qui& glance at what is going on in everyday life as 

constructed in the mass media shows that the situation is not so rosy. It seems that 

the confusion fostered by government policy has taken fïrm root - indeed, many see 

multidturalism policy as part of the pmblem of Canadian diversity rather than a 

solution to it. A recent issue of the Vancouver Courier carried an artide under the 

headline "Zulu woman amdemm &*ive, stipatizing muIti4turalism," with  the 

subhead "htegration impossible" (November 27,1996: 17). Here a "black South 

AfEcanr* is quoted as saying that "multidtural îdealism keeps Canada h m  being a 

United counky." A month before this, the Globe and M d  ran the headline "Ottawa 

faiis to sel1 multidturalism= Report for Herïtage Canada points to growing backlash 

against federal policy that aids ethnic groups" (October 18,1996: A8). In both 



articles the theme is the same: allowing people to be different is dangerous, and 

threatens the existing sacial order. 

In the Globe article, Hedy Fry, Secretary of State for Mdtidturalism, taok 

the blame for this failure of the act, admitting that "in the past we have not done a 

gwd enough job in getting the message out." Again, the cucioua neceemty of "sellllig' 

a historid reaIity appears. Despite public acknowledgment of its fdure, though, 

nothing much seems to be changing in the world of oGclal multiculturalism. Witness 

the March 1996 edition of What's New in h f ~ & t k ~ & ~ ~ h ? ? z ,  produœd by Canadian 

Heritage and bearing the name of the HonourabIe Hedy Fry: 

Since assuming the office of Secretary of State (Multiculturalism) ..., 1 
have been meeting with Canadians fiam all walks of life and iistening to 
their views on multiculturalisn Canada has been built by people of 
diverse backgrounds who together have created a unique country 
governed by respect for Merences. As we face the challenges of a new 
rnillennium to improve on what we have b d t  together, we wi l l  continue 
to be a d e  mode1 to the world, 

Nowhere in this press release is there any indication of what Canadians h m  ail 

w a k  of life have been saying to the Secretary of State, but there is no doubt that 

her wnters are well versed and able ta pound the old platitudes without a twinge of 

mauvaise foi. 

In addition to the occasiond act of individual rebellion, there are also more 

organized and influentid discourses ofresistance to multidturalism policy. These 

must be coddered as they are a great aid in locating the (fluid) b o u n d ~ e s  ofthe 

field. and because they bring out relevant speech that simply cannot be found 

mywhere else. It is important to note that these movements ofresistance are in 

many cases themeIves interventions in the field; that is to Say, they accept the 

terms of the discourse, and are oriented primarily ta admitting or exduding, 

improving or hampering. the trajectory of some given agent or p u p  of agents. An 

exampIe of an attempt to alter the configuration ofthe field would be the lnbbying by 



organizations pulporting to represent 'the other ethnic groupe' that apparently 

hdped to change the policy of 'bilingualism and bidturaIism' into 'rnultidturaIism 

in a bilingual ~ e w o r k ' .  This aort of activity is ongoing, as various meta-groupe 

jockey for position in the Canadian ethnd-ril hierarchy, and it most certainly 

forms part of the field of Canadian diversi* 

Examples of discourses that are more ofa  challenge to the exieting economy 

can be found in the variou8 sovereignty movements (Quebécois, Metis, Native 

Nations, Western provinces) that seek to break the connection between the 

Canadian state, part of its m e n t  temtory, and some of its nations. Again, while 

these discourses challenge the system of Canadian identity and diversity in its 

m e n t  form, they o h  seek to replace this system with a related one based on the 

same principle of ethnocultud capital. The workuig out of relations ofpower 

between those attached to Quebec's pur laine families and those who arrived before 

or aRer them shows thïs effect very wd. These interventions wi l l  also be discussed, 

at least inasmuch as they appear within the federal field of power, which means, as 

much as they appear in the English language, in the context of British social, 

political, and legal institutions. I do not daim to comprehend , o r  even approach, the 

complexities of the various sovereignty movements within th& own languages and 

conteXts. 

In summary, although there seems to be disagreement outside the halls of 

Ottawa on the value of the act of multidturalism, there is almost complete 

acceptance of the fa& of a problematic Canadian diversiW. Thus, despite the hand- 

wringing and public confessions offdure, the Canadian govemment has made an 

important contribution to the tradition of divemi@ it so reveres, inasmuch as it has 

helped to perpetuate a belief that this diversi* exists, poses a public problem, and 

requires an immediate and ongohg rational-bureaucratie response. 



AB I have mentioned, social scientists have often b e n  deployed by the state 

to produce demographic analyses, conduct sulcveys, and make recornmendations 

regarding the problem of Canadian diversity, and have thereby made a great 

contribution to the hegemonic construction of what and how Canadian society is. 

Indeed, without eociology, there could be no sociological fact of diversity. As 1 wiU 

show in chapter 7, Canadian academics have also been involved at the highest levels 

of policy d y s i s  and mnetruction throughout the twentieth century. SStarting with 

the work of Harold I ~ i a  and George Grant, professional social theorists and 

philosophers have engaged Canadian diversity as a social ided, and entered into 

debates about what Canada should be.8 Thus the Canadian academic -dition, as 

sparse and barely self-supporthg as it may be, has played an important role in the 

construction and management of the problem of Canadian diversity. However, to be 

included in the analytic field that is emerging in this chapter, it would be necessary 

for the academic discourse to display the same regulanties as are found in state 

poücy and popular culture. That is, we must see the fact of diversity being 

naturalized, historicized, and problernatized, dong with the assumption that state 

intervention can solve, and is already solvingt this problem. In thia section 1 will 

show that, despite its own la& ofunity, these Qiteria are met by the dominant 

stream of the academic discourse on Canadîan diver&. 

The 'easiest' targets in the academic field are presented by texts that accept 

a12 of the criteria given above. This uncriticd stance is most obvious in the case of 

scholars who are working directly for the &te by helping to write policy documents 

and reports; but it also shows up in texts intended for conmunption by other 

professional. While these are rarely so naive or  total in th& reproduction of the 

discome on  Canadian diversity, most seem to accept several of the major axes, 



while taking issue with one o r  two of them. The aspect of the field that is moet o b n  

left in place is the pmblematic natural-sociol~gïœl fâct of Canadian diversiW. Old- 

tkne demography ie perhaps the greatest culprit here, with its focus on ethnicity as 

"an amalgam of objective factors ... that characterize the individual" m e r  

1996:196; see also Halli et  al 1990). In blithely setting out to quantify difference, 

demography has been a major contributor to the pmliferation of ethnodtural 

subject-positions, as well as coqjuring up M e r  distinctions, such as those between 

visible and invisible minorities, cingle and multiple arigin ethnicities, and so OR 

According to Elliot and Fieras. however, this tendenqyis on the wane: "[elmphasis on 

objective features and cultural content has weakened in recent years, replaced to 

some extent by an interest in the subjective experiences and symbolic boundazies 

that define and encircle an ethnie groupe (1992:134). Whüe this may appear to be a 

step in the right direction, the subjectivîst approach also leaves the system in place, 

as it does not bring into question the enabiing constraints that make ethnocultural 

objectifications and subjectifications possible in the first place. 

In evading this question, academic writing has contributed to the origin myth 

of Canadian multidturalism as already-achieved ideal, through its construction of a 

history of diversity and tolerance marred ody by occasional 'exceptional' events 

which, upon rdection, can be seen to have been rationally motivated and therefiore 

'UnderstandabIe'. In his History of Canada, f i rst  published in 1887, William I(ingsford 

referred to the expulsion of the Acadians as a "painful episode" that, "whatever its 

character, ... must be fully placed on the recordn (502). In his account, the 

Sgnomce" of the %rimitive" and "illiterate" population of Acadia was pIayed upon 

by unmpulous Roman Catholic priests who opposed British interests. The 

Acadians also 'precipitated the adoption of ative measures against them" by 

sending an ïnsolentlp writtenn petition to the govemor, who was then forced to do 

his duty without eye to sentiment' (505). Writing on the same topic in 1912, J. 



C. Hopkins also defended Govemor Lawrence's actions on the gmund of self- 

protection b m  dangernus interna1 Others, and atkmpted to downplay its severity, 

offering up his own version of Governor Lawrence's "fair1y remonable explanation of 

his action" (Hopkh 1912:104). Hopkins p k d e d  the story with a happy ending, 

claiming that k s  time passed on ... the Acadians were allowed to wander back to 

their old homes and to rebuild the altars of their sires, until, by the cenaue of l89L 

there were more than a hundred thousand loyal, light-hearted and prosperous British 

subjects of Acadian descent" (104). 

These texts are, of course, products ofa previous era, and so might seem to be 

anachronistic. But the traditional version of Canadian hietory has also infiltrateci 

much current academic work that is otherwise very critical and carefhl. Again, wMe 

few texts reproduce the officid narrative entirely, many rationalize and displace the 

operation of the Canadian discourse on diversitg by 'excusing> the Canadian state or 

the canonical peoples for their actions. Valerie Knowles, whose study of the histury 

of Canadian immigration policy is thorough, concise, and very valuable in its 

attention to the repressed side of this history, also succumbs, on occasion, to the 

powerful desire to maintain at least a few m e n t a  of the canon: 

Shortly afkr the outbreak of the [First World] war the feded 
govenunent took upon itself unprecedented authority with the passage 
of the draconian War Measures Act, designed to give Ottawa 
emergency powers to deal with real o r  apprehended war, invasion, or 
insurrection. Nowhere was the blanket character of the act revealed 
more cleady than in the provisions of clause 6.... Before the war's end 
this provision wae invokedin the internment of some 8,579 enemy 
aliens, a reEatiueIy s d l  nwnber however, when it is realîzed that over 
80,000 such individuils had been registered. The insig7Ù'af number 
of enemy aIiens incarcerated during the war in no way refiects, though, 
the depth ofanti-dien sentiment fdt by much ofthe Canadian 
population (IGiowIes 1997: 99 - 100, emphasis added). 

Within the space of this passage, the intenunent of Ehemy mens moves fiom a 

udraconiann a&, tn sometbing invoIving a Urelatively d," and then an 



"insignificantn number of people. The final retum to a discuseion of "anti-alien 

sentimentn sets up the Canadian state as somehow rishg above the feelings of the 

masses, and casta its 'limitedm use of concentration camps as a sign of a high moral 

stance. 

John Herd Thompson, se- out to discues '%t)inic Minorities During Two 

World Wars," avoids falling for the justification for internent provided by the War 

Measures Act - "nightmares about enemy diena were groundless," he declares 

(Thompson 1991:5) - only to repmduce the economic emergency trope: 'The Great 

Depression further exacerbated ethnic relations. Massive unemployment forced the 

Bennett govenunent to shut off immigration in 1930 and it remained restricted 

thereaRer (11, emphasis added)." Even without an emergency, fear and hatred can 

be justined for no particular reason except that the Other has been so impertinent 

as to exist. D.J. Hall, in a biography of Clifforil SiRon, explains away Canadian 

nativism w i t h  a handy invocation of the flood metaphor, noting that "in a sense the 

hostiiity, though deeply regrettable, was understandable," due to 'the rising tide of 

western settlement" (D.J. Hall 1981:262). 

The most subtle work of the mdtidturalist origin myth can be found in texts 

that follow Kingsfods History of Cana& in attempting a public confession of 

Canada's less than glorious past. As an epitome of this genre, let us consider 

Cultures in Ca&: Stmngth in Diuersity (Buchignani & Engel 1983), which appeam 

to be aimed at high-school age children, and/ or recent addt immigrants? This text 

very quickly sets up Canadian diversi@ as a problem that has already b e n  solved: 

As you study Cultures in Canada you begin to understand how 
Canadiam have met the challenge of living and wodchg together. You 
will see examples of Canadians fimm varied backgrounds working side 
by aide in b o n y  (4). 



But it is relatively sophisticated, in that it immediately attempts to cover for the 

covering it hae put in place: Tou wilI  also h d  that we have not always respected 

the rights of our neighbours. Our history contains examples of our faiure to Iive up 

to the ideal of treating one another as we ourselves wodd like to be treated" (4). 

Buchignani and Engel go on to note that the Beothuk "died out" (25), but provide a 

happy ending to the dnrg by noting that &eIsewhere in Canada, the experience of the 

Native people with the Eumpeans was different fimm that of the Beothuk. htead  of 

a culture becorning exthct, a new and distinct culture emerged" (26). In thie way the 

text introduces the Mhtis, and even acknowledges their desire to be seen as a people. 

but glosses over their successive displacement, the th& of their land through the 

scrip system, and the necessity of sending in troops to make them into Canadians. 

Another happy ending is presented instead: «Riel asked that the Red River area be 

made a province, and that the Metis land, French language rights and religion be 

protected. Many of these tems were met. A new province, called Manitoba, was 

created in 1870" (49). Later, the text notes that the Acadians were transported by 

the British, and again a pleasant gloss is placed on the story in the final line of the 

section: uNthough the British had uprooted h m ,  the Acadiaas managed to 

preserve th& way of Me" (30). While ît is signifiant that all of these stories are 

piven happy endings, it is much more important to note that the text does not 

connect any of these euents together, except to say that all of them are dor tunate  

exceptions to a generd - yet historidy unsupported - rule of harmonious 

coexistence. In this way, the representation of Canadian mdtidturalism as an 

already-achieved ideal, which plays a crucial role in the state discourse, is 

reproduced by professional scholars in the name ofpublic education. 

The o 5 ~ d  history of Canadian diverSie has of course been under f%e for 

some time, beginning with a n d r  of studies that were published in the late sixties 

and seventies: Ken Adachi's work on the Japaneae, The Enemy That Neuer Wm 
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(1976). contributed to a movement for recognition of, and compensation for, their 

dispossession, internment, and dispIacement durllig the Second World War. Robin 

Winke' The BZacks in Canada (1971), M p a  Kostash's AIL of Baba's Children 

(1977), George Woodcock's The Doukhobors (1968) all eontributed to the historical 

visibdity of non-canonid peoples in Canada, and chdenged the multidtural origin 

myth. Peter Ward made an explicit attempt, in White C a d a  Forever, to contest the 

Ubelief that the nation has evolved more or lesa harmoniously as a macultural 

societf (Wd 1978~). But this k t  focused on a single issue and group, Le. anti- 

Oriental attitudes and poliaes that prevailed in British Columbia between the mi& 

nineteenth and mid-twentieth centuries.10 Other than the work of Donald Avery 

(1995; 1979) and Howard Palmer (1991; 1982a; 1973) there have been few 

attempts to draw out the commonalities and regularities buth across the 

experiences of these groups and across tune and no one has, to my knowledge, 

undertaken a genealogical study of the history of Canadian diversity in its broadest 

form. 

In the realm of philosophy, much attention is being &en to a theoretical- 

philosophical discourse that accepts and reproduces Canadian multidturalism as 

fact, act, and parfially achieved ideal, and proposes that the ideal should be achieved 

more fully- The p r e - k e n t  thinker here is Charles Taylor, whose essay 

Multiculttcmlism and the Politics of Recognition (1992) has gained influence as an 

expression of the current liberal-pIuralist solution to the problem of Canadian 

diversity. Taylois analysis is innovative in that he was one of the first pst-war 

Canadian thinkers to place the problem of diversi@ in the larger context of the 

history of Eumpean social and politid thought. Z t  is tspical, however, in that it 

accepts this diversiw as natural and problexnatic. Taylor also does not escape the 

tendency to propose rational-bureaumatic solutions to the problems 'the others' 

create for iis.' For example, he recomrnends as the best management strategy that 



"we not only let them [the others] sunrive, but  acknowledge their worth" (Taylor 

1992:64, italics in original). Involring the trope of the already achieved ideal, Taylor 

feels that his updated version of "non-procedural" European liberaliem, although not 

culturally neutral, is the best tool at hand for the job of mmaging diversity. Several 

other Canadian philosophers and theorists have joined in the debate, in an attempt 

to update modem liberal pluralism and enter it in the race for a soiution to the 

postmodern problem of diversity, through an expanaion of the realm of political 

rights, and an offer of the gih  of tolemce and recognition (e.g. Kydicka 1995; 

Tully 1995). 

The debate over the 'correct' form of rational-bureaucratie intervention that 

will solve the problem of diversity also appears in Canadian academic literature in 

the form o f  an "ideology critiqpe" of m u l t i d W m  as state policy- In tbis 

approach, multidturalism as an achieved social ideal is confronted with an d y s i s  

of unequal relations of power between various racial and ethnic groups and found to 

be a Yâlsew representation. The classic text here is The Verttcal Mm&, in which 

John Porter began to take apart Canadian multiculhiralism before it had even been 

put togethex 'Segregation in social structure, to which the concept of the mosaic or 

rndtidturaüsrn must ultimately lead, can become an important aspect of social 

control by the charter group" (Porter 1965: 73-4). -1 Peter, writing after the 

official adoption of mdticulturalismin a büingual fkamework, d e d  mdticulturalism 

a %yth ... based on high-sounding liberal ide&, not on the empirical reality of 

Canadian society" (Peter 1981:65). Significantly, Peter ended this piece with a high- 

soundhg cal1 to a '?rue multidturallsm" whïch would be "put into the semice of 

revitalking and reconstnzcting a Canada for the twenw-first century - a Canada 

that is b d t  by a l l  for the benefit of all" (66). Kogiia Moodley very subtly and sharply 

attacked the Ysuperlicial naturen and udepolitickati~nn of Canadian mul t i cu lusm 

policy (Modey 1983:324), which "trivializes, n e u ~ e s  and absorbs social and 



economic inegualities* (326). She dso made reference to a %ue mdtidturalism" 

which, in her case, 'jxesupposes official multiiinguaiismm (324). The 

'multidturaliism as ideology' debate is still going strong into the nineties, with 

Laverne Lewycky trying to move beyond false consciousness and into a 

Mannheimian conception of ideology and utopia (lewycky 1992). Inasmuch as 

Lewycky's approach does not posit a 'true7 mdtidturalism to hold up against its 

actually existing manifiegtation, it passes over nom ideology critique and into the 

sort of relational discourse analysîs that has ken advocated by Jane Jenson (1993) 

and Greg Nielsen and John Jackson (1991). This is perhaps the most obviow point 

of deparhire for my o w n  work, the thnist of which will be sUmrnamzed and clarSed in 

the final section of thie chapter. 

Deümiting the ReLd 

Ha* made a cursory study of the field of Canadian diversity as it is 

dispiayed in state policy, popular culture, and academic discussions, it is now 

possible to daim th& it observes the following regularities: (1) Canadian diversity is 

seen as a sociologicd, natural-historical, objective foct, resulting h m  innate 

Merences in human types based on race, culture, ethnicity, geography, and climate; 

(2) this diversity is thought to represent a public problem meriting state 

intemention, or rational-bureaucratie acts; (3) inasmuch as the fact of 

multidturalism is conflated wi th  the act, the problem of Canadian diversity is 

thought to contain its own solution, to be in the process of solving itself, achieving its 

own ideal. Where these three crîteria are met in the context of a battle for 

articulation with discipIinary regimes associated wi th  temitories that have come, or 

mîght have corne, under the sway of the Canadian &te, 1 will hold that the speech / 

event / text in question can be included in the field of Canadian diversi@. Stated 

most simply, m y  method will be to accept the claim, under proposition (11, that the 



tradition of Canadian diversity extends back to the arrivai of the Europeans in 

North America, and use this to examine the asewnption, given in proposition (3), 

that Canada has a tradition of liberal views, to1eran.œ and respect for human rights 

that makes it specially suited to advance the cause of rnultidturalist theory and 

practice through the acts enabled by proposition (2). 

To provide a context for this approach, we must move towards the margins of 

the scademic literature, arriving at those Canadian writers who have challenged the 

existence of multidturalism as a sociologid fa&. Roman OnufirÜchuk, in an 

insightnil essay written in 1988, held that "[eJthnicity ie already a construct -- an 
ediô,ce. It is the product of history and discourse. This ethnicity emerges fkom the 

official discourse of Canadian federal multidtural poli&' (Onufkijchuk 1988:3). 

Further steps have been taken by Evelyn 1. Légaré, in a piece that adopts and 

maintains a relational distance to the discourse of Canadian mdticulturalism, and 

shows how culture, like race before it, serves as a means of producing problematic 

Others: 

Canadian discursive practices position d tura l ly  dehed identities as 
exclusive categories. These categories are not defhed using the rigid 
grammar of race or biology. Nevertheless, this discourse shares many 
similarities with nineteenth and early twentieth century constructions 
of race, in that 'culture' is invoked to sîgnify ethnic identities as Other 
than the mrmatively defined Canadian identiw (Légard 1995:347). 

Légaré's work is also important in that it moves towards the deconstruction of the 

problematic cfiaracter of Canadian divemie, placing the %lame' not o n  the amival of 

dinerent person-types, but on Canadian nationalism, Tdl inclusion within the 

nation demands 'sameness'/ she notes. "Thus, diffaence is always problematic, 

even when it is recognized" (351). 

The discourse on Canadian diversity has been most effectively challenged by 

Himnni Banne$. In her essayYûn the Dark Side of the Nation: Politics of 



Multidturalism and the 'State' of Canadan (1996), she suggests that 

multidturalist ethnicities are 'officially comtcucted identities" (105) arising out of 

individual and group acceptance ofa "machhery of state that has us impaled 

against its spikes'' (104). Rather than a happy history of harmonious coexistence, 

she sees a tradition in which "Europeans continue the same solidarity of niling and 

repression, blended with cornpetitive manipdations, that they practised fiom the 

dawn of th& conquests and state formationsw (107). With regard to the social ideal, 

she imnidy notes that "some among us [ïmmigrants', 'ethnies', 'visible mtiorities'J 

even demanded the end ofracist capitalhm - and instead we got 'multiculturaligmm 

(105). Banne* plainly rejects Canadian multidturalism as natural-historical fact, 

rational-bureaumatic act, and social-philosophical ided, choosing to locate its 

emergence in a history of Merence "measured or constructed in terms of distanse 

f?om civilipng Empean cultures" (117). In this idenacation of multiculturalism 

with a state Whiteness continuous with earlier colonial regimes, intersecting with 

race, class, and sex, she opens up the possibility of the genealogid deconstruction of 

the bistory of Canadian diversity. 

While the basic approach Bannerji sketches in her article is close to what I 

set out to achieve in this dissertation, my focus will be both n m w e r  and broader. 

Narrower, in the sense that 1 wi i l  focus on modes of differentiation based on 

h d @ ,  civilization, race, culture, and ethnicity, and only peripherally engage the 

other axes. And broader, in that 1 would see race, sex, and class as categories that 

enable the rational-bureaucratic creation and multiplication ofvislïIe positions of 

Othemess that can be contrasted with an invisible Self. My theoretical approach, 

then, is ultimately an attempt to locate' the Canadîan Selfby carefid attention to 

what it has perceived as its Other. This project is sïmilarto that which has been 

undertaken by Tzvetan Todorov, in his attempt to deheate the problem of human 

diversity in French thought (1993). and in his case study of the application of the 



European diecourse on diveraity to the New World in The Conpuest of America 

(1985). In the Conquest, Todomv says that his subject is 'the discovery self makes 

of the other" (3). M y  task here is the same: to show how the Canadian Self k t  

Discovered its Others, and continues to Diseover them up to the present day. 

In producing a revaluation of the problem of Canadian diversity, 1 will be 

obiiged to make use of certain words and ideas that it would be better to leave 

behind. Among these 1 would include ail terms that ascribe group membership to an 

individuai based on some means of Werentiation fiam other such gmups, e.g. 

h h t y ,  civilization, nation, ethnicity, culture, region, and so on. Sorne of these 

words have gained so much notoriety that approaching them brin@ on an intense 

struggle. Race is perhaps the best example, causing problems such as the following: 

1 have followed philosophical convention in italickhg ref'erence to the 
concept of m e  and in placing between single quotation marks the word 
'race' when mentioning (referring to) it (Goldberg 19935~). 

In addition to creating a typograpbical nightmare, the problem is that there is no 

single u~ncept" (sigdied) to which the %ordn ( s imer)  race "refers." Relationships 

between this signifier and mgniseci, as in all semiosis, ara worked out through 

perpetual negotiation, and thus it cannot be said that 2he concept of racen exists at 

dl, except as a f'uzzy set within certain discursive constraints of space, tirne, and 

enunciation. A related difficulty is highlighted when one attempts to separate the 

'unscientific'-everyday h m  the bidogid-expert resonances of the signifier 'race'. 

Here, the narrative ofgenetics is given a privilege that it does not deserve, and the 

ability of scientSc intervention to multiply rather than delimit the resonance of a 

term is  completely over1ooked. Finally, ifrace is flagged more oRen than, Say, 

'civilization' or ' h d t g ' ,  this is only because Europem ears are at present more 



sensitive to the atrocities of Nazism than ta those of European colonialism. Acts 

canied out in the name of civilization and culture have caused at least as much 

death and despair as those deriving their motivation h m  race, and therefore 

deaerve to be treated with equal caution. 

How to h d l e  these probleme? The EngLish language, in its everyday usage, 

provides a due. Already, references to 'peoplee' considered to be differentiable dong 

various lines are capitaüzed, as in Canada ('nation', 'society', 'state'), Mongol ('race'), 

Jew ('religion', 'ethnicity', 'dture'), Maritime Provinces ('region' within 'Canada'). In 

current English usage, however, the bases for these differentiatione are not marked, 

and this is what causes phüosophers, semioticians, and social scientists so much 

grief. The simplest answer would be to flag not only the names of the partidar 

groups that are supposed to provide the content of human diversitsf, but also the 

terms that enable their differentiation. The Canadian reader is likely to have only a 

M e  difEdtyin coping with Race, as these days &everyone knows" that it is a 

CO-&. Reading Culture may not be quite so easy, though, and Region, with ite 

attachments to 'solid pund' may be extrernely diffidt to set free h m  its 

discursive foundation. Also, once fhis process is set in motion, it is very d i f f i d t  to 

stop. If culture is a construct, then so is language ... and so is every word ever 

uttered. Clearly it is not possible to mark each instance of the occurrence of a 

problematic or contested term in any text. And yet, certain words are so offensive - 
as a result o fa  spreading awareness oftheir la& ofany concrete referent and of the 

power ofwords to consecrate homale a& - that something must be done wïth 

them. Savage, a distinction based on a presumed lack of h d $ y  and civrlization, 

deserves the same sort of attention as French, which has been varioudy created out 

ofpresumed possession of superior c i . t i o n a l .  geographical, cultural, and racial 

attniutes. 1 wil l  capitaIize Pagan and Barbarian for similar reasons, dong with 



Discover, Conquer, Explore and their cognates and, in the con& of Canadian 

immigration policy, Tmmigrant, Useful, Desirable, Visible, and Invisible. 

This does not solve all of the problems, as it is very d i f f i d t  to avoid 

constructs lüre 'the British' when referring to the speech and acts of certain 

individuals who apparently see thernselves as representing or partiupating in a 

group with this name, and define this group in exclusion of certain individuals seen as 

comprising another, M a r l y  delimited population category? such as 'the F'rench'. In 

these cases, it would be best for the reader to keep in mind that 'the Britieh' and 'the 

French' refer to spatio-temporally d M t e d  &cursive positions, and not to physical 

bodies, a transcendental Folk Spirit, or even to a 'gene pool'. Similar ditndties arise 

when using 'they' or %hem' to refer to such groups, as an 'us' is alwaye implied. In 

these cases, I would hope that the reader wiU grant the possibility of taking a 

position that is Other to the system of Otherness in question, and treat 'them' and 

'they' as 'mere' references to  constructs that have already been marked as 

problematic. In the face of these dïfiïculties, it seems that the best any wrikr can do 

is strike a balance; by avoiding a repetitive mass of highly quaüfied prose one leaves 

oneself open to being 'caught o u t  Simi?arly, rdermces to the possibility of 

discerning human 'groups' or 'types', and any diecussion ofthe 'problem', 'solution', 

tecognition' or 'toleration' of the 'fàct' ofcanadian 'diversitf, bi t# ,  or Sdentity' are 

always to be treated with caution, as 1 will not continue to mark them, except when 

rhetorical considerations make it seem absolutely necessary to do so. Also in the 

interest ofreadabiiity, refieerences to an unquMed 'multidturalism' can be 

assumed to d e r  to 'Canadian m d t i d w ,  and where 'diversity' appears 

unqpalifïed, please read 'ethndtural diversitf. 

Finally, 1 would like in point out that within the coDStrâints ofa  racist, 

capitakt, patriarchal, mti-nature, m a s  state soc i e~ ,  1 do think that 

mdtidturalism is preferable to fhsciam, 1 don't agree with the Canadian Reform 



Party, or certain American ?iberals7, that questions of race, sex, and sexuality are, or 

should be, 'merely private7 concerns; nor am I on the sida of White Power, which 

would eradicate dl f o m  of what it perceives as clifference. 1 have no doubt that it is 

'better' ta be seductively integrated than coercively assimilated or exte2m6mted7 and 

1 have great respect for those whose cailing it is to risk their own destruction - 
emotional, financial, physical - in the name of ameliorating the o b  violent 

excesses of mass state societies. Obviously, wherever states exist, they must and 

Win be rem&&, tempered, revolutionized, and reformed. However, 1 also believe it is 

worth considering Canadian mdtidturalism fkom a point ofview that compares it 

not to the 'worst', but to the %ests possiile arrangements, which 1 take to be 

decentralized, non-hiemchical, participatory, non-exploitative, p ~ s t ~ ~ l t u r a l ,  

postgender, appropriately Scaled settlements that would be capable of defendhg 

themselves, both semiotically and physically, against the operation of state forms. 

Thus I shall leave it to others - and they are many - to fight and die for the question 

of who is or is not Canadian. M y  object is not to contribute to the discourse on 

Canadian uni@ and diversity, but to help dissipate it. 

Notes 

The term 'dividing practices" comes From Michel Foucault, who has used it b 
characterize what he set out to study in the 'second part" of his work, i.e. the period 
in which he investigated the differentiation of 'the mad and the sane, the sick and 
the hedthy, the criminals and the 'good boys"' (Foucault 1982208). 

I will use the term 'Self to refer to a group constrncted as possessing propriety, 
normaliS, and validity, the existence of which does not pose a public problem of 
diversity. The term 'Othe? will be used with reference to those groups constructed 
as hot-Self, which are seen as improper and problematic by those who identi& 
with the Self group, and against whom various actions may be taken to change or 
eliminate their presumed problematic qualities. 

This translation comes fiom Spivak's Preface to of Grammatology (Demda 
1976:~~). 

* See (Young 1995:6-19) for an interestkg and helpfd discussion of modern 
European ideas regarding hybitidity, fertility, and the differentiation of haman 
types by way of species and race. 



5 Far be it h m  me, of course, to suggest that anyone who wants  a hybrid identity 
articulated with a state form *should nota have it, or that it is 'bette$ to be 
diaplaced, containad, or exterminated than it ia to be incorporated as a hyb~id or 
newly pure identity. I am simply pointing out that hybrid identities, like those that 
are supposed to be more 'stable', can be used in this way. 

In my opinion the methodological justification should appear before the 
application of the method, It appears here only becauae it  was a required revision in 
order to achieve a successful defense of the thesis, 1 apologize to the reader for any 
difficulties this might present, and strongly advise seeking ont the work in 
published form, where the editorial constrainte are less arbitrary. 

See (Bourdieu 1977:72) for a discussion of the notion of the 'strnctured structuring 
structure'- 

$ For an immanent critique of  the contributions of Innis and Grant to the discourse 
of  Canadian left-nationalism, and the implications of this discourse for the project 
of Canadian identity, see (Angus 1997)- 

Buchignani's involvernant in this project strikes me as  somewhat surprising, since 
in his other work he displays a critical distance h m ,  and sometimes contempt for, 
the state policy discourse that is perpetuated by this text. 

l0 Curiously, Ward seems to be of the opinion that anti-Orientalism in B.C. stopped 
after the 1940's. 



Chapter 2 

Theoretical-Methodological Concerns 

Genealogy, CompW& a d  the State Form 

Take the notion of tradition: it is intendecl to give a special temporal 
status to a group of phenornena that are both successive and identid 
(or at least similar); it d e s  it possible to rethink the dispersion of 
historg in the form of  the m e ;  it d o w s  a reduction of the ciifference 
proper to every beginning, in order to pursue without discontinui@ the 
endlem search for the origïn.... 

- Michel Foucault, The ArchaeoIogy of h z u k d g e  (197221). 

As indicated in Chapter 1, my object in this study wiU be a discursive 

formation, or field, composed of several subfields: the discourse on Canadian diversity 

as observed in state policy, popular culture, and academic analyses. Before 

emhrking on an analysis of the tradition of Canadian diversity, however, I would like 

to present a short discussion of Pierre Bourdieu's notion of %ddm and some of his 

ideas on how to go about constructiag an object of sociological study. Once one has 

an object, one might ask questions about how it b s  emerged, about lines of descent 

from previous forms to the present configuration This is a genealopical guestion, to 

which the method adapted h m  Nietzsche by Michel Foucault is ideally suiteci. There 

are always problems wi th  mix-and-match methodology, but there are also compelling 

reasons to make use of these approaches in a hybrid form. Bourdieu's work contains 

a theorization of social agency as an eEect of the working out of relations ofpower 

within fields, but tends to focus on synchronie analysis. Foucault also noted how the 

power that creates subjects inevitably leads to resistance and couter-action, but 

concentrated on diachronie analysis of continuities and ruptures between successive 

modalities of a piven discursive formation. United under the d r i c  of complexïty 



theory, these appmaches make it possible to conmder both agents / subjects and 

fields / discursive f o m t i o n s  arr seIf-organiPng systeme that adapt to changes in 

theV environment, and are continuously involved in relations of competition and CO- 

operation at various levels of interaction. Thus, rather than simply asking how a 

given discursive formation "worke," one c a ~  inqpire into why it works so well - how it 

ha8 succeeded in perpetuating itselfover time or, following Deleuze and Guattari, 

how it has managed to str-iate s p m s ,  to make the world its own. 

Bourdieu holds that the term 'field' does not name an Iinalytic object, but 

rather is a 'shorthandm for a mode ofconstruction of analytic objects (Bourdieu 

1992:228). A field has regularities and d e s ,  which an investigator muet identify; it is 

a 'space," in both the physical and semiotic senses, the rnarpins of which can be 

traced; and, finally, it is a space ofplay, of competition and cooperation involving 

objects, and over the boundaries of the field itdf(97). Thus, rather than suggesting 

that the discourse on Canadian diversity is ïnscribed' into multiculturalism policy, 

and then 'written' ont0 Canadian bodies, 1 would hold that state policy, popular 

culture, and the bodies that are th& subjects and objects, condition each other, in a 

cornplex, non-linear interaction that is never adequately captured in any theory of 

'coding or 'inscription'. 'Those who dominate in a given field," Bourdieu writes, "are in 

a position to make it fimetion to th& advantage but they must always contend wîth 

the resistance, the daims, the contention, 'political' or othemise, of the domimted" 

(Bourdieu, 1992:102). For Bourdieu, human Estory is precisely a history of struggles, 

and total institutions that attempt to eradicate all resistance can never achieve 

thengoal 

Since 1 wish to investigate how the contemporary problem of Canadian 

divemie has emerged out of previous forms, it is necessary to establish a 

compab'bility between the synchronie analysis of fields and the diachronie analysie of 

discursive formations, for which we must tum ta the work ofMichel Foucault. The 



most detaïied expomtion of Foucault's method nin be found in The Archaeokgy of 

KnowLe&e (Fouc8dt 1972). Here he presents hi8 theory of discursive formations, as 

well as his thoughts on their study by way of "archae01og,y", a precursor to the 

genedogid method he developed later. In the section on ''The Unities of Discourse'', 

Foucault argues that beliefin pre-existing forms of continuity - such as that claîmed 

for the tradition of Canadian mdtidturalism / diversity - must be euspended. The 

goal of the researcher is to seek out the d e s  which allaw such daims of continui@ to 

be made, to investigate what is unsaid and taken for granted by hegemonic 

narratives. Once this is done, Foucault suggests that "an entire field is set &ee. A 

vast field, but one that can be defined nonethelees" (26-27). 

The term 'field' (champs) is used here in a way that suggests a similarity with 

Bourdieu's insisteme that a field is an analytic construct created through certain 

methodologid choices. Foucault goes on ta provide some questions that can be 

asked of fields of discourse, or  discursive formations, concerning the types of laws 

they obey, how they can be defined or MM, and what sorts ofsub-groups they can 

give rise to. For instance, he suggests that a discursive formation can be discerned 

not in the objects to which it refers, but by the d e s  it uses to produœ and transform 

objects. In the case of modem medicine, he also suggests that these d e s  are in 

evidence in groups of statements as well as in "perceptual descriptions, together with 

obse~ations mediated through instruments, the procedures used in Iaboratory 

experiments, statistical caldations, epidemiologid or  demographîc observations, 

institutional regulations, and therapeutic practice" (34). The rules are not hard and 

fiut however; rather than determining action or existence, they "mark out the 

dispersion ofthe points of choice, and d e h e  prior to any option ... a field of strategic 

possiities" (37). As with Bourdieu's notion of field, we are dealing with a system of 

des that has conditionhg &e& on the possibilities of signification as well as 

material existence and action. Thus power, for Foucault, "indudes strategies for seIf- 



development that both constrain - through objectifsing techniques - and enable - 
through subjectifying technique8 - agency" (Lacombe 1996:334). 

But FoucauIt makes a crucial distinction that helps to higblight a difference 

berneen his practice and Bourdieu's: 

The question posed by language analysis of some discursive fad or 
other is always: aceording to what d e s  has a partidar statement 
ben made? The description of the events of diecoursa poses a quite 
different question: how is it that one part idm atatement appeared 
rather than another (27)? 

Cornparhg Boutdieu's Distinction to Foucault's Ristory of SQwlity,  we see that 

where Bourdieu was interested in the study of the langwge of taste employed within 

various social strata in 1960's France, Foucault foeused on the continuities and 

diacontinuities displayed by the discourse of sexuality over a much longer period of 

time. For Foucault, discourse is language in motion, and it is discourse, not language, 

that is the object ofgenealogy. Genealogy also includes, or  rather is, an ongoing 

critique of historical analysis: "It is necessary to master history so as to turn it to 

genedogical uses" (93). For Foucault, this involves three s p e a c  steps: genealogy is 

garodic,  dVected agaimt realïty, and opposes the theme of historg as reminiscence 

or  recognitionn; it is 'dissociative, direckd against identie, and opposes history given 

as continuity or representative of a tradition"; and fkdy,  genealogy is 'sacrificial, 

dïrected against truth, and opposes Mry as knowledge" (93). Where history is 

devoted to the serious business ofgetting at the hth, ofproviding a narrative that 

shows how k e '  got to ?ierey nom 'our' ' s t a r -  point', genealogy is a uconcerted 

carnivaln which acknowledges itselfto be simdtaneody using and abusing the 

historid tradition out of which it emerges. 

Having itselfemerged out ofhistory, genealogy takes as its central focus the 

study of emergences in other disamive formations. Central to this d o r t  is the 

distinction Foucault wishes to make between Nietzsche's use of several German 



words that have been tranalated into English as 'origin': Entstehung, Herkunft and 

Uisprung. By Foucault's reading, in "Nietzsche, Genealogy, HiatorJP (1985), 

N~etzsche began his study o f m o d t y  as a quest for Ursprung, or dtimate, primal 

origia. Later, he came to understand the Mposaibility ofthis que& and began to 

favour, in The G e n e ~ b g y  of MOT&, the construction ofHerkur@hypothesen, fable  

coqjectures about descent rather than origin. The crucial iliffierence between descent 

and origin is clarified in the notion ofEtltstehung, or e m e ~ e m .  'Prior' to an ongin, 

there is 'nothing' - the undifferentiated chaos of so many creation myths. Some 

'external' force (a god's word, the voice of the people, a heroic act) must give order to 

this chaos and create a world. Prior to an emergence, however, there is 'something: 

again a chaos, but a chaos that, in and of itself, without hdp fkom any supreme being 

or 'exterxlal' force of any End, giues rise to order, contains order within itself as an 

immanent and ortgoing probability.1 Thus, behind every emergence there is a series 

of other emergences, trailing off into the distances of space and time, which leads 

F o u d t  to suggest (in a phrasing reminiscent of Lacan) that %e origin lies at a 

place of inevitable loss* (79). 

Genealogy then, involves mnlring hypotheses about continuity and 

disconthui@, about how symbolic orders and identities perpetually emerge h m  and 

submerge into the primal and ever-present chaos of being and becoming. In this 

sense, it can be considered as a 'complexityr theory of social historical formations and 

the subjectivities they enable. Some of the fundamental insights of complexity 

theory relevant to this discussion are: (i) cornplex systems are capable ofdisplaying 

random, discontinuous behaviour; (ii) immanent in this "chaos" is the possiibïiity of 

self-organization, Le. the spontaneous development of structure / environment; (iii) 

agents work within environments, following aimpIe niles and using strategies of both 

cooperation and cornpetition to achieve certain goals; (iv) once a system has 

organized, it can tend to reproduce itself and the conditions ofits own existence, thus 



modifPng its environment and itselfbecoming an envimnment for the emergence of 

even greater complexity. Taken together, these insights amount to a revaluation of 

system and structure, chaos and order, that has Ied, in the physical sciences, to the 

possibility of approaching many phenomena that were previoudy seen as 'out of 

bounds' - e.g. in the analysis cfturbulent flow, failum of  materiale, and population 

dynamics. (See Cambel1993, Lewin 1992, Prigogine 1989,1984 for inhoductory 

discussions of the use of complexity theories in the natural sciences.) 

So far, critical social theory has made scant use of these new insights, 

although Lyotard devotes Section 13 of The PostmOclern Condition to 'Tostmodern 

Saence as the Search for Instabilities," and Slavoj Zizek haa toyed with an d o g y  

between the LaCanian object (a) and the strange attractorz (Zizek 1991:38). 

Anthony Wdden has g&d Gregory Bateson's notion of the dependent hierarchy 

onto Marxian ideology critique to corne up wi th  his own method of critical analysis of 

complex social phenomena (Wilden 1980;1981), and N. Hatherine Hayles has taken 

the first steps in literary theory (Hayles 1990). Closer to my interests here, ifwe 

view societies as complex systems, as Zygmunt Bauman suggests in his essay @A 

Sociological Theory of Postmodernitf (Ba- 1992:187-204). both the uexternal* 

forces of'structuren or "discourse," and the ïnternal" forces of "agency" or 

'resistance." must be seen as formative of a field or landscape that is negotiatzd by 

an embodied, sirmifving subjectivity. Thîs subjectivity is an ongoing memory- 

memorization-projection ofmany possible trajectories: an orbit that leads into one of 

the point attractors (stable States) of modern individual identity (worker, mother, 

musician, visible minori@); or an endless, non-repeating path around some of the 

strange attractors (subject positions) that dominate the postmodern field of 

subjectivity (working Phillipina mother using music as a means of political activimn), 

Social agents, as products and producers of discourse, are conditioned, but not 



determinecl, by fields of power, and they are able to 'use' hegemonic system to 

achieve d e c h  of ~ S i s h R C e ,  reform, and -- occasionally - revolution. 

To delve more deeply into genealogy as a complexity theorg of histmg, it ie 

necessary to investigate the revaluation of the analytic category of 'power' that 

o c m  in Foucault's work. In "Two Lectures" (Foucault 1976) he says that "the 

course ofstudy 1 have been following util now ... has been concemed with the how of 

power" (92, italics in original). Later, in T h e  Subject and Power" (1982) Foucault 

says that bis purpose has not been to malyze power, but rather to 'create a hietory 

of the different modes by which, in our culture. hwnan beings are made subjects" 

(208). However, for Foucault the most important effect of power is precisely to 

create human subjects. Thus, in order to understand how discursive formations 

enable subjectivities, it is necessary to know how power operates. Foucault's polemic 

against %e repressive hypothesis" is of devance here, especially as it is developed 

in the first volume of The History of SexwliEy, where it is articulated to a positive 

statement of some of the central features of his own methodology. Here he argues 

that modem discursive formations have not been out to %epressn the objects and 

individuals that dont fit into their schemes, ifby repression one means the attempt 

to cause an object to cease to exist o r  at least remain out of sight. Rather, Foucault 

says, the operation of modern power haa caused a pmlifemtion of non-canonid 

objects, subjects and practices, the purpose of which is to provide evidence and 

justifmition for a complementary proliferation of normaliPng management and 

disciplinarp techniques. With regard to the diseourses of sexuaIity, Foucault daims 

that 

the machhery ofpower that foeused on this whole alien strain did not 
attempt to suppress it. but rather to give it an â~~alJrticaI, visible, and 
permanent reaIity.... not the exclusion of these thouiand aberrant 
s e d t i e s ,  but the spedïcation ofeach one of them (1978:44). 



For Foucault, the goal of modern discourses of power has been to mate a series of 

managementpmblems for which solutions m u t  (obviouelp, urgently) be found. These 

solutions take the form of innumerable coclincations of practice, daily regimens, 

compulsory exclusions and indUBXons, and definîtions of what is and isn't to be 

accepted as h o d '  behaviour. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

Foucault says, a new form of power began to mise in Europe, which had to h d  ways 

to "gain access to the bodies of individuals, to theV acts, attitudes, and modes of 

everyday behaviou.rn (1980:66-67). Thus, these various regimes have as their objed, 

th& focal point and final goal, the disciplinhg and conditioning of the human body 

itself. They provide the means by which structures ofpower corne to permeate our 

bodies, allowing the operation of what Foucault has called %O-power," which, 1 will 

argue, has evolved in the Canadian context as a specific form of governmentaüty or 

rational-bureaucratic domination.3 

It is absolutely crucial to the operation of governmentality that its operations 

be carried out under the sign of thegiving of gi#3~. Power is  the power to give gib, 

and to choose when, how and how much to give and to whom. Power in an economy of 

excess is the power to manage the surplusn (Millot 1988:683). From a post-colonial 

perspective, Trinh T. Minhoha has obsemed that "the compulsion to 'help' the needy 

whose needs one participates in creating and legislatùag ultimately leads to 'bombing 

people into the acceptance of giRsm (Minh-ha 199192). The most important gift one 

receives, of course, is the@ of beinggoverned itsel' To shed M e r  light on what 1 

mean in referring to gifts given by regimes of rational-bureaumatic domination, it 

may be u d b l  to turn to the work of Gilles Deleuze and Felut Guattari, who have 

established a distinction between "state" and "nomadicm forms of social organization. 

In theîr Nom&clology: Th War Mahine (1986), they include ancient empires, modern 

nation-States, and postmodern disciplkiarp regimes as state foms, and also nit 



across the boundary that traditionally separates the Western and Eastern 

traditions: 

There is a uaity of composition of di states, but *tes have neither the 
same &wZopment nor the same organtzation. In the Orient, the 
components are much more disconnected, disjointed, necessitating a 
great immutable Form ta hold them together: 'despotic formations" .... 
In the West, ... the interconnectedness of the components makes 
possible transformation of the state-form through revolution (Deleuze 
and Guattari 1986: 58 - 59). 

One thing that all of these forms have in cornmon is the task they set for 

thernselves: to striate the space over which they reign. States hope to 'capture flows 

of all kinds," to make order where there is chaos, anvert outside into inside, or utilize 

the smooth outside spaces as a means of communication in the s e ~ c e  of the inside 

(59). State forms build fences, gates, and fortzesses. s w e y  the land and develop 

systems of roads and highways. Whatever is outside and not part of the plan is to be 

brought in, reduced to the known, and thereby rendered manageable. 

European civilization knows all too well what can happen when the war 

machine cornes in off the steppes, sweeping away everything that matters: houses, 

d s ,  fields, property, lives, cultures. That China has fard no better is obvious in its 

monument ta state inseCuri@, the Great Wall, the sedentary obstacle repeateclly 

breached and now a ~umbl ing  tourist attraction. State and nomaclic forme are 

intedpencEent, each potentidy giving rise to the other, each warding off the other, in 

an ongoing play of relations of powei.: 

It is not in tenns of independence, but of coexistence and cornpetition in 
a petpetml field of interaction, that we must conceive of extenoritg and 
interioriW. war machines of metamorphosis and state apparatuses of 
identiw, h d s  and kingdoms, megarnachines and empires. The same 
field circumsmibes its interiority in states, but deseribes its exteriority 
in what escapes states or stands against states (17). 



The desired - but never nùly achieved - efEect of operations in the field ofpower, 

then, ie to stnate or order phpical, bodily* and semiotic spaces, and to protect these 

fimm e x t e r d  force8 of dieorder or smoothness. The bureaucratie and disciplinary 

apparatuses of the state have as their goal the striaGon of spaces, the provision of a 

designsd con- for everyday We. It is to these attempts that 1 am referring when 1 

speak, throughout thie text, of ratiod-bureaumatic action or domination. 

Whüe 1 will not be focushg directly on 'ewnomic' issues, any analpis of 

modern and poetmodem state forms c81u1ot ignore the operation of capitaüsm, and 

so 1 wiU briefiy sketch how 1 see these two machines working tugether. Deleuze and 

Guattari suggest that while capiealism needed the help of states in its battle with the 

towns, it has now become part of a worldwide system, helping to "realize" the 

capitalist 'axiomatic* - "production for the market" (1987:436). In its international 

organization, capitdism makes use of states ae apparatuses of capture, which then 

become part of a system that exceeds them. Most importantly for rny task here is 

the work of the nution state, which has provided necessary Mages between 

embodied subjects in particular places - the nation - and a regime of rational- 

bureaumatic discipline bound up with a capitalist world system - the state. Again, 

as with the question of the relation of the subject to discourse, a poaition informed by 

complexiy theory requires the examination of mutual relations of conditioning, with 

no clear lines of determination; yet, as saan in the recent triumphs of neoliberd 

globalization, it would appear that states need capital more than capital ne& 

states, that the balance of power has SM in favour of capital for the time being. 

In Canada, since the first days ofNew France and the Hudson's Bay Company, the 

imperatives of capital and rational-bureaumatic action have been so întimately 

related that they form an axk amund which much ofwhat is paTtidarly Canadian 

revolves . 



A key point for m y  analysis is that attempts at state striation, in the name of 

capitalism, socialism, or whatever cause one can imagine, can never be fSly 

sua#ssful, as there wi i l  always be someone? something, or somewhere left out, or 

emergingfhm witbin, that posite its own hegemony. That every bomdazy creates 

an inbrior whlch wiil be in tension with its outside is not a new idea. We can see it in: 

the Other (Lacan); the suppZément (Derrida); the radical haghmy (Cashriadis); and 

in the more-than-life (Simmel), which challenges, restructures, and intrudes upon the 

instituted and causes it to have to work to maintain itseE This observation leads to 

a question: if& discourses ofpower multip1y the subjects they attempt to 

objectively manipulate; if subjects dways are capable of resistance; and if every 

boundary creates a sedentary interior which wiU be challengeci by a nomadic exterior 

and vice versa, then the tikeZihood of a discourse of porver euer actudly solving a 

pmblem it sets for itseZf is d l y  quite low. What we would expect to see is a series of 

fded attempts, perpetually renewed efforts, which might have some efficacy, but 

will in the end only euuzrbate the problems they are intendeci ta solve, thereby 

creating a justification for M e r  attempts at regulating everyday life. 

Because rational-bureaucratie action can never solve the problems it sets for 

it& it has a tendency to produce "disappointment regarding an alleged aim of 

becoming," and thus is susceptible to what Nietzsche has referred to as Pfulnlledw 

nihilinm, or "the recognition of the long waste of strMgth, the agony of the 'in vain', ... 
being sifihsuned in front of oneself, as if one had deceived oneself al l  too long> 

(1967b:12). The nihilism of the modern -te form inmeases as its purview over 

territories and lives inmeases, untü it reaches a point where "one has posited a 

toblity, a systematization ... and a sod that longs to admire and revere has 

wdowed in the idea ofsome supreme fonn of domination and administra . timn (12). 

This theme was picked up by Heidegger, in The Question of B e i n g : w g m  is fidf2led 

when it has seized all the component realities and appears everywhere, when nothing 



can assert itself any longer as an exception, in so fa. as it has become a normal 

state* (1958:49). In a more m e n t ,  and more C8118dia.n context, it can also be found 

in the work of George Grant, who lamented the rise of the technique of rational 

rnastery which wills 'ïtselflas] the sole context within which al1 that is other to it 

must attempt to be present" (Grant 1969:40). 

The state as a 'homal state," as a "supreme form of domination and 

administration," has as its (impossible) limit the form of the apparatus, in which the 

state becomes "the New Idol," the bestower ofall giRs, the entity to whom one turns 

for everythng one thinks one wants or needs. This turning to the state is an efEect of 

the operation of what Nietzsche caiiedpassiue nihilism, as "decline and recession of 

the power of the spirit" (Nietzsche 1967b:17). The fulfillment of passive nihilism is 

not, however, its end. Vith the fidfilhent ofnihilism ody -ns the £inal phase of 

nihi l i~m" (Heidegger 1958:49, emphasis in original). Durirtg the nnal phase, the will 

which has brought the system to the zero point is no longer capable ofproducing 

effects, it cannot complete the project it has fiilfilled. It distracts itselfwith 

'attempts to escape nihilism without revaluing our  values so far: they produce the 

opposite, make the problem seem more acute" (Nietzsche 1967b:19). Problems are 

heaped upon solutions, the pToblems themselves are remmeci, giving rise to more 

and different identities and positions, but preservhg both the system itseJfand its 

inam@ to move on. So it goes for the problem of Canadian diversiw which, as a 

part idar  instance of a self-organipng and evolving state form that has reached a 

stage of nihilistic hlfiUment, the mots ofwhich m u t  be sought in the early years of 

what has become known as Western civilization. 

No tes 

For a comprehensive discussion of  the revduation of chaos, see N. Fhtherine 
Hayles (1990) Chaos Bound: Orderly Disorder in Contëmporary Literatwe and Science. 

In a phase space or, as Zizek seems to suggesf a semiotic field, there are locations 
that tend t o  be "occupied" by the system. These are called "point attractors": for 



example, a marble in a round bowl on the Earth will always end up sitting a t  the 
bottom. In semiotic tems,  'stable' everyday signs are point attractore, o r  points de 
capiton in Lacan's terminology. Strange attractors are infinite, non-repeating paths 
inhabithg a region of a phase space. Systems governed by strange attractors inclade 
most of those that linear science has failed to comprehend: weather, oganic life (as 
information system), turbulent flow, human societies, Zizek can be read as 
suggesting that the quest for the lost object is an endless, non-repeating circulation 
arotmd and about the object that will never achieve its goal. 

In this dissertation the contributions of Michel Foucault and Pierre Bourdieu to 
the analysis of rational-bureaucratie domination figure most prominently, but there 
are of course other classical and contemporary theorists who have contrîbuted to the 
development of this concept. Max Weber cornes immediately to mind with his 
analysis of the characteristics of %ureaucratic authority" and "bureaucratie 
management" Weber 1946:196). The notion of bureaucracy as  a form of rational 
domination has been picked up by many others, notably by Jurgen Habermas in his 
Theory of Communicative Action (1989). Af€er a close critique of Weber>s theory of 
rationalization, Habermas offers his own theory of the colonization of the everyday 
"lifeworldw by a 'system" of "purposive rational economic and administrative 
action" (2.154). An important cleavage in contemporary debates is that between the 
positions of Lyotard and Habermas, with the former offerkg Little in the way of 
possibilities for what the latter refers to as the successful "completion" of the 
'project of modernity," i.e. for the possibility of a f o m  of reason that could 
overcome rational-instrumental technique (c.f. Rorty 1985), 



Chapter 3 

European Antecedents to the Problem of Canadian Diversity 

Wherever and whenever in Europe or around the Mediterranean the 
collection and description of the manners and customs of mnnkind have 
assumed considerable volume, or when new and astonishing types of 
human behaviour have been called to the attention of Europeans, there 
and then the arresting problem of cultural diversity, or some one of its 
subordhate problems, has emerged - not only for the Hebrewe, the 
Greeks, and the Romans, not only for the amateur anthropologists of 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but also for the modems. 

- Margaret Rodgen, Early Anthmpology in the 16th and 17th Centuries 
(1964: 481). 

Hou> Difierence Changes, How it Remcùns the Same 

Staring into the mist. Straying into the mi&. How far back must we go? 

Where and when did the problem of Canadian diversity emerge? The Canadian 

govemment claims that there is an origin to be found in a primordial diversity ofpre- 

invasion cultures, but 1 have suggested that whatever Merences were present' 

prior to the arrival of the Europeans, they could not have signifiecl within the 

Western discourse on diversity. If Canadian diversity did not exist until Europeans 

arrived to 'discover' it, the conditions of possibility for  îts emergence must be sought 

in the work of those who first took on the ta& of creating, defiriing, and ranking the 

European Selfand its Others: Hemdotus, Plato, Augustine, r,i'nasieus, and the 

travelers, scientists, and Colonizers who followed in their wake. Configured in a line of 

descent, these constitute what one mïght cal1 the discourse of Western political 

anthropoiogy, which establishes a hierarchical order among human beings of various 

tgpes and uses this order to justify certain dations of power. 1 will argue that it is 

out of this k u r s e ,  and ~t out of "the l a d  or 'the people' ofthe New World, that 

the problem of Canadian diversity has emerged. 



In recent yeani many layers of the sediment 1eR by the operation of Western 

political anthropology have been excavated, and its efliects in both the early 

European and current Eumcolonial contexts have been traced (Dickaaon 1984; 

Friedman 1981; Goldberg 1993; Hodgen 1964; Todorov 1993;19û4). As the literakire 

is large and growing exponentidy, 1 do not propose to make an exhaustive study of it 

hem. Instead, 1 will fashion a narrative that succinctly shows the nature and weight 

of the conceptual baggage that the European invaders brought with them to the 

New World in general, and Canada in partidar. Between each kiniing point, I will 

discuss the nature of the categories and the hierarchid order established, the 

problems thereby created, and the solutions propoeed. In constmcting a genealogy of 

any discourse of power and mastery, it is necessary to listen to what those who 

represent the field of power have to say, what their plans are, and how they intend to 

impIement them. But it is also important to see whether the plan ever was 

implemented, and if so what efKects it had - they will perhaps have been different 

h m  what was 'intende&, because of 'resistance' and Merence'  from agents both 

human and otherwise. In this sense, questions of'fact' and 'intention' become 

relevant, not as indiCators of khat really happened', but as evidence of what certain 

people Say happened. Sometimes, discrepancies between policg and practice, o r  

between varying versions of history, are central to the evolution of the discursive 

formation, Thus, 1 wiU at times make cornparisons between what was supposeci to 

happen and what, according to some reporters, did happen, as represented within 

the relevant field, as an aid to understanding the character of certain shifts in the 

discome. At no time, however, do 1 presume to possess o r  desire access to any 

'interna1 state of min& of any 'add. 

Another issue that arises in the d y s ï s  of relations of power between Self 

and ûther identities is the waps in which signs flow within fields ofidentiw, and h m  

one subfield to another. 1 will address these issues through the notions of 



assimilation and integnrtion. In gened, when 1 use these terms, I will be assuming 

the following definitions: 

Group A assimikates person / group B, o r  
B is assimilated by A: 

B takes on signs thnt mark A, and may or may not give up Bigns of ite 
own particularity. In the Mt case, B becoma~ A, is indistinguishable 
h m  A. A wi l l  commonly be in a position of greater structural power 
(social, economic, political, cultural), and thus able to use both force and 
seduction to bring about the assimilation of B. B may attempt to resist 
the flow completely, or try to choose its form and / or content, in 
resistance to the will ofA, in the case ofcoercion, or as a r e d t  of Bis 
own wiU to integration, as a result of successfûl seduction. 

A takes on signs of B's particularity. Genedy, A is a relatively 
powernù group, or group ofgroups, so that whüe it aclmowledges or 
reproduces some signs of the Other as Self signs, these are oniy the 
ones it choses to acknowledge or reproduœ. Again, B may attempt to 
resist the flow completeiy, or try to choose ite form and / o r  content, in 
resistance to the will of A, in the case of coercion, or  as a result of B's 
own will to integration, as a result of successful seduction. 

The line between coercion and seduction, and therefore between 'resistance' and 

Ykedom', can only be drawn subjectively, in partidar cases, and the drawing of 

such lines will give rise to staixments o fvdw,  through which a given stance in 

relation to an attempt at I response to assimilation or integration wodd appear as 

'ratio&, ?ibed, %e9, 'aesthetidy (dis)pIeaaing', and so on. ki one formation that 1 

chapter 8 - assidation and integration have evolved specialized meanings, and a 

symbiotic relationship exists in which the tefllns have ben richly 'confused' to 

achieve certain power-knowledge effects. Thus, when assixdation and / or 

inkgration are used within the diecursive field being d y z e d ,  their particular 

resonmces withui that field wi l l  be respect& 



Finally, 1 should point out that by invoking the notion of "relative powef 

above, 1 am trVing to epeak about the ab* to achieve a hegemonic striation of 

spaces, bodies, and souls, ae displayed in the articulation of a nation - race - culture 

with a state, poli@, and temtary, to form what appears within the Western tradition 

as a society. The net flow of signs enabled by a relatively succeesfial striation tende to 

be fkom groups ofgreater structural power to those of lesser striative potential. 1 

shall refer to this observation as the power Iuw of sign flow. This is not to Say that 

signe never flow in the opposite direction - they do - and when this occurs, 1 would 

cite an insiance of relatively successfùl resistance. However, close attention to the 

net flow of signs over time is of great use in unraveling the complex relations that 

exist between self-identified groups of people who wish to perpetuate their own stgle 

of We at the expense of other styles, and 1 wi l l  make use of it throughout the 

d y s i s .  

In her study of the historical c o ~ c t i o n  of ethnodtural diversity in the 

tradition of anthrupology, Màrgaret Eodgen amibes priority to the work of the 

ancient Greek historian, Eerodotus of Haliaunassus (Hodgen 1964:20-21). Here, she 

argues, the rules and categories according to which Western thinkers, missionaries, 

and colonizers wodd d e d b e  andjudge Otbers were k t  laid dom.  Hodgen notes 

that Eerodotus shows great rigour in choosing a set of categories of differentiation 

and app1ying them systematicaiiy to the peoples described in his Histories* 'Tor each 

gmup," she suggests, "seven categories of cultural fa& are given" (Hodgen 19W23). 

These include the place of residence and climate, language, dress, food and the means 

of aayîrhg it, dwellings, modes of mnlr;rip or avoiding war, and prestige as judges. 

The final category might be better reekoned as involving inkrnal and external 

political relations, and Hodgen leaves out the important category ofreligious rites, 



especidy those involving burial, but it does seem that even in hi8 briefest 

descriptions, Hemdotus adhered quite closely to thie formula 

Take, for example, hi8 estimation of the Indiam, whom he held to be the most 

Ea~terIy of all Asians: 

mhey will not take life in any fom; they sow no seed, and have no 
houses and live on a vegetable diet .... AU the Indian tribes 1 have 
mentioned copulate in the open like cattie; their ekins are all of the 
same colour, much like the Ethiopians'. Their semen is not white like 
other peoples', but black like th& own skins .... Tbeir country ie a long 
way from Persia t o w d s  the south, and they were nwer subject to 
Darius (111.98). 

In this, and in dozens of other descriptions. we can discem what Hemdotus 

considered to be the essential pieœs of information that were needed in order to know 

the Other. To some extent, we can make out a particulady Greek set of interests, in 

the conceni to trace lines of descent, to document abillties in war and 

statesmanship. But what is perhaps more interesthg about Herodotus' categories is 

that they treat of what can be seen fiom a distance - a distance not only optical but 

cultural as well, the dis-stance of the one who observes but does not participate. And, 

even though he was fidl of didaimers, he o h  relied upon hearsay for conclusions 

that would have required great intimacy, as in his report of the outrageou hue of 

Indian semen. Yet, even when Herodotus appears to be recounting what he b e 3 f  

has experienced. we are le& with the impression that his subjects are objecte, that 

he has observed them in passing wi th  a coUectorts eye. 

This tendency is most pronounced as the reader is brought W e r  fkom the 

Greek World, into distant reaches of the East, West, and North. The Androphagi, or 

maneaters, are piven only a few lines: 

The Androphagi are the most savage of men, and have no notion of 
either law or justice. Thep are herdsmen without Gxed dwellings; their 



dress is scJlthian, theV language pecuüar to themselves, and they are 
the only people in this part of the world to eat human flesh (IV. 105). 

The NeUriam ate reduœd even fllrther. AU we hear ofthem is that Uit appeam that 

these people practiœ magic; for there is a stury m n t  amongst the Scythiana and 

the Greeks in Scythia that once a year every Neurian tums into a woif for a few 

days, and then turns back into a man again" (IV.105). Herodotus quickly disdaims 

any beliefin this tale, but tells it nonethelesa. The same goes for the headless 

Blemmy, strap-foote, troglodytes, and the men who sleep for six months of the year. 

W of these peoples, real or imagined, are reduced to a single abhorrent 

characteristic, and thereby constitute a de facto cakgory oftheir own: that of the 

monskous aerni-human being. At the margins of the known worid, we fhd monsters 

of all sorts, mythic Amazons, amber, and gold. The terrible and the beautifid: indeed, 

anything but the everyday. 

It is hard to argue that Herodotus was obsessed with tales of monsters, since 

the sections of the Histories devoted to them are quite few and far between. But, 

even when he was dealing with the relatively close and f d a r ,  he was constantly 

opera* in a mode of cornparison between what he saw and heard and what he and 

his assumed readership - Greek men - would have considered normal. Implicltly and 

explicitly, he highlighted what he perceived as similhties and differences between 

the Greek way and all others. We can see this mode at work in the example cited 

above, where the members of the hdian t n i  are said to avoid taking M e  in any form 

(unlike a Greek, who kiUs regulady for sport, riches, and do@; to sow no seed (unlike 

the Greek agriculturist); and to have no houses (unlike the Greek, who takes great 

p d e  in his oikos). In his attempts to spy the ûther through the scope ofthe Self, 

Herodotus earned his place as the Father of Ethnography. But such cornparisons 

eannot be achieved without a prior assumption, stiIl with us in even the most 

postmodem of anthropoIogical practices, whkh 1 wil l  call the Icnu of individual-gmup 



identt'fication. This law lets the one stand for the many, and vice versa, and thereby 

allowa the inquirer to know and describe that most u s a  of abstractions, 'the 

people'. Such an effect always b e g h  at home, of course, for the first premise is that 

one's own people exista as a basis for cornparison, that there is a set of practices and 

appearancee that 'we' ail share. Certainly it is tautologically tnie that, within human 

groups de- as such, Borne practices will be more common than others, more or 

lese actively encouraged or discouraged, and ît is this observation that givee rise to 

the notions of culture, race, society, and so on. Taken M e r ,  however, these 

premises are used to produce the always doubtfiil, and sometimes dangernus 

consequent that al2 who appear to be part' of some people will ahare certain very 

particular characteristics: rather like dog's heads or goat's feet, but lese marvelous - 
or even positively valued - and therefore more a c u l t  to detect in passing.1 Again, 

let us return to the Egyptians, "much the most learned of any nation of which 1 have 

had experience" (II.77). All of them? What of the slaves, prisoners, street hawkers, 

women stuck at home tending an infinity of dependent children and men? The Royal 

Scythians, according to Hemdotus, "are the most warlike ... of their race" (IV.20), 

and the Iasedonians, apart fkom eating their dead fathers, "appear to have a sound 

enough sense of the merence between right and wrong" (IV.27). This ia a far cry 

fkom what was to corne, of course, when individuals would be tom to pieces by dogs 

because of W t i e s  supposed to be inherent in their people, but the maEu openrlrdi 

is the same. 

The use of stereotypical, reductionist formulas to describe people8 and al1 

mdividds comidered to be 'of those peoples was correlated in Hemdotus, and in 

later formations of the European discourse o n  diversity, with a tendency to fkeeze 

these f o m ,  to grant them a ce& imperviousness to the ravages of time and 

change. Again, this is a reguiar feature of Hemdotus' text that shows itseIf more 

CIearIy the M e r  he ventures fmm home. The Egyptims at least had a history, 



though Hedotus  diddt always agree with it. The more f d u n g  peoples, however, 

were granted their few attributes in perpetuity* A man-eater is a man-eater, always 

has been and always wi l l  be; Herodotus did not aee rrrnnibalism as a practice that 

might corne and go, but as an essential characteristic. 

While he saw each people as possessing an immutable nature, Herodotus was 

also very attentive to the existence of clifferences between peoples. One 'explmation' 

for the obsemed variance in human practice was provided by the influences of 

climate and geographyI two powerful and unchanging forces that shaped the nature 

of the peoples in a given ragime. Throughout the Histories, the land and its features 

figure prominently: "Not only is the Egyptian climate peculiar to that CO-, and 

the Nile different in its behaviour fkom other rivers elsewhere, but the Egyptians 

themselves in their manners and customs seem to have reversed the ordinary 

practices of mankind* (II.36). The Scythians, with their nomadic relation to a hostile 

land, have managed to preserve themselves better than anyone else, since none who 

try to wnquer them can cope with either the environment or the people (N.46). 

A theory of human nature bas& on  geography, dimate, and p u p  rnembership fits 

in wi th  the general plan of the Histories, inasmuch as the counter assumption, that 

the nature of a people is variable, would mean that Greeks could begin eating one 

another and forget the difference between right and wrong- The possibiliw of such 

driR had to be excluded h m  Hemdotus' text? lest it tear open the fabric of Greek M e  

that his narrative so subtly weaves. 

The terms the Greeks used to define the sorts of difference they found in the 

non-Greek world are important, to touminate th& usage in context, and to give, in 

anticipation, some sense of the connotations their derivatives carry today. E f h m  

appears to have had a broad usage, covering groupe ofbeings of many sorts: 

m e  hear of ethnos etaimn, a band of cornrades, or ethnos laon, a host of 
men, in the =a& of efhms Achaion or Lukion, the tribe ofAchapsins or 



LyQans, al80 in Homer, dong with klutu ethma nekroa, glorioua ho& of 
corpses / the dead, in the Odyssey; of ethneu melisson or ornithon, a 
swarm of bees or flock of bllds, again in the Iiiad; ethnos aneron or  
guricrikon, the race of men or women, in Pindar; and to Medikon ethm, 
the Median people or nation, in Herodotus (Ostergard 1992:31). 

Ethnos was also used in contrast to polis. Oreeh lived in apdis, a city-state with an 

obvious physical centre and a particular set ofinstitutions. Non-Greeks lived in 

various sorts ofregional or village affiliations, and lacked Greek political institutions 

(Humpbreys 1978:130-131). Those of an ethnos were commonly referred to by its 

name, or ethnikon, thus giving rise to the term ethnikos, commonly translated as 

'heathen'. G e m  was used by Hemdotus to describe f d e s  or related groups within 

an ethnos, leading to the suggestion that "ethnos seems to be more suit4 to cultural 

than biologid or  kinship differencesn (Ostergard 1992:32). In the d e n t  usage of 

ethnos and its variants. we can see the basis for later transformations i n to  the use of  

ta ethne to describe all groupe exœpt Chnstians and Jews (A. Smith 1986:21), and 

the curent situation in which 'ethnic' is used in everyday life to refer to any person or 

group other than those whom the speaker considers normal or dominant. and in 

Canadian multidturalism policy discourse to d e r  to a people that does not, and 

should not, possess apolis (e.g. Kymlicka 1995:15). 

Remdotan ethnography was a practicd atternpt to answer to the question: 

how are the Barbarians diaerent fkom the Greeks? Based on the way he triad to 

answer this question, Herodotus can be placed within the greater Greek scheme of 

things, as a precursor to the development of the notion of the Great Chain of Being. 

In her book Céntaurs und W o n s ,  Page duBois argues that, prior to Plato, the 

Greek mode of reasoning about Wand Other was by way ofpolar.@ and analogy.2 

All Greeks were related in a network oflikeness, set offin opposition to all 

Barbarians, who themselves were thought to share certain characteristics. To 

illustrate the analogy-polarity model, duBois uses the metaphor ofa wheel. At its 



centre we h d  the network of Greek citizens - human, civilized, rational, autonomous 

males - alike in their possession of these highly valued qpalities, Radiating out h m  

the Greek citizens were spokes ofciifference that defïned an exduded periphery of 

animal, Barbarian, irrational and female mes. AU of these were related by their 

exclusion and by their lack of possession of the central &ties. 

Figure 3.1 - The Herodotan wheel of ciifference 

animal woman 

Greek citizen 

slave Barbarian 

Greeks were those who possessed the gwd, and lacked the evil. Non-Greeks 

were their complement, so that one could w r i k  an equation ofidentitg in which Greek 

is the negation of al l  that it excludes: Greek = not animal t not Barbarian + not 

woman + not slave-like. Of course, a positive equation could be written as well, 

folIowing the traditional line of thought on nations and ethnicities as 'shared? 

agglomerations of positive attniutes.3 But this approach tends to downplay very 

r d  and effective motivations and rationakations for relations of power between the 



Selfgroup and its mers; bot eharing', i.e. being 'different' 'is a far less griwous sin 

than being a negation of all that 'we' etand for. 

While the wheel metaphor is interesting and enüghtening, it models only 

binary oppo~Ïtione, and therefore does not Mly capture the subtlety of the 

semantics of identity in Greek myth, which, as duBois has nated, containe many 

Yuions of oppositions" (105). What are we to make, for example, of the Centaur 

who, as both man and nnimnl, undermines the 6rm opposition between these two 

terms? Or the Amazon, who confounds the male / female dichotomy in possessing a 

woman's body but a man's warUe temperament? A.J. Greimas' method of the 

"semiotic square" is a useful bol  for analyzing systems of this sort, especiaIly in the 

diagrammatic form given in Ronald Schleifds AJ. Greimas and the N&um of 

Meaning (1987:25-33). Schleifer proposes a general representation of the square that 

can be rendered as follows: 

Figure 3.2 - The semiotic square. 

positive term negative term 

<s> ------- -<net s> 
I I 
1 1 
I l 
I I 
I 1 
I I 

cneither s nor not s> - <bth s and not s> 

complementary term contradictory term 

not S 

The semiotic square is a formal method of eKhausting the possibilities of signification 

inherent in a given concept or "semantic axis." S above is a semantic axis, which 



sets up a binary opposition between two terms. Given a unit of meaning a>, the 

square provides a meam of genemting terrns that are contrary a o n  s>, 

contradictory 410th s and non s>, and complementary aeither s nor non s> to CS>. 

The complementary term is of greatest interest, in that it admits of many possible 

interpretations. This term is inherently "synthetic", since it points to that which 

c a ~ o t  be contained within the axis insrnid in the terms of the square, and may 

lead, in practice, to an ovemming of the binary opposition in question. 

To generate partidm squares, 1 use a method adapted from a "narratized" 

procedure that Schleifer attributes to Nancy Armstrong, which 1 present here dong 

with an example that wil l  help to cl- the process: 

1) Choose a semantic axis CS>, and think of the name of the dominant 
or hegemonic entity within it (S = cgender in patriarchal societies>, s = 
-1. 

2) Think ofthe name ofthat which la* the q d t i e s  of, m u t  not W, 
is the Other of s (not s = <woman>). 

3) Think of the name of that which confuses the issue, which implies 
both the absence and presence ofs (both s and not s = cdrag queen>, 
cdyke>, which are not gendered identities). 

4) Think of that which transcends the opposition between s and not s 
(neither s nor not s = 4ndividual in a degendered 60Ciety ofthe hture>). 

In thie all-too-familar example, the contradîctory term tends to undermine the static 

binary opposition that forms the basis for the square (see Butler 1990). The 

complementary term is diffidt to imagine, or even name, since discursive practice 

has not yet made known its positive content. Yet it is always there, promising relief 

fkom, or at le& a change in the form of, the system of binarg opposition in question: 

In aetual practice ... it hqpently turns out that we are able to 
articulate a given concept in only three of the four avdable poe6tions; 
the final one, [the complementary term] remains a cipher or an enigma 
to the mind ... the missing term ... we may now identify as none other 
than the hegation of a negation' fnmiliat h m  dialectical philosophy. It 



is, indeed, because the negation of a negation is such a decisive Ieap ... 
that we so nequently corne upon a system in the incomplete state 
(Fredric Jameson, cited in SchleSer 1987:29). 

Extra subtlety and completeness can be added to duBois' andysis of the 

Hemdotan wheel of d.erence ifeach of the spokes of the wheel is considerd to be 

the semantic axis of a semiotic sqpare, pmviding the full discureive resonance of 

each mode of opposition to the canonid Hellenistic identity, as follows: 

Figure 3.3 - The Herodotan wheel of squares 

Centaur 

Bar barian 

ethnikos 

With this model, we c m  see some of the comp1exi~inherent in human language, 

which goes fk beyond a mere diaaitics ofmeaning. A Aicture' oflanguage in use, or 

discourse, ernerges, which Jacques Lacan has referred to as a 'chaïnn or 'hetwork" of 

signifiers (Lacan 1978:42-52). Any signifier, as a uqdting point" @oint & capiton) 



could be placed in the middle of a wheel such as that pictured above, although some 

signiners have more connections than others. MOSL hportantly, some also have 

stronger comectiom to the field of power (the Big Other), and thu are more likely to 

produce effects that striate thoughts, bodies, and geographic spacee. The signifier 

'Greeir' must be seen as a partiCUIar1y p o w e a  striative force, eignifying for over two 

millenia as <Western civiiization> itself, 

Reunllng to Hemdotus, his method, as far as it is relevant to the Euopean 

discourse on diversity, can be silmmnrized as follows. A set of categories is 

constructed and used as a basis of evaluation and cornparison of various peoples. 

These categories rely upon what can be seen fkom a distance, and provide 

information about what is supposed to be the Cnature' o f a  people, which is d m  

presumed to be iduenced by the land they occupy. In all cases, the Self people 

provides a basis for comparison, with signs ofsimilarity to the Selfusually c o h g  

as possession of a good, and signs of difference indicative of a la& or  deficiency. The 

nature of a people is assumed to be dispIayed in dl individuals who are of that people, 

so that to know one is to know all and vice versa M y ,  the M e r  one gets fimm 

SelflandS. the stranger the peoples one encouters, until at the edges of the world 

there are only rnarvels and monsters to which the normal categories of evaluation 

scarcely apply. 

Aneient Ioniun Helleniam wtd the Destruc fion of the Inferior Other 

Whüe he used the binary mode, Herodotus also expliciity referred to ce- 

peoples as "the most barbarous," "the most knowledgeable" (outside of Greece), and 

so on, invoking a hierarchical comparison within the category of Barbarism. T. J. 

Haarhoff (l948:6-19) notes that the stmng split between the Barbarian and the 

Greek amse w i t h  what he calls the 'Tonian enlightenmentn of the fiRh and fourth 

centuries BC. In this discourse of identie and difference - which 1 will h m  now on 



d e r  to as 'ancient Ionisa Hellenism' - one can observe hierarchical Merentiation 

between terms, e.g. in placing all Greeks above Barbarians, as w d  as within a given 

tem, as in the division of Greeks into various classes of males, followed by females 

and slaves. The hierarchization ofthe category of Greek' can be observed in PIato's 

description of his ideal pdk: 

Whüe all of you in the city are brothers, we will say in our tale, yet God 
in f&oning those ofyou who are fiaed to hold d e  mingled gdd m their 
grneration, for which reason they are the most precious - but in the 
helpers silver, and iron and brass in the f m e m  and other rraftsmen 
CRepublic 3.415a, cited in duBois 1991:133). 

Signincant in th& absence nom this discussion are the slaves, whose place in 

Plato's Republic is a matter of contention? 1 find compeiüng the position put forward 

by Page duBois, who suggests that uslavery% relationships of subordination and 

h i e ~ z a t i o n "  are archetypa1 to the differentiation of types at dl levels in the 

Platonic scheme (1991:139). Unlike Plato, Aristotle made his position on the 'nature' 

of the slave quite clear. In the Politics, the slave was not even given the status of a 

degenerate human subject, but was classed as an object, a "tool," a 'sort of living 

piece of property" (1253b23). Bracketing the question of whether certain 

philosophers thought their existence was Tustifiable' or not, the practice of slavery in 

Greek city-states and the existence ofslavery as a politid-philosophicd category of 

infirior internal Other, clearly show that slaves were placed at the bottom of a 

hierarchical order of human types. 

But the hurnan categories were part of a larger order. A.O. Lovejoy, in The 

Great Chain of Being. suggests that Plato bequeathed to Western thought a 

"prinQpIe of plmitude,'' which he defkes as 

not only the thesis that the universe is a p h u m  f o m m m  in which 
the range of conceivable diversi* of kindr of living things is 
exhaU8tiveIy exemplifieci, but also anp other deductions h m  the 



assumption that no genuina potentiality of being can remain unfiilfilleif, 
that the extent and abundance of the creation must be as great as the 
possibility of existence and c o m m e m t e  with the productive capacity 
of a 'perfect' and hexhadb1e Source, and that the world is the better, 
the more things it containa (Lovejoy 1936:52). 

To this notion Aristotle added a principle ofucontinuity~ which is derivable &om the 

principle of plenitude, and holds that there c a ~ o t  be any 'gaps' between the beings of 

creation; if there were, then something possible would not have been realized, and the 

creator would have shown himselfto be less than perfectly "good" (Lovejoy 193658). 

Thus evolved a conception of the universe as 'compsed of ... an innnite number of 

links ranging in hieli8liChical order fbm the meagemet kind of existents ... through 

every possible grade up to the ens perfectisum" (59). 

Thinking again of the sexniotic square of identity w%hh ancient Ionian 

Hellenism, and continuing the quilt metaphor for semiosis, we can think of multi- 

leveled buttons, connected in a linear order by way of "sewing them through," the 

f it  sewn king highest, the last lowest, on the chain, and preserving within each 

term the bierarchy that exïsts within it. First the gods, in their order, followed by 

men, in th&, and so on dom the line. Thus, if the semantic axis is spedied broadly 

enough, it is possible ta collapse the spokes of the wheel into a single square, place 

the hierarchies inside their appropriate temu, and note that an implicit hierarchy 

exists with  the occupants of the positive term highest, and those of the negative 

term lower down. In one sense, the occupants of the contraclictory position are lowest 

on the hierarchy, as they lack what is required for identiw, but they can be seen as 

excluded nom the hierarchy for the same reason. ki practice, one fin& both 

situations, wîth absorption of the contradictory term proceeding by way of a 

progressive inclusion within the hîemchy, aceompanied by a shift in the semantic 



Figure 3.4 - The hierarchized square of d e n t  Ionian Helienimn 

cpossessing a h e d  identitp 

a o t  possessing a h e d  identitp 

This is the model 1 will use in examining the evolution of Canadian identity, as it is 

the most concise and compact way to signifg all of the models that CO-exist, Le. the 

line (binary opposition), the square (contradiction and complementarity), the wheel 

( d o g y  within opposition), and the ladder (hierarchy). This appmach to the object of 

anal- might be likened to that taken by qmtum physics in 'apprehending' 

objects that are sometimes considered as waves, sometimes as particles. That is, 1 

don't feel that using a contradictory modd is %ad' analytic practiœ, but quite 

appropriate to a contradiCt0r-y object. 

1 should also point out that in presenting material Gcom the texts of Plato and 

Aristotle, 1 make no daim to be offering a definitive or final >hilosophical' reading, 

nor do 1 daim to be 'doing philosophy' at all. M y  aim, on the contrarg, i s  to toply 

indicate how these texh mîght be seen as contributing to the Ewpean discourse on 

di ver si^, by pointing out how they eonstruct and manage problclmatic human 

difference. Emma Dench has argued that "Herodotus makes panhellenic sentiments 

corne to the fore against the background of the Persian wars," and that the idea of 



Greek supremacy gained momentum after that (1995:50). FoIlowing Lovejoy's 

(1936) readùig of the relation between Plato and Aristotle on the hierarchid order of 

beuigs, Page duBois argues that a "new philosophicd discourse" emerged in the 

fourth century BC." This discourse was "centred on questions ofhierarchy, of mùld 

over body, man over woman, *human" over foreigner, over slave .... The tem in 

which Rato artidated his problematic have defïned Western philosophical discourse 

ever sin,cen (1991:152). M y  reading is in line with this body of scholarship. 

Such is the problem of diversity in ancient Ionian Hellenism; but what of its 

solutions? One important response to the problem of diversity was to avoid trying to 

solve it at  dl. Ignorance, in the sense of an active, wiUful desire not to Imow, was 

paramount, and helped to maintain its complement, xempirobia. This mode can be 

seen clearly in Herodotus, whose account of the Persians, while very detailed, 

contains enough spurious daims to make some commentators doubt whether he had 

any kt-hand knowledge of his subjects at all (Georges 199451-58). Greek 

ignorance can also be seen in poehy, drarna, and comedy, where Barbarian 

stereotypes were used extensively to both defîne the Greek Self and keep the non- 

Greek Others at an absurd, mocking distance (E. Hall 1989; Georges 1994; Long 

1985) 

When non-Greek others abeolutely had to be recognized, they were mmetimes 

dealt with by way of tactics resembiing present-day assimilation or integration 

(Dench 1995:45-6). But the dominant active response was to attempt their 

eZim*nation through destniction in battle or enslavement* In myth, the Centaurs and 

Amazons se& as archetypal Others who were defeated and destroyed by Greek 

heroes (cl duBois 1991:49-77). In practice, the Greeks were constantly at war, both 

with each other and with non-Greeks. But there was an important distinction to be 

made between these two kinds of conflict. Plat0 has Socrates put it as folIows: 



mhen Greek fights barbarian or barbarian Greek we SM say they 
are at war, and are natural enemie~ ...; but when Greek fights Greek we 
shall Say that they are nafurally friend~, but that Greece is tom by 
faction, and that the quafiel should be d e d  'civil strXe7 (&public 
V.470). 

Socrates goes on to expect that "brave and civilizedn Greeks wi l l  7ove their fellow 

Greeks, and thhk of Greece as th& own land, in whose common religion they &are.D 

In victory, therefore, Greeks will not bum the land of Greeks, but only take a year's 

crop. Nor wiU they enslave the losers, the object o f a  fight being "to correct a friend 

rather than to enslave and destroy an enemf' (V.471). Thus Aristotle: 'L[A]s the 

pets say, it is proper Greeks should d e  non6reeks, the implication being that non- 

Greek and slave are by nahw identical" (Politics 1252a34). These statements 

indicate that, at the level of political discourse, there was a strong tendency to 

advocate the enslavement and destmction of pmblematic Others rather than their 

assimilation or integration. 

Within ancient Ionian Hellenism, then, the methods of Herodotan 

ethnography were used to mark out the Greek Self fimm a range of Others. The 

notion of the Great Chain ofBeing placed these identities in a hierarchy, and political 

philosophy justifiecl the ignorance and destruction of iderior beings by their 

superiors- As I rnrill show, the idea of a ladder or chah of dinerentiated hiiman types 

has perskted in Western thought up to the present &y, and thus constitutes the 

most important contribution of d e n t  Ionian Hellenism to the Western discourse 

on diversity. The notion was passed down to through the middle ages to the late 

eighteenth century, where %ost educated men were to accept without question ... 
the conception of the universe as a %reat Chain of Being" (Lovejoy 1936:59). The 

following sections wil l  show how Roman, medieval, and Renaissance thought drew 

upon Ionian Hdenism, aeatively reproduoing its categories and contents and 

ensining the continuity of the Great Chain. 



To the Greeks, the Romans were one among many Barbarian peoples; later, 

as they rose in infIuence, the Romans responded to thie insult by adapting the Greek 

mode of Self/ Other distinction, s e t a  themselves up as Greeka and theh Mers as 

Barbarians. To the categories and contents of human diversity, the Roman8 brought 

1ittIe innovation. Pliny the Elder was one of the k t  miners ofthe d e n t  Greek vein, 

epitomizing snd shunüng the words of Herodotus and his fdow Heilenes with a keen 

eye for talas of the monstrous and the wonderfùl. In d, he daimed to have consulted 

more than two thousand books and over one hundred authors in writing hie Natuml 

History, published in approximately 77 AD CPreface, 17). The Great Chain of Being 

was taken over by neo-PIatonism, and by this route passed &om Greek to Roman 

and Christian thought (Lovejoy 1936:61 ff.). According to Plotinus, beneath God were 

the Celestids (daimones), and below them human beings, all of these three stül 

partaking of the good. By becoming &evil and iderior" the soul produced %e animal 

nature" CEnneads VI.7.7). and proceeded on down to the vegetable and the mineral. 

Also important for later Western thought was the continuance of the idea that 

inequaliw and diversity were natural features of a divine ordec The question is not 

whether a thing is inferior to something else but whether in its own Rind it su0ïces to 

its own part; universal equality there c a ~ o t  be ... the ineqpaliw is inevitable by the 

nature of thingsn CEnrteads IIL3.3). 

In the area of responses and solutions to the problem of diversiw, Roman 

Imperialisrn was much more creative. As a strategy of efficient management in the 

context ofrapid expumion, violent invasion foilowed by toleration, assimilation and 

integration was favoured= 

YOU, Roman, remember to govem 
The peoples with power (these arts shall be yours), to establish 



The practiœ of peaœ, spare the conquered, and beat down the haughty 
(Virgii, Aeneid, 1962:6.860-863) 

The case of the pacification of Britain, as related in Tacitus' Agricola (1954, ckca 

100 AD), provides a detded account ofdeveloped Roman thought and action in such 

mattem. The mode1 Conqueror Agricola, when he cornes on stage, altemates 

between the two methods of brute force and seduction. ARer several chapters of 

successful military exploite, he has succeeded in instilling fear into the many tnbes, 

who have submitted to him. Now beguis the real work of empire. The detaïls are 

varied and interesting, and the conciusion so forcefùl, that I quote this section at 

length: 

The following winter [after the campaigns] was spent on schemes of 
social bettement. Agricola had to deal with people living in isolation and 
ignorance, and therefore prone to fight; and his object was to aceustom 
them to a life of peace and quiet by the provision ofamenities. He 
therefore gave private encouragement and official assistance to the 
building of temples, public squares, and good houses .... And so the 
population was gradually led into the demoralizkg temptations of 
arcades, b a h ,  and sumptuous banquets. The unsuspecting Britons 
spoke of such novelties as 'civilization', when in fact they were oniy a 
feature of theh enslavement (21). 

Even local kings could be put to good use. Aulus Plautius, the first governor of 

Britain, knew what to do: 

Certâin domains were presented to lGng Cogidmnus, who maintaineci 
 hi^ unswerrring loyalty right dom to our own times - an example of the 
long-established Roman custom of employing even kings to make 
others slaves (14). 

mthin the discourse ofRoman impe&dîsm, unlike that of ancient Hellenisrn, Others, 

especially the upper strata, were actively encouraged to take on signs of 

Romanness, and it was even thought that these Others could, in t h e ,  becorne 

R o m  The process ofassimilation used to achieve the pacification and 



enslavement of Othere was, by the time of the Conquest ofBritain, quite well 

developed and eodified, so that it codd fonn a central theme in what ie obviody an 

idealized 'great man' narrative. 

While assimilation was a vital component ofits practice, it muet be 

remembered that imperid Rome was wiUUig in take on at least some signs of the 

e x t e d  Others it encountered, as can be seen most obvioudy and fmously in the 

polytheistic structure of Roman religion. As long as a sacrince could be made to 

them, a Conquerd people's gode could be set up dongside the ancient Roman deities: 

We do not conceive of the gods as Merent among different peoplee, nor 
as barbarian and Greek, nor as southern and northern; but just as sun 
and moon and sky and earth and sea are common to all men, but have 
different namas among different peoples, so for that one Reason ... 
difSerent honours and names have corne into being among difKerent 
peoples according to their customs (Plutarch, On Isis and Osiris 67.377, 
cited in Whittaker 1984:268). 

Of course, not all gods were created equal, and there were fads and shifting 

hieradies amongst those installeci in the pantheon, with the Greek gods and those 

acquired in the early days of Roman expansion providhg a sort of elite cadre 

Wardman 1982:3). But the Romans were quite willing to extend their hegemony, and 

swell their pride, by taking on gods with the same glee as they took on new 

terribriea. mth the world composed of an endless diversity of peoples, one could 

count on an equally endless supply of gods. The system was inherently open and 

unfinished, since ît was "aiways possible for Rome to corne into contact with the new 

gods of other societies who should be won over, or who may suit a Roman needm (3). 

Yet, through al1 of this change, the founding gods remained in plaœ, rendering the 

system %th consemative and acqyisitiven (3). 

Certain others, however, were not extended the giRs of Roman tolerance - the 

case ofthe Jews cornes to mind here. Philostratus was disgusted by their Suisocial 

existence," and felt that they had "nothing in aunmon with other men, either food, or 



libations, or prayers, or sacrifices." This Cfailuret ta assimilate to Roman practices 

left Philostratus feeling that the Jewe were "more remote in these respects h m  us 

than Susa or Bactria, and more aüen than the hdiansw mta Apoll. V.33, cited in 

L A  Thompson 1989:128-9). Continued Jewish resistance culminated in the revolt o f  

66-70 AD, and the destruction of Jerusalem. Along with the Jewe, the early 

Christians soon became official internal Others, and were blamed for any misforhine 

that befd the empire. Thus, when Rome burned in 64 AD, "Nero fmtened the g 3 t  

and infiicted the moet exqyîsite tortures on a dass hated for their abominations, 

called Christians by the populace .... Covered with the skins of bea&s, they were tom 

by dogs and perished, or were nailed to crosses, or were doomed to the flames" 

macitus, cited in Green 1996:16). Similar persecutions were d e d  out fiom time to 

time, und Valerian's edict of258 that exposed dl who were UR- to accept 

Paganism to death (Green 1996:17-20). Certain forms ofdifEerence inside the empire 

were neither tolerated nor adopted, but violently repressed, by both physical and 

legal means. 

Based on this cursory but, 1 hope, relatively uncontentious summarg ofthe 

imperial Roman discourse on diversitp, and again bracketîng much partidari@ that 

can be constructed by way of historical and archaeological methods, the discourse of 

imperial Rome Win be seen within m y  text as the epitome, within the Western 

tradition, of the strategy of incorporation of tamed Otherness. This could be done by 

way of both assirniI&tion and integration, with limited tolerance granted as long as 

the Others being tolerated did not appear to be successfnlly resisting state striation 

by giving rise to, or perpetuating, local foms  of organization. In cases where 

assicdation and I or inkgration did not seem to be pmceeding as desired, violent 

repression by rational-1egal methods and phJrsicaI extermination were brought to 

bear upon the problematic population. 



E a d y  Christianify - The Missionary Urge 

Through his pmdigious effort at collecting fa&, Pliny ensured that the lore of 

the Greeks was passeci on, by way of Mela D e  situ orbis) in the fïrst century AD and 

Solinus Uk mimbilibus munài) in the third. According to Hodgen, Herodotus had 

described about fifty dinerent peoples. "Five to eight hundred years later, Pliny, 

Soünus, and Mela referred to thirty-four of the same peoples, and in tenm that are 

either identical with or very simi1.a.r to those used by the Greek hist0ria.n. Though 

forgotten in name, the author of the Histories was honoured in imitation" (Hodgen 

1964:44). Along with Herodotus' monsters, late Roman and medieval Europe also 

inherited, and impmved upon. Plat0 and Aristotle's hierarchy of being. Starting with 

St. Augustine a powerful new interlacutor in the European discoume on diversity was 

emerging - Christimity. In The City of Cod, Augustine devoted a very influentid 

section to the question of whether the monstrous races spoken of by the Ancients 

were human or animAl. As ta the existence of such peoples. he was hcredulous, but 

not entirely so; since there were monstrous individuals, why not monstrous races? At 

any rate, his answer to the question of the hiunsinity of any Leal'  monsters was 

guided by three prinuples fkom Christian theologg: fïrst, that whatever beings God 

has ~feated have their purpose and place, and it is not for mortals to challenge the 

taste of the deits; second, that any mtional, mortal being is human, regardless of its 

outward appearance; and third, that all huma. beings are descended h m  Adam. 

Out of these elements Augustine construded a square arcle ofreason from which he 

codd wt extract himself, as seen in the final lines of the section: 

1 must therefore finish the discussion of this question with my tentative 
and cautious answer. The accounts of some of these races may be 
completely w o ~ e s s ;  but if such peoples exist, then either they are not 
human; or, if human, they are descended h m  Adam (Augustine 1972 
16.8). 



Of one thing, however, the early Catholic church was certain: that the Pagans 

and Aryan Chnst ims constituted a serious threat to what rernained of Graeco- 

Roman civilization aRer the withdrawal of Constantine to the East, and especially 

aRer the sack of Rome in 410. The Emperor Thedosius. who took the Roman thmne 

in 379 AD, almost immediateiy enacted a "Decree against Hereticsw deeigned to 

ensure that all Roman citizene would also be Roman Catholics: 

It is our will that all the people8 who are ruled by the administration of 
Our Clemency shaU practice that religion which the divine Peter the 
Apostle transmitted to the Romans .... We command that those 
persona who follow this d e  shall embrace the name of Catholic 
Christians. The rest, however, whom we adjudge demented and insane, 
shall sustain the infamy of heretical dogmas, their meeting places shdi 
not receive the name of chuches, and they shall be smitten first by 
divine vengeance and secondly by the retribution of Our own initiative, 
which We s h d  assume in accordance wi th  the divine judgement 
(Theodisian Code, XVI,1,2 (380). cited in Hillgrath 1969:45-6). 

Later on, ail Pagan worship was prohibited, with detailed penalties such as the loss of 

one's home for burning incense in it; fïnalIy, by 435, Pagans became liable to the 

death penalty for the crime of observing their f o m  of religious devotion (Hillgrath 

Such was the interna1 mission that was to be d e d  out against Paganism, 

which pmeeded by way of the violent enforcernent of legal pmhi7itions. But the 

Roman Catholic church also saw itself as the bearer of civilization and Catholic 

Christianity to the lost lands of the West, as seen in the words of Pope Gregory II 

sending off St. Boniface to his task: 

ECnowing that some of the peoples in the parts of Gennany that lie on 
the eastem bank of the Rhine have been led aetray by the d e s  of the 
devil and now serve idols under the guise ofthe Christian [Aryan] 
religion ... but like brute becrsts are b h d  to their Creator, we have taken 
great care to send the bearer ofthese letters, our reverend brother and 
feIlow-bishop Boniface, into these parts to enlîghten them and preach 
the word of fâith ... (Dec. 1,722, cited in Halgrath 1969:133, emphasis 
added}. 



Bishop Daniel ofwinchester, in his advice to Boniface, suggested means by which he 

might "overcorne with the least possiile trouble the resistance of this barbamus 

people." The Bishop gave details of theoIogicaI arguments he though would be 

successful in roothg out the " a b d  opinions" and udisgusting rites and legends* that 

Boniface would encounter. Compared to the Chnstians, Herodotus appeared @te 

tolerant. But then Herodotus did not have the sama kind of weighty ta& upon him. 

"For what does the baptizing of chüdren ... Bigni@ if not the purification of each one 

from the uncleamess of the gwlt of heathenism in which the entire human race war, 

involved?" mec. 1,722, cited in Halgrath 1969:135-6). 

Prejudiced though they might be, the eady Christian mi~sionaries were not as 

credulous as their phüosophers and cosmographers. Rdying upn first-hand 

experience of the Barbarians who had taken over the western provinces of Rome, 

they were able to develop quite sophisticated and seKaware strategies for their 

conversion. The successfùl transformation of Constantine form a Roman Pagan to a 

zealous Christian was a move taken directly fiom the pages of the Agrieoh, and 

pmvided a model, by which the monks sought to eniïst the exïsting secular powers to 

use &even k i q s  in make others slaves." This worked with Clovis, King of the Franks, 

in amund 500 AD, and with Recared, Visigoth d e r  of Spain, in 589. Once converted 

themselves, these kings put the bureaumtic apparatus of their Empires to work on 

the task of convertkg the (now i n t e d )  peoples subject to them. 

This was a very effective method of assimilation in cases where Aryan 

Christianiitg, and the means ofmass coercion associated wi th  it, already exiskd and 

could be used against both the remnants of Paganism and &an Christianiw itseK 

A different game had to be played in England, however. where the Devil d e d  

supreme. When Pope Gregory sent monks the- in 597, his instructions d e d  for a 

strategy that was much more subtle and s l o w - m o w  



1 have long been muidering with myself about the case of the Ar@; to 
wit, that the temples ofidols in that nation ehould not be destroyed, but 
that the idols themsehes that are in them should be. Let blessed water 
be prepared, and spriinkled in these templee, and altara constructed, 
and relics deposited, since, if these same temples are well built, it is 
needful that they should be transferred h m  the worship of idols to the 
service of the tnie God... (Pope Gregory the Great, Epistle Xi, 56, Qted 
in Halgrath 1969: 114). 

ARer this were to corne more priests, and Bishops of the local "race and tangue." As 

we wiu see, a simïlar mode of nihüistic incorporation set the tone for the Jemits who, 

almost one thousand years later, would adapt these methods in their adventures in 

the New World. In the early Christian era, then, 1 wish to highlight and carry f o m d  

into later discussions several key themes: the creative reproduction of the d e n t  

Hellenistic discourse on diversity via the appropriation of the Great Chain of B a ;  

the imitative reproduction of the Roman imperid use of state forms to repress and 

elimïnate i n t e d  Mers; and the creative reproduction and refhernent of Roman 

imperial assimilation tactics into what must be counted as a 'ne+ strategy of self- 

conscious conversion of the Other into the W. 

RelLCLiSsance E*p&ration a d  the New WorCd Sauge  

From Mela and Sohus, the torch of Herodotan ethnography was passed to 

Isidore's Etymologies in the seventh century, and thenœ to Bartholomew's De 

proprietatabus renrm in the thirteenth. Throughout this time, there seems to have 

been little change in the wide world at the exp811,ding edges of Christendom; as far as 

one can W h m  the European cosmographers, the same people and monsters lived 

in the same ways, in the same places, sporting the same odd characteristics, as they 

had always done. Undoubtedly this longe* should be attributed to the fact that 

many ofthese beings were living a life that was purely intertextd. Bartholornew, as 

soon as he fdt the need to speak of lands beyond the Eumpean hntier, constantly 

féIl back upon Isidore, Solinus, Pliny, and Herodotus. In India m e r  ben m e s  of golde 



and it is impossible to corne the& for dragouns and grJaoulls and for many manere 

men wondirliche Jrshape, as Ysider saith -... Therefor Mus telleth wondres of myth 

and multitude of the Indies .... (Liber Quintus Decimw, Capitulum Ixxv). Of Palestine: 

"As Emdatue seith, thise men ben allweye fals and gylefid and wyly, greuvous 

enemys to the kyngedome of Israel" (Liber Quintus Decimus, Capitulum cxiii). 

At the same time as the theologians and cosmographers were debating the 

meaning of ancient ethnographie data, Eull0pea.m began to travd and report in 

greakr numbers, thua bringing new Wormation to W e n g e  and suppIement what 

had been handed dom, Marco Polo was one of the most fanious of these medieval 

trader-Explorers, who kept the Herodotan tradition alive. In almoet every section of 

his b e l s  (1968), we are intmduced to a new people, told how they are governed, if 

they are subject to anyone else, and whether they have "their own proper language." 

Then ames religion - usually they are idolaters - a few commente on customs and 

diet and, of course, commodities available for trade. Marco was a competent 

amateur ethnographer, and was even so incredulous as to deny the existence of 

certain marvels and debunk a myth or two. 

In these @tics Polo was not unlike another great Explorer who set himself 

the task of achieving his own visit to the court of the great Khan. Fully versed in 

European history, geography, and ethnography, Cristobal Colon (Columbus) set out 

for the East by heading West, and became conxinced that he had achieved his goal. 

Las Casas says of Columbus' rwding of Native reports of Cuba: %e believed he 

understood that here put in ships ofgreat tonnage belonging to the Grand Khan, and 

that the &and was ten days sai l  distant" (cited in Todorov 198431). As Todomv 

points out, what Columbus "understood" was "simpIy a summarg of the books of 

Marco Polo and Pierre d'My'' (Todorov 19M31). For, although he riever did meet the 

Khan, Columbus did encounter, or hear teIl of, many ofthe other wd-known marvels 

of the East. Crinnibals abound in his namative, and men w i t h  tails are to be found on 



at least one island (Fi& Vqyage of Columbus, Letter to S a n c k ,  in Major 1961:ll). 

Arnazons, women who Gemploy th-lves in no labour mitable to their own sa", 

but %se bows and javelinSn and W e a r  "brass a r m o d  are reported on another (15). 

As part of the proof of hie theory of a par-shaped world, he also reprodud the 

ancient comection between the south, black skins, and etupidity and laziness, and 

invoked the authority of Isidore, Pliny, Aristotle, and St. Augustine (Letter of the 

T W  V i e ,  in Major 1961:133-141). The voyages of Columbus marked an 

important bifitrcation in the European discourse on diverSie, as ideas fhm the Old 

world were applied to the New, and later Ekplorers were told what to expect on their 

o w n  voyages. 

Ba& in Europe, work continued apace on how to place the newly Discovered 

mamels. The old questions were asked, and the old answem givea Were the beings 

Columbus claimed to have met human? Dr. Chanca, who accompanied Columbus on 

his second voyage, said of the people he encountered: Wey eat all the snakes and 

lizards, and spiders, and wom,  that they find upon the ground; so that, to m y fancy, 

their bestiality is greater than that of any beast upon the face of the earthn (Major 

196156). Generally, though, the Savages of the New World were placed slightly 

bigher, somewhere between beasts and men. The stories told of Barbarians far away 

to the east, over land, could quite easily be applied to those found to the west. over 

sea Thus, in Muenster's Cosmogmphia (15441, Barbarians, Savages, and Monstars 

were lumped together as forms of the subhuman (Hodgen 1964:127-128). 

The question of the humanity of the New World Savages was not easy to 

settle, however, as demonstrated by the inconclusive redts  of the 1550 debate 

between Las Casas and Sepulveda? The argument here might be seen as one 

between medieval theology and d e n t  philosophy. Sepulveda based his position 

upon Aristotle, <?tniming that hierarchy was natural, so that the Savages, as iderior 

peoples, were hm to seme the superior Europeans. "ki wisdom, sldl, virtue and 



humani&, these people are as iderior to the Spaniarde as children are to adults and 

women to men; there is a~ great a merence between them as there is between 

savagery and forbea.rance, between violence and moderation, aLnost - I am inclined 

to say - as between monkeys and men" (Sepdveda, cited in Todomv 1984:153). 

Baaed on this ma-, Sepulveda advocated a violent war of Conquest. 

Unimpressed wi th  the lack of forbearanœ and moderation shown by the 

Conquistadores, Las Casas argued that the peacefiil conversion of the Savages was 

not only possiTo1e - that is, that the Savages were human, and had soule - but also 
desirabIe, since God had commandecl that all men be bmught into hie Bock. 'Just as 

there is no naturd ciifference in the creation of man, so there is no difference in the 

call  to salvation of all men, Barbarous or wise. since God's grace can correct the 

minds of Barbarians, so that they have a reasonable undershnding" CLae Casas, 

Qted in Todorov 1984:162). Of course, neither of the disputants brought into question 

the Conquest itself: rather, they debated how it was to be carried out, by phyeical 

elimination or assimilation to Christian civilization, 

An epitome of European notions about the Savage Other was given by Pierre 

D'A* who, quite in keeping with the principle ofplenitude, worked out a scale of 

five degrees of Barbarism in 1614. Each level on the s d e  was predicated upon a 

lack of some European quality, the most important ofwhich was the poesession of 

mason, which implied knowledge of religion and abstinence fkom cannibalism. 

Descendkg the scale of "brutality," one encomtered, in Herodotan style, those who 

'sow not, nor have any tillage; those who go in nakedness; those without habitation, 

having no dwenings but caves and hollow trees; and those, the most brutish, deprived 

ofgoveniment. For some being altogether barbamus, live without lawes or a 

commander, either in peace or warren (D'Avity, cîted in Hodgen 1964201. cf. 

Dickason 1984.66-7). At this point, aoon after the fïrst voyages to the New World, 

the Savages were seen by some Europeans as beasts, by some as monsters, and by 



yet others as human; but, even when granted the g i f t  of humanity, they were 

allocated an iderior status. Thie assumption was inherent in Las Casa's poeition, 

and shows up in the quote above: as they stood, the Savages did not have reason, 

wisdom, and so on - but Europeans could kach them. And so they would, ae 

Empean culoniaüsm took hold throughout the New World, and fast-paced Diacovery 

and looting gave way to more sedentary rhythms of domination 

Fmm Prehistory to History - A  Summcvy of Europewa Contributions to the 

Probkm of Canadion Diversity 

Let us recall the question presented in the introduction, and which has 

informed the IinR1ysis presented in this chapter: ifit is true that there is a primordial 

tradition of diversity out of which Canadian multidturalism has emerged, what are 

the relationships between the murent system and that tradition? How are they the 

same and different, what d e s  and regularities do they share, what are the lines of 

descent h m  the older f o m  to the new? 1 would suggest that ancient philosophers 

and statesmen, medieval theologians and missionaries, and renaissance traders 

and Conquemrs, all contributed to the construction and maintenance of a highly 

adaptable system, a sort of toolkie, ideally suited to the task of Self/ Other 

differentiation and management. From Remdotus came the basic method of marking 

out visible differences between peoples, assigning to each people a set of timeless 

characteristics asmuned to be representative of all who were part' of that people. 

Herodoais also supplied the rhetorïcal device of implicitly basing aIl cornparisone on 

the assumption of a superior people, that ofthe one making the comparisons, while 

covering this over w i t h  a gloss of detached interest and even occasional praise for 

certain characteristics of the Others. Plato and Aristotle made explicit what was 

impiicit in Herodotus, by providing the ~dîments of a hîerarchical gradation o f d  

beings, placing the Selfgmp at the top, just under the gods, and also providing 



justification for the partidarly Greek responses of ignorance, xenophobia, and 

destruction, Roman civilization took on the bdarnentals of the Barbarian tgrpology 

and the hierarchy of beings, but tended towards strategies of assimilation, 

integration, and state represeion in its han- of the problems it created for itself. 

Medieval Christianity expanded upon the ancient system ofdinerentiation, providing 

justification for it in suipture, and also pïoneered new methods in its successful 

conversion o f d  of Europe. Through the early Christian and medieval theologians 

there was a clear line of descent fimm Herodotus to the fifteenth and sixteenth 

cent- Explorers who, steeped in the European discourse on diversity, quite 

haturaUy' applied the Old definitions and methods in the New World. 

At one point in Early Anthropolcgy, Hodgen rnarvels: "One of the pmblems for 

the historian of European ideas is to account for the backwardness of ethnological 

thought despite suskineci contact with non-Europeans" (BO). 1s this pmblem really 

so hard to solve? A "backwardness" appears oniy if one gives priority to certain 

scientific narratives, which themselves reproduce msny aspects of the tradition they 

are supposed to transcend. In backward times and places, as in more forward ones, 

the means by which the Other is sepârated h m  the Selfallow her to be objectined, 

d e h d e d ,  and thereby put to work The Euopean discourse on diversity, ifit is 

indeed an ' e d ,  has been, and still is, a very u d i d  and productive one. It is 

absolutely crucial to  remember, though, that 'the Eumpeans' do not exist as a 

timeless entity with assignable group characteristics given by some hature', any 

more than the Blemmy or the Acephales. In the Canadian case, this is true both in 

the sense that Zurope' is a name for an idealization of an Old World, and because 

people, ideas, and practices associated with that World have b e n  coming to Canada 

with varying intentions and dects, more or lese c~tinuously over the past five 

hundred pars. Whatever continuities there might be between a discourse on 

diversity that can be mrrelated with the signifier 'European', and one that might be 



designated Canadian', the succeseive waves in which it has broken on the shores of 

the New World have introduced discontinuities, as have the relatively aeparate 

developments of local formations. Thus the -gaget wi th  which 'Europeans' might 

arrive cannot be given any essential o r  timeless q d t i e s .  At best, we can Bimply 

observe, in particular cases at particular times, how people (mis)idormed by ancient 

ideas h m  the Old World reacted when they encountered Savages and Barbarians 

once again in the New. In this chapter, I have tried ta give some indication of what 1 

consider to have been the contents of the Eurocolonid sea-chest. In the next, 1 will 

show how this store was deposited, unpacked, and put to use. 

Notes 

1 1 am not claiming here that individuais do not identify with races, nations and 
cultures, nor a m  1 suggesting that 'guesses' that one might make about the attributes 
of an individual based on 'visible' signs are necesaarily wrong. 1 am, however, 
claiming that these guesses rnay be wrong, and that there is no necessary or 
conclusive link between other-ascribed group characteristics and individual 
identifications or personality traits. 1 am also taking this stance because 1 believe 
that attempting to guess is a t  best an imposition, a t  worst the beginning of a round of 
violence; and, finally, I believe that whatever predictive power these other- 
ascriptions might have had is dwindling, in contexts like those of 1990's Canada, as 
multiple rather than single 'orîgin' individuals become the nom. 

The extent to which Plato marked a change may be a contentious daim, but 1 
mention it only out of respect for duBois' argument. It  is not a central issue for my 
analysis, since, as will become apparent, what matters for me is the presence, and not 
the origin, of polarity, analogy, and contradiction within a hierarchical system, 

Anthony Smith might serve as an exemplar of this approach: according to him, 
"ethnie (ethnic communities) may .,. b e  defined as named human populations with 
shared ancestry myths, histories and cultures, having an association with a specific 
territory and a sense of solidarit$ (Smith 1986:32). 

See Gregory Vlastos' comments on slavery in Plato's utopia in 'Does Slavery Erist 
in Plato's Republic?" (VIastos 198 l:l4O-L46). 

Debate and practice on the European frontier proceeded as though uainformed by 
the orders of  several Popes. Paul III, for example, declared in 1537 that  the savages 
were not to be treated as 'damb brutes created for our service" but t d y  men --- 
capable of understanding the Catholic faith" (Papal Bull Sublimus Dew  Sic D i k i t ,  1537, 
cited In Dickason 1984:32), 



Chapter 4 

Two Canadian Solutions to the Problem of Diversity 

Spanish civilization mushed the Indiaq Fmglinh civilization scorned and 
neglected him; French civilization clmbraced and cherished him. 

- Francis Parkrnan, T k  Jesuits h North America (1915:131) 

One of the greatest diffidties in constructing a history of Canadian diversi@ 

lies in the fact that 'Canada', as a European outpost in the northeastern section of 

the continent now known as North America, has corne to exist many times. Nome, 

Portuguese, Spanish, British, and French adventurers visited the coast, planted th& 

crosses, and cnished, scorned, or embraced theh Others at various places and times. 

Most of these attempts at colonization led to nothing, though, and this makes the 

genealogical ta& a litkle easier. Only the work done by the British and French has 

remainecl to create particularly Canadian pmblems and solutions, and it is h m  

these two colonial and national traditions that Canadian strategies for defining and 

rnanaging problematic ciifference have emerged. The overall purpose of this chapter, 

then, is to show precisely how the French and British colonial discourses creatively 

repmduced th& European antecedents m a new context, giving rise to the nascent 

forms of what would becorne known as the problem of Canadian diversity. 

In this chapter 1 also set out to achieve three more specific goals. First, to 

produce a semiotic square of the system of identie that prevailed in each of the 

British and French colonial discourses, showing the positions created, how they were 

Merentiated, and th& place in a hierarchical order. With regard to this question, it 

bas been cleady shown that the Empean Explorers were steeped in the Herodotan 

tradition of geography and cosmography (see Dickason 19845-25; Friedman 



1981:197-207). John Cabot, like Columbus, was seeking a sea route to the court of 

the Great Khan when he bumped into what he thought was northeast Asia in 1497. 

On his second voyage he planned to hug the coastline to the south, sure that he 

would find the island of Cipangu, which Marco Polo had reported as the source of ''a 
the spices in the world, and all the precious stonee" CLetter of Rdmondo de Soncino to 

the Duke of MiEan, cited in Biggar 1911:20). Jacques Cartier, in relating the story of 

his first voyage in 1534, claimed to have conclUSi.vely pmven that the world was 

round by sa- westward to Asia (Cartier's account of his Second Voyage, cited in 

Cook 1993:36). Unüke Cabot, Cartier spent a fair amount of time on rivers and dry 

land, and so was able to tell some tales when he returned home. He was not surprised 

to f i d  the place populated by les sauvage&, nor was he taken aback by reports of 

people with no anus, a single leg, and "other marvels tuo long to relate" (Cook 

1993:82). These Explorers found, because they expected to fkd, monstem and 

Barbarians, gold and silver, spices and degenerate potentates; the knaginary West, 

confiised as it was with the Imaginarg East, was in a sense füüy mapped out before 

any European ever saw it. 

The second aim of this chapter is to provide an account of how European 

methods of mamghg problematic diversi* were adapted and trdormed by the 

French and the British for use in the New World, and how new methods also ernerged. 

During this period, the definhg binary distinction w s  between the European Self and 

the Savage / rnrl;nn Other. In tracking the evolution of& deceptively simple 

system, 1 will make use of a device used in Canadian Native studies, whereby the 

history of European-Native interaction is divided into three phases. First, the 

contact phase, during whkh "the French explored, traded, and attempted to leave 

their permanent mark on the place- The Indians happily bartered but rejected the 

white men's presumption at erecting ... signpo&s]" (Miller 1989:3-4). The next was 



the &--de era, in which the Natives were poseessed of their own economies and 

politiee, and thus of a stmng measure of self-sufnciency and power. Here the Natives 

and newcomers are thought to have d s t e d  on rdativdy e q d  or CO-operative 

terms, although the Europeans, or mare precisdy the French, were working hard to 

assidate the Savage Other, and both the French and the British had recourse to 

exte-nation. Here 1 a m  referring to attempts to totally eradicate signs of the Other 

h u g h  killing alt who are considered members of the pmblematic group. This term 

plays on the distinction between massacre societies and sacrifice societies made in 

Todomv's Conquest of America, (1984:143), where the Spanish and Aztecs are 

respectively cast in these roles. From extant documents it is clear that the French 

were in homr of Native methods of individd torture; with üme, Native peoples 

came to have the same f e d  respect for the European ability to remove the 

possibilities of  existence for entire nations. The relative success of massacre over 

sacrifice tactics led to a third phase, which has seen massive expansion of European 

striation of the continent7 and has been one of "tutelagen, or Waterally imposed 

administration of one party by the other" (Dyck 1991:6). 1 will look at the 

construction of the Native Other in each of these phases, and will also point out 

some additional features of each, and of the relations between them. In addition to 

nohg some relatively well-known Europeanmethods used during this period, 1 wïü 

&O point out what 1 see as the most innovative and important contributions, fkom 

the point ofview of the problem of Canadian diveraity in its b e r  context. From the 

French came what 1 will refer to as strate8c simuhtion of assimilation to the Other; 

h m  the British, the discourse on Canadian diversity received great refhements in 

forms of distant nicmntro l  of eueryday Zife in the forts of the Hudson's Bay 

Company, that anticipate the enpiromnent of the postmodem Canadian citizen . 



Finally, 1 wiU pay attention to the role played by 'hybrid' identities, Le. the 

co~urs&-bois, %iaWbreed', and 'Metis', which were deeply feared and repressed by 

both the British and the French state organizations. Because of this represeion, the 

terms Halfbreed and Metis are highly charged. As with the term 'Savage', Tia@ 

breed' will be always capitalized, to show that it is being used within a certain 

discourse and that 1 am aware of its use as a negative other-ascription. In the late 

1800'8, HaEbreed was used within official and popular discourses in English to refer 

to both English- and French-speaking people assumed to be of 'mixed' European and 

Native parentage. Over the past few years, there has been an effort on the part of 

Metis oganizations to replace Half-breed with Metis, but some of those who see 

themsdves as English rather than French hybrids are mently  trying to reclaim 

the term =breed as a positive &identincation. These identities, 1 will argue in 

chapter 9, can be seen as the semiotic ancestors of today's 'multiple origins', and 

therefore pmvide dues as to how the much-lamented la& of Canadian uni@ and 

identity might be understood. 

The FVst Others of the Nau WorM 

Although the British came first, the French stayed fi&, and so they shall be 

given priority. And the h t  of the French, the Explorer Jacques Cartier, SM be 

seen as having established the nascent forms that would be developed later by 

specialists devoted to the task ofconquest. Cartier's extensive journals make it 

dear that he had &cient contact with Savage 'Canadians' and 'Hochelagans' to 

comment on many aspects of what would now be d e d  th& CcuIture''. Taking in 

order D'AviWs degrees of Barbarism - presented at the end of the previous chapter 

- we can see how Cartier's first impressions of the New World Savages were formed, 

and how they changecl with M e r  contact- 



With regard to DSAvity>s primary markere of civilization, reason and religion, 

Cartier's opinion might seem rrmbiguous to a late 20th century reader. In the 

account of the First Vbyage there are EG comments on these topice. By the tirne he 

retumed, though, Cartier was eqpipped with kidnapped interpreters, and was able to 

investigate these vital questions. Sometimee, it seems that he saw neither attribute, 

advising his king that the people of the New World lived "without the knowledge of 

God and without the use of Reasonw (Cartier's Commission for his Third Voyage, Cook 

1993:135). In the same passage, however, he ie reported as deecribing the Savage~ 

as %d endowed in mind and undemtanding" (135). "This people has no beliefin God 

that amounts to anything;" he wrote aRer his second journey, but then continued the 

sentence: "for they believe in a god they call Crwtozuzgny" (Cook 1993:68). Did they 

have a god or not? The apparent ambiguity can be reconciled if we remember that, 

for Cartier, there was only one religion that krnounted to anything," and that was 

Chri&ani*. 

Cartier also commented several timee upon the Savage's lax conduct 

regarding agriculture. H e  was impressed by the natural abundance of the New 

Worid, which included &as gwd hemp as that of which cornes up without 

sowing or tilling it" (51). Likewise the vines "so loaded with grapes that it seemed 

they codd only have been planted by husbandmen; but because they are never 

Iooked a€ter nor pnuied, the grapes are not so sweet nor so large as our own" (57). 

Later on, in Hochelaga, Cartier found "that the land began to be dtivated. It was 

fine land, covered with large fields covered wi th  the corn of the country" (61). But, 

even once he knew that the people of the New World were capable of agriculture, 

Cartier was not impressed with the s o r t  they put into it. "They are by no means a 

labourious people and work the soil w i t h  short bits ofwood about half a sword in 

length" (69). 



On the subject of clothing, there is also much to be learned h m  Cartier's 

narratives. During the first voyage, he used its lack ae part of the justincation for his 

conclusion that some people he met near the mouth of the Gaspé "may well be d e d  

savage ... for they go quite naked, except for a small skùi, with which they cover their 

privy parts and for a few old skine which they throw over their shouldersn (24). In hi8 

description of the Hochelagans, Cartier noted that Yhe greater portion of them go 

alrnost ebrk naked" (62). The same went for the Canadians, who "wouid corne to our 

ships every day across the ice and snow, the rnajority of them almost stark naked" 

(70). That Cartier saw this form of  clothing as a lack of something normal was made 

expliat later on, when he noted the varioue aiiimnls that inhabitad the region. "The 

people W e a r  the skins of these animnln for want of other apparel" (74, emphasis 

added). 

Habitation also figured prominently in Cartier's records of his voyages. The 

people he met at Chaleur went ''fkom place to place mahtaining themselves" (22), 

while those at the Ga@ had "no other dwelling but their canoes, which they turn 

upside d o m  and sleep on the ground underneath" (25). On the way to Hochelaga, 

Cartier noticed @a large number of houses dong the banks of the rive?' (57). In the 

village itseIf, the Europeans found fiftp houses, the contents and use ofwhich were 

desafiid in such detail that it leads one to wonder if Cartier were not pining for his 

own beloved boards. Altogether, Cartier saw Hochelaga as the most civilized locale in 

the New World, and treated of it in unusual detail. 

This whole people gives itselfto manual labour and to fishing rnerely to 
obtain the necessities of He; for they place no value upon the goods of 
this world, both because they are unacqdnted with them and because 
they do not move fkom home and are not nomads like those of Canada 
and ofthe Saguenay, notwitbtanding that the Canadians and some 
eight or nine other peopIes dong this river are &je& of theirs (61-62). 



Much can be made of this passage. First, it shows that Cartier was su8ticiently 

f d a r  with, and open to, New World Savagery to begin to assign degrees of 

difEerence within it. It attributes to the Hochelagana several Christian *es; a 

sedentarg 'Xe, hard work, &negation, other-worldlinese and, of course, the ability 

and right to dominate les8 cimlized and hard-working peoples. The Hochelagans did 

not appear to Cartier to have apolis; but he thought they might be possessed of 

some sort of empire, the next best thing, and certainly an indication that  they were 

not, like other Savages, altogether barbamus and "deprived of government." 

For Cartier, then, the peoples of the New World were of varying degrees of 

civilization, with most being quite Barbarous but some having achieved, if on a small 

scale, the level of empire-building. As to their humani&, Cartier seems to have been 

ambivalent. The Canadiam he found to be "more indifferent to the cold than beastsn 

(70). Regardhg those who some commentators think were Beothuck of 

Newf'oundland, Cartier cummented: Uthere are people on this coast whose bodies are 

fniry well formed, but they are wild and savage folk" (10). Not monstem, he  seemed 

to be saying, but certainly not Europeans either. The most cornpelling evidence of 

Cartieis opinion on this matter can be seen in his immediate and ongoing conviction 

that he had found fertile ground for the dt iva t ion  ofsouls. During the first voyage, 

though he had shown no signs ofknowing a n m g  about th& religious beK&, 

Cartier twice stated his opinion that the people he had found would be easy to 

convert to CathoIiufim (22-23). Obvîody, Cartier followed his Church in believing 

that the Savages were convertible, that is, that they were human, and thedo re  had 

souls that could be saved. 

In both the form and content ofhis narrative, Cartier worked closely withiri 

the genre of Herodotan ethnography and the categories of the Eumpean discourse on 

diversi:ty* But this reproduction was creative, in that it pmduced ambiguity and 



contradiction as Cartier worked to remncile the Monsters of the cornographies and 

the Pagans of the Saints with the obviously human people he encountered. While 

European philosophers could easily provide a list of Barbarie qrlrilitiea, the man in 

the field found it di£Ecult to fit those who were suppoged to be Barbarians into the 

dots provided. Thus, during the phase of nrst contact, the New World Savage began 

quite quickly to be transformed h m  an u h o w n ,  semi-monstrous, exterXial other to 

an ambiguously human, potentially Usefil Other on the margins of an advanchg 

civilization. In this shiR, the French discourse on diversity began ta diverge h m  the 

ancient European system and, although it repmduced m4ny of the Old World 

definitions and practices, it also started to develop its o w n  particularity. 

Conversion and Extermination - Illie Cases of the Huron a d  the Iroquois 

The h c h  claimed the right to not only Explore, but also to Colonize the New 

World accordhg to the ancient Roman civil law of vacuum ÇlomiciEium, which allowed 

one to take possession of'empty' or tacantr land (Dickason 1984:131; Jaenen 

1991:24). This interpretation, which came to be known as the doctrine of tem 

nullius, was commonly used in royal letters patent, which gave Explorers the right to 

take possession of lands "uïdabited and not possessed or ruied by any other 

Christian princes" (e.g. Roberval's Commission in Cook 1993:144). Of course, the 

'emptiness' of a given piece of land was judged according to Empean standards, that 

is, it was said to be 'bhabited' only where the Europeans saw si- of agriculture, 

government, reason and religion, and so on. The problams posed by the fact that the 

New World was not tnily 'empty> were acknowledged eady on, and were 'solved' by 

Man: Lescarbot wi th  the help of Christian theology: 

The 4 pertaining then, by divine right to the children of God, there is 
here no question of applying the law and policy of nations, by which it 
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would not be pemiissible to daim the temtory of another. This being so, 
we must possess it and preserve its natuml inhabitants, and plant 
therein with determination the name of Jesus Christ and of France.., 
(Lescarbot IgO7:l. 17, emphagis added). 

From their k t  attempts at Colonization, marked by the t h i d  voyage of 

Cartier and the f i t  of Roberval, the French, at least in their official documents, 

eschewed the ruthless Spanish quest for ~5ches in deference to higher goals: 

Hia majestg Francis]  ... is not afkaid to engage in new expense, to 
estabiish the Christian Religion in a country of Savages at the other 
end of the world h m  France, and where he was weIl aware that there 
were no gold or dver mines nor any other gain to be hoped for, other 
tban the winning over of an infinite number of souls to God... (List of 
Men and Effects for Canada, in preparation for Cartier's thu.d voyage, 
Cook 1993:126). 

This course appears to have been followed with the Huron nation, which I will treat 

as an epitomal application of 'soR methods of presemation, conversion and 

civilization. But, as we will see in the case of the peoples of the Iroquois confederacy 

- some of whom are still at war with the Canadia. state today - the French, 

begUnning with Samuel de Champlain, also made use ofthe 'harde? strakgies of 

phpical d;mination thzough disp1acemen& contriinment, and extermination. 

The taak of initiating a flow of signs of French civilization to the bodies and 

souls of the New World was taken up by the Jesuits, who arrived in 1625. In the 

Relations, narratives sent back to France fiom spiritual labourers in Canada, Jesuit 

views on the people they encountered, the taaka they set out to achieve, and the 

methods they used, are &te selfansciously and explicitly put forward, mAkinp 

these texts very usefid in discerning how they constructed and mamged the problem 

of hnman difference. As epitomes of their type, that is, as bearers and innovators of 

theories and methods developed over a thousand pars of Christian missionary woik, 



1 have followed the canon and chosen Father Jean de Brébeuf, who anived with the 

first party, and Father Paul le Jeune, who came soon after. 

Le Jeune% dation of 1632 sets to rsst any doubt that the Jesuits were self- 

consciously applying lessons leamed in the past to new their task. ARer giwig his 

views on the "wholIy barbamus* dress, intelligence, and social mores of the Savages, 

and descriiing some of the tortures to which the Iroquois subjected their prisoners, le 

Jeune explicitly linked the Savages of New France to thoge of Old Europe: 

Let no one be astonished at these acts of barbarism. Before the faith 
was received in b a n y ,  Spain, o r  E d a n d ,  those nations were not 
more civrlized. Mind is not lacking m o n g  the Savages of Canada, but 
education and instruction. They are already tired oftheir miseries and 
stretch out their hands to us for help (Relations: 5.32433). 

While the Jemiits used the common term Savage (Sauvage) in their descriptions of 

the people of the New World, one also notices the addition of the new (old) telpls 

Pagan (Payenne) and Barbarian (Barbare). This change marked an important shiR in 

perception, in that it tied the problem of New World diversity directly to ancient 

Empe. There was nothing like an abrupt transition, of course, but with the Jesuits 

the tinknown, beast-like Savage one might only hope to save began to be 

M o r m e d  into a tgpe that European civilization had a l d y  s u c c e s ~ y  

assimilated many times. "Tfwe go outside our cabin, Heaven is open to us ... so that 

we can say our prayers in fidl liberty before the noble Oratory that saint Francois 

Xavier loved better tha. any otheF (10.107). For le Jeune, and the many Je8Uits 

who came after him, Canadians were exady what northwestern Euopeans had 

been one thousand pars  before: Barbarians begging to be given the giRs of 

Christisiniity and civilization borne by selfless priests. 

Just as the early Christians had aIlowed Pagans tu maintah their altars, the 

Jesuits were compelied to accept h m  theïr flock behaviours that would never have 
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series of attacks on Huron villages that gave every appearance of constituting a 

Spanish-style war of extemination, The Jesuits retreated fkst to Sainte-Marie, the 

last redoubt of Christianity in Humn country, but the position was untenable, and so 

it was resolved that the missionariea would follow th& flock, and Y e e  with the 

fleeing" (33.203) to the island of St. Joseph. Once a miasion had been set up, ,.hings 

went fimm bad to worse. There was not enough food laid in, so that by wlliter the 

Jesuits were 'kompelled to behold dying skeletons eking out a miserable We, feeding 

even on the exmments and rehse of nature" (.R&tations: 35.89). There was not 

much to sustain the life of the Huron, but the priests maaaged to sumie,  and 

counted themselves lucky to obtain, after so much effort, a b o u n W  harvest of 

mt nothing might be lacking in the miseries of an a c t e d  people, al l  
the days and nights of Winter were but nights ofhomor, passed in 
constant fear and expectation of a hostile party of Lroquoie, of whom 
tidings had been received; these (it was said) were to corne to us to 
sweep this Island, and to exterminate, with us, the remnants of a 
nation drawing to its end. Here is an aspect of the matter calamitous 
indeed; but it was in the midst of these desolations that G d  was 
pleased to bring forth, from th& deepest misfortunes, the well-being of 
this people. Their hearts had becume so tractable to the faith that we 
&ected in the- by a single word, more than we had ever been able to 
accompli& in entire years (35.91). 

Just ris they were assured of the eventual Macefüi' conversion of the Huron, 

Champlain and le Jeune were convinced of the necessitg offorcefully eubjugating the 

Impois coxifederacy, which operated in its own best interests, resisted the fiow of 

French signs, and was possessed of adfiCient niilitaq might to operate as an equal 

power. In the summer of 1609, Champlain had participated in a Huron raid on the 

Iroquois, where he and his fiearms met w i t h  much success; the year after that 



found him again at war. In these 'battles', Champlain showed no mercy, apparently 

not botbered by the fa& that ha had guns, and his enemies didnk 

The Iroquois were much astonished that two men should have been 
kined so quiddy Cby gunfirel, although they were provided with ahields 
made of cotton thread woven together with wood, which were pmof 
against their armws. This fkightened them greatly .... [aeeing their 
chiefs dead, they lost courage and bok to fiight ..., whither 1 pursued 
them, and laid low sti l l  more &hem (2.99-100). 

During another such encornter Champlain halted the daughter when he saw that 

some fellow Europeam were about to join in; ha wanted them to %ve their &are of 

this p l e a s d  (2.132). The simple joy of sacrifice should not be seen as champ la in'^ 

main motivation, however. Twenty years after the founding of Quebec, he continued 

ta blame his problems on the Iroquois confederacy, and had corne to the conclusion 

that it was time to uengage in [a] legitimate war, in which, by destroying those 

peoples, we should make the land and the rivers free for our commerce" (6.314). The 

Iroquois had been devdoped into bearers of intderable difference, Abdute Others 

who could not be assirdated, wi th  whom one could not stand to inkgrate, and who 

must therefore be physically eliminated. In this way Champlain moved beyond ritual 

sacrifice and began ta see himself as fighting a very Spanish war of extermination, 

which grew in its intedty as the perceived need for the seeure passage of furs 

Later French govemors followed Champ1ai.n in blaming their problexm on the 

Iroquois. Jean Talon, lmown in the history books as the "Great Intendant," was 

inssucted by Jean-Baptiste Colbert, Louis X W s  favounte mini'ster, to begin a 

systematic program of physïcal c?limination ofthe hoquois in order to allow the 

conso1idation and expansion ofFrench control: 



The Iroquois ... having prevented the country being more peopled than it 
is at present, and by their surprisale and mexpected foraye alwaya 
keeping the country in check, the Ring  ha^ reaolved, with a view of 
applying a suitab1e remedy thereto, to carry war even to their fiesides 
in order tdcrlly to exterminate them (1-m to M. Taalon, Mamh 27, 
1666, PD-lVYCD25, emphasie added). 

The Intendant displayed his greatness in trying to cafiy out the instructions of his 

king- Although the campaign of extermination was unsuccessfbi in achieving its 

ultimate goal - the Iroquois soon Iearned to elude large contingenta of armed 

Frenchmen - it did allow European striation of the land to proceed apace: Tt is fine 

to see new settlements on each side of the St. Lawrence for a distance of eighty 

leagues ... The fear ofaggression no longer prevents our farmers fiom encroaJling on 

the forest and harvesting all kinds ofgrain" (Le Mercier, Relation of 1668, cited in 

Chapais 1964:48). This successful 'encroachment on the forest" was dao, of course, 

encroachment upon the traditional lands ofvarious Native peoplea, more and more 

ofwhom found t h d v e s  in the position of the Huron, i.e. without the means of 

subsistence and - for the moment - reduced to dependence upon handouts fiom the 

French. Now that the haughty had been beaten down, the conqpered could be 

spared2 - and M e r  mmaged by the use of 'soRer' meth& of conversion and 

civilization. By 1668 there were Jesuits amongst a l l  of the five Iroquois nations, 

rninistering to both h ~ u o i s  and French and Huron captives (Chapais 1964:945, 

Relations: 49.103-117). In 1703, the Jesuit historian Joseph Jouvency was able to 

report that Uthere are numbered in this formerly solitary and mexp1ored country 

more than thirty very prosperous and well-equipped missions ofour society" 

(Mealîng 1963:115). 



The Coureurs de Bois as a Repres8ed Hybrid Identity 

If the missionaries were having some success in initiating a net flow of signa to 

the Savage Other, there were other producta of the meeting of French and Native 

peoples who did not fit in so w d  with the Royal plan. Despite constant state 

intervention to prevent inverse sign flow, French individuah amidated to Native 

ways of life, as best seen in the example of the coureurs de bois. Good European 

colonists were supposed to stay in one place, till the land, and reproduce the 

categories of peasant, petty bourgeois, seigneur, and so on. Those who chose instead 

to live a semi-nomadic life and take on the ways of the Native peoples posed an 

ongoing problem to the Jesuits, proper French visitors, and above all to the colonial 

administration. Themes of wanton alcoholism, interracial sex, and idleness were 

central to the evidence produced by Father Etienne de Carheil, in his relation of 1702 

regarding the state of the mission at Michillimackinack, a centre for the activities of 

the coureurs de bois ~ l a t i o t t s :  65.190 ff.). Trading in furs at such remote outposts, 

serves but to depopdate the country ofall its young men; to reduce the 
number ofpeople in the houses; to deprive wives of their husbands, 
fathers and mothers of the aid of their children, and sistem of that of 
their brothers; ... it accustoms them [the young men] not to work, but 
to Iose all taste for work, and to live in Continual idleness; it renders 
them incapable oflearning any trade, and thereby makes them Useless 
to themselves, to theV f d e s ,  and to the entire country ... (Relafions: 
65.219). 

Seeing the combined forces of the traders and the miiitary commanders arrayed 

against him, the Jesuit q p e d  that the fur trade should be limited to Montreal, and 

the young men kept at home, dong the St, Lamence (65.220 ff.). 



The Baron de Lahontan was also unimpresaed by what he saw of these young 

men, even when they were among the more civilized habitants: 

You would be amaz'd if you saw how lewd these Pedlers are when they 
retuni [hm trading expeditions]; .... the Batchelors ad  just as our 
East-India-men, and Phtee  are wont to do; for they lavish, eat, drink, 
and play aII away as long as the Goods hold out; and when they are 
gone, they e'en seIl their embroidery, thev Lace, and their Cloaths. This 
done, they are forc'd to go upon a new Voyage for Subsistance 
(Lahontan 1940:20-21). 

The comparison of the coureurs 6 bois to pirates seems to have been a common 

rhetorical trope of the late seventeenth century, as seen in Talon's cornplaints below, 

which also shows some of the many attempts to legislate the 'illegitîmate' h d e r s  

out of existence: 

Wroclaiming the intention of the Ring, 1 caused orders to be issued that 
the volunteers (whom on my retum, 1 found in very great numbers, 
living, in reali@ Iüse banditi) shouId be excluded h m  the b c i i a d  trade 
and hunting; they are exciuded by the law dso from the honoun, of the 
Church. and fkom the Cornmunities if they do not marry fiReen days 
aRer the d v a l  ofthe ships h m  France. (Talon to the Erg, Sept. 10, 
1670: PD-NYCD:65). 

Frontenac, who governed New France aRer Talon, shared his predecessor's fear and 

disdain, and also tzied, wi th  the help of Colbert, to use state power against them. He 

thought it was crucial to the peace of the country to prevent Ythe disorders of the 

Coureurs de bis, who will finslly bemme, ifaire be not taken, like the bandit-i of 

Naples and the Bucaneers ofsaint  Domingo ... Their insolence ... extend8 even to the 

formation ofleagues, and to the distribution ofnotices of rendemo us..." (Frontenac to 

Colbert, NOV. 2 1672, PD-NYCD:91). 

Such attempts fded, of course. French state power was never able to 

overcome these nomadic forms, and so they fomed an important, though mostly 



ignored, undercurrent within mainStream historical accounts. They are of special 

interest with regard to the continuoue efforts of the French colonial government - 
and every etate form eeeking to control the shiRiPg territory known ae Canada - to 
suppress any spontaneously emergent foms that might have resulted h m  the 

European invasions. What the state absolutely forbide is that any gmup might begin 

to striate its own space according to its own d e s ,  to form leagues and set up 

meetings. Like the Imquois Confederacy, the m u ~ u r s  de bois were relativdy 

successful cornpetitors for organized control of geographical space, especiaiiy as they 

were seen to be taking on the socio-political f o m  of the Native peoples, which were 

fundamentally nomadic - in the sertse discussed in chapter 2 - and therefore 

appeared as a challenge ta sedentary society. Again, the Jesuit opinion is quite 

informative: 

The Savages ... imagine that they ought by right ofbîrth, to eqjoy the 
hierty of Wdd aes colts, rendering no homage to any one whomsoever, 
except when they like. They have reproached me a hundred times 
because we fear our Captains, while they Iaugh at and make sport of 
theirs. All the authority of their chiefis in his tongue's end; for he is 
powerfd in so far as he is cloquent; and, even if he kills himsel€ talking 
and haranguing, he wiU not be obeyed unless he pleases the Savages 
(Relations: 6.243). 

As representative of a nomadic, Le. emergent, local, decentralized, and non- 

authoritarian mode of organization, the mmum & bois constituted the k t  

repressed sem*-internai Other in the history of Canadian diversity. These hybrids, 

eventuaUy driven out ofthe Great Lakes region by the declllie of the nir trade and 

the incursions of American settlers (Peterson 1985). form one line of descent to the 

Metis ofthe nineteenth and twentieth centuries, who have yet to be fulIy remgnized 

as either Canadians or  as a sovereign people in th& own right, and therefore stil2 

occupy a Iiminal and contcadictory position within the discourse on Canadian 



diversity (Adams 1995;1989). More importantly, however, their treatment shows 

the extent to which Canadian state organizationa have been deeply féarful of 

emergent, hybrid forms, and have been on an endless quest for Canadian uaity, Le., 

for a single hegemonic striation of as much epace as possible by the Iargest possible 

rational-bureaucratie apparatus. 

It is not so hard to penetrate the mists that hide Canada's primordial 

multidturalism - the documents are there, at least fhm the French point of view, 

and they aIlow us to constmct a semiotic square (see chapter 3) of those who could 

be considered csubjects of New Francex The positive term here was obviously 

&znch>, the negative brm - the name of the Other - was &uvoge>, and the 

basis for the distinction was given by the possession or lack ofcciviEzatiom and 

<Christianitp. Within the negative tem, there was a hierarchy, differentiated by 

degree of assimilation ta the French, ranging fkom the Huron on dom to the less 

assimiiated Native nations. The contradictory position was taken up by the <coureur 

& bois>, who displayed the W t i e s  ofbuth CFrencb and &auvage>, and therefiore 

threatened to undermine the system o f  binary opposition, In the sense that they 

were cast as roving bandits, these were not proper subjects of the French King 

inasmuch as they were not seen as possessing a right to a group identity of their 

own, they were prevented fkom organkbg as a distinct society. What was neither 

<French> nor cassimilated Szmagee, and had the potenti81 to brirîg this system 

crashing dom? The tmub1esome dioquais Codederation, the extemal Enemy who 

had to be errterminated. 



Figure 4.1 - Group identity in French colonial discourse (<Canada>) 

aubjects of New France> 

aiot subjects of New France> 

As in the ancient Greek case, it should be noted that within this square there was 

another implicit hierarchy, which had the Selfgroup at its apex, haveled through the 

primarg Others, then dom to the contradictory position, vis: French, Suuvoge 

(Huron ... 1, wumurs de bois. Iroquois. 

When we part the mists and look at the relations that exîsted under this 

system of primordial m u l t i d ~ r n ,  what we see is not %nnonious coexistence," 

but a number of groups stniggling to the death for hegemony. What we also see in 

this 'origin' is the Europeans pulling on their history to achieve as much as posm%Ie 

given th& iderior position according to the power law of sign flow. The most 

important strategy they adopted was to appear to giue in the short t e m  fo win in the 

long tenn. This fonn of strate& simulation of assimilation to the Other was perhaps 

the greatest innovation of the French in the New World, and would be put to gwd use 

as the bistory of Canadiaxt diversity played itself out. For, despite ongoing resi-ce 

and mukial asfiimitation and inkgration, it is obvioug that the net flow ofsigns was 

not equal. Very few Qzdbécois now live in open-roofed longhouserr and speak 
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Algonquin tongues, but many Algonquinspeakers live in bungalowe and apeak 

French ... or more likely, English. Mohawk warriom are dragged into Quebec cuurt~, 

but do not have the right to eubject Canadian and Québécois armed forces and pulice 

to their own forms of justice. The allies of the French did not fare much better than 

their enemies. The Huron and Iroquois can be seen as archetypal casee of French / 

Native contact in the New World, inasmuch as they show that being fikiend or foe to 

the Ring only made a dif5erence in the necrnr the French used to attain their goals; in 

all cases, the end was the same. 

Tbus we might summarize the French han- of the problem of Canadian 

diversiw during the time of the establishment of New F'rance as follows: for %ends', 

that is those who did not fight to the death to maintain th& style of We, there would 

be seduction, displacement, denomadification and containment, leading to a state of 

depend- conducive to civilization and conversion. For 'enemies', a war of 

extermination would be carried out to strip the competing society of its demographic, 

social, and political power, and reduœ them to the state accepted boluntarily' by the 

%ends'. Of course, neither of these solutions could be implemented just as the 

French wouid like, and so they were also f o d  to assimilate to and integrate their 

Others to whatever extent was necessarg to guarantee the survivd of their project. 

Thus was one Toining of the "Europeane" and the "Aboriginal peoplesn 

accomplished; thus began one branch of the history of Canadian divemie, that of 

the French colonial discourse, which creatively reproduced its Europe811 antecedents. 

But More we emerge fkom the mists, there is another tradition that must be 

mveiled, that inaugurabd by the British with th& many attempts at the still 

unfiniehed business of Conquering and eolonipng not only the Natives, as k t  Other 

in the New Worid, but also the French, who were themselves mon to feel the sting of 



Conquest - as those who adhere to the British story would have it - or Cession, ae 

their own descendants would prefer. 

How Canada Became British 

In the previoua sections 1 have preeented the French colonial discourse as one 

of the %O Canadian solutions to the problem of diversitf to which 1 refer in the titile 

of this chapter. In the immediately preceding section, 1 have outlined how the French 

colonial disaurse adapted an Old European system of constructing and mamghg 

diversity to the conditions of a New World, and tried to point out some of ifs more 

interesthg innovations. In the following sections, 1 wi l l  address the second 'Canadian 

~olution,~ as it is found in the early British colonial discourse. Again, 1 will discuss the 

means used by the British to distinguish themselves h m  the people they 

encuuntered, but as there is little difference hem h m  the French system, I wiU treat 

this issue in o d y  a cursory fashion. The use of the methods of displacement and 

extermination against the Beothuk of Nedoundland will be noted, but more 

attention will be paid to the strategy of i&wram of the Other that contriuted to the 

demise of this group. The Hudson Bap fur trade wi l l  be presented as an example of 

British adoption of the French method ofintegrating the Other in a capiust 

eanomy, but again the emphasis win be pIaced on an innovation - that of distant 

microçontrol of everyday We. As in the French case, even this concerted attempt to 

lock bodies into systems of &te striation oould not succeed in achieving the stage of 

'apparatus'. Bntish &-traders took Native women as wives, increasing their capital 

(in Bourdieu's sense) in the local branch ofthe colonial economy, giwig rise once 

again to what was perceived by the British as a surpius, hybrid population ofH* 

breeds. 1 see this combination ofignorance and failed attempts at microcontrol as 

being eminently Canadian in its basic outlines, as 1 wi l l  show in the chapters on post- 
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confideration formations (6-8). This is what makes the eady British colonial 

diecourse important for the history of Canadian diversity, and this ie one important 

sense in which 1 hope the allusive title to this section might be read. In the remainder 

of the section 1 will present some general commente on British 'theory' regarding the 

means ofdifferentiation and methods of management appropriate to New World 

'pIanting," before tuniing in the succeeding sections to a discussion of two instances 

of the application of thie model. 

When cornparhg the British to the French system, one finde that simüar 

questions were asked, and similar answers were provided, regarding the h d t y ,  

civilization, and convertibility of the peoples of the New World. Sir George Peckhams 

1583 TNe Report of the la& dEscouerks ... of the Newfound Landes argued that the 

New World Savages, lacking govemment and agriculture (Qullin 19793.54) and 

going about d e d  (3.541, could only ben&t b m  the riches about to be bestowed 

upon them: 

rnhose Countries are at this day inhabited w i t h  Savages who have no 
knowledg of God. Is it not thedore (1 say) to be lamented that, that 
these poore Pagans, so long living in ignoraunce and Idolatry, and in 
sorte, thirsting after chnstîanitie, ... that fewe or none can be found 
which wil -.. apply t h d v e s  to the dev ing  ofthe miserable and 
wretched estate of these eillie soules? (3.41) 

If they muld be pemaded to give this precious gift ,  Peckham suggested, the English 

people would join the proud Company of ancient biblical heroes - and contemporary 

Spaniards - in taking on a task well pleasing to almightie Gd, as profitable to 

men .,, as la* as it seemed honourabIen (3.41). 

Peckham was aware of the possibility that the Savages, in their ignorance, 

would not appreciate the kïndness being shown them, and might resist being liRed to 

the level of European civilization. Drawing a page h m  Vugii's exhortation of the 



Romans to imperial glory, he advised that if persuasion proved to be necessary, 

peaceful means were to be preferred, such as informing the Savages that the English 

had corne to bestow gi fb  and do no harm, offerhg beneficial trade and protection 

h m  their enemies (3.44). This was, however, only one method of "planting" available 

to England as a Christian European power. 

mf atter these good and fair meanes used , the Savagee nevertheles will 
not be heerewithaU satisfied, but barbaroudy wyll goe about to practise 
violence either in repeIling the Christians h m  theyr Portes and sde 
IIandinges or in withstaxicüng them aRerwardes to eqjoye the rights for 
which both painfully and lawfully they have adventured themselves 
thether. Then in such a case 1 holde it no breache of equiwe for the 
Christians to defiende themeelves, to pume revenge with force, and to 
doo whatsoever is necessary for the attayning of theyr safety: For it is 
allowable by all Lawes in such distresses, to resist violence with 
violence (3.44-45). 

This circle ofretribution - which does not address the question of what one rnight cal1 

the 'tirst violent act' - was taken up and advocated by both the younger and elder 

Hakluyt (see Quinn 1979:3.61 ff.), and soon became quite firmly established as the 

correct method of dealing with the problem of diversity in the New World.3 Thus, at 

least in the official-inteuectual discourse, the British took up a policy very sirdar to 

the French, They were to offer kîndness to their idenors, whom they would elevate if 

possible; but, if  the giR were declined, they were quite willing fa make every attempt 

to lay them low. 

I&mrcmce and Esferminafion in the New Fou& Lcuutes 

The 'disappearance' of the Native people ofNedoundland has been much 

discussed, elevated to the status of a myth; a tanished race" that wssed out of 

exktence as mysteriody as they entered thereupon," sti l l  in a condition of 

'primitive ignorance and barbaritf (Howley 197462). Did the Beothuck just 



'vani&'? Some daim they were displad and exterminated to make way for British 

settlement and exploitation, aided by the d e n t  oomplicity of the British diseourse on 

diversity and various levels of govemment (Kelly 1974; M~~~ 1996; Ibwe 1977). 

Then there are those who deny that the Beothuck were extermhated at all, or if they 

were, that this was not the fault of the British settlers and government, or ifit was, 

that they did not do it 'on purpose' (Upton 1992). Space limitations make it 

impossible for me to produce the volume of'pmf that might be necessary to 

convince certain readers of the position 1 take on this issue, which is that the 

Beothuck did not just 'disapped. However, for my purposes, the question of 

'intention' re the 'extermination' of the Beothuck need not be resolved, for what is 

important is the treatment of the Beothuck as problematic Others - to be destroyed 

or 'helped', but certainly not to be left in peaceful occupation of th& island. One point 

upon which the various commentators seem to agree is that a people that existed 

More British colonization ceased to exîst soon after. This %ïstorical fact' is relevant 

to the problem of Canadian diversity, and so forms part of the field 1 am analyzing. 

Compared to the French, the British Explorers have le& relatively little in the 

way of documentation, and certainly nothing like the dehileci 'ethnographie' &dies 

provided by Cartier and Champlain. Edward Hayes, who was on the second voyage 

of Sir Humphrey Gilbert in 1583, provided an account ofthe flora, fiauna, and mineral 

wealth of the New World, which nias to more than ten thouand words. But there is 

scant mention of the human inhabitants, 0th- than to hammer home that they are 

barhusm (4.24). 'pagans" (4.24), upore infidels captived by the devül, tyrannizing S .  

in most wder fUlL  and dreadhlI maner over th& bodies and soules" (4.24) - none 

of which seems to be based on actual encountem, or even observations, and hence 

gives the appearance ofa simple restatement of established prejudice. Hayes admits 

that Yin the South parts we found no inhahitants, which by dl likelihood have 



abandoned those coastes, the same being eo much fhquented by Christians," and 

giveg no evidence of having seen or met anyone in the North (4.33). The New World 

Savage was, for the British, very much an absent, mysterious qurintity. 

From 1610 on, various public and private efforts at colonization led to a slow 

gmwth in the British presence in Nedoundland, as w d  as that of the other 

Empean nations fishing off the coast. Betwaen them, by the middle of the sixteenth 

century, the Eumpeans had taken over most of the shore of the island, where the 

means of subsistence were most plentiful, driving the Beothuck inland (Marshall 

1996:22). In the eady seventeenth century, Lord Falkland remmmended M e r  

displacement and containment in his instructions to "the well affected planters in 

new f m d e  lande:" 

k t  of ail 1 wishe them to plante in the most extreme parte of the land 
northwestwarde ... to keepe the natives out from the maine land ...; 
which being Carefidlie donne & observed, they wi l l  have the better 
parte of 2J3 parte of land of the bignes of beland to themselves (Lord 
Falkknd's I&ructiOns to his Settlers, in Ce11 1982:244). 

From this time fornad, the British slowly but surely progressed around, and then 

penetrated into, the whole of the idand, leaving nowhere for the Beothuck to live. By 

1760, when primary sources again began to appear, Sir Joseph Banks' report 

showed that a century and a half of coexistence had done little to bring the Beothuck 

out of the realm of fantasr "Of the Indians that inhabit the interior parts of 

Nedoundand, 1 have as yet been able to leam very little about them. They are 

supposed to be the original inhabitants of the counhf' (Bcrnks' JoumaZ, cited in 

Howley 1974:28). 

Fdkhd's missive suggests that the displacement of the Beothuck was not 

entireIy random and unpIanned, but for at Ieast one British leader, and ui keeping 

with British 'theorf on this issue as presented above, part of a conscious sbtegy. 
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Neither were the more direct forma of destruction that went dong with it entirely 

'accidental'. Explicitly planned missions of e x t e e t i o n  eqyivalent to the repeated 

forays by the French into Iroquois territnry were &O undertaken by the British 

settlers, uaually justifieci by a daim ofretribution for the los8 of matenal to the 

Beothuck. The historid literature abounds wi th  such tales, with various 

commentators taking positions regarding their veracity. Even the most doubtful of 

historians, however, tends to grant credenœ to the evidence collected by Captain 

G.C. Rilling, which appears in a transcription of his 1792 report on the state of 

Native - settler relations in Newfodand (Marshall 1989). In 1790, a Mr. Harry 

Miller told Pulling that he had "sent eight of his men ... in pursuit of mme Indians who 

had the precedhg summer taken away some of his Salmon-netts - Traps & many 

other things than & at different times before" (123). Despite the fact that Miller 

could not have known who was steaüng his equipment, and that even if it had been 

Beothuck, his men could not have known if any people they found were those who 

had stolen the gear, they set out 'Wly resolved to kill everyone we saw both Big & 

small to be revenged o n  them for m g  Thornas Rowsell the summer before" (123). 

A classic use of the law of individual - group identScatiox1= anyone who looks like 

%hem' must be 'them'; the one stands for the many and the many for the one, 

justifPng the random slauptiter of the Other. 

Various governors of the colony issued proclamations apparently intended to 

stop the küliag. The b t  and most succinct came out in 1769, and is worth citing at 

length as an epitume of the confluence and c o d i c t  between the officîal-inteilectual 

discourse of the centre of the British Empire, and adual pradices on  the periphery: 

Whereas it has been represented to the Ring, that the subjects residing 
in the said Island of Nedoundland, instead of cultivating such a fkiendly 
intemurse with the savages inhabiting that island as might be for their 
mutual benefit and advmtage, do treat the said savages with the 



greatest inhumanity, and hquently deehy them without the Ieast 
provocation or remorse. In order, thediore, to put a stop to such 
infiuman barbarity, and that the perpetratora of such atrocious crimee 
may be bmught to due punishment, it is His Majesty's royal wi l l  and 
pleasure, that 1 do errpress his abhorrence of such inhuman barbarity, 
and 1 do StnctIy enjoin and require dl Ris Majestg's subjects to live in 
&ty and brotherly kindness with the native savages of the said island 
of Nedoundland (Proclamation tssued by Hk EkeIkrtcy Capt. the Hon. 
John Byron in 1769, cited in Howley 197445). 

This pdzltm~~tion was reissued in 1775 and 1776, and a M a r  edict was put forth 

by John Holloway in 1807. Even with repetition, the high sounding words had no 

effect, as magistrates regularly turned a blind eye to the killing of Beothuck by 

settlers, and no one was ever brought to England for trial as reqyired by the 

proclamations. 1 cannot suggest that this systematic inaction occurred 'on purpose', 

of course - but 1 wn argue that issuing pmclamations one expects will be ignored is 

an extremely useful bol of state formations, as it allows a high-sounding legal gloss 

to be placed on (idactions which would be seen as reprehensible within one's own 

spstem ofmorality if admitkd openly and thereb exposed to the vicissitudes of 

analysis. 

Of course, there were British 'men in the field' who were not content to stand 

idly behind a legai-rhetorical screen for physical extermination. At a 1793 

Parliamentarp InsuirJr, John Reeves asked ifit were not thne that something should 

be adone for these Indians .... ms it not incumbent upon us to use the means in our 

power to impart to them the rights of religion and civil socieQ?'' (Howley 1974:55). 

Cartwright and Bland recommended, perhaps taking a page fiom stones of the 

French exprience, that a reseme be put aside for the Beothuck. In 1804, however, 

WiIliam Cull reportai in a letter to the governor that, contrary to the opiniom of the 

gentlemen back in &gland, %e people do not hold with Q .  the Indians as they 

think they wïlI kill more than they did More" (cited in Ruwe 197450). As late as 



1827, after 217 years of colonial coexistence, the British were still in a first-contact 

stage, sending out explorers to acquire information on the mysterious, uncivïüzed 

Savages' maimers and customs, and trying 9 establish friendly relations with them. 

Wem they human? Did they deserve protection? Such questions had not yet been 

decided when they became moot, for one thing the various commentators do agree 

upon is that by 1829, the last Beothuck known to Europeans was dead. The last 

word on this subject will be dram fkom the 1837 Report of the Select Cornmittee of the 

Parliament of the United Kingdom on Aborigines (British Settlements): 

On ou t  fh t  visit to that country the natives were seen in every part of 
the coast. We occupied the stations where they used to hunt and fi&, 
thus reducing them to want, while we took no trouble to indenmi& 
them, so that doubtless manp of them perished by famine; we also 
treated them with hostility and cruel&, and many were slain by our 
own people as well as by the Micmac Indians, who were allowed to 
harass them,,., 
Under our treatment they continued rapidly to diminish .... In the colony 
of Nedoundland it may thedore be stated that we have exte-mted 
the &ves (cited in Bartlett 1990~7, emphagis added). 

Thus the Beothuck entered, passed through, and disappeared h m  Eumpean 

historg as a "mysterious" people of whose qualities the newcomers remained 

ignorant. This apparent ignorance has a positive value as a tool in the management 

ofproblematic human diversity, as a person who might not exist, or more precisely i s  

not known in the sense ofbeing assigned a set oftypical characteristics, is 

@valent to a non-person. This fortuitous situation codd not last forever, though. 

As is apparent in the above quotes, from Peckham to the Select Cornmittee on 

Aborigines, the term %dian' slowly began to replace 'Savage' in reference to the 

Native people of Newfoundland. %thin the British discourse, the category of Savage, 

drawn h m  the cosmographies and histories, was dominant during Exploration and 

fïrst contact stages, when extremely little was known about the peoples of the New 



World. %dian', a term derived h m  the widespread and long-lasting European 

conviction that the New World was in fact a piece of the Old, can be seen as a posti 

contact tenn ascribing an increaahg measure of particularity to these peoples. The 

appearance of this terni in the Newfoundland context should not be attnbuted to 

increased contact between the local settlere and the Beothuck, however, as there is 

liWe evidence that this occurred. Rather, it is Iikely that the term driRed in h m  

Hudson Bay, where. as we wi l l  see, the Savages were fairly quickly constructed as 

Usefiil Others. There was no agreement made to eh* the discourse, and the change 

did not happen fuliy, quickly, or without contradiction, But, as we have seen in the 

language of those presenting themselves as Native 'advocates' in Newfoundland, and 

as we wiU see in the discussion ofHudson7a Bay Company sources, the term Indian 

began to replace Savage throughout the eighteenth century in the British colonial 

discourse, and the increase in its usage was accompanied by a decline in the use of, 

or at least officia1 ignorance of the unoffiicd use of. the method of physical 

extermination, 

Microcontrd and Hybridity - me Hudeon's Bay Company und the British 

Fur lZvrde 

The Hudson's Bay Company was, it is tme, a keen trader, as the motto 
T m  Pelle Cu- - adch for skinn - clearly impliss. mth this no fault 
can be found, the more that its methods were nearly ali honourable 
British methods. It never forgot the flag that floatad over it. 

- George Bryce, in IRe &markable H a r y  of the Hiaison's Bay 
Company. 

In the Hudson Bay regîon, where they came wi th  the express purpose of 

establishaig themselves in the fur trade, the British immedîately perceived the 



Native peoples as Indiam -- Useful e x t e r d  ûthers - rather than Savages. They 

leamed everything they needed to know about workbg with Indians fiom Radisson 

snd GmPeilliers, two notorious French coureurs de bois U~t~tructions to Captain 

WZim S a n  nad... in Nute 1935:419-20). It seem that the backera of the 

company Lknew', at some level, that they would have been unable to gather a single 

fur if they had relied upon the "honourable British methads" of ignorance, 

displacement and extexPunation used by the (iuckîy bankrupted Nedoundland 

Company. Without admitting it, indeed Ekdy without any conscious awareness of 

having done so, the British fur traders asimzœlated with New World practices evolved 

by the French and Native peoplee, and ultimlltely gained, at least for the 

stockholders of the Hudson's Bay Company, immense profits fkom doing so. 

The British at Hudson Bay also made some original contributions to the 

methodologid arsenal of the discourse on Canadian diversity. One of these was a 

legal', 'contractual' means of taking land h m  Native peoples, as described in the 

1680 Instructions to Governor Nwn: 

In the s e v e d  places where p u  are or shail settle, you [should] 
contrive to make compact wth. the Capns. or chiefs of the resepective 
Rivers & places, whereby it might be understood by them that you had 
purchased both the lands & rivers of them, and that they had 
transferred the absolute propriety to you, or at least the only fkdome 
of -de, And that you should cause them to do some act wch. by the 
Religion or Custome of th& Country should be thought most sacred & 
obiïging to them for the conbnation of such Agreements (EZBRSS 
11:9). 

The Company was later to daim that these instructions were consistent with the 

actions of Zachariah Gillam in 1668, when he %covered a river in the botorne of 

the sd. Bay ... where he met with the Native hdians & haveing made a league of 

Friendship wth. the Capt. of the said River & firmly purchased both the river it selfe 



& the Landes there aboute, he gave it the Name of Rupert River" (Answer of Sir 

James Hayes to a letter fmm Lcrkrre, 1683, HBRSS 11:70). As in the case of the 

Nedoundland proclamations, the key to this pmcess is the difficulty of making it 

Uuiderstoodm to people who did not ahare Eumpean notions about 'ownership' and 

title' that they had Bigned away the right to occupy 'their' land. Those whose values 

and interests lie with the British interpretation will see a high-minded attempt at 

"fair play." Those who do not will see yet another creative use of the strategy of 

ignorance to achieve ends that would, if one were to apply the principles of Briti0h 

justice to Indians, be unconscionable. Whatever its moral status, the uti2ity of  this 

strategy has continueci d o m  to the adjudication ofpresent day land daims where, 

according to Thomas Berger: 

it fis] difEcult to convince lawyers and judges that the Native peoples of 
Canada possess rights based on the indisputable fact that they 
ocnipied vast areas ... before the Europems colonized it. They had their 
own institutions, their own laws. But ofthis lawyers and judges 
remuined unaware (Berger 1991:150, italics added). 

Another contribution of the Hudson's Bay Company was its development of 

methods of bureaucratie micro-control of the daily lives of its 'Servants" and Tome 

Indians." This appmach was made easier by the Company's charter, which granted 

it possession of all the lands whose rivers emptied into the Bay, gave it d e  right to 

trade therein, allowed it to make and enforce laws, and even to ïnake peace or 

Warre with ang Prince or People whatsoever that are not Christiansu (Newman 

1985:1.329). As EX. Rich has pointed out, '[tlhe whole Charter was, in fsict, a 

magrdicent grant of nghts and privileges, not a specification of duties" (Rich 

1958:1.56). From its inception, the members of the Company Council wanted to 

know every detail of every action of every one who set foot in what amounted to its 

own kingdom CasRS235.7). Once the trade was up and nmning, they did not relent in 
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their attention to detail, requuïng h m  each factor Voumalls of what hat been done 

in the respective factories & of al l  occurrances that have happened to them in the 

yeare ps~t that we m y  know how they & those under them have emploied their 

time" @RSS:11.73). A 1738 letter h m  Prince ofWales fort, written in response to 

queries and concems h m  London, hae the men in the field answering 53 diderent 

qpe~tions, many ofwhich seem to have been absurd in the5 quibbling, e.g.: 

10th The large quantity of copper rivets we principally find u s e u  in 
mending of kettles. 

11th W e  have exaained the state of provisions in the account book 
1737 and we b d  it rnust be an oversight for the pork stand charged 
thus ... the beef thus ... so likewise the butter thus... 

Item 11 goes on to give details of where each cut ofbeef and fïrkin ofbutter has gone, 

and ends by dedaring the company's emplopees blameless in any misallocation of 

food. The Company kept this up for several hundred years, thereby amassing an 

immense pile of inmedibly dehileci documentation of its activities - or, at least, an 

official representation thereof. It is o h  thought that the globalkation of capital 

requires a certain dectronic idhstiucture to be in place; but the British showed, 

300 years ago, that exploitation for the profit of distant capitalists was possible 

using only the ship, the letter, and the musket. 

The many rules and regulations regarding trade and contact with the Native 

peoples are of parti& interest. It is obvious that, at least insofa. as they codd be 

caused to Peld up land and bring down furs, the Native peoples of the Hudson's Bay 

ama, d e  the Beothuck o f N e w f o m ~ d ,  were fhn  the beginning seen by the 

British as potenMy Us& Others. The Company's IttStfuctions to Thomas Draper, 

issued in 1680, insisted that he '4ise the greatest circumspection" in his dealings with 



the Torthem Indiaw.* and that he "&al justly with them, and let no body offer them 

any ü2 usage to provoke their revengen (HBRSS 11: 14, italics in original). This 

difference in point of view can al80 be seen in the replacement of the term 'Savaged, 

which predominated in the Northwest exploration narratives (Quinn 1979: chap. 3, 

cited above) with the term Indians' in the i n s t r u c t i o ~ ~ ,  correspondence, and reports 

of the Hudson's Bay Company and its associates. This transformation occurred 

much more quickiy, abruptly, and completely than it did in Newfioundland, and could 

refiect a stronger sense of intimacy and Usefulness being associated with the people 

to whom the labels were being applied. 

While the Indians were seen as Usefid Others by the British, they were Usefiii 

ertemd Others, dekitely to be kept outside. both literally and fïguratively. During 

trading, one person at a time was allowed to corne up to a window, there to strike his 

bargain and Jneld his place to the next. No Native people were to be ailowed in the 

storehouse, nor were they welcome on the ships ~RSS:25.128,268). Private trade 

was repeatedly forbidden, and to discourage udebaucheryJD the C o d  did 

uabsolutely prohibite ... women to be entertained or admitted into our Forts or houses 

under the pendle of the foseiture of their wages" (75). Finally, at the conclusion of 

their trade, those kidians not of the 'Home Guard' were encouraged to migrate back 

inland, "the less opertuney wil l  be &en to our serveants for pnvate Trade or 

debauchery with them" (ZBRSS 11:76). 

But colonial capitalist rational-legai domination, as efEective as it might be, 

can never be perfect or total. Despite the official regulations, there was constant 

unofficial conta& between the Servants of the Company and the Native peoples, for 

the exchange ofpelts and bodily pleasws. At both Moose Fort and Eastmain, the 

masters took hdian wives, and their chikiren became important players in the fur 

h d e  (Francis & Morantz 198390). Jennifer Brown claims that 'ït i s  possible to 



document at least nfteen instances of Hudson's Bay men ... taking Indian women as 

mates before 1770" (Brown 198052). By 1821, "practically all ofneers of the 

Hudson's Bay and Northwest Companies, and many lower-ranked empioyeee as 

well, were allied with wornen bom in the Mian country" (Brown 1980:51). These 

alliances gave rise to a considerable, but widely scattered, HaKbreed population 

which, dong with r e b d  White traders, wae not seen as assimilable by either 

Canada or Great Britain, and was therefore cast as a SUI$us7 problematic group: 

It cornes to be a serious consideration how these people are to be 
disposed of. It is both dangerou and expensive to support a numeroue 
population of this description in an uneducated and savage condition, 
and it would be impolitic and inexpedient to encourage and d o w  them to 
collect together in Merent  parts of the country, where they couid not 
be under proper superintendence. The establishment of clergymen and 
schools at the Red River Settlement, where means of instruction wi i l  be 
afforded them. and where they wïU be under a regular police and 
government, by the establishment ofMagistrates ... points out the 
proper mode of disposing of this numemus class of persons W C  
Cornmittee to Gov. Simpson, March 8,1822, cited in McLean 198?:49, 
emphasis added). 

Once again, difference - now only partially Savage, but that was enough - was to be 

collected, contsiined, and subjected to the salutary efEects of European law and 

religion. Rather than solving the problem, however, this method ofUdisposition* of 

problematic hybrid bodies only set the stage for their later displacement as the lands 

controlled by the Hudson's Bay Company were bought - or invaded, or welcomed into 

Codederaton, as one will have it - by the Canadians 

By way oftheir operations up to the end of the seventeenth century, the 

British and French ensurecl, between h m ,  that the methods ofboth the Greeks and 

the Romans were preserved and brought to bear upon the construction and 



management of the pmblem of diversity in the New World. Fabulous, semi-human 

Others, o h  right out of the cosmographiee and bistoriee, were 'discovered', and 

dealt with by meam of the interlockhg systems of xenophobia - ignorance - 
exterxnination, and exploitation - knowledge production - assimilation. The European 

discourse on diversity was thus transplanted and reproduced; but this was a cmatt*ve 

reproduction in a new context, which gave nse to noveI forma. The French colonial 

experienœ contributed the notion that the exiating peoples were to be taken on as 

wards, heiped, changed, elevated, and deo developed rnethods to carry out this task 

This practice oftutelage, which can be seen as compatible 6 t h  the modern 

Eumpean idea of educating the masses, was somethuig that did not occur to Greeks 

and Romans, nor to medieval Europeans. In those systems, it was quite fine, ifnot 

preferable, to leave the people in ignorance, so as to render them more easy to 

govern. The French brought modern ideas about individual. development to the New 

World, and showed how they could be used as a tool of exploitation and domination. 

In the early colonial era, the partidarîty of the British contriiution does not 

yet show up, except in nascent fom. But already, in fbtile proclamations regardhg 

the Beothuck of Nedoundland, and the land purchases' amund Hudson's Bay, we 

can discern the outlines of what would bemme the most important and enduring 

British contriiution to the Canadian discourse on diversity: the adoption of a mode of 

tegdiked domination and disenfkanchisernent that dowed dl m e r  of diehonest 

and i n h m  practices to be used, but always with a gloss of high civilization and due 

pmcess. The strength, usefulness, and longe* of this contzl7,ution aui be seen in 

the particularly Canadian propensity for state-sponsored sinning - e.g. by invoking 

the Wav Measures Ad - followed by an attempt at gaining absolution though public 

confession at a commission ofhquiry. The British, h u g h  the offiœs of the 

Hudson's Bay Company, also showed that distant, centralized control of a v a t  tract 



of land could be implemented with a rather stactling degree of success given the 

technologies at hand. When it  came time for Canada to graduate h m  colony to 

country, the methods of distant micm-management pioneered by the London 

Committee were not forgotten by those who took it upon themselves to do the same 

sort of thiog b m  thev base in Ottawa. 

But the greatest giR given by Europe to the Canadian discourse on divemie 

came h m  both the English and the French, in the form of a binary system of SeK- 

Other distinction that both dowed the immediate work to be done, and has also 

proven to be amenable to inhite multiplication and permutation as the problem of 

Canadian diversity haa evolved. The eady British-colonial square of <Group 

Identitp was similar to the French, except that ~Bri t i s tu  occupied the position of 

d b n b  as the dominant identiw, and the distinction between Savages who would 

assimilate and those who would not was now marked through the use of a diEerent 

name: Savage for the Useless external Native Other, and Indian for the somewhat 

Useful marginal m e r .  Noting that the British and the French were locked in a 

battle to drive each other off the continent, we can see that they took on a mutually 

complementary relationahip, where each threatened the very possibility of existence 

of the other's system of identification. Thus the French belong with the Savages, as 

neither British nor Indian, and not possessîng British subjectivity. As what would 

become known as the mbreed did not yet possess any kind of official recognition, 1 

wil l  leave the contradictory term blank. 



Figure 4.2 - Group identity in early British colonial discourse (<Canada>) 

Through their mutual complementarty, the French and British came to be 

intimately c0~eCted as Imaginary Others to each Other, lurking just beyond the 

forest, one river or trading post away, or a m s s  the ocean in the Old World; never 

fully present, but never &te forgotten either (Je me souviens / What do they want 

fkom us?). 

Notes 

Throughout this section, 1 will use the term 'Savage' only as it pertains to a 
discursive category appropriate to the European discourse on diversity as it was 
brought to the 'New World'. 1 do not believe that there is, or ever was, a referent for 
this term, and do not intend it to apply to any person or  peoples who Iive, or have 
lived, in what is now known within the dominant British-Canadian culture as 'North 
America', 

2 An allusion to the quote from Virgil in chapter 2. 

Chapter 4 of Quinn's New dmeriean World (1979), an excellent compendium of 
prima- sources, provides countless examples in dozens of thinkers and Explorers. 



Chapter 5 

Integration and Administration in British North America 

Open your eyes, Canadians, to your own intere sts.... We exhort you 
eagerly to have recouse to a people, h e ,  honest, and genemus.. .. For if 
you do not profit by this advice, you must expect the most rigorous 
treatment.. , . 
Aoclomotion by. G. Murmy to the people of Quebec, 1759, (cited in Nish 
1966:5). 

The status of the French as the antagonistic equals of the British, outlined at 

the end of the previous chapter, was - and sti l l  is - far fiom stable. ki fact, the dual- 

complementary system of what are now known as the Two Fomding Races began to 

shift at the turn of the eighteenth century, when the ascending British empire k t  

glanced covetously, then stared unashamedly, at the prospect of taking as its own 

the whole of North Amerîca. Now, according to the temm of European colonid 

discourse, the benefits of Colonization must not accrue only to the Conquerom; the 

Conquered must also be constructed as somehow being 'raised' by the destruction of 

their way of He and the removal of their autonomy. h his Outtine of a pm&ct to 

capture Quebec and Placentia (cira 1'700). the Baron de Lahontan cunningIy 

suggested that what the British had to offer to the French was exactly what the 

British and Fwich had been offering to the Savages: the giR of a superior 

What makes me believe that the English will attain the end of this 
enterprise [the capture of Quebd easily is the mildness of the English 
govement, which the inhabitants of C m d a  would hope ta experience, 
for finally 1 heard them speak a great deal of it when Sir WiUiam Phipps 
came there, and they had hoped that he could have succeeded, thus 
ensuring them h i  of conscience. Thera are not two hundred families 



in Canada who could not wish with aIl their hearte to be under English 
de.., (&ahontan 1940:41), 

Thus, the French in Canada were set apart ae iderior and in desperate need of- 

that might improve their lot - they were granted the possibility of a New World 

identiw as Others to the British Self. This. in its most compact form, is the source of 

the sting of Conquest; to be shiRed h m  Self in one's own system to Other in an 

Other's, to go b m  position to negation, to be managed as a pmblem rather than 

managing problems one&. 

As 1 show in the following section, the Conquest / Cession of New France was 

no simple matter. While the French army and bureaucratic infrastructure could be 

ehninated thmugh bmte force, the people - as seen in the failed attempt to 

transport the Acadians - posed a much more diflicult problem. This was especially 

true in the St. Lawrence region, where the logistical problerns o f a  transportation 

effort would have been overwheLming. After several failed attempts at assimilation. 

the British M y  gave in and allowed the French to preserue and maintain signs of 

their problematic difference, mAkinp them the k t  group to be granted the giR of 

what is now known, within multicul- policy, as integrdbn. A similar shiR in 

management style can be perceived in the British handling of 'the Indian problem'. 

Displacernent - and the concomïbnt loss of the means ofsubsistence - now 

functîoned as an indirect means ofphysical cllimiTiation, and the bodies that 

rexnaÎned were collecteci together, made sedentaqy, and put under a regime of 

retional-bureaucrattc tutehge that not only peraists, but has been steadily inmashg 

îts size and sape, up to the present day. This passage from methods of phpical 

elimination to presemation and inkgration, 1 will argue. has becorne a Canadian 

archetype, pmviding a trajectory through the identity-space of Canadian diversïty 



that would be foUowed by each new group m t e d  through the ongohg pmlifmtion of 

the problem of Canadian diversity. 

The Conqwsf / Cession of New France 

Although much is made of the fd of Quebec, the Conquest / Ceet3ion of New 

France began in 1710 with the capture of Port Royal, aRer which time the British 

were able to stake a lasting daim to the much-disputed territory of Acadia. As 1 

noted in chapter 1, the British attempts to solve the problem posed by the Acadiam 

comprise another of those 'unforhinate" occurrences in Canadian history which, as 

with the handling of the Beothuck, are covered with an ornamental sheen by the 

official history of already achieved multidturalism. Again, historians dispute the 

details. Rather than try to remove a hiask7 to expose a 'truth', though, 1 will focus, as 

I did with the Beothuck, on how the history has been put in place, and what its 

existence might mean for the problem of Canadian diversity. In particular, 1 wiil 

focus on the way in which the British seemed to flail about, grasping bols in the kit 

of human diversity management only to dmp them again, and thereby fded utter1y 

to ‘salve' the problem of Acadian diversitgin any definîtive way. This, 1 would 

suggest, is the source of any historical embarra~sment; not that ignoble methods 

were use& but that all methods, noble or otherwise, so obvïously failed to achieve 

their goal in the fàce of Acadian resistance. 

The guns hardly had time to cool before the first - and most radical - solution 

to the problem of Acadian diversitg was proposed: 

Ail French must be deported outside the country, Save those who adopt 
Protestantism. ... Mt would be most advantageous for the Crown that 
this measure be effected with di possible speed and that they be 
repIaœd with Protestant f d e s  h m  England or Ireland (Coumil of 
'Crirs, OOctober 14,1710, cited in Arsenault 1966:73). 



Like the Beothuck and Iroquois More them, the Acadians were clearly 'in the way'. 

But they could not be displaced and exterminated, because their Eumpean 

connections meant that they had to be seen as both civilized and human. Thus the 

Council ofvictors quickIy and intuitively found another way to jus- treatuog the 

French as objects rather than subjects: they were found to be problematic Others on 

the basis of a la& ofhtes tant  religion. A method well-suited to this sort ofpartial 

Otherness seemed to be transpofiation, which could appear as a %OR' or !humane' 

means of phyeical P.tirnination. This etrategy, especially when coupled with a 

subsequent cleaneing by way of importation of Desirable Selves -- "Protestant 

f d e s  h m  England or Ireland* - appeared admuably suited to the taak of 

r d g  the human landscape to silit the new regime ofgroup identitg. 

But, after some thought, it became apparent that aven transportation might 

have ill effects on British interests, as the French of 'Nova Scotia', once added to 

those aieady at Cape Breton, would be "of the greatest danger and damage to all the 

British Colony's as w d  as the universal trade of Great Britain" (Letter F.om Colonel 

Vetch to the Lords of TracZe, Nov. 24 1714, Akine 1972:18). The British then began to 

h o p  that assimilation would solve the Acadian problem: "the' we may not expect 

much benefit &om them, yet theîr chi],dren in process oftime may be brought to o u -  

constitution* (M. Gov.. Caulfkld to Board of Tmde and Plantations, Nov. 1715, in 

Akins 19729). Indeed, the gift of tolemtion - the necessary counterMance while 

waiting for assimilation to have its effects - had been bestowed upon the Acadians 

in Article XIV the Treaw of Utrecht of 1713. Those who wished to leave were &en a 

year in which to do so: 

DIut those who are wiIüng to remain here, and to be subjects to the 
Kingdom of Great Britaïn, are to eqjoy the ikee exercise of their religion 
according to the usage ofthe Church ofRome as fàr as the laws of 
Great Britain do allow the same (Akins 1972:14-5). 



Selves, of course, do not need to be tolerated - no special provisions n a d  to be 

made for them, they are not aven flOttCced. It is only when one ie in the preeence of 

what appears to be intolerable clifference that tolerance becomes necessary and, in 

many cases, manifests itself as a gloss on hidden resentments. This the Acadians 

seem to have underatood aI l  too weIl, complaiaing oRen to the King about their 

treatment over the next several decades, as a battle of Oaths of Loyalty, trade in 

corn, and religiout dogma played itselfout. The British continued to try to hammer 

them into submiseion rather than neutraIity, claiming that Uthey have remained 

upon their possessions in contempt of the Government, waiting the opportunity of a 

rupture between the two Crowns to reestablish their former Government, and in the 

mean b e  are daily in secret, inciting the Indians to robbery and murder, to the 

destruction of trade and hindrance of settlllig the country" (Gov. PhiUips to Lord 

Carkret, c i m  1720, in Akins 1972:19). For their part, the Acadiane continued to 

cornplain that they had $reserved the purest sentiments of fidelity to our invincible 

monarChn and had not been treated fairly in retun (Letter of t h  inhabitants of 

Acadie to Mr. St. Ovide, May 6 1720, in Akins 1972:25). 

Royal tolerance proved to be short-lived, and more drastic measures were 

swn sought. Of course, the ground had to be prepared, by way of much hand- 

wringing over the intractability of the Undesirable bodies. Governor Lawrence was 

one of the most vocal in proclaiming the la& of efncacy of kind treatment, basing his 

opinion, in the anthropolopical style, upon first hand experience and intimate contact 

with the Othec 

D e  Acadians] have long been the object of my most serious attention, 
wiuch, with the hquent experience I have had of themin the course of 
my du* has enableci me to form an opinion of them and their 
c i m u d a n c e s  that 1 shall now take the liberty to Iay funy b e f m  your 
Lordships, together with such measmes as appear to me to be the 
most practicable and effectuai for putthg a stop to the many 



inconveniences we have long labourad under from their obstinacy, 
treachery, parti- to their own Countryxnen, and their ingratitude for 
the favor, inddgence and protection they have at all times eo 
undesemedly received h m  E s  Majes@'s government CLawmnce to 
Lords of Dade, August 1 1754, in Akins 1972213). 

The ethnographie style of intimate, ht-hand knowIedge displayed in Lawrence's 

text is important, as it shows how the Acadians, who were obviouely 'human' and at 

least relatively 'civrlized', came to be increasingly Merentiated h m  the British as a 

separate 'people'. Later historians, such as Francis Parkman, have c l d y  painted 

thie over, by claiming that the problem with the Acadians was that they were of a 

different race (e.g. Parkman in Grifnths 1969:41, Brebner in Griffith8 1969:92) - but 
there is no evidence that this innovation in human differentiation had infiltrateci the 

official British discourse of the time. Governor Hopson could not tolerate the 

Acadians because they were "so ignorant and so bigoted a people" Wopson to Lords 

of Trade, July 1753, in ABins 1972:199); the Lords of Trade wrote of the la& of an 

Oath as "an Obstacle to the Industry and Quiet of these People", and did not object 

to 'sending pmper Persons amongst these People, to endeavour to quiet them" 

CLwds of Trade to Gov. Lawrence, March 4 1754, in Akins 1972:207); Cotterell, acting 

Provincial Secretary, felt that it was '710th unsafe & mprecedented to trust out 

cause in the Hands of people of th& Persuasion" (Cotterell to Capt. Scott April12 

1754, in Akins 1972:208). The construction of the Acadians as an intractable Other, 

a 'people' that could not be exterminated, assimilateil, or tolerated, culminatecl in 

official acceptame of the strategy recommended by Lawrence, which was the same 

as that of the Corncil of Victors in 1710: 'ït would be much better, if they refuse the 

Oaths, that they were away" (Akins 1972:213). 

The d t s  of this forcible removal are now on record in E-h Canada, 

thanks to books like the History of the Acdans (Arsenadt 1957). It is commonly 



accepted that the Acadiam were rounded up by British soldiers, and in the confusion 

"women were loaded onto ships other than the ones which d e d  their hubands, 

and children became orphanR forever at the very point of embarkationn (1957:143). 

Not in the realm of hrnmon knowledge' - and certainly excludeci h m  the 

mdtidturalist history of Acadia - is the story of Lawrence's campaign of 

destruction of the comtryslde, hoping to etarve out those who had escaped being 

loaded ont0 the ships. 'Six hundred and eighty-six houses, eleven mils and h o  

churches were set on fire in the two parishes of Grand-Pr6 and Nvhe  aux  canard^ 

alonen (147). Many Acadians, however, had &ends and relatives amongst the Native 

inhabitants of the region, and so were able to fiee into the woods: 

Governor Lawrence decided to get rid of them by putting a bounty on 
scalps. In a proclamation dated May 14,1756, he guaranteed 30 
pouads for the scalp of every male Indian over 16, and 25 pounds for 
scalps of younger males or for any fernale or child brought back alive. A 
number of English soldiers, however, c o M  Indian and Acadian 
scalps. They had the legal excuse that officîdy all  Acadlans had been 
deported fiom Nova Scotia (162-3). 

Those who weren't burned to death, starved, or d p e d  faced a fate not much 

better on the heavily overloaded and poorly provisioned ships that Lawrence sent out 

fimm Acadia to the British colonies to the South. Six ships destined for South 

Carolina were f o d  to land in Boston, where it was discovered that they did not 

have adeqpate supplies to reach their destinatioa The people were kept in 

Massachusetts, '%ound by contract to English masters,b and prevented fimm leaviag 

the colony to look for Iost relatives without fmt obtaimng a pass (152). V i  

flatly refused to receive the 1200 Acadîans deported there. They were detained for 

some time at Willliamsburg, where an epidemic bmke out, killing of hundreds of themn 

(156). In Georgia, the British North Americém view of the Acadims was made most 



explicit, as they were *put to work on the plantations with the Negro slaves" (157). 

What was supposed to have been a relatively 'BOR' transportation led, once again, to 

enslavement and extermination, justifïed by the problematic Otherness of a people 

who profe88ed the m n g  religioxz, spoke the wrong language, and thereby forfeited 

what would otherwise have been a daim to full h h t y .  The handling of the 

problem of Acadian diversity already showed the fiitility of rational-bureaucratie 

management of problematic human Others, as it cycled tbrough military conqueet, 

failed assimilation, and failed tolerance, to settle upon physical diminntion and 

extermination via transportation. 

With the capitulation of Quebec, the British were faced with a problem similar 

to the one they had bmught upon themselves in Acadia. The Fourth Article of the 

&$nitive Treaty of Peuce (1763) is intzresting in that it set up the same situation as 

that which ended so disastrody in Acadia, by allowing that 'the French inhabitants 

... may retire with al1 safew and fixedom wherever they s h d  think proper ... and 

bring away their effects ... the term Iimited for this emigration shall be fïxed to the 

space of eighteen monthsn (Maseres 1772:85). Always resourceful, the British had 

not relied entirely upon this one method of managing problematic diversity. A f o m  of 

reIigiou8 toIerance was granted, in bth the 1760 Ar%kEes of Capituldwn (Nos. 

XXVII - MMV, in Maseres 1772:77-78), and in the Fourth Article of the Definîtive 

Thoty of Peace (8485). The British king also thought it wise to give the giR of British 

Iaws and political institutions, by way of the famous Royal Proclamation of 1763. 

The goal of this policy was to bring about %e absorption of the French nation by the 

Eh&&, which in matters of laquage, patriotism, law and religion is evidently what 

is most desirabIe and could perhaps be realized in one or two generations" (Maseres, 

cited in Bergeron 197549). Thus, once again, the gifb of religious toIermce and 



liberal political institutions were bestowed as etopgap measures intended to 

encourage assimilation in the long m. 

As is well known, this policy also failed to schieve its goal, and ao the Britieh 

found themselves forced, after so many failed attempts at physical elhination and 

assimilation, to take on eigns of Frenchness. By way of the Quebec Act of 1774, the 

British officially 'establishd hated French Popery in Quebec, allowing tbat "the 

Cl- of the said Church may hold, receive, and eqjoy, th& accustomed Dues and 

Rights" ( R X  1985 Appendix II, No. 2, Article V). A new oath was designad for 

Roman Catholics to take, so that they could become civi l  servants without becoming 

Protestants (Art. W). The British also conceded that th& laws might not be the 

best for everyone everywhere all the time, by decreeing that % all matters of 

Controveny, relative to Property and Civil Rights, Resort shall be had to the Laws 

of Canadaw (Art. VIII). Of course, the Ring reserved the right to provide support for 

the Protestant clergy and the ~ncouragemmt of the Protestant Religiod (Art. VI), 

and British uiminal law would stay in place (Art. XI). This was the fht attempt at 

ofiially integruthg a problematic 'Canadian' population that could not be 

ehninated or assirnilateci, and set a precedent that would be followed, over the next 

two centuries, by each new group in an expanding e b d M  economy. 

The Emergence ofthe Ztoo Fouding Races 

The Qw&c Act was passed and put into effect, but it was not long before the 

American revolution brought several thousand British loyalists' to the Province, 

thus exacerbatîng the rather paradoxical problem of British diversie in a British 

colony. These new Canadians hadjust fied &om thirteen colonies that were becoming 

fàr too ~n-BSti~h for th& liking; what a surprise to End themselves s~rrr)unded by 

Frenchness in their place of refuge! Like the English merchants who arrived to 



exploit New France after its Conquest / Cession by arms, the American Immigrants 

had high expectatiom b m  their new home; precidy, t k y  expected to assimilate it, 

mther than have it assimiLat4 them. C e M y  thia sort of behaviour would not have 

been tolerated if it  had been displayed by any other 'minority group'. But these got a 

sympathetic hearing h m  the Lieutenant Governor of the t h e :  

A principal object for the consideration of the Legidature is the arriva1 
in this Province ofnumbers ofEngFishmen or the descendants of 
Engiishrnen who m u t  abhor their being subjected to an authority they 
have been unacquainted with, and to men whoee language & customs 
they are as yet strangers to. Provision by Law should be made to 
conciliate these people, and ifposmble prevent cornplaint by 
anticipathg th& &evances (Hamilton to Sydney, ~ p r i l l 7 8 5 ,  in 
DRCHC: 1.527). 

Conciliation of the British-American Immigrants came in the form of the 

Constitutionrrl Act of 1791. Canada was split into two large pieces, with one (Upper) 

space for those who identEed wi th  Britishness, one (Lower) for those who prefemd 

Frenchess. In its Preamble, the C ~ ~ t u t i o m l  Act noted that the Quebec Act had 

been found ïn many Respects inapplicable to the present Conditions and 

Circumstances" of the Province WRCHC:1.696), and was therefore to be repealed. 

Of course, the Quebec Act was itself supposed to have been a solution to the 

pmblems created by the Raycrl PmIamation of 1763, which was intended to solve 

the problems ofmilitary d e .  Thus began the dance of antagonism between the 

British and French which persists to the present day. In its first thirty years, 

Canada had already gone through four constitutions with no more pmgress being 

made than connning the English and French to th& own separate temtories. 

This did not work either, of course, as was deady h w n  by the violent 

rebellions, in both Canadas, of 1837-39. The fact that physid force had been 

necessary to keep d o m  their supposedlp loyal colonial subjects attracted the 



attention of the British Parliament, which sent out Lord Durham to report on the 

state of dairs there. As a "High Commissioner," Durham took it upon himself to 

bring about a quick, yet final, solution to a cnsis situation, wîng language that is all 

too frimiliar to Canadians who have seen dozena of such commissions corne and go. 

Wvery day during which a f 5 . d  and stable eettlement ie delayed. the condition of the 

Colonies becornes worse, the m k d s  of men more exa~perated, and the success of any 

scheme of adjustment more preca.iousw (Durham's Report, in Lucas 1912:2.10). To 

fulnU his mandate, Durham provided yet mother definition, and proposal for the 

solution, of the problem of Canadian diversity. In the Introduction to his report, he 

noted that his opinions on the Canadas had changed upon m8sUog the Atlantic. The 

common wisdom in England, which held that the problems were caused by 

inappropriate design and implementation of political institutions, was off the mark: 

1 expected to find a contest between a goveniment and two nations 
w- in the bosom of a single state: 1 found a stniggie not of 
principles, but of races; and 1 perceived that it would be idle to attempt 
a n ~ r  amelioration of laws or institutions untü we wuld ikst succeed in 
terminating the deadly admosity that now separates the inhabitants 
of Lower Canada into the hostile divisions of French and English (2.16). 

Thus the notion ofrc~cial difference lodged iteelfin official Canadian political 

discourse, playing the explanatory and causal role that had previody been allocated 

to the concepts of nation and people. 

The idea that the French and Ehglish might be of different races did not, of 

course, come fimm nowhere. Scholars differ as to preQsely when the term tace' was 

k t  used with the connotations it has today. but by the end of the eighteenth 

centurg. the word was becoming eufient in Europe. Pettg used it as early as 1677, 

and Francois Bernier in 1684 (Todorov 1993:99). Theo Goldberg has argued that "the 

concept ofrace enters European soeial consciousness more or less exp2icitly in the 



fifteenth centurytt (Goldberg 1993:21, itaIics added), whüe duBois ie of the opinion 

that the concept did not corne into play until the late 1700's (duBois 1991:92, Note 

1). Whatever its origin and development in the various European languagee and 

intellectual communities, there is little doubt that dinerentiation by race was on the 

rise, adding natural-historical credi'bility to the Great Chain of Behg. Thus D u r b  

was able to use race as a means of assuring himaelf, and his audience, that there 

wae a scientific-transcendental 'cau~e' for the pmblem of Canadian diversity in the 

Yact' of racial divisions. Thus armed, the possibility that kench hatred for the 

English had something to do with a history of being treated as an iderior and 

problematic Others in need of giRs of Britishness did not have to enter into the High 

Commissioner's text. It was al l  in the bodies, the 'blood' - it was Mtuml. Since 

Durham's report sits at a nexus of racial, rational-bureaumatic, and imperial-colonial 

discourses that have had profound &&ts on the history of Canadian divemie, 1 wiU 

devote some time to showing how it epitomizes the discursive conditions that enabled 

the emergence of the antagonism between the British and French as one between 

two 'Canadian races'. 

A f k  claiming that "our happy immunity fkom any feelings of national 

hostüity renders it difficult for us to comprehend the intensity of the hatred which the 

difEerence oflanguage, of laws, and of mamers mates" (1.17), Durham went on to 

present what he considered to be the generic characteristics of Canadian racial 

diversity. The b c h  population, descended as it was b m  the deepotic regime of 

New France, he desdbed as &a race ofmen habituated to the incessant labour of a 

mde and unnkined agriculture, and habikialy fond of sacial enjoyments ... they made 

little advance beyond the first progress in cornfort, which the bounty of the soil 

absolutely forced upon them; that under the same institutions they remained the 

same ~mbtmckd, inactive, unprogressive people" (2.28). Here, we might note, 



Durham's description asabed to the French inhabitants of Lower Canada several 

guaiitiee of Savagery and Barbariem. Indeed, he claimed that '%he continued 

negligence of the British Governent lefk the maes of the people without any of the 

institutions which wodd have elevated them in freedom and civilization, that wodd 

have assimilated their character and habits, in the eaaiest and best way, to those of 

the empire ofwhich they became a partn (2.3031). 

Durham's description of the Engiish race was much more kind. 'Among these 

people [the French], the progtess of emigration has of late years introduced an 

English population, exhibiting the characteristics with which we are familiar, as 

those of the m a t  enterprising of every clase of our  countrymen" (2.34). Theee 

entrepreneurs, by their very nature, "drove out of alI of the more profitable kinds of 

industry their inert and careless cornpetitors of the French race" (2.35). According to 

Durham, the same thing happened with farming. "The English f m e r  d e d  with 

him the experience and habits of the most improved agriculture in the world .... He 

often took the very farm which the Canadian settler had abandoned, and, by superior 

management, made that a source ofprofit which had only impoverished his 

predecessor" (2.36). In "every branch ofindustrg" the English race fiourished. due to 

its %qerior energy, W, and capital,'' (2.36). k h a m  went on to devote many 

m e r  pages of his report to the problems created by ciifferences in language, 

religion. and so on, before concluding his discussîon by stating that 'the superior 

politid and practical intelligence of the Engiish cannot bey for a moment, disputd" 

(2.46). Certainy not by an Englishman like Durham, who for aII ofhis lac. of 

understanding of Yeeiings of national hostility," blithdy reproduced the salient 

fe8tures of English prejudice, le8ving no doubt that the 'differences' between the two 

races amounted to a hierarchy, in which the British race occupied the dominant 

position. 



D u r W ' s  estimation of the two  races of Canada diaplays all of the 

characteristics of what Tzvetm Todorov has referred to as the five central 

"pmpeitions" of 'racialist doctrine" (1993:91- 6). The f h t  of these is S&ef in the 

existence of races, Le. in the riffirmation that "there are human pupinga whose 

members possess cornmon physical characterietics," which may be groven" by 

physical measurements and observations, ae in crani010gy. The second ie 'cuntinuity 

between physical type and character." or the idea that uphysicaI differencee 

determine cultural differences" (92). Todorods third proposition is a version of what 1 

have d e r r e d  to as the law ofindividual - group identification, in whîch it is assumed 

that "the behaviour of the individual depends, to a very large &nt, on the racio- 

cultural (or ‘ethnie') gmup to which he or she beIongs8" (93). Fourth is the assumption 

of a hiemchid ordering of the races, and last is what Todomv calls a "knowledge- 

based politics," based on the idea that there is a "need to embark upon a political 

course that brings the world into harmony with the description providedm within the 

hierarchical ordering (94). 

IfDurham was relatively original in giving the problern of Canadian diversity a 

basis in race, he was not so innovative regarding the political course needed to 

achieve racial harmony. He was afraid to d o w  fbrther integration of the French, or 

even ta reconvene the Assembly o f h w e r  Canada, which had been once again 

'prorogued? Sn the present state of feeling among the French population, I c a ~ o t  

doubt that any power which they might possess w o d d  be used against the policy and 

very existence ofany form of British government' (Lucas 19122.306-7). Thus he 

conceived the idea that (Lf3.anqpiüi@ can onlp be restored by subjecting the Province 

to the vigomus d e  of an En&& x n a j o r i a  and that the onlp efficacious govermuent 

wodd be that formed by a legklative union" (2.307). What was '&caciousn was, as 



always, d e t e h e d  by the power-law of sign flow, now adapted to pdiamentary 

rather than physid warfare. Durham did the numbers: 

If the population of Upper Canada is rightly estimated at 40,000, the 
English inhabitants of h w e r  Canada at 150,000, and the French at 
450,000, the union of the two Provinces would not only give a clear 
English maj~rity, but one which wodd be increased every par by the 
infiuence of English immigration; and 1 h a .  little doubt that the 
French, when once placed, by tha legitimate course of events and the 
working of natural causes, in a minoriw, would abandon their vain 
hopee of nationality (2.307). 

Durham felt that re-unification under more pleasant demographic Circu~llstances 

than those which obtained in 1791 would lead to French assimilation and would 'at 

once decisively settle the question ofracesn (2.309). 

Despite objections h m  both Upper and Lower Canada, the British centre 

accepted Durham's recommendation of re-unincation. With uncharacteristic 

dispatch the Union Act was passed, creating the Province of Canada and, it was 

hoped once again, sol- forever the problem of Canadian divereity. We now know 

this to have been overly optimistic; k ing pIaced in a minority and ha- their 

language rights revoked did mt diminiah the national aspirations of French Quebec 

by any means - rather than solving the pmblem, rpunificationjust shiRed and 

întedfied it. The British desire to take and hold 'Canada', however 'Canada' might be 

dehed, has proven to be a source o f d e s s  problems and solutions, countless 

states of crisis, dong with an infini* of C O ~ ~ ~ ~ Q O I ~ S ,  legislation, and c o n ~ t i t u t i o d  

reform that have each time been tnunpeted as the End of the Problem, and have 

dways fded at pmviding any sort ofsolution at all. The enactment of this desire, 1 

would suggest, m t e d  that aspect of the problem-solution set of Canadian diversity 

which displays itself today as an insoluble antagoniSm between Two Founding Races. 

ALeady, by 1841, the fidl gamut of Old and New World etrategies for the 



management of problematic internaI Others had been attempted with the French 

and found lacking. No new ideas seemed to be forthcoming; history, as ie ite wont, 

was beginning to repeat itself. 

Ra#ional-Bureaucrofic Tutelage - TAe Indian M l e m  Under Britbh Rule 

EBtablished in small communities under the Jesuits and Recollets, acting as 

allies in war and the fur trade, and baving proven t h e d v e s ,  under Pontiac, to be 

capable of successfully resisting the expansion of European civilization into their 

traditional lands, the Native peoples of the St. Lawrence region - unüke the 

Beothuck of Nedoundland - could not be ignored by the new British regime. 

However, while they were definitely seen by the British, the Native peoples of 

Canada were not seen as e q w l s .  To the British mind, the kidians were even more 

incapable of appreciating the subtleties of parliamentary democracy and capitaüst 

entrepreneufship than the French. Thus they were to be pmtected fkom some forms 

of European depredation, as prescri'bed in the Royal Proclamation of l7â7, which set 

aside a large teserve' for the use of the Indians, who were to occupy spaces outside of 

the realm of European civilization and b c t i o n  as semi-Usa e x t e d  Others, 

according to the Hudson's Bay model, ander the legislated care of the King (RSC 

1985 Appendîx, No. 1). 

But the protections offered by the British King and his bureaumatic 

apparatus turned out to be as ineffective as the edida against killing Beothuk in 

Nedoundland, since the Prodamation also provided a kgal means by which Native 

people could continue to be exploiteci and dispIaced= 

mf at any Time any of the Said Indians should be inclined to dispose of 
the saïd Lands, the same ghall be Purchased only for Us, in our Name, 
at mme public Meeting or Assembly of the said hdians, to be held for 



that purpose by the Governor Or Commander in Chief of o u r  Colony 
respectively within which they shall lie (128). 

That mater of the interlocking colonial system of law, politics, and capital 

accumulation, the famous Governor Simcoe, was able to carry out an expansion of 

the boudaries of the Euro-Cmdian ecumene that was "orderly and fully consistent 

with the dictates of the Proclsm~ition" (Henderson 1980:B). Thus the Native nations 

were driven M e r  into what at first aeemed to be a hinterland of i.nfi.de expanse, 

"as settiement of the country advanced, and the land was r e e e d  for new 

occupants, or the predatory and revengefid habits of the Indians rendered their 

removd desirable" (Report on the W i r s  of the IndMns in Canada, 1845 mgot 

Report]:5). 

The results of this expansior.. are well known and documented (Berger 1991; 

Cardinal 1969; Cumming & Mickenburg 1972; Henderson 1980; Leslie and Maguire 

1978; Waubageshig 1970). With the rise of Euopean self-mfliciency, the dechhg 

importance of the fur trade, and relative peace with the United States, the Native 

peoples on the margins of an expanding Canada were no longer needed in their 

traditional d e s ,  and thus were progressively tradormed from rdatively Us& 

semi-external Others inta a large, Useless, and problematic, interna2 population: 

You came as wind blown across the great Lake. The wind w&d you to 
our shores. W e  received you - we plant& you - we nullsed you. We 
pmtected you till you became a mighty tree that spread thro our 
Hunting Land With its branches you now lash us ~iss issuuga Chief fo 
William Graves, c i m  1820, in DB. Smith 1989:43). 

British colonial policy shiRed again, to alIow for the conversion, c i . t i o n ,  

and eventual assimilation of those Native nations that had been reduced to a state 

of relative SUf)mission. In 1775, a Tlan for the Future Management of Indian 

Affairsn divided British North Amerka into two districts, each with a Superintendent 
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ofhdian A f f i  and a number of deputies. The Superintendente were granted sole 

power to purchase lands, apply British civil and aiminal lawe, and appoint Indian 

leaders (DRCHC1.428). To contra? the body, c?ie must also contml the eoul. AB the 

Society for the Propagation of the Goapel was chased out of the United States by the 

Amencan revohtion, it began to do this sacred work in the Canadas. In 1782, a 

rnissionary was sent to Six Nations at N i a m  and in 1784 to the Mohawk at 

Ringstom From 1820 to 1830 the reports and recommendations came thick and fast, 

as h c h  experiments h m  the 1600's were repeated by the British: houses were 

bdt;  rnissionaries and agridturai tooIs were sent out; and six kidian boys were 

placed in a school in Lower Canada. (Bagot Report:7). However, none of tbis activitg 

had the desired effect, so that in 1836, Sir Francis Head declared that the 'attempt 

to make fbrmers of the Red men has been generally speaking a complete fdure" 

(Parliamentary Papen 1839:125, t ikd in Bogot Report:ll). 

But this did not stop the rational-bureaucratie machine - it only spmed it on 

to further action. A flurry oflegislation followed the Bagot Report, beginning with the 

for the better protection of the Lands and Property of the Indians in Lower 

Canada" (Statufes of the Province of Gad: 13 & 14 Victoria Cap. 41-42,1850, and 

the "Act for the Protection of the Mans in Upper Canadam in the same year (SPC: 

13 and 14 Victoria, cc. 74). The Protection Iegislation, designed to keep the Indian 

Mers in their assigned places as intetaal Others, was mon followed by a 

complementary C i ~ i l i z ~ o n  Act, which was supposed to make them less 

problematic. The 1857 to encourage the gradual civilization of the Indian 

Tribes* - like the 1969 W7zite Paper - sought to "encourege the progress of 

cîvilization among the hdian b i s  ... and the g r a d d  removal of dl legal distinctions 

between them and Her Majestfs Cana* Subjects" (WC 20 Victoria, Cap. 26, 

Preamble). As the writers of the Bagot report noted, the expansion of the Canadas 



left the Native peoples in "a state of tutelage, whieh although devised for their 

protection and benefit. has in the event proved very detrimental to their interests" 

(6). 

Thus was the k t  bureaumatic machine for microcontml of Indian lives 

instituted; a hybrid of British rational-Iegd authoritarianism and French 

p a t e d s m ,  it survives to tbis day as the mode1 of interaction between European 

and Native societies. In commenting upon this system, Noel Dyck has described it 

as 'coercive tutelage," or k form ofrestraint or care exercised by one party over 

another as well as the condition ofbeing subjected to such protection o r  

guardianship" (Dyck 1991:24). H e  has also noted how the history ofuthe Indian 

problem" has seen %th active and passive modes of resistance," which have 

"serveci ta validate the assumptions that underpin institutionsilized tutelage. Indians' 

refusal to respect the authority oftheir tutors has been interpreted as a M e r  sign 

of theV confusion and inability to know what is best for themn (27). This justEes a 

M e r  round of action. 1 would see this system of tutelage as an instance of what 1 

have descri'bed, in chapter 2, as a ~e~repmducing problem-solution set based on 

proliferating rational-bureaucratie action. Just as the possibilities of han- the 

French had already been exhausted by the middle of the nineteenth cenkuy, the 

hdian problem was nimilarly set in its groove and showing signs ofdesperate, 

imitative reproduction, 

To munmarize this section, as Canada became British. the discursive position 

of the Savage - uncivilized, Useless, external, monstrous Other - grive way to that 

of the Indian under tutelage - the semi-dd, Useiess, internai, inferior but definitely 

humn Other. This period saw a shiR fkom past methods ofignorance and phJrsicaI 

e k n h t i o n  by extermination to s o h r  forms ofphysical ehnination, involving 

orderly, legal displacement. When the limits of disphment were reached, the hdian 



was then acknowledged to be ïnside', and subjected to various fonne of rational- 

bureaumatic management and control, for purposes of elhination of signs of 

digerence via assimilation. In this way the British adopted methods pioneered by the 

French, and added a glosa ofUdue process" to make it all seem &te proper and legal. 

The British also used Canada to further develop their early experience with the 

micro-management o f  distant lands and peoples via the Hudson's Bay Company. 

Out of this confluence of early French and British methods of managing humaa 

diversity, there emerged a parti&ly Canadian form of paternalistic rational-legal 

domination - through integration and administration - that has corne to defke, more 

than any other characteristic, the Canadian Way. 

Gmup Identity in British Con& 

In this chapter I have shown how, h m  the eighteenth century on, the British 

reorganized the* systems of human differentiation and management to adj& to the 

problems of diversity created by th& expanclhg empire. It was no longer a question, 

as in the early colonial era, of dealing with - or ignoring - semi-human, gemi-civilized, 

semi-Useful e x t e d  Others; the Others were now intemal as well as external, 

Civilized as wen as Savage, and very obviousIy existing and present. Thus, with  the 

rise of British control over the territories that would become known as Canada, there 

was a compensating Bhift in the discourse of identiw, to make way for the Second 

Others of the New World: the Canadiens. Just as the French in New France were 

shiRed fkom the position of errternal Others to interna1 Selves, the containeci Savage 

became the Indian and moved f'kom the complementary position to the contrary. In 

the territaries exploited by the Hudson's Bay Company, the emergence of British - 
Native Half-bred added to the problern of contradiction attriibuted to the French 



hybrids. The partidm shiRs that occurred as Canada became British can be 

inscribed M the square of qmup identi- in British Canada as follows: 

Figure 5.1 - Gmup identity in British Canada 

exkrnal, not possesaing Canadian identi- 

Despite these efforts, the British were not able to solve the problems they had 

set for themselves, and fell into a stupor ofimitative reproduction that lingers to the 

present day. But this 'fàilure' was, paradoxically, also a sucœss, as it ensured that 

the pmblem of Canadian diverkty would multiply, that those who declared the 

necessity of ever more intrusive methods of population management could provide a 

justification for their manipulations and practices of distant domination. The British 

Giilure to solve the problem of Canadian diversi@ ensured that the discourse itself 

would Iive on, as an adaptive, selfkproducing, ppubc probIem-dution set, to 

Conquer new regions of space, time, and individual- gmup identi*. For, just  as the 

French were bmught inaide and put under tutelage, so were the Indians, and so, with 

the passage of the ,  would be (32 who allowed thexmeIves to be cded Canadians. 



Chapter 6 

The Canadian Nation and the Immigrant Other 

virgin soi?, the primeval forest, and the teeming seas and lakes and 
rivers a l l  possess undeveloped riches. Man alone is apparently the 
missing quantity, and nds energy, industry and capital are the requlred 
elements in developing this young, but sturdy Dominion into the 
Greater Britâin of the West - the worthy scion of the grand old 
Motherland across the seas, whose pride is in the colonial gems which 
adorn the imperid diadem, of which Canada is one of the brightest and 
most valued jewels. 

The New West,, (Canadian Historical Publishing Co. 1888:Preface)). 

This chapter tracks the emergence of Canada7 proper, that is, the rational- 

bureaumatic apparatus which, f?om its base within the British colonies, extended its 

regime of striation until it had achieved (relatively) effedive control over half the 

continent. As I wi l l  show in the immediately folowing section o n  the Canadian 

invasion of the Red River region, the methods of creating and rnanaging the 

problematic diversity of a Romamstyle 'empire' were self-consciously taken up by 

the Canadiane h m  both the amient European discourse on divemie and its New 

World adaptations by the British and French. Once they had s m e d  theV control, 

the Canadians began trybg to import Selfbodies to re-populate the region. But this 

plan, B e  al l  before it, came off miserably, and only succeeding in creating the 

greatest proHeration ever seen in the problem of Canadian diversity, through the 

emergence of literally dozens of categories of Immigrant Other. 

This promon of new identities puickly overwhelmed the system of 

clasdication the Canadians had inherited fkom the British, which could neither 

differentiate between various types of Immigrant, nor adequately separate the 

Immigrants fimm proper Canadians. In response, the= ernerged the Great Chain of 

Race, a creative confluence of Herodotan ethnography, European natural history7 



and North American social gospel / science, which I will present as it was epitomized 

in the work of J.S. Woodsworth, Along with this new meam of claseifpng human 

diversity, there arose new solutions. After toying wi th  transportation and 

assindation, the Canadians beeame more creative, making use of the *que 

characteristics of the Immigrant - her qualities of having corn from Mar and of 

being in tmnsition - to evolve the new methods of deportation, disedhnchisernent, 

and uiternment for those Immigrants who had already amved. For those yet to 

corne, immigration laws were used to try ta ensure the exclusion of individuals 

identifid with groups considered Vndesirab1e' in Canada In this way, the Canadian 

state creatively responded to the expanded pmblem of diversity it posed for itself 

through its desire - perpetually unattained - for uni@, identity, and the status of 

Great Nation, 

Ckaring the %mptyy West 

The origin myth of Canadian Confederation suggests that Canada was 

founded by an agreement between four provinces, which were y'oined'' by other 

groups and individuab later on.' This myth has been chanenged by writers such as 

Howard Adams (1995) and Himani Bannerji (19961, who argue, respectively, that 

'Aboriginal' and ?mmigrant' are colonized identities within the purview of the 

Canadian state. It is interesting to note that certain contemporaries of the Tathers 

of Codederation' were in agreement with what has now become a 'radical' stance. 

Canadian Rev. A. M. Dawson, in a lecture delivered to the Mechnnics' htitute of 

Ottawa in 1864, dedared that "every people, when they have reached a certain 

degxee ofpower and renomt ought to aim at possessing colonial dependencies" 

(Dawson 1870:45). William Norris echoed tbis sentiment and invoked both ancient 

and modem European antecedents as a guide for the fiiture of Canada= 



Every known nation at present in being ... has at fust been a colony .... 
In ancient histmy, the nation the moet famous in war, in oratory and 
art... was Greece. That this nation was once a colony, it is not 
necessary to prove. The same may be said of Rome ... but the 
precedent which ... more particularly concems the inhabitants of this 
country, is that of England -- the motherland .... At b t  the attempt to 
colonize the Island was made fiom Rome, and it is more than probable 
that the Romans laid the foundatiom of thoee great institutions which 
have since been the means of England's greatness ( N o m s  1875:27-8. 

Driven by visions of the glory of empire, those who identifieci with the new 

Dominion uivoked the Euopean dictum of terra nulliics to constnict the temtory 

they desired as empty, unstriated, and tharefore fair game. Henry Hind, sent out on 

an uAssiniboine and Saskatchewan Exploring Expeditionn by the Province of Canada 

in 1858, reported on the "vast unpeopled wastee - oRen beautiful and rich, often 

desolate and barren -- of the great North-West" (Hind 1859:l). The New West, a pro- 

colonization pamphlet published in Winnipeg in 1888, described the Northwest as 

containing "countless thousands ofleagues of territory on which the foot of man has 

never trod, lying tenantless and dentn (Canadian Historical Publishing Co. 

Finding "empty" land, however, was only halfthe battle. According to E.G. 

Wakdeld's influentid pronouncements on British colonial policy, elements of 

colonization ... are waste land and the removal of people [i.e. Euopeans, to n11 the 

empty 1 4 "  (Wakefield 1929:30). In an 1876 Repart, the Commander of the 

Canadian Mlitia showed thae he bad read up on his colonial theoqc 

The appointment of magistrates, and encouragement of missionary 
labour are questions also beaming pmminent in the dawning 
development of that noble temtory, not long ago only known to the wiid 
Indians of the mountain, the forest, and the prairie, to the dissipated, 
nomadic halfbreed, and to the hardy trapper, but now dently and 
patiently awaiting the approach of the immense wave of human He 
which must shortly overrun the fair and productive soil of those remote 
and beautifid solitudes (Report of M i b r  &&y Smyth, cited in Canada 
1876: 13 1). 



While these dreams of striating an apparently empty space were quite in keeping 

with building an empire on the Rom-British model, there were some dif£ïdties to 

be overcome. Hem Smyth and Dawson's vision of an emptg land awaiting "htunan" 

setdement are tekg, for as Smyth's own text notee, thie space wae already the 

home of a number of Native nations, Metis settlements, Hudson's Bay Company 

forts and, of course, the Red River colony. This was not an exceptional case, in 

Canada or elsewhere. It seems that everywhere the Europeans went, the "waste" 

lands turned out to be occupied. There was, therefore, an element miseing h m  

Wakefield's formula for colonization: before the %aste" lands could be populated, 

they had to be de-populated, i.e., th& emptiness had to be constructed in colonial 

practice so as to correspond to colonial theory. The proven way to do this was to 

remove h m  the existing bodies their possession of fidl human subjectivity by 

setting them up as Others ta the colonizeis Self. 

In the case of the Canadians and the Mans of the Northwest, the means of 

differentiation, and a method appropriate to it, were already at  hand in the form of 

the myth of  the doomed Savage: 

The policy of peace and protection towards the Indians has proved a 
wise one. It has CO& far less than the aggressive poliqy of the United 
States towards the tribes within their boundaries .... For the sake of our 
own interests, if not fiom pity for a race destined apparently to 
extiTlction, we should deal wi th  these kidian tribes kindly, and let them 
pass h m  the world unsbined by the sheddiag ofE&Esh blood. 
(Charles Marshall, The CanadMn Dominion, cited in Canada 1876:117, 
130, emphasis added). 

W e  there were proven methods in place for deaüng wi th  the Indians, the difndties 

presented by the people ofthe Red River settlement posed a pmblem as yet unsolved 

by any coIoniaI power. Emitting contradictory signs ofall of the identities within the 

system of human difference the Canadians inherited fimm the British (see the 

previons chapter), the settlement was too Savage to be tolerated and too Eumpean 



to be destroyed. In the report of an 1857 expedition, the writers were oveijoyed to 

Discover "attractive and eubstantial" Chrietian c h d e s ,  as well as a church and 

sch001 where W e  congregation appeared to be exdugively Indian; in their behaviour 

they were most deamus and attentive" (Canada 1858:332). But they also felt 

compelled to give their impressions of the 'darker' side: 

On two Sundays during my stay, at the time when Divine service was 
king celebrated in all the chwches of the settlement, the heathen 
M a n a  held th& dog feasts and medicine dances on the open plain. 
mhe evil spirit was invoked, the ooqiurer'a arts used to inspire bis 
savage spectators wi th  awe ... (333-4). 

How could the local Christians stand it? To the Canadians, thia could only be 

due to the impure blood that flowed through their veine: 

These hardy and fearless chüdren of the prairie [the HaKbreeds] 
constitute a race ... endowed with remarkable q d t i e s  .... It is, however, 
much to be regretted that ... many of them are fast subsiding into the 
primitive Indian state; naturally improvident, and perhaps indolent, 
they prefer the wild life of the prairies to the tamer duties of a settled 
home; tbis is the character of the majority, and belongs more to those of 
French descent than of Scotch or English origin (353). 

This passage shows the fidl scope and force of the Canadian adaptation of the 

British colonial discourse on diversiW. Both the British and French Halfbreeds were 

set apart as a separate race, and were Qmdtaneoudy held to be iderior in 

h d w  and civilization, wi th  the French EaEbreed appearing as even more 

inhuman and uncivilized than the British, Lowest of& on the Great Chai. of Race 

were the unassimilated people of the Native nations who, being in the way of the 

C ~ ~ ,  seemed to have tegressed' h m  the days ofthe HBC and, once again, 

were being mmed as Savages. Egcept for the addition ofuCanadian" to the tail end of 

%ritishn and "French," the semiotic square and hierarchical ordering of Canadian 

group identiw was taken over directly f?om the British colonial regime. 



Figure 6.1 - Group identiw in Canadian colonial discourse 

a o t  possessing Canadian identiw 

The 1857 Report made use of the hierarchy implicit in the separation of these 

groups in assuring its readers that the sorry state of the settlement was not the 

fault of the land. The few Fulbbreed Europeans who were there had managed to 

produce al l  the signs necesaary for a Canadian to feel at home: "Mr. Gowler, Mr. 

Gladieux, Mr. Flett, the McEhys, and several others that might be named ... farm 

with industry and economf' (360). AU that was needed, then, was to move out the 

hybrids so the pure stock could move in. There was a problem, however. ln the 

interval between the m e r  of çontml over thek Iives h m  the Hudson's Bay 

Company to the Dominion of Canada, the people of the Red River settlement had set 

up th& own government. Like the m o i s  confederacy and the coureurs de bois 

More them, they were Mating thev own space, and appeared ta have at their 

disposal the means ofdefenciing that Wace against violent intrusion, as they had 

shown in preventing the Canadian-appointed Governor h m  entering the area They 

also had the means of expressing themsdves in a stgle that showed fluency with the 

civilized humanist discourse that was being used to justifg their dîspIacement for 

lack of cidhtion and hitmani* 



Whereas? it is admitted by all men, as a fundamental principIe, that the 
public authonty commands the obedience and respect of ite eubjects. It 
is also admitted, that a people when it has no Government, is fiee to 
adopt one form of Government, in pref'emnce to another, to give or to 
refuse allegiance to that which is pmposed .... 
CW]e renise to recognize the authority of Canada, which pretends to 
have a right ta coerce us ... 
(Dechmtion of the People of Ruperts Land and the North-West, Dec. 8 
1869, in CNW:904-906). 

Casting this resistance to invasion as a 'rebellion', the Canadians sent in 

troope as soon as they could. They dso incorporated many of the demands of the Red 

River Provisional Govemment into the Manitoba Act of 1870 (33 Vic. c. 3). which 

attached a hopefully tamed new province to the Dominion. Manitoba was presented 

to the Metis as a &uaraxltee of their rights and lands and was supposed to 

"extinguishn HaEbreed title (Article 31). But, like the Indian reserves under the 1857 

Civilization Act, the Hslf-breed Homeland waa designed ta self4estnict. This time 

the method was not enfiranchisement, but the scrip system, thugh  which HaZf- 

breed adults and children were issued certificates that could be redeemed in land or 

money. Individual and institutional capitalista h m  Canada were Wck to grasp this 

opportunity to put th& capital to work by buying up scrip certificates at discount 

prices. According to Donald McLean, a Metis historian, "the chartered banks were 

the largest dealers in scrip throughout the Northwest tenitones, purchasing about 

60% of aIl scrip sold (McLean 1987:108). Research done by the Metis and Non- 

Status Mans  of Saskatchewan has shown that "90 per cent of scrip certificates 

ended up in the han& ofbankers, lawyers and merchants, bought at prices ranging 

h m  25 to 33 per cent of faœ value" (Qted in Purich 1988:116-7). Dispossessed of 

thar land by the Canadians, many of the Metis of the Red River region moved 

M e r  North and West, hoping to escape the strange machinations that the gifts of 

c i . t i m  and representative government had bmught to them. 



As the existing people of Manitoba were cleared out or contained, Canada was 

able to begin importing Aaglo-Saxons, followiag the plan of "a conque& and military 

rule, untü a Canadian immigration can outvote the present inhabitantSn (Taylor to 

f ih ,  A p d  27 1870, in Stanley 1961:132). John A. Macdonald felt that "these 

impulsive Metis have got spoilt by the &meute lupriaid and m u t  be kept down by a 

strong haad until they are swamped by the influx of settlars" (Macdonald to John 

Rase, Febmwy 23,1870, cited in MeLean 1987:105). And ao they soon were. The 

1870 census of Manitoba showed that the population of 11,963 wae divided into 9840 

"Half-breeds* and 558 "Christian Indians," as opposed to 1565 'CmThites" (Abstract 

Statemnt of Census, SPHC 1871 No. 20:92). Fifteen years later the situation looked 

quite different. The total. population counted by the 1885-86 census had risen to 

108,640, and the 'blood' ratios were radically altered (StatsCan 1887:7). The province 

was bigger now, and Indians and HaEbreeds were counted whenever they could be 

found, but even so there were only 7985 people who daimed to be HaEbreeds, and 

5575 who were counted as Indians, for a total of 13,560 non-Whîte bodies. The White 

population, however, had inmased dramatidy, to about 84,000, or eighty percent 

of the population. 

Ironidy,  the displacement of the people of the 'emptf Northwest, while it 

achieved a short term goal, had the long-term effect ofexacerbating the problem of 

Canadian diversi&. The initial invasion of 1870, and subsequent attempts at 

legislaihg away the Half-breeds and Mans caused a series of displacements that 

led to M e r  violent co&ntations in 1885, which in theh turn have leR a legacy of 

disputes to thîs &y. There was, and continues to be, much debate over the means by 

which the displacement of the Metis and kidians was carrieci out. Was it moral? More 

importantly for Cm&- who share the New World obsession with the bottom line, 

was it legal? Will the government have to dole out more blankets, pouches oftobacco, 

tractors, and MW, mrTnions of d o h s  in cash? These questions &er, but are of 



greater importance at the end of the twentieth century than they were at the end of 

the nineteenth, when it appeared that colonial practice had M y  caught up to 

colonial theory. Moving ateadily o u t w d  h m  their base in Manitoba, the Canadim 

Quickly cleared out or containeci the Halfbreeds and Indians, 80 that by the 1890'8 

al1 of the Northwest was "awaitùig only the advent of the Anglo-saxon race to be 

transf'ormed into a prosperous and thriving comtrqf (Canadian Historical Publishing 

Co. i888*9reface). 

An &sp&sZon of BuciaL Subject Positione 

Unfortunately for the ambitious new nation, fiILing the Northweet with the 

Anglo-saxon race proved to be even more diflticult than clearing it of Savages and 

Halfbreeds. It was obvious from the beginning that this task would require mslny 

more Canadians than presently existed and were w i k g  to leave central Canada, and 

so the politicians and businessmen in Ottawa looked to immigration to help make up 

the difference* To this end, two pieces oflegislation were put in place: the 

Immigration Act of 1869 (32-33 Vic. c. 10); and the Dominion Lands Act of 1872 (35 

Vic. c. 23). The purpose of the Immigmtion Act, as gleaned fiom its expliut inclusions 

and exclusions, was to open Canada to hedthy, wealthy, Anglo-Saxon bodies? h 

order to provide places for these bodies, the Dominion Lands Act required that those 

parts of Manitoba and the Northwest Temtories which were not currently being 

used by Anglo-Saxons be carved up into squares - agridturally striated - and 
offered up to chosen Tmmigrants for fiee, provided they made certain 

%provements" to the land within three pars (Section 33). Under the direction of 

the Department of the Interior, which replaced the Hudson's Bay Company as the 

apparatus of distant mic~ocontrol in what was now the Canadian Northwest, these 

two acts set up the legd means by which colonization by proper British-Canadian 

types could pmceed. 



In the 187033, the ships' manifests used to record statistics on Immigrants 

had only 4 categories of Wationality": English, Scotch, Irish, and Foreigners (NAC 

RG 76 Series C.1 Books 16-24). These forma rdected the British-Canadian h o p  foi 

Immigrants h m  the Old Country, and the iack of any perceived need to Merentiate 

between those few who might corne h m  dsewhere. That hope was qyickly dashed 

however, as ships began arriving with 400 out of500 passengers listed as 

Foreigners, mostly with names like Pedem, Larsen, and Andersen. The people in 

the field tried to make up for the lack of an officïaIly supplied category by sometimes 

writing in "Sc811hvian" as a "Nationality," In the 1880's, the "Natiodty" 

-tegories were (irreguldy) expanded to include Engliah, Irish, Scotch, American 

citizens, Ge-, Scandinavians, French and Belpians, Mennonites, Idanders, and 

Other Countries @LAC RG 26 Series Cl Vol. 25 Book 2). These immigration 

numbers are notonously 'unreliableY.3 For my purposes, though, both the gathering 

of immigration statistics and the objections to their ernpirical baliditf are part of the 

same game, and show the importance ofnumerical tabulatiom to the creation of an 

entirely new abject position - that of the Immigrant, the non-British, non-kench, 

non-Indian internal Other, 

Figure 6.2 - Group identi& in Canada, 1870's - early 1900's 



In 1896, W o r d  Sif'ton took over the Department of the Interior, aRer havhg 

promised in his election campaign to overhaul the system and correct theee 

problems. But his regime aleo failed to secure a sufEcient supply of Desirable bodies, 

claiming that while "the British immigrant ie by far the more desirable ... the 

difficulty is, that in Great Britain ... there is only about one million people all told, who 

are engaged in agridtural pursuitS.... It is therefore necessary to look to other 

countriesn (JHC 1900 v. 35, App. 1:308). From th& point on, the officia1 luie was that 

anyone who could till the land could be a Canadian: "Our deaire is to promote the 

immigration of fanners and fàrm labourers. We have not been disposed to exclude 

foreigners ofany nationality who seemed likely to become successfbl 

agriculturalists" ( S i ' n  to Laurier, 1901, in Knowles 1997:62). While it is tnie that 

the Anglo-only policy was largely abandoned, Canada was not really accepting %ny 

nationalityen SiRon's poliey was clearly oriented to hding agridturalists who were, 

if not AngloSaxon, at least European, and therefore second best.4 Another 

innovation of SiRon's regime was the m g  of regdations regarding block 

settlement of Immigrants. There were, in 1896,36 such setklements, comprising 

over 37,000 people, mostly Ge- and Russian Mernonites, dong with some 

Eastern Europeaas (SPHC 1897 No. 13:124-5). Sifton's department altered the 

established policy by allowing more and larger settlements of Doukhobors 

attempting to escape Old World religious perseeution in the New, and by admîtting 

'Galitians' - a &&-al1 category for anyone appearing to be fkom eastem Europe - 
attemptulg a ,similm impmvement in th& material well-being. 

While the Department of the Interior tried to present these policg changes as 

improvements, the people of Canada were qui& to notice that aI though the new 

rmmigrants might be 'Europeans', they were Europeans of an incorrect type. Yet 

another attempt to solve the problem of Canadian diversity had only served to 

exacerbate ît, as was immediately apparent in the House of Commons. As soon as 



SiRonts Deputy Minister, James Smart, had revealed that bis Ministry was 'looking 

to other countries" than Great Britain, the Select Committee on Immigration turned 

to a discussion of the "comparative value" of immigration h m  these bther 

countries." Fmm this discussion, a clear picture of the hierarchical arrangement of 

the categorg of Immigrant emerges. American settlers were clasaified "next to the 

British settlers - ifnot equal or m some instances supenor" (JHC 1900 v. 35, App. 

1:309); Gennans were seen as qyite Desirable, dthough diffidt to acquire. Belgium 

was considered to be too smd, and the Swedes seemed to prefer the United States. 

Russia wap possessed of a great stock ofudesirable classes" but, like Germans, they 

were hard to come by. 

The discussion then hulied to the Doukhobors, who were the only people - 
besides mhilists and anarchists - with whom the Russian govenunent was willing to 

part. Where the Committee had been content to listen quietly to the Deputy 

Minister's exposition of the previous gmups. the questions began to fly. Five hundred 

Doukhobors had corne to Canada. Where were they now? Was it tnia that they were 

leaving for the United States? Next, and even more problematic, came the Galicians, 

lumped in with the Doukhobors as fast-breeding Undesirables: 

Q. Do the Doukhobors and Gaiicians have large f d e s ?  
A. 1 think SO, yes .... 
Q. I have a statement fkom a party in the locality where the 
Doukhobors are that where they have settled the land has gone down in 
value, as Canadiaas do not like to settIe there but sell out and leave. Do 
you know anything of that? 
A. ... It may be so, 1 won't Say (JBC 1900 v. 35, App. 1:319-320). 

Both in and out of Pariament, the dawning understanding that they would fail 

to realize the fantasy ofAnglo-Saxon puntg incited fear, rage and civil disobedience 

in British-Canadians, which was acted out upon those whom they saw as invading 

ûthers- In the Prairies, ît was the Doukhobors and Galicians who tuok most of the 

blows. Under the title "Mlsfit Immigration,'' the Calgary Herald took on Sifton and 



Smart directly, celling the reœnt report of the Select Standing Committee 'one of 

the most amusing books of the seasun, as funny as Three Men in a Boat and as 

pathetic as Dodo:" 

What ie this country mming to? Doukhobo~ pouring in by thousands 
on the eastern dope, Galicians marming over the central portions, and 
rats taking possession of Dawson City, one would imagine that Canada 
ha8 becorne a veritable dumping gmund for the refuse of civilization 
(CaZgary Hemld Feb. 1,1899). 

Although Canadian nativism has not been well studied, Howard Palmer's Pattern of 

Pn$zdke: A Hktory of Natiuisrn in Alberta. (Palmer 1982) deale in depth with these, 

and other, nativiat reactions in Alberta and provides references ta M e r  sources. 

In British Columbia, which Canada acquired in 1871, Canadian nativism took 

the form of a particularly virulent anti-Asian sentiment. AU of the rhetorical stops 

were pulled out in the attack on the Chinese, as seen in an address ta the 1902 Royal 

Commission on Chinese and Japanese Immigration. C. Wilson. presenting on behalf 

of the Province of British Columbia, invoked a litany of all the modes of 

d-erentiation available to him, constructing a stupid, inhuman, uncivilized Other: 

The foundation of all social order is based upon a vigorous and intelligent 
people and the date ~ n n o t  long endure whose foundation rests not 
upon those of its own race and kind, but upon a race not only &en in so 
fiir as their birth is concerned, but ofa dinerent type ofhumlinity and 
~vilization ... who do not assimilate with us, who would not ifthey could, 
and who codd not ifthey wodd.. (Euidem of C. Wikon, SPHC 1902 
No. 542821, 

Several thouand petitioners for Oriental exdusion a~ounced their devotion to the 

hi& principles of British-Canadian nationalism, declaring that Yt is in the interests 

of the Empire that the P a S c  province of the Dominion should be occupied by a large 

and thoronghly British population rather thau by one in which the number of aliens 

would form a large proportion" (279). To show that they were serious, the Canadiam 



of British Columbia took it upon themeelves to solve the pmblem of &an Otherness 

by a series of attacks on people and property, culminating in the famous riot of 

lgO7.5. 

Canadian nativism was not, however, a p d y  Engiish-Canadian 

phenornenon. French nationalism was ae etrong as ever, and ite adherents d a o  had 

th& concems about the racial content of the Northwest. Henri Bourassa, for 

example, accepted the empty land thesis, and the basic tenets of Canadian 

expansionism. But hie imaginary Northwest differed in one very important respect 

h m  that of British Canada= 

m e n  they [the fathers of codederation] considerad ... those virgin 
lands when they threw open to civilization those immense territoriee 
which had theretofore been only the domain of the Indian and the 
buffdo, what was the idea which dominated th& minds? It was to 
introduœ there an idea that would idude  both nationaiities, to 
intmduce an idea that would bring together the French and the English; 
it was to create there a British colony, but also and Anglo-kench 
alliance that wodd endure for aIl time (DHC March 28,1905:8588). 

While the British might not have been winning the demograpblc battle in the 

Northwest, they were not losing it as badly as the French. Already, Boumsa had 

noted that the pattern of immigration was again making it possible to use 

The Soliutor General, 1 was sorry to hear, made an argument this 
aftemoon that because the French Canadians are less numemus in the 
Northwest than the Germans, or the Scandinavians. o r  the 
Doukhobors, there is no reason to grant us the o 5 d  use of the French 
language (DHC March 28,1905:8588). 

Despite baving different ideas about what they had founded, there was a 

rather u n d  level of agreement between the ' h o  Founding Races that incoming 

Otherness was a b a t  to th& Psnstence- Each race fdt its hold on its Homeland 

declining, and the Northwest, rather than becoming British and / or French, was once 



again reFusing to follow design paranieters and giving rise to alI maMer of emergent 

forme. To French-Canadian nationalîm thie meant an intensification of the 

minoritp statu of French language and culture outaide Quebec, and another reason 

to fear the loss of an existing? but always threatened, identiw. For Engiish Canada 

the situation was a iittle cWerent; rather than worrykg about pmtectiqg an identity, 

there was a fear of newr achieuing one. Thmugh its Mure to acquire pre-striateci 

Selfbodies h u g h  immigration, and its 'succees' in escalating the number of types 

of Immigrant Other to 79 by 1903 @LAC RG 26 Series Cl Vol. 26 Book 3), English 

Canada dealt itself a wound that continues to fester to this day. 

Restoring O d e r  - J.S. WOOCESworth and the Great Cliuàn of Race 

What was to be done? A 'fiood' of lectures, articles, and books poured out into 

the spbolic realm, hoping to counter the imaginary flow of inconhg ûtherness - 
the problem of Canadian diversity had corne into its own. 'Canada is today the 

Mecca of the world's emîgration,* R.G. MacBeth declared: 

and those who are comuig are by no means immigrants like ... the early 
settlers in the Pruvince of Ontario, or the Maritime Provinces or the 
Red River country, who took no rest tiU they had erected churches and 
schools and colleges .... For the most part those who have been coming 
in recent years are of inferior races and lower civilizations WcBeth 
lgl2:ZO-2 1). 

R.G. Macpherson, L i b d  M.P. for Vancouver, agreed with MacBeth, and pushed the 

pmud lineage of Canada's Fotmdational Stock back to ancient Rome: 

The men who b d t  up this countryp who hewed homes out of the forest, 
were men of k t  class, Aï stock, and the responsïbility they left us is 
great. The sentiment qressed in the pmud phrase, Ciuis Romanus 
sun ,  becomes the citizen of Cansda as well as it became the citizen of 
Rame. A race of men who cannot appreciate our mode oflife, out  mode 
of education, aI i  that goes to make up Canadian citizenship, are not fit 
immi'grants of this country (cited in Ward 1978:84). 



These indeed are perilous times," intoned Arthur Hawkes in The Birthn'ght (1919). 

Those who suppose that dangers ain be ovemme by pmphesying smooth things 

concerning them wül h d  no lullabies hem. Ifwe daren't be frank we had better be 

dmdn (xvii). 

One of the bt, and most famous, to sound the darm was J.S. Woodsworth, in 

hie very popula. Stmngers Within Our Ga&s (1972a [1909]). 1 have chosen to treat 

this text in detail as it displays a fascinating - and influential - confiuence of 

discursive forms: in this text, Hemdotan ethnography is revived and applied to the 

study of Immigrants as i n t e m l  Others; European racialism, with its hierarchy of 

White, Yellow, Black, and Red finds a permanent home in Canada;G North American 

social science, with its &arts, graphs, tables, and diagrams, is brought to bear to 

reproduce and highlight the objective-naturd quaIity of the problem of Canadian 

diversity; and the discourses of socialism and the social gospel provide the text with  a 

strong bias towarda the use of the institutions of the state and civi l  society to try to 

solve the objective-natural-scientific pmblem of Immigrant diversity. Woodsworth's 

text is also interesthg in that it is a compendium of the work of a number of writers, 

brought in to give their opinions on various issues and immigrant groups. It is thus 

very much a cross-section of "informed opinion" at the t h e .  In the interest of 

mainbainhg a focus on the problem of Canadian diversity, rather than on 

Woodsworth's place within history, 1 should point out that it is not m y  intention to 

challenge the view, expressecl by Madyn Barber in the introduction to the 1972 

edition of the book, that Woohorth possessed "an inqiliring mind with a deep 

interest in people and their welfaren (viii). Rather, 1 hop to show that Woodsworth, 

like his Iess inquiring and compas~onate contemporaries, was reproducing and 

heightening the problem of Canadian diversity in his attempts to define and solve it 

through rational-bureaucratie means. 



WoodsworWs goal, as stated in the Preface, was to "introduce the motley 

mwd of immigrants to our Canadian people and to bring before our young people 

some of the pmb1et118 of population wi th  which we m u t  deal in the very near hturen 

(9). Much of the book is devoted to a discussion of the relevant characteristics of this 

amorphous heap of pmblematic Others, taking on both the method of Hemdotan 

ethnography and its obsession with the aeven categories of cultural fàct: place of 

regidence and climate, language, dress, food. dwellings, religion, and political 

organization. The oatagones were updated where neceesary, but there aui be little 

doubt that, as the problem of Canadian diversity expanded in size and scope, the 

ancient methods of cataloguing diversity were revived and put to productive use. 

'Countqy of Origin' - with the usual confusion of races and places - provides 

the main structure for the presentation of subjects in Stmngers Within Our &tes, 

standing in quite easily for place of residence when the Others are inside rather than 

out. In its prestmed influence upon bodies originating in a parti& place, dimate 

plays its ancient role: "taken all in dl the- is no class of immigrants that are as 

certain of making their way in the Canadian West as the people of the peninsula of 

Scandiriavia," Woodsworth proclaims. "Accustomeci to the rigours of a northern 

c lha te  ... they wiU be certain of success in this pioneer country" (77). Linguistic 

attributes are also Muently invoked in the descriptions of human types that adorn 

the pages of Strungers Within Our Gates. Four pages (92 -96) are devoted to a table 

giving the "iinguistic Merences and affinities" of the European races. J-C. Speer, 

Woodsworth's correspondent in UChinatown,n found it %leasing ta hear words ofour 

own tungue" fiPm the %ttle strangersn - children - ha met there. &One is reminded 

that some ofthem are as much Canadian as are we of Anglo-Saxon speech" (145). 

Speer found fûrther evîdence ofstrangeness in the Chinese mode ofdress: %e 

Chinese ladies wear no head covering, but seem to find th& chiefpleasure in the 

most daborate toiIetn (146). Food choice semes a .amilar fiuiction and, as in the 



ancient and medieval cosmographies, sometimes veem into the fantastic. "Lliey [the 

Chinese] are by no means vegetarians, as so many people believe, but they can live 

on rice exclugively when it is neœssary to do eo" (147). This ie a feat surely worthy of 

the A p p l e - S S m  and Lotus-Eaters of yore. 

The relfgious and political pmpensities of Woodsworth's Othem also merit 

hquent comment. The arrangements adapted by the Mormon commtmities are 

given a great deal of attention, since Woodsworth feared that the "octopus of 

Mormonismn was reaching out h m  Salt Lake City to p s p  hold of Canada (66). 

ARer enurnerathg the many heresies of the Mormons, Woodsworth declares that 

%eee doctrines are obviously inconsistent with the teaching of Christianity/ and 

can only lead to @the end of all fkee govexpment' (71). In the ahsion to ignorance of 

the value of a hat, in the assumption that English words are the only Canadian 

words, that rice is not a Canadian food, that the principles of British liberalism and 

European self-determination are the only valid form of political organization, we see 

the value of the Herodotan trope of implicit cornparison with a standard a s s d  to 

be shared with the reader, but not with the object, of the text. Neither Woodsworth 

nor Speer were expecting their words to be read by a Chinese woman or a Mormon 

Bishop, but intended them o d y  for a hidden, hvisible Wgroup to which they 

assumed themselves to beiong. 

V7ïthout doubt, Woodsworth was reproducing ancient prejudices. But his 

reproduction was creative, as it introduœd, recovered, or popularized certain 

metaphors, theories and methods that have had a profound influence on the 

twentieth century discourse on Canadian divemity. F o r  example, he and his 

colleagues helped the ancîent system adapt to a modern world motivated 

increasingIy by, or shaIl we Say obsessed with, the achievements of scienoe. FoUowing 

the lead ofgovernment bureaucrats, and preparing the gmund for the later 

conixi'butiions of professional ethnic demographers, Stmngers Within Ow Gates 



makes copious use of tables showing the numbera of people arriving in Cmda, 

arrangeci according to "birthplace", "race", and "Mtionality," thereby providing 

%oncrete' evidence of the existence of the problem of Canadian diversity. To help 

convince the reader that the problem is getting worse, the tables are placed in 

chronologid order, so that even the most doubtfùi can see the distreesing trends: no 

Bdgarians at dl h e d  in 1900, but each year afbr that the numbers steadily 

increase: 1,7, 14,2,71,896,1802 (23). "Figures takn (l?), the sotiolagist declares, 

then abruptly backs off h m  his own empiricism: 'Cilf only we could read into these 

figures th& real meaning!!" (22). 

While it might have been hard to read the "realn meaning of social-scientinc 

tabulations, it was relatively easy to use them to magne  the Immigrant problem 

until it tuok on the proportions of a crisis. For this purpose, Woodsworth made 

copious use of the Flood metaphor for incoming diversity. This trope, which I 

discussed in chapter 1, aids in the construction of incoming Others as a 1];8turaZ 

disaster mting a nisis situation. It is invoked repeatedly by Woodsworth and the 

other contriiutors, providing a sort of bcrsso continua that underlies and sustains the 

rhetoric of the text- It fïrst appears in Sparlin& introduction, as quoted at the s t a r t  

of this section, with a reference to "the incoming tides of immigrants." Then, in the 

introductory section %migration - a world problern" (attnbuted to WHEWLEY 

(sic)) the Flood metaphor is applîed to immigration h m  'ïhe remote and little known 

regions of northern, eastern, and southern Europe:" 

Like a mighty Stream, it fin& its source in a hmdred rivdets. The huts 
of the mountaïns and hovels of the plains are the springs which feed; 
the fecundity of the races of the Old Wodd the inexhausti'ble source 
(13).7 

At the end ofthe second ehapter the Flood metaphor is again invoked, to put in an 

end any doubt that W e  are kcing a probIem of great importance: T e  have entered a 



new era in our history. The immigrants are upon us! For good or ill, the great tide is 

tuming our way, and is destiaed to continue to pour in upon ue" (29). 

While chai.es and tablee can help to support the idea of an impending natural 

disaster caused by the amival of an amorphous mase of hwnan person-types, they 

are also useful in establiehing the possibility of orgunizing this maes acmrding to 

certain assignable chatacteristics. The categories of classincation can act as a 

series of dikes, keeping the Flood at b a s  or perhaps, better yet, as channels, directing 

the flow into productive tasks, such as the construction of known and manageable 

identities. For, once the identities and differencee have ben worked out, the %de' 

does not seem so 8morphous and nightening.. it can be eean to contain 439 Chinese, 

1200 Ruthenians, 4 Quakers, and so on, ad infinitum, until every last shred of 

difference has ben accounted for. 

We have, of course, encountered this will to exhaustive naming before - in the 

principle of plenitude that accompanies the Great Chain of Being* It, Iike Remdotan 

ethnography, re-appeared in Canada at the s ta r t  of the twentieth century, taking a 

form I refer to as the Great Chain of Race, structuring thought, action, and even the 

table of contents of Wwdsworth's book. Reading its chapters one descends the Chain 

h m  pinnacle to base, following the contours given by the European natural 

philosophers and racialists. With the second edition ofhis Sys tem Naturue (1740), 

Linnaeus included humanity in his scheme, under the classifications Europaeus 

albus, Americanus rubescens, Asîaticus fuscus, and Afkic811us niger: White, Red, 

Ydow, and Black These colours were put into an explicit hierarchy of h d t y  and 

cîvilization by LeBon, vis: White, Yellow, Black, Red (see Todorov 1993:107 E). 

Again, Woodsworth was not doing something entirely iuiheard of in Canada, The 

order he presented followed that given in the reports ofthe Departnient of the 

hterior h m  1896 on. But he was innovative in his abilie to lay out the entire 

structure and j e  its arrangement7 with the sort of meticdous attention to 



completeness and detail that one would expect from a modern social scienüst 

following in the footsteps of medieval natural historiane and ancient Greek 

philoaophers. 

The discussion begina with "Immigrants fimm Great B&ainn, who are the 

most Desirable type for Woodsworth's vision - which he assumes is shared wi th  his 

reader - of a White Anglo Saxon Rotestant Canada The British are 'among our 

best citizens* since they bring with them "more of our own blood," and c m  uaseist us 

to &tain in Canada our British traditions and to mould the incoming d e s  of 

foreigners into loyal British subjects" (46). Next on Wwdsworth's scale, and in 

keeping with the officid government line? are Immigrants from the United States. 

9esirable settlers? Yes" (65). These are followed closely by the Scandinavians - 
'they easily assimilate w i t h  the Anglo-saxon peoples and readily intermarryD (76). 

Next corne the Germans, who are 'among our best immigranb" (84). qven those 

who detest foreigners make an exception of Germana, whom they classify as 'white 

people like ourselves" (a). Woodsworth places "The Frenchn Gfth on his scale of 

White Desirability, and even then allocatee only a single page ta his discussion. "Up 

to the present time the French immigrants have formed no large colonies," he 

declares, seeming to forget the entire history and even the simple existence of 

Quebec (90). 

The descent d o m  the Great Chain of Race takes the reader to Southeastern 

EUT OP^, where %e enter what is to most of us a terra i-tan (92). Again, one can 

note the assumption that the reader - one of 'us' - is not a Southern European. Here 

Woodsworth stumbles, almost fds off the structure he is working so hard to 

complete: 

W e  plunge into an apparently inerrtricab1e tangle ofnations, races, 
laquages, and reIigions. On what priaciple are we to adopt a working 
classification - geographid situation, political allegiances, national 



ties, racial characteristics, liaguistic afnaities, religious beliefs, social 
distinctions, or some gmup of these? (92). 

Ifit encounters difnculties outside of northwestem Europe, social science fails 

utterly when it is applied to the Yellow portion of the Great Chain of Race. At this 

point a long description of 'Chinatown", attributed to the Rev. J.C. Speer, is inserted 

into the text, in which the many strange cliffierences of "The Chinese" are 

enumerated. They are 'clumsy men" who play butlandish fiddles" (la), make use of 

'V1-smelIing punk-sticks" (150) and have "peculiar" fimeral customs (151). Turning 

to the 'Hindu', Woadsworth declares that 'they are very slow, and do not seem 

capable of hard, continuous exertion. Their diet is light, and physicaIly, they are not 

adapted to the rigomus climate of Canada" (154). This litany of tragic clifferences 

leads to an inevitable conclusion: unlike even the most southerly or easterly o f  

Europeans, "[tlhe Orientals m o t  be assimilated" (155). 

Proceeding down the Chain, Woodsworth h v e d  at the Black and Red in a 

chapter entitled "The Negro and the Indian," Short though it is, this chapter is quite 

interesting for both its explicit statements and inadvertent admissions: 

Neither the Negro nor the Indian are immigrants, and yet they are so 
entirelg different fiom the o n E i M ~ y  white population that some mention 
of them is necessary ifwe would understand the complexity of our  
problemâ We group them merely because both stand out entirely by 
themselves (158, emphasis added). 

The Invisible Selves - the uordinarg white population" - are namad explicitly, ,in 

temu oftheir Invisible Colour, against which the Blacks and the Indians 'stand out" 

for the wrïter and assumed readers of the text. For his description of the Uunmanlf 

and "undemocratic" traits of the Negro, Woodsworth cites an American 'expert',* 

then nnishes his discussion by saying that %e may be thankful that we have no 

Wegro problem' in Canadaw (158). Quite true. While the semi-Whites and Yellows in 

Canada were despised as Useless interna1 Others, the Blacks fmed even worse - so 



low on the scale of Desirability that, despite the faet that there were Black slaves in 

Champlain's Quebec and a continuous, but tenuous premce ever since, this 'tgpe' 

had been so successfully prevented fimm obtaining a place in the history of Canadian 

diversity that it could not even become part of the problam.9 

With regard to the Indians, whom he de8cribed as '@ossly pagan ... half 

civilized ... debached," Wwdsworth had littie to Say, other than to cite the neceesity 

ofpmviding them with the giRs of Christianity and civiiization (160). Woodaworth's 

attempt to consider the probleme of the Indian and the Immigrant together was 

important, though, in that he was forced into it by his desire for a complete 

description ofthe Great Chain of Race. The Indian was not an Immigrant, but still he 

was part of the problem of Canadian diversity, and thus had to be included in any 

enuneration ofits content. 

In codifving, darifying, and completing the Great Chain of Race, in recovering 

useful ancient, medieval, and early Canadian colonial forms, and in providing these 

with a sound basis in New World social-scientSc observation and comrnentary, J.S. 

Woodsworth and the contributors to his text made an outstanding con~7,ution to the 

construction of the pmblem of Canadian diversiW. But this was not 4. Wwdsworth 

also turned his attention to the need for solutions, bringing to bear the same literary 

vigour and social-scientific attention to detail. The Flood metaphor was aucial here, 

as it reinforcecl the idea that the incoming Others were not human subjects but 

natural objects, and made it possiole to consider state policy intervention as 

proviciing a 'tap' to wntrol their "now'. Yet, as the previow ten years had shown, even 

the Canadian state was being overwhelmed: "Govemment policy may to a small 

extent @&en or direct the flow, but great economic laws rather than Government 

policy are responsible for the rise ofthe tide" (29). With the help of the Flood 

metaphor, the diversity that threatened Canada was simd~eously objectised, 



pmblematized, publicid, and rendered insoluble. For what could be done in the faœ 

of a natural disaster arising fkom intractable economic laws? 

Despite his lack of faith in goverrunent policy, Wmdsworth had no intention of 

being swept away in the Stream. H e  had a plan. but first he had to diemiss a 

competing pamdigm that wül be f d a r  to late twentieth-century readers as a 

latent form of multidtwcalism: 

There is an dounded optimism that confïdently asserte that dl this 
m i n g b g  of the races is in the highest interest of our countzy We get 
the strength of the North, the beauty of the South, and the wisdom of 
the Eaet; euch is the h e  of thought ofken presented in aRer-dinner 
speeches (182). 

Anticipating the theory of complex systems, Woodsworth perceived that "the newer 

nations are in a state of ustable equilibrium" (182), poised on the edge of order and 

chaos, ready to give rise to new forms. Fearing these emergent forms because they 

were unpredictable, he presented his own design plan for enabling a %ber tgpen to 

be developed: 

English and Russiam, French and Germans, Austrians and Italians, 
Japanese and f i d u s  - a mixed multitude, they are being dumped into 
Canada by a kind of endless chah They sort themselves out after a 
fasbion, and each seeks to fïnd a corner somewhere. But how shall we 
weld this heterogeneous mass into one people? That is our problem 
(167). 

In constructing an unavoidable and unsolvable dilemma in this way, Woodsworth 

provided the canonid formulation of the pmblem of Canadian diversiw in the 

twentieth centurg as a problem of apetpetual lack of unie caused by the presence of a 

disordemi chaos of non-cononical Otkrs. To help Canada achieve its destiny. 

Wooborth  advocated a ho-pronged attack: asm'mtlation to an Anglo-Canadian 

model for those Others already wîthin - the mass that needed welding - and 



exclusion for those who could not be expected to 'assist us to maintain in Canada our 

British traditions" (46) - the fiow that requVed direction away b m  Canada: 

We, in Canada, have certain more or less clearly defined ide& of 
nationaI weU-being. These ide& must never be lost sight of. Non-ideal 
elements there must be, but they ehodd be capable of aesimilatio~. 
Essentially non-assimilable elements are clearly detcimental to our 
highest national development, and hence should be vigorously excluded 
(202). 

1 will discuss each of these soIutions, and others adopted by the Canadian etate but 

not advocated by Woodsworth, in the following two sections. 

Dealhg with internal Others was nothing new to those who took it upon 

themselves to constmct a British Canada, as they had ken struggling for centuries 

to displace, contain, exterminate, and assixdate the Savages, F'rench, Indians, and 

Halfbreeds. Out of these methods, ody assimilation was applied to the Immigrant 

Other, in what I will describe below as passiue and &*ue modes. But, try as they 

might, eariy twentieth-century Canadians could not assimilate their m e r s  as fully 

or completely as they (the Canadians) might desire. So, wMe the Canadian federd 

government continued to leave most of the work to the provinces, via their 

compulsory education systems, and the churches via th& missions and setdement 

houses, it also began to take senouely its responsibili~ for "directing the flow" of 

Und-le hmïgmnts. Because these identities occupied a low position on the 

Great Chain of Race, bodies associated with them cuuld be treated Eke objects and 

moved about with impunity. This, when combined with their lack of fidi British- 

Canadian subjectivity (haturalization'), pmvided some appealing options: 

deportdon ofindividuals, and mass deporktion, or tmnsportation ofgroups; the 



Immigrant's la&' of fidl citizen status dao enabled disenfianchisement and 

intenunent. mth these methods ofphJrsical eIiminRtion of Undesirable Immigrants, 

the Canadian govemmant began to subject bodies that were not seen as conforming 

to the ~ - C 8 ] 1 i 8 d i a . n  mode1 to various forms of rational-bureaumatic discipline. 

It was not uncornmon for British-Canadiam of the early twentieth century to 

assume that Southeasteni Europeans, as members of the White race, would simply 

%e assimilated', in the passive tanse. An example of this can be seen in the reeponse 

of Depu@ Minister James Smart, when questioned by a member of the Select 

Standing Committee on Immigration and Colonization: 

Q. Are the habits of the Doukhobors like those of the Mennonites, who 
want to make everything themselves? 
A. Yes, largely the Doukhobors are the same. They make their own 
shovels, spades, boots, clothing and all that; many of them are 
blacksmiths. ... 
Q. They wil l  get over that in tirne? 
A. 1 have no doubt that aRer rubbing against Canadians, they will 
change theh habits (JHC 1900 v. 35, App. 1:314). 

The Canadian government had aiways been against "assiating immigrants too 

much, so that, when questioned by the same committee, a later Superintendent of 

Immigration was forced to admit that he h e w  very little about the bodies that his 

department atsacted, processed, and deposited %n the land:" 

Q. 1 understand you foilow the immigrant on his arrival in Canada by 
one of your agents all the way through to his destination in the 
Northwest? 
A. No. 
Q. You know nothing about them a f k  they arrive? 
A Atter they land in Canada, we know they are ticketed to a certain 
point by the raiiway. 
Q. Do you h d  out where they are going, whether they are going to 
Eends in the Northwest, or simply going without any connection? 
A. No. 
(JHC:1906 v. 41 App. 2:476). 



Being dumped into the prairies to rub up against Canadians did not seem to be 

enough to transform Immigrants into British-Canadians, and so there was a growing 

feeling that more active measures had to be adopted Again, Woodsworth was a 

leader. As a follower of the socia'i go&, linking the salvation of the individuai to the 

salvation of society,lo Woodsworth was of the opinion that "special attention should 

be drawn to the necessity of miseion work in our cities" (Woodsworth 1972x256). He 

himRelf had put in his time "where the white harvest dandeth,'' at the AU Peoples' 

Mission in Wuinipeg, as Chair and Superintendent of its operations. In his more! 

methodssriented volume, My Ne&hbour, published in 1911, he spelled out in great 

detail how the task of assimilation was to be carried out. As indicated by its name, 

hie mission really did attempt to be al1 things to all people, induding among its 21 

"Departments" Ruidergarten, boys' and girls' social and educational classes and 

clubs, gymnasiums and baths, liîraries, night schoole, concerts and lectures, Sunday 

meetings, monetarg relief, reIigious semices, and hospital and home visits 

(Woodsworth 1972b:ZlO-216). Reminiscent of the colonial fort, the mission was an 

outpoet of civilization in a wilderness of Barbarian which, in a telling metaphor, 

acted like a "fOCUSiI1g glassw to direct rays of assimilative energy onto the homes of 

Immigrant families (183). 



Figure 6.3 - The mission as agent of rational-bureaumatic discipline. 

In The Education of the New Cana&n:A Treatise on C a M s  Grnatest 

Educcrtional Pmblem, J.T.M. Anderson also came out against the theory of passive 

There seems to be a too prevdent idea that each and every male and 
fernale new-corner may, irrespective of age, and A r  being subjected to 
some more or less indefinable process, which we call 'assimilation', enter 
the ranks offdl-fledged Canadian citizenship (Anderson 1919:7). 

Citiag WoOd8wortl1, whom he presented as uone of the best Cariadian authorities on 

the subject of racial assimilation" (29), Anderson was concerned that the new 

Immigrants would never becorne %ue Canadian citizens, imbued with the W e s t  

Anglo-Saxon ideals" (8). An Inspecter of Schools in Saskatchewan, he tended to 

favour compulsory education in British language and culture, conduded by proper 

British teachers ody. 'The unqualifiecl, h a l f C m d ,  Yoreign' teacher m o t  

properly inculcak those ideas so essential in laying the foundation oftme citizenship 



in Canada" (37). Taken up in the right hands, though, miracles could be worked with 

even the sort of iderior material that was landing on Canadian shores, as Anderson 

allows an unidentifid pioneer of as~idlat ion to relate: 

1 was the first teacher in this liWe prairie school, in the midst of a 
foreign settlement in which were repressnted halfa dozen foreign 
nationalities - Swedish, Hungarian, German, Ruthenian, Polish, and 
Slov& My feeling of aversion won wore off, and I became intensely 
interested in teaching these children English. In a few days they were 
making use of Engüsh sentences, executing commands and playing 
games. At the same time mthy clothing was being discarded and the 
little girls began to appea. in deaner dressee. The boys soon made f h e  
use of towels, soap, and combe, and instead of the large 'chunks' of 
bread wrapped in filthy rags, there mon appeared neatly parceled 
lunches, with the bread carefully sliced. Thus the work went merrily on! 
(36) 

Painting a scene reminiscent of the f irst visite of Canadian bureaumats to the 

Northwest, Anderson goes on ta tell of a place, 'Cwithin a few miles" of this school, nui 

by uunquaMed teachers," where "except for a barely noticeable ability to speak a 

littIe English, nothing has been accomplished" (38). Like the Savage before him, the 

Immigrant was desperately yearning for the g ï f t  of Britishness so close at hand: "the 

cry  of the foreign child for better schwling must be heard and anscoered" (121). Again 

like the Savage, the Foreign child was to be taken h m  the Gare of his parents for his 

own good, and any local attempts at the striation of space forcibly overcome. 

Anderson had high praise for how "sensioly and fearlesely" the Alberta authorities 

de& with diffidties arising in Yoreignn districts, by swooping in and appainting 

school boards where they were not happy with the policies adopted by those who had 

b e n  democratically and legally dected (99100). Certainly, ifanyone had chosen to 

fight harder, there would have been yet another rebellion in the Northwest, as 

distant microcontroZ was once again imposedin an attempt to force people's lives ta 

confonn wi th  a distant ideal of British Cana* identity. 



Such was the treatment of the Strangem within the gates of fortress Canada. 

But what about those who threatened fmm without? Frank Oliver. who took over 

control ofthe 'tap' h m  Clifforci Sifton in 1906, began what was to become a century- 

long attempt to classi&. manage, and solve the problem of Canadim diversity. E s  

k t  action was to present a bill to give the government new discureive and 

legislative powers over Foreign bodies, both incoming and existing: 

This Act is designed to enable the Department of Immigration to deal 
with undesirable immigrants - that is the sule purpose, as 1 understand 
it. We provide certain definitions, which Win give us necessary authority 
over the people it is desired ta reach (DHC June 13,1906:5201). 

Oliver referred to the 1906 Immigration Act as a "weapon of defense," which included 

sections allowing the Minister, or the Govemor in C o d ,  to deport, exclude, and 

prohibit fkom lmding, various 'classesw without consulting the legislative or 

executive branches of the Canadian goveniment (The Immigration Act of 1906.6 Ed. 

W, c. 19). 

While it was only with this act that the legal means were set in place to deport 

people fiom Canada, it seems that the practice had been gohg on illegaUy for quite 

some the ."  In his 1877 Report to the Select Standing Cornmittee on 'immigration 

and Colonization, the Secretary of the Department of Agriculture, wbkh was then in 

charge ofimmigration, let it be known that his department had a %vien about these 

The nile of the Department is that immigrants who have not been over 
one year in the country, are, in some measure, under the care of the 
Department; and ifit has been found, after they have corne to the 
country, that, h m  ilkiess or bodily irifirmitp? they have been d I e  to 
get th& living? they have been sent back, aa the simplest and cheapest 
mode ofdealing with them (SPHC 1877 App. 6:40). 





who refiised to submit to Canadian racial disciphe d d  be "arrested and detained" 

(Section 1) and, if %e officer or authority making the arrest was not satisfied with 

th& p1edgee of allegianca, they could be interneci (Section 5). These provisions were 

expanded in cover Canadian citizens by the Wartime Ekctions Act, whkh revoked 

the fkanchise for "nakiralized enemy aliens," except those who were se- in the 

Canadiaa armed forces (7-8 Geo. V. c. 39 S. 154). Regardless of one's citizemhip, 

beliefs, or personal history, having as one's "mother t o m e  ... the language of an 

enemy muntrf was enough to make one an official Enemy. 

On November 6,1914, an "Inteniment Operatiom" branch - rather 

ironically attached to the Department of Justice - was created by Order in Cound, 

to be headed by WD. Otter (PC 301). Over the 6 years of its mandate, the 

Intenunent Operations branch processed 8,579 people, identified in Otteis 1920 

report as consisting of 6,954 "Austro-Hung8]rians, covering Croats, Ruthenians, 

Slovaks, and Chzecks," 2,009 "Germans," 205 Turks," 99 "Bulgarians," and 312 

"Miscellaneous" (Report on Intenment OperatiOns, 1921, reprinted in Gregomvich 

1983:74-94,79). Of these, Otter states that %ot more than 3,138 could be correctly 

dassed as prisoners of war," (79). He suspected that "the tendency of municipaiities 

to 'unload' tb i r  indigent was the aiuse of the confinement ofnot a few" (80). Not only 

their indigent, perhaps, but their ûthers, defined as indigent, then redehed as 

Enemy Aliens? Thus did deportation, transportation, and internment function: as 

methods of physical elimination ofpmblematic bodies that provided modern 

e<iiiivdents to colonial extermination, displacement, and containment. Just as the 

extermination of Savages was jusSed on the basis of th& la& of h d t y  and 

civilization, the treatment of human Iinmigraots as inhttmrul objects was predicated 

upon their lack of %itabiliW for the honour ofbeing considerd Canadian, 



EaxZuding the Strangers W i t b u t  

Deportation, transportation, and inteniment, however, were of minor 

importance compared ta the efforts made by the Canadian government to regulate 

the flow of incoming Otherness by means of individual and group excltuion of bodies 

that were still outside. Section 30 of the 1 m m t m t ~ n  Act of 1906 provided the legal 

bais for wieldbg this weapon: 

The Govemor in C o u d  may, by proclamation or order, whenever he 
considers it necessary or expedient, prohicbit the lmding in Canada of 
any specified dass of immigrants, of which due notice shall be given to 
the tzansportation companies (6 Ed. W, c. 19). 

As with the new d e s  regarding deportation, the courta and elected representatives 

could be bypassed, enabiinp decisions to be made by a small group behind closed 

doors. The use of the term "class" is also important, as it was empty of specific 

content and therefore provided a wide-open category under which any group of people 

could be excluded for any reason. That Fiank Oliver was aware of this potential is 

apparent in his answer when questioned on the relevant section in the House of 

corn mon^: 

mere has been an immigration of gypsies lately and it is thought that 
such people are not desirable under any Circumstances dthough they 
are physiC8Uy and mentally fit, and that it would be cpïte proper to take 
power to sap: You cannot corne in (DBC June 13,1906:5253). 

Applicable without explamtion or reason, without public knowledge or the pokntial 

for criticism, exclusion by 'class' waa a perfkct weapon of defense in the war on 

incoming Otherness. 

Like deportation, exclusion was in fact practiced prior to 1906. It had been 

possible gince 1869 to pmhibit the entrance ofthose seen as medically or 

psych010gidy dt, and the Chinese had long had the honour of being the f irst race 



to be excluded h m  Canada via a separate piece oflegislation (Chinese rmrnigmtibn 

Act of 1885,48-49 Vic. c 71). But formal, expliut racial exdusion wae not commonly 

practiœd, either before the 1906 Act or after, ae the Canadian government chose to 

do its work in roundabout ways. The "continuous journef legidation, which led tu the 

Romogata Mam incident*, is one famous example of the preferenœ for implicit 

rather than explicit racial disahination. This tradition of daiming to be open and 

tolerant whüe actually being dosed and aûaid c m  dm be seen in Frank Oliver's 

presentation of the 1910 Immigmtion Act as a triunph of egalitarianism: 

The intention of the Bill, and the policy of the govemment, ie that alI 
immigration s h d  be treated on exactly the same footing, on the same 
baais, according to their rnerits, irrespective of their race or religion 
(DHC: March 21,1910:5505). 

An odd daim, since Section 38 of the Act restated the continuous journey restriction, 

and also allowed the Governor in C o d  to 3rohibit for a stated period, or 

permanently, the landing in Canada ... of immigrants bdonging to any race deemed 

unsuited to the dimate or requirements of Canada, or of immigrants of any specined 

class, occupation, or character" (Section 38c, emphasis added). Perhaps what the 

Minister meant was that everyone would be classed as Desirable or not based on the 

same set of racial principles? 

Canadian exclusionism reached its mature form wi th  the 1919 Act to amend 

the Immismfion Act. Section 3, which dealt with the 9rohiiited classes." was 

revised, and the n&r ofproblematic classes extended from 9 to 20 (9-10 Geo. V. c. 

25). Of greater importance, though, was the broader latitude given to the Governor in 

Council for prohiiting the landing oE 

immigrants ofany specEed class or occupation, by reason of any 
economie, indmtrial or other condition temporarily existingin Canada 
or because such immigrants are deemed unsuitab1e h a .  regard to 
the climsitic, industrid, social, educational, labour, or other conditions or 



requirements of Canada or because such immigrants are deemed 
undesirable owing to their pedar customs, habits, modea of M e  and 
methods of holding property, and because of their probbIe inabiliw to 
becorne readily 888iLnilated or to assume the duties and responsibilities 
of Canadian citizenship within a reasonable time aRer their en- 
(Section 13). 

During the second reading of this bill, J.A. Calder, the Mïnister for Immigration and 

Coionization, spelled out its aim quite clearly. Although he hdd it to be "self-evident" 

that Canada had to inmase its popdation - to inmase the tax base, size of 

markets, and other reasons of capitalist exploitation summed up in the catch phrase 

*people and production" WHC April29,1919:1868) - he was wncerned that the 

population thue acquired be of the correct type: 

mer some years to corne ... our policy should be directed dong h o  
lines, fht, towards i n m e  our  agricultud population; second, 
towards providing, under the existing law ... for the exclusion of certain 
classe8 of people who c a ~ o t  be readily absorbed into our population at 
the present t h e  (DHC April29,1919:1876). 

Eager to make use of his new powers, Calder dowed himself an orgy of 

expiatory exclusion, which began only three days after the Act to Amerrd the 

Irnm&mtion Act received royal assent. PC 1202, issued on June 9,1919, allowed 

Mans to be barred from B.C. - and thereby fkom Canada - by prohibithg the 

landing of 'any immigrant of the following classes or occtipations, viz., skilled and 

unsktlled labour" at its ports (SC 1919, v. 1 Pr& to Statutes: ix).l3 PC 1203, passed 

on the same day, prohrcbited %migrants who are alien enemies or who or who have 

been aüen enemies during the warn Next to go down were the Doukhobors, 

Mennonites and Hutterites, for whom it seemed that the nnal lines of Section 13 had 

been explicitly written PC 1204 of June 9,1919, excluded them for theïr wculiar 

customs, habits, modes of Me and methods of holding property, and because of th& 

probable inabilitp to become readüy assimilated or to assume the duties and 



respons1'bilities of Canadian citizenship within a reasonable time aRar their entSy" 

(x). To the extent that was possible for a British-modeled political eystem, the 

Canadian government was finally able to give free reign to its desire to punieh the 

Others whom it had long blamed for ruinhg its National Dream. At the same the,  

Calder achieved hie goal of inmeasing the flow of hcoming Selfhood. In 1918,5,396 of 

41,845, or 13%, of immigration to Canada was h m  Great Britain. The next year, 

the tohI had almoat tripled, to 107,698, with 54% b m  the Mother Country, and 

39% h m  the United States, leaving only 7% in the Other class, most ofwhom were 

French (B&B Report Book4.238 ff.). For having achieved what the Canadian 

goverornent had ken striving for since 1867, Calder should dafinitely be elevated in 

the status of Great Man. 

The Canadian govemment continued to add restrictions and pmhiiitions until 

the number of Undesirable categories vastly exceeded the Desirables, rendering it 

easier to specify which classes were admissible rather than those that were 

prohibited. This technique was used in an Order in C o d  of 1923, which limited 

entry to only a few classes: agridturists with the means to begin farming, farm 

labourers with reasonable assurance of employment; female domestic semants with 

reasonable assurance of emplopent; wives and Chizdren of residents able to support 

them; U.S. citizens with means to xnainw themselves until they could fmd 

employment; British subjects with means exœpt, of course, those who were Man; 

pemns who could sath& the Minister that their labour was requîred; and finally, 

0 t h  relatives, not d e r  eighteen, and not ksian (PC 183,1923)- The Chinese 

Immigrdon Act of 1923 took this same approach, and showed how the specification 

of Desirables could be used to totaUy exclude UndegKables without giving the 

appearance of having done so. For, while the title of the a d  seemed to indicate that 

its purpose was to allow Chinese immigration, its &ect was to shut it dom entirdy, 

by limiting en- to diplomats, retnriiing children of Chinese descent, and m e r b t s  



and students coming to Canada on a temporary basis (13-14 Geo. V. c. 38 S. 5). By 

denying entry to persons "of Chinese origin or descent other than the classes 

mentioned" (S. 7), the Act was spectacularly effective; over the next 20 yeare, a total 

of8 Chinese are recordeci as having emigrated to Canada @&B Report:4.238 E). In 

their close attention to economic conditions, the focus on classes of employment as a 

means of implementing an excluaionary policy, and the specincation of Desirables 

rather than Undesirables, these proclamations and Acts estabüshed the foms 

followed by current Canadian immigration legislation. 

The strategy of exclusion reached its zenith with the Great Depression, which 

pmvided the justification for a totaI prohibition ofall Undesirable Others. In 1931, 

the lmding in Canada of all classes and occupations was prohibited, with five 

exceptions: British subjects with means to maintain themselves; U.S. citizens with 

means; wives and children ofcitizens; agridturalists wi th  means; and fiancées who 

could be supported (PC 695, Mar& 21,1931). The sections allowkig Americans and 

unspded agridturalists were M e r  qualified by a proviso that these could not 

settle in a province %hich aigdied its disapproval of these sections." Thua, the ody 

way to get into Canada in 1931 was to be a non-Man, relatively weU-off British 

subject or Arnerican, or to marry your way past the border guards. And if you were 

already in, it was a good idea to stap off the dole. In 1929,444 people were expeIled 

h m  Canada for showing a likelihood of becoming a public charge - that is, for being 

suddenly Useless to Canadian capitalists. In 1930 this number inaeased to 2,106, 

doubled again in 1931 to 4,084, and rose to a hi& of5,217 in 1932, a year when total 

immigration was only 20,591. By the 1930's, the immigration Yap' had been shut off, 

and to a great extent the 'flow' ofotherness had been reverseci. Canadian nativism - 
especiany in its English variant, which hoped for the French to be eduded as well. as 

everyone else - had found its expression in a restrictive immigration policy which 

made it very dear that Canada was, and would remah, British. 



Idenfie by Design in EarZy Twentieth-Century Cana& 

Two central themee emerge h m  this chapter. h t ,  the prevalence of a 

&si@ theory ofidentity that required strict mnformity to an Aoglo-Canadian model. 

Associated with this was a dependence upon ruercive methah of remoud and 

exclusion of those who were not seen as capable of conforming to the specined design 

parameters. In thie etage of the history of Canadian diversity there thue appeared 

one important part of the late twentieth century policy of multidtwalism - a desire 

for uni@ and identity achieved through rational-bureaucratie action which was 

presented as Yair' and 'non-discriminatorg'. Yet, phMcal force wae systematidy 

invoked by excluding, conbining, and deporting, at one time or another, Wrkially 

every 'ciass' of person who did not appear to be a healthy, wealthy, British-Canadian. 

Those whose bodies could not be eliminated were politidy disempawered, through 

the removd of their ab* to vote. This was all done under a covering rhetoric of 

open, fair, liberal dernomtic ideals, with every abuse justified by claiming that some 

crisis or another made it sadly neceesary wam, depmssions, strikes, political 

activity, all served this purpose acimirably, and in each case it seemed to be possible 

to daim that this was only an emergency measure, a deviation h m  the regular 

practice of an otherwise peacehl and fiendly nation. Such was Canada's 

cornmitment to treating immigration" on Kexactly the same footing, ... according 

to th& me&, irrespective of their race or religion" (E'rank Oliver, DHC: l k k c h  21, 

19105505)- 

1 would suggest that the Immigrant was blamed for the fdures of the Two 

Fomding Races to realize their respective National Dreams and, like the Jew and 
. . Christian in ancient Rome, served as a scapegoat whenever a plague fa upon the 

nation The formulation of the pmblem of Canadian diversity in the early twentieth 

centurg, with its focus on the difEculties of racial assimilation, &es some dues as to 



precisely why and how the Immigrant was at fault. His greatest sin, it would appear, 

was k t  to behave like the British and French and attempt to striate hi8 own bodies 

and spaces aecording to his own models; but wome than this, the unassimilable 

Other appeared to be succeeding tuhere the British and French were faciling, in being 

possessed of distinctive characteristics, in being part of an ongoing and lively culture 

which codd give rise to strange churches, evil-smelling punk sticka, and outlmdish 

clothing. Obsessively marked out as distinct h m  canonid Canadian societg, the 

Immigrants of the early twentieth century, Like the Savages and Indians before 

them, appeared to have precisely what those who would administer and assimüate 

them lacked - an identity. This was, 1 suggest, simpiy too much to bear. The British- 

Canadians, as the occupants of the highest rung in the Canadian Great Chain of 

Race, knew all about 'swamping out' eBsting peoples by overcoming them 

numerically. They had done this across what was now the whole of Canada, with the 

gilaring exception of Quebec, where it seemed that the French could never be 

outnumbered. Sornething had to be done if the nation were not to be broken into ten 

or a hundred Quebecs, a sea of Red Rivers, a cosmopolitan chaos in which 

Britishness itdfmight be at risk fiom the forces of unconstrained racial and 

civilizatio~d mixing and cultural emergence. 

Notes 

The BNA Act begins: Whereas the Provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia, and New 
Brunswî& have expresaed their Desue to be f i d e d l y  unite& into One Dominion under the 
Crown of the United Ringdom of Great Britaîn ..." IRSC 1970 Appendix 9257, 
emphasis added). From their earliest attempts to wrest control of the Northwest 
away from the Hudson's Bay Company, the Canadians represented tbemselves as the 
bearers of a gift of unity and civilizatiion. For example, they petitioned the British 
government to "unite Rupert's Land and the North-Western territory with this 
Dominion, and to grant to the ParLament of Canada authority to legislate for the* 
firture welfare and good government" CRSC 1970 Appendix 9:264). It  is now 
commonplace to read that Manitoba "enfered confederation" (MCBCM:15) or that "Riel 



. .. 

asked that the Red River area be made a province..," (Buchignani & Engel 1983:49). 1 
wodd also refer the reader t o  the discussion of what I cal1 'Our History" in chapter 
6, 

Section 1 provided for immigration offices only in London 'and elsewhere in the 
United Kingdom," and also 'on the Continent of Europe? Not d l  were welcome, 
however, Masters of ships arriving a t  Canadian ports were required to report on any 
passengers who were 'lunatic, idiotic, deaf or dumb, blind or infirm, stating also 
whether they are accompanied by relatives able to support them" (Sect. 9.1). "Pauper 
immigrants" were also prohibited fiom landing (Section 16), and the established 
practice of using medical quarantine stations to filter out diseased bodies was 
continued (Section 1). 

Throughout the I880's, the writers of the Statistkal Yearbook of Canada cautioned that 
i t  was only possible 'to form a generai idea of the numbers that yeady settle in each 
province," due to much unofficial travel across the American border, B.C. not 
distinguishing between visitors and settlers, and so on (CSY 1888:66). In the 
twentieth century, the Canadian classic seems to be (Ryder 1955). 

4 In 1899, during Sifton's tenure, the Canadian government sent out 886,000 maps and 
pamphlets. These were printed in "Bohemian, German, Swedish, French and English, 
Danish, the Scandinavian language, Icelandic and Hungarian," and sent to Great 
Britain, the European continent, and the United States (JHC 1900 v. 35, App. 1:349). 

5 See (Ward 1978:53-76) for a full discussion of the riot and the events leading up to 
and following it. 

This statement anticipates and foreshadows evidence that will be presented in 
chapter 8, 

7. That 'horthern eastern and southern Europe" were seen as 'remote and little 
known" regions also serves to highüght the arbitrary character of the assignation of 
problematîc clifference. Individuals whose genetic stock derives from these regions 
are now cast much more often as  'invisible selves' than 'visible others'. 

'Tn Africa the people are unstable, indifferent to siiffering, and easily aroused to 
ferocity by the sight of blood or under great fear. They exhibit certain qualities 
which are associated with their descendants in this country, namely aversion to 
silence and solitade, love of rhythm, excitability, and lack of resewe. Al1 travelers 
speak of their impulsiveness, strong sexual passion, and lack of will power. ... The 
very q d t i e s  of  intelligence and manliness which are essentid for citizenship in a 
democracy were systematicaIly expunged fiom the negro race through two hundred 
years of slavery" (158). 

9 For more on the Black as unmentionable, excluded Other in Canadian history, see 
James WaIker's A H&ory of the BlacRs in Calrada. Walker suggests that the exclusion of 
the Black experience nom Canadian history might have something to do with the 
fact that it challenges the belief that British-Canada has only been home to freed 
American slaves, having never owned any of its own, -ut fkom the early nineteenth 
century," WaIker mites, "there was never a time when blacks were not held as slaves 
in Canada. Slavery is thus a very real part of o u r  history, yet the fact that slavery ever 
existed here has been one of oui. best-kept historical secrets" (walker 1980:19). 



10 For more on the Canadian social gospel movement, whose relation to 
immigration and assimilation has yet to be fully explored, see (Allen 1971; 
Antonides 1985; Fraser 1988). 

l1 Othet parts of Lowe's evidence are cited by Barbara Roberts, who encountered it 
in the Immigration archives, at p. 5 of her book Whence They Came: Deportafion from 
Cana& I 9 0 0  - 1936. She offers up many insightfd comments on the role and function 
of deportation in Canada over this period, 

12 For further description and comment on the Komogata Maru incident, see (Ward 
1978:87-3; Ferguson 1975). 

13 The intent of this Order, and those like it, was confirmed by J.A Calder in the 
House of Commons. '[Aln order in Council is in existence prohibiting the entry of  
skilied and unskilled labour fiom Asia; at least akilled and unskilled labour is not 
pemitted to enter our British Columbia ports, which means that, in so far as this 
class is concerned, we are excluding it" (DKC April 29, 1919:18?4) 



Chapter 7 

The Rise of the Mosaic Metaphor 

In the previous chapter 1 showed how early twentieth centvy Canada was 

dominated by racial intolerance and nativist demande for assimilation or exclusion of 

bodies that could not be accommodated within what 1 cded a design theory of 

Canadian identity as Anglo-confo~ty. But there was another h e  of thought extant 

at the time - which 1 wïil describe in thia chapter as a free emegence theory of 

Canadian identiw - where it was assumecl that a 'proper' and Wgh' Canadian 

identiw would emerge on its own, out of an unmnstrained mixing of 'racial e t i e s ' .  1 

will also discuss the evolution of a constmined emelZgenoe theory that combined 

elements of both the design and fixe emergence lines, and was the ancestor of 

mdtidturaIism as state policy aRer 1971. The reason 1 make this design / 

emergence distinction is to highlight the theme of emegence and hybridity vs. design 

and identie which perrneates the Canadian diecourse on diversity. It dso 

provides a means ofünlring up late twentieth century theory and practice of 

multidturalism wi th  its predecessors, which is a necessary task that, as far as 1 

know, has not been adequately canied out. In the remainder of the chapter, 1 address 

the &angïng mle of the Canadian &te as it became intimately involved in the 

production of appropriately integrated subjects who wodd perform accordhg to a 

simulation mode1 of an ideal 'Canadian citizen'. In summary, this chapter shows how 

state-sponsored seductive integration of cultural signs slowly replaced coercive 

assimilation ofracialized bodies by civil society as the preferred solution to the 

pmblem of Canadian diversi@ over the course of the twentieth century. 



As J.S. Woadswoorth had noted in 1909, some concemed citizens around him 

were suggesting in uafter-dinner epeeches" that assimilation to the British-Canadian 

model w d d  not be the way of the m e ,  but that "the rningiing of the races* was "in 

the highest interest of our country" (Woodsworth 1972a:182). Professor Maurice 

Hutton, addressing the Empire Club in 1904, had argued that great civrlizations 

are created by a blend ... when one people of one type meets another people of quite a 

different type and by force o f  circum~bnces are compelled to ... add th& joint 

civilizations together" (The Canadian National Character," in Clark 1904:68). As a 

model for this process, Hutton invoked the ancient Greek expaieme, and apoke in 

the first person to one of its pre-etninent phiiosophers: 

Your own civilkation of Greeœ, Rato... was pmduced by a sturdy 
northem people coming down like a wolf upon the southern fold of a very 
amient and rich civiliization ... and these pmduœd the many-sided, 
susceptible, marvelous genius of the Ionian Greek (68-69). 

H u m  had big plans for the Canadian hybrid, which he expected would possess the 

qualities of the philosopher-king, the occupant of the highest rung on the Platonic 

Great Chain ofBe* 

P b ,  in bis picture of an ideal state, aaks himselfthis question - Eiow 
am 1 going to combine the mady qualities which build up an empire, 
enterprise and seKrdiance and high spirit and aggression, with the 
other @tics more gentle but more &cient in rnaîntaining an empire, 
perhaps, when bdt? 
... We are going to say to him, PIato, it is possible that in the Island of 
Ahnt i s  you wil l  fïnd a people known as Canadians ... fitted ... for 
m-ig this ided character (68). 

similarly s t i m n g  and ho@ vision ofthe ktae Cana& 



In Western Canada the- is to be seen to-day that moet fmcinating of 
all human phenornena, the making of a nation. Out of breeds diverse in 
traditions, in ideale, in epeech, and in mnnnat oflife, Saxon and 9av. 
Teuton a d  Celt and Gad, one people is being made. The blood etrains 
of great races wilI mingle in the blood of a race greater than the greafxxt 
o f  them ail (1909-fiefiace). 

Unüka Woodsworth, who argueci for the use of agents of eocialization to convert 

Foreign Others into Anglo-saxon Selves, Connor and Hutton imaginecl that the 

Canadian type would eventually emerge on its own. They underetood that the 

chara&ristics ofthis identity, as the remit ofa  pmcese of fusion and mixing, were 

essentially unknowable, but they were certain that it would be of the highest type. In 

that they placed no limits on the mingiing of races, and entmsted their fbture to 

superior 'blood stocks', 1 d e r  to th& vision as a /ive emergence theory of Canadian 

identity. 

This vision did not catch on with eady-twentieth-century British Canadians, 

perhaps because it sounded too much like the all-American ideology of the "melting 

pot." Howwer, an even more marginal - but homepwn - alternative, to both 

designed aegimilation and fke emergence, was dm being advocated in Canadian 

public Mie: 

The day wil l  corne in Canada when each nationaIi& while preservbg its 
own peculiar ch8~8cteristics, brought up in the broad, smng, national 
Iife of Canada, ... will combine to form the grandest race that the 
continent of North America or the world has yet produced (Lieut-- Col. 
Sam Hughes, DHC 1902:3026-7). 

The key innovation hem is the suggestion that bach nationalitf will "preserve its 

own characteristics,'' but only within %he bmad, strong, national life of Canada." The 

possibiliw that a totd eradication ofdifference might not be aaainable was already 

implicit in Woodsworth's metaphor of 'brrdding" together a series ofuelementsf or 

fiindamentai, indivisible units, but this entailment was suppressed in his text- 



Hughes was willing to follow it through, to the point that he h v e d  at what might 

appear ta be a l o g i d  contradiction in his daim that some kind of singular f o m  - 
m e  grandeet race ... yet producedu - would emerge out of a (Lcombination" of a 

diversity of presemed characteristics.1 Like H u t a  and Cornor, Hughes hoped for 

the emergene of a aingle race, and he also expected that an eesentially unknowable 

result would, by some necessity, be the best possible. But, in allowing for the 

contradictory existence of a diversity within this unity, and in settinglimits to the 

realm of paaidarity, Hughes prefigured, without ueing the name, the integrationist 

approach that Canada would even-y adopt. 

Charles McCullough, a founder of the Canadian Club, also weighed in on this 

theme. %et us be broad Canadians," he argued, broad as h m  sea to sea ... and 

h m  the south to the riorth; but in all our breadth let us endeavour to conserve the 

national spirit, but build up Canada in every possible waf CUCm&an Clubs and 

Canadian Pmblems," address to the Empire Club, in Hopkins 1911:220). McCullogh 

M e r  pumed the theme of uni& within diversity by noting that the Canadian 

Clubs had as their mandate the 'promoting of uni@ among ourselves" and the 

development of an ideal of %leration and respect" between the French and English 

(222). This could be extended, he thought, to the other races as well: 

In building up the walls of J e d e m  evergone of the children of Zsrael 
endosed thev &y with u n d  etrength of wall - the dutg devolved 
upon them to buiid, and every man did hie m. So, in Canada, it is by 
every one doing his part, men of diverse views, men of djfbxnt races, 
men who have no knowledge of the liberty we enjoy in this Canada of 
ours, but who have corne here to share in our prideges (222). 

Thus he added the idea that ifprobIematc diversity were to be presemed rather than 

e d a t e d ,  it would be neces- for canonid Canadians to tolercxte the resulting 

signa of Otherness. 



These %heorists' of Canadian identity did mt yet have a name for their 

approach, nor did they share a cornmon metaphor. But there were obeeroable 

regulaiitiee in an emerging discuurse that held to what I wi l l  cal l  the comtmined 

approach as 1 have describeci i t  so far would note its assumption that a unity of 

eher  & p s  will emewe thmugh t h  pmservation and fdemnce of limited f o m  of 

differem. Ae 1 have noted, this was a marginal view in early twentieth century 

Canada. But greater hegemony for the idea of se* uni@ within diversity would 

corne in t h e ,  as the Mosaic metaphor for Canadian society made its k t  tentative 

appearance on the scene, and constrained emeqgence theory wae M e r  refined. 

The C a n d a n  Mivsaic as a ConstFcu*ned Emergence Theory of l&ntzœty 

The story of the Mosaic began, not with a se~conscious attempt to provide a 

name for a partidarly Canadian form of nation-bdding, but with a passing 

reference in a traveller's journal. The following passage, which is perhaps the b t  

publiehed invocation of the Mosaic metaphor for Canadian society2, is taken h m  

Victoria Hayward's Romantic Cana& (1922). It was prompted by her encounter 

wi th  the Canadian prairies, and occurred in the context of a discussion of the many 

"New Canadians" who were to be found there: 

The New Canadians, representing many lands and widely separated 
sections of Old Europe, have contriiuted to the Prairie Provinces a 
variety in the way of Church a ~ c h i h h r e .  Cupoias and domes 
distinctly Eastern, almost Turkish, stade one above the tope of 
Manitoba maples or the bush o f  the river banks. These architectural 
figures of  the landscape, apart altogether fkom their religiom 
signiscance, are centres where, crossing the threahold o n  Sundays, one 
has an opportuni@ ofhearing Swedish music or the rich, deep chanting 
ofthe Russian responses; and of vie* at dose hand the artistrg that 
goes to make up the interior appointments of these c h d e s  
traneplanted h m  the East to the West .... It is indeed a mosaic ofvast 
dimensions and great breadth, essayed ofthe PraVe (187). 



Hem one can discern the operation of the tradition of Hemdotan ethnography, in 

producing si- of Otherness h m  architecture, musical taste, mode of worship and, 

of course, 1anguage and mmtry of origin, The encornter with these Alien signs in a 

familiar pastoral set* among the Manitoba maples "startlesW the visiter whose 

senses are not acmtumed to the assault. The divemi& is there. it is multifaceted 

and mal; and y&, it ie a foreign figure set against a local ground. 

A dauntuig profusion of differences, both natural and human, to be sure. But, 

for Kctoria Hayward, Canadian divemie was not a prob1em - rather, it represented 

a positive and pr&ous opportunity for a mving epuit with a collect~r'8 gleam in her 

eye. In the introduction to the text, E J. O'Brien applauded H a ~ a r d  and her 

photographer cornpanion, Edith Watson, for their loving attention to what made 

Canada particularly, and proudly, Canadian: 

Those who know and love the by-ways of Canada have tiequently 
enwuntered Miss Watson and Miss Hayward in the pursuit of a self- 
imposed ta&. H d l y  a task we should call it, but a delight, to record 
with the camera and the pen those unique and beautifid racial 
traditions which have survived in Canada and fiourished, wbich the 
passion for conformity to a provincial pmcess of standar-dization has 
cnished in the United States .... That wise tolemnce and appreciative 
catholicity which is not always found in a new land has preserved old 
Ioveliness here (iv). 

O'Brien's introduction reinforced the articulation of Mosaic and race found in the fonn 

and content of the main kxt, with its derence to the '%eautifid racial traditionsn 

that %ourishm in Canada It also noted the necessity ofYtolerancefl in the presence of 

It seems fitting that this celebration of Romantic Canada, like so much else 

that is Canadian, was a gitt fimm two Americans. No mattec the Canadians were 

qpick to make use of a good thing, as can be seen h m  gate Foster's publication, in 

NZ6, of Our CtzlUlCliQtur Mo&. Foster followed W~dsworth's lead with her Section 1, 



"Immigration and Statistics," which contains the requisite tables, and with Section 

II, aAt Our Gates," which establiehes the Tide of Immigrants as a bona-fïde national 

pmblem. She deviatee h m  hie line, however, in trying to make a distinction between 

"assimilation" and 'amalgamation:'' 

In many min& the term ua'assimiIation" is confused with amalgamation. 
Does the former necessarily irnply inter-marriage - the M o n  ofraces? 
1s not assimiiation rather the inmrpomting into our national He of dl 
peoples within o u .  borders for their common well being? Is it not t h  
working together side by side for the common advancement, each race 
contributing something of value and so slowly but surely evolving a new 
people enriched by the diversity of its ongin? (135, ernphasis added). 

What Foster c d s  'dgamation" would presumably be what assimilation ie not, 

Le. a fkee emergence "fusion of races," which she rejects. But neither is assimilation, 

in Foster's text, a m e  for a design theory of identity. Assimilation fs, for her, a 

process of %corporating ... peoples" that she expects will leave room for the 

"ev01mng" of "a new people." The characteristics of this new people will be unknown, 

to the extent that they wiU be left to 'evolven; but, to the extent that they will result 

firom a process ofincorporationw into our national me," they will not be entimZy 

unknown. Thus, what Foster advocates appears, once the temm are sorted out, as a 

version of constrained emergence theory. 

In an attempt to give a concrete form to her ideas, Foster became the k t  

writer to invoke the Mosaic metaphor in the context of a discussion of Canadian 

immigration policy and nation-bdding. hInjustifging this choice, she wrote of the 

Mosaic's bpacitp to endure." a q d t y  ' e s s e a l  in nation-building" (141). Equally 

important was the abilitsf of the Mosaic to order and uni@ the Flood of chaotic 

diversi* rii nation-building a l l  m e r  of materiah are required; for the ta& 

involves the %tting together of many generally small pieces ... to form a patternn 

(141). Even Yhe humblest cubew was to be incorporated into the Mosaic, for it had a 

part to play in the o v e d  design (142). Thus, every person was to be assigned a set of 



typical characteristics, and every set of characteristics was to be included in the 

Mosaic. But, while Foster advised that the variety of types should be bmught 

together into a single (Canadian) pattern, it was equally imporfmt that they be kept 

separate, "no one tesserae encruaching in the very emallest degree upon another" 

(142). Thus did the Mosaic dieplay in its f u m  the abstract notions of ecpality, 

diversity, anci aadty in diveraity. 

Foster went on to note that in Mosaic-building, in other art, design is of 

paramount importance" (141). &A principle of order m u t  prevail in every 

ornamental composition - otherwise the pattern is spoiled and there wiI l  be 

disturbing patches" (142). A deaign of course implies a designer and, in the spirit of 

Woodsworth's dedication to racial taxonomy, Foster was quick to point out that the 

designer "mut know his material or faW 

The most glaring mistakes that have been made in the course of 
erecting our national structure have been due to ignorance in regard to 
its constituent parts.... Just as the use of pictorial and figure subjects 
dernands comprehensive hi&oriCLtl knowledge ... so the use of human 
Wes' demands that we native-born Canadians make it our business to 
lmow something of the background of our f d o w  workers (143). 

Foster expected that there would be great difnculties faQng anyone "who attempts 

to clas- the human elements that m u t  be fitted into our intricate Canadian 

pattern" (141). But, like Woodsworth, this did not prevent her from making an effort. 

Section III of O v  Ca&n Mm& pmyided "A Near View of Our New Canadians" 

where, f0Ilowk.g the conventions of Hemdotan ethnography, the various types and 

theV chai#cters were brought into dieE But mere knowledge was not emugh. Weli 

aware of the tendencg of intemal Others to create Cr;acuIties for the realization of 

the Canadian National Dream, Foster insiated that the designer must "render the 

object which he produces ~cseful. . .  It matters not how beautiful the object is to be, it 

must nrst be formed as though it were a mere work of utilits; and aRer it has been 



carefuly created with this end in view it may then be rendered as beautifid as you 

please (141-2, emphasis in original). For the designer of the Canadian Mosaic, the 

program was clear: h-st, know the other, then render him usefil; later, use him to put 

a layer of attractive omamentation on  your mat ion .  

Foster also spoke about the "cernent" used to hold togeher the pieces of the 

Mosaic, which for her could be nothing other than ugood wil l  and fiendliness bom of 

natural respect and confidence between all people8 within our borders" (143) - that 

is, tolerance of the clifferences displayed in the preserved human tiles. Here, however, 

the lirnits to the realm of emergence in early twentieth century Canada became 

clear: the only way to 'hatural respect" was to ensure that everyone had more or 

less the same nature: 

We can surely leam a lesson fkom our great neighbour to the South for 
there is such a thing as a country being swamped by unemp10yabIe and 
undesirable immigrants. Thus Limited Selective Immigration is 
Canada's great need today. Prospective immigrants should be selected 
preferably h m  British stock or fkom among the more readily 
assimilable peoples of Europe (il). 

For al l  of her talk about Mosaics and 'evolvuig a new peoplen, Foster was, in her 

policy recommendatiom, unable to take a step beyond the tried and true tradition of 

Anglo-conformi~ and exdusionary immigration policy. 

To aid in the uevolution" ofa Britiah Canada, and following her previous 

suggestions about knowledge and utility, she suggested increased intervention in the 

daily lives of%e foreign born," in the form ofa Wominion-wide system of educating 

the aliens in Canada for citkenshipn (128). As in the policy suggestions of the 

Canadian design theorists, the Immigrant M e r s  were to be subjected to a system 

of tutelage and srneillance oriented to comecting their problclmatic ciifference. 

%kition is the gmatest wmng to the Foreign-Born. They should not be left to 

themselves" (128). Thus early twentieth œntury constrained emergence theory 



shared with ita d a n t  and colonial antecedents the characteristic orientation to 

impmment  of the lot of a SOT, i@&r Other who was seen to be begging for the gift 

of recognition h m  those in possession of a mpenor cidization. The Iinmigrant was 

to be Lifted out of the mu&, polished q, and cemented into a place of honour on the 

memiificent Canadian Mosaic. 

ARer Woodsworth and Fosteis fïrst steps, the theorg and pradice of 

Canadianization through ratiod-bureaucratie intervention would be further rehed 

and professionalized, with the help of the emerging disciplines of mthropology, 

sociology, and psychology. A .  important figure in this transformation wae Robert 

England, whose Centml Eumpean Immigmnt in Cartada (1929) drew on experience 

in the field to produce a general theory of Immigrant asrnmilation. The introduction 

set up England as a "representative of the voice of* experienced nation-builders 

who were encouraged to go forth into the outlring parts of rural Saskatchewan as 

apostles of the highest tgpe of Canadian citizenship" (England 1929:~). Having put in 

his t h e  in the Saskatchewan educational 'wilderness', England continued the gocial 

gospel tradition that had by this time taken firm mot in the Canadian pegche. But he 

also attended the C o l e e  Libre des Sciemes Sociales in Paris, and so was able to bring 

a profûsion of social sciences to bear upon the problem of Canadian diversity. In this 

way he invoked two new categories ofdifferentiation, culture and ethnicity. England 

also began to more closely &fine the realms of constraint and emergence in the 

constrained emergence theory of Canadian identity, and @ne the method of 

assimilation, arguing that it mut be seductive d e r  than coercive in nature. 

In his fi& chapter, entitIed 'The Problem," England made the cu8tomary 

display of tables and invoked the Flood metaphor, ritualistically creating a difficul@ 

of'btional concernn (3-4). He was worried that =our British i d e u  would into a 



meltuig pot rather Merent h m  that which we have perhaps too mperficially 

imaginedm (8). For, cornpethg with these ideals were others equally desirou of 

perpetuating themselves. Freezing his subjecte in a Herodotan h e ,  England 

claimed that he encountered in Saskatchewan u&atricts where the customs, habits, 

social and economic background of the people belong not only to another land but to 

another century. There has been the question of the education of a medieval people" 

(9). In hi8 descriptions, England implicitly put to work many of the clasaic, medieval, 

and modem meane ofdifferentiating the Other: ability to hction in a dernomatic 

polis and to use the language of the observer; intelligence; mode of dweliing, literacy, 

and of course the ubiquitous climate theory: "The severe winter conditions which are 

a tonic to more Northern races must have confined in many a sod cabin in Northern 

Saskatchewan much home-aiclmess and regrethl longing" (77). 

But England, as a social scientist, also helped to push the fiontier of the 

Canadian discourse on diversity into a new r e h :  that of culture. In one of its fmt 

appearances in a semi-official Canadian setting, culture leaned on the established 

authoriw of history, language and race as axes of problematic Merence: "The 

Linguistic problem ... emerges ... as the most urgent- Closely linked with it is the 

d t u r e  probkn, which to some extent rem on historical development and racial 

differentiation as well as language distixlctions @O)." Culture also had a certain 

scientific cachet borrowed fkom the discipline of anthropo1ogy: UAnthropologists are 

beginning ta discover how cultural infiuences mach dom to our most deep-seated 

exnotional tendencies. The whole machinery of logical thought may be affected by the 

type of culture (161)." Culture, it seemed, was so important that if one were to be 

abruptly deprived of its support 'serious psychologicaln problems could reault and, as 

in the South Sea Islands, "races" could "die out" (162) fkom the efEects of coercive 

assimilation_ 



Under pressure h m  exponenta of the new science. the Canadian goverriment 

had added several anhpoIogists to the staff of the Geological Smey of Canada, 

whoae job it was to conduct research on the 'aborigines of Canada" and th- bring 

the @valent to the tools of sociology to bear upon %ose members of the human 

species as have been eupposed, rightly or wrongly, to corne neareet the state in 

which we may imagine primitive man to have livedn (Sapir 1912:62). Although stül of 

dubious civilization and modernity, the Native people8 of Canada had been grankd 

cultures o f  their own. As both Foster and Wwdsworth had pointed out, one m u t  

know the Other in order to mate and constrain her, and anthmpologists were the 

specialists at this sort of knowledge production. 

The new discourse of  Mendelian genetics was also invoked in England's text, as 

a means to 'prove7 the impossibizi~, or at the least the improbabiüty, of the notion 

that a superior type of order would necessadg emerge out of a chaos of races: 

When the question of the dgamation of racial stocks cornes to be 
studied in the light of biology and anthropology, it is probable the results 
wiIl not jus= fade optimism as to the merging of characteristics. In 
accordance with Mendelian law dominant racial characteristics will be 
found to persist, Mediterranean wil l  not hecome Nordic, nor Nordic 
Alpine (England 1929:65). 

If the f k e  emergence thesis was s c i e n S d y  insupportable. and if mercive 

assimilation could cause mental illness and death, then what was Canada ta do? 

Following Hughes and the uevoluti~narf undercurrent in Foster, and making use of 

yet another new category ofdif3erentiation - ethniciw - England proposeci a 

strategy that involved the preservation and tderance of difference. plus evolution / 

training to find T%ommon denorninatorsn between the various %lements" of Canadian 

soeiety: T h e  modem world is more sympathetic to the idea of ethnic individuality. 

We are beginaing to realize that a primitive people has a rïght to preseme its own 

cultural background whether aesthetic or not" (163). The category of ethniciw will be 



discussed M e r ,  ,in the context of its rise to dominance in the 196û's. For now, it 

should sufnce to note that England's usage contained the seeds of a later 'confueion' 

or ' r i h e s s '  in the use of the term, in that it would eeem that while m e r  groupe - in 
this case 'primitive people" -- have ethniciw, ananthropologists of the Selfgroup do 

not. Thie wae in keeping with ancient Greek and early Christian usage (eee chapter 

31, and tended to be the sense of the term when England was WXTiting. ki the latter 

part of the centurg, this seme w a ~  retained mainly in popular discussions, while 

those who considered themelves to be more 'scientiW began to point out that 

evergone had an ethnicity, that is, a race and a dture, also objectively delineated. 

At any rate, in anthropology's paternal relation to the cultures of Primitive 

peoples, England had invoked and expanded upon another key idea of constrained 

ernergence theories of identiw not only must problematic ûthers be allowed to 

preserve signs of Merence, non-problematic Selves mu& be trained to tolerate 

these signs. It was not enjoyable, it offended the "aesthetic" sense, but it was 

neœssary. And, perhaps not too difEdt, given the history of Canadian diversity: 

The British Empire has been forlunate in having administrators in 
colonial and mandated territories imbueci with suffiCient sympathy to 
re&e that the type of social üfe to which a race has accustomed itself 
must be touched wi th  tare.... Idea, mtoms, '%aboos," which seem to us 
totally i l logid  and incomprehensli1e, are logically sound and 
comp1etely comprehensible gîven the background, the menu@, and all 
the premises upon which the whole social structure is based (163). 

What f o m  of difference were tu be tolerated by Canadians, according to England? 

First of dl, he thought it unwise to &expect or recpiren rmmigrants "to surrender 

anything that might be hdpM to unie and pmgress" (184-5). The Immigrants would 

dm be permitkd to hang on to certain aspects oftheir pdculariw which, while 

they might not direcely contribute to the greatness of the Dominion, would not pose a 

chdlenge to the c a n ~  ofB15tish-C-dian l'beral-democratic capitaüsm. =[me need 
not care whether the peasant wornan, for exampIe, keeps or discards her head dress, 



unless it indicabs adherenœ to a general scheme of custom and institution &en to 

the epuit of Canadian progressw (185). In generaI, England thought  that "older 

Canadians should welcome wriety of custorn" (185). 

While variation in customs was seen to be acceptable - as long as they were 

of no social or politid mnsequence -- no toIeranœ wae possible with regard to the 

crucial issue of language: 

To understand and sympathize we must speak a common language, 
share a cornmon opportunity fitted to our capacity, and thriU to 
common mernories of muhial service rendered, of pain endured, of story, 
legend, tradition, and gong (185). 

England suggested that "out of these [commonalities] will corne inevitably 

similarities ofcustom and habit, a certain standardization of logid processes in 

thought, and even, perhaps a similar response to emotional appeal" (185). The 

cornmon language would, of course, be Eh&& Anyone who was not "English- 

spe&q" was an Other, including the French, whom England ~11ceremoniously 

lumped in with types generally considered to be far lower on the Great Chain of Race 

in bis enumeration of thirty-one "non-Englishn d districts in Saskatchewan: 

"Table II shows that District No. 8 was Eungariaq No. 16 Mennonite; No. 5 

Ge-, Norwegïan, and AngbSaxon; No. 6 Ukraiman . . -Gennan; No 30 Doukhobor; 

No. 2 French" (69). For England, language was the great a~sMilator.~ If the 

Tmmigrants could be seduced into speaking English, they would eventually becorne 

British, and the prob1em of Canadian diversity would be solved. 

Here, in the realm of intolerance, EEngland was cautious to avoid the mietakes 

made by other Colonizers. Citing WB. Rivers, he noted that 3he only way in which 

the dture of an immigrant people can be carried about the world is in a 

psychoIogicaI form, in the form of sentiments, beliefis and ideas" (160. If cultures had 



aa immsterial basis, then those who sought to manage them would have to take this 

into account 

FundamenMy, the pmblem must be regarcid to some extent as a 
psychologicd one and thie, in turn, me- that the institution which 
deals with the modding of min& and wills mut be operateci &ciently, 
and the newer citizens must be shown especially how worth-while it is 
to make the institution ... the& (185). 

Thus, instead of a policy of coercive total assimilation, England agued for a subtler 

form that was partial and seductive: 

We cannot compel people to accept o u .  standards, our customs or our 
ways. The work of assimilation must not be a work of putting into 
bondage. It must be a task ofemancipation. It must be a challenge and 
a call to wider perspectives, saner ideals, better habits and custome ... 
(165-6). 

In this way, he hoped that a bond of national unit#' could be forged (168), warning 

that "we must incorporate the races who have corne to us into o w  people: otheITWise 

our Dominion b m  sea to sea will perish in strife and anarchf (173, emphasis in 

original). 

Again, we see the fear of c o d i c t  and disorder that permeates the Canadian 

discourse on diversity, dong with  the equally ubiquitous dream of a perfectly striated 

space of social order that doses the Canadian ecumene, stretching between t w o  

'smooth' seas. In his plan to achiave this ideal, England adhered to the constrained 

ernergence theory of Canadian identiw, pplcïng in the realm of preeervation- 

toleration-emergence what he d s  U ~ t o m , n  and in the realm ofconstraint any 

social, political, or economic forms that he felt would threaten British-Canadian 

liberal-democratic capifdism. To convert these constrained and preeerved Others 

into f k e  Selves E-d relied upon lingrnetic assindation, which he assumed to be a 

pow- seductive force that mdd be hamessed to the task of producing an Engliah- 





form ofwhich was mriintained aRer the end of the war, can be coneidereà as the 

V h t  bureaumacg for rnultidturali~m'' (Dmisziger 1988). 

The Canadian govemment began its assault on the new Enemy Ali- with 

the tried and tnie methods ofbodily discipline. The Wcu Measms Act, left over b m  

1914, was again mvoked, and used to issue the Defince of Canada Regul<ltions 

(Canada 1939). As in the First World War, one did not need to actually do anything 

to becorne an Ehemy Alien; it was enough that one had lived in an ocnipied cou~try, 

or that the Minister of Justice ''sati&edn himselfthat one might, in the future, act 

ïn any m e r  prejudicial to the public safaty or the safiety of the state" (Canada 

193929, S. 21). Such persors could be regiared, detained, arrested, and intemed, 

wi th  no requirement for what is known as 'due pmcess' within the tradition of 

Western liberalism.4. While some people were &ciplineil for their former place of 

reQdence or supposed political beli&,s others were depRved of theV Canadian 

identiw because of what appeared to the Canadian government as their "racial 

origin'. Many whose origin the government identified as German or ItaEan were 

arrested and interned for having been so identifieci, and a large proportion of the 

interned CommiiniSb were dasdied / &identified as Ukrâuilan . or Jewish (J.H. 

Thompson 1991:ll-14). Perhaps the most famous WWlI internent was that of the 

Japanese, which also involved an effort in displacement and transportation the likee 

of which had not ben seen in Canada since 1713.6 

Although it depended heavily upon d e n t  and modern methods of discipline 

during the war, the Canadian government also took its ht, tentative steps toward 

the adoption of a new, postmodem form. Following Fagland, J.F. MhcNeill of the 

Department of Justice wanted to abandon the use of'kepressive police measured' in 

dealing with the fmmigrant probIem, and advocated a ehüt to Lbrrell written articles 

published in their own language ... printed and distributed free of charge" (cited in 

Dreisziger 1988:5). Tracy Philippe, a widely traveled, mdtiiinguai diplomat and spy, 



was tbhking dong aimiîar lines. Eady in 1941, Philipps wrote a report on a tour he 

had made of the Immigrant heartland of the Westem provinces, and addressecl the 

meam of attaining two goals: 

A ~ T o w i n t h e w a r .  
B. Unity of the Canadian nation. 
@l'AC RG 26 Vol. 1 F& 22-2 Vol. 1, Short ExtMCt, Report Submitted on 
16th Janwry fo the Associate Minister.1). 

Arguing against the strategy ofUattack" on the "foreign elementw7 that had b e n  

used so far (Section VI-l), Philipps proposed a method of seduction much more 

"convenient to Nature:" 

One gives the subject access to the sun. It illuminates, it enlightens and 
heals. One unearths thW misapprehensions and their grievancee. One 
treats these simultaneously and sympathetidy .... This second 
process caUs for far more patience. It is slower but surer.... The 
subjects spontaneously begin to detach themselves fiom their ancient 
backgro unds.... They are caught up înto Canadianism of which at last 
they can be helped to feel themselves the co-creators (VI-2). 

To %catch up" the pmblematic continental Eumpeans, Philipps advocated a 

focused propaganda dort,  arguing, afbr Woodsworth and Foster, that "each 

national group has to be treated on its own peculi&esn (VI-3): 

The k t  hook-up has ... to be not between the divergent un- 
Canadianïzed gmups themselves. Each community needs to feel itself 
separately and directly linked to the country's permanent govemment 

On the level of tactics, Pbilipps advocated the RomanJesuit technique ofUemploying 

even khgs to make others slavesP and seduchg the Mers into assimilation without 

th& conscious awareness of what was taking place: 

[Olur nrst task is to work through the willing and h d y  888imi18ted 
elements within each national gmup and ofthe same vocational dass. 
Through them we ean dose up to other and older-Canadian contacts, 



until the new Canadians are imensibly mergted into the main Me- 
current ofthe nation (VL-4, emphaeia added). 

As a complement to this effort, Phüipps dao  auggested that the government 

seek ta %niniah Canadian disuni@ by interprethg sympathetically the lesa 

understood Ewpean Canadians to audiences of older Canadian stock" (VI-1). Like 

England, Philipps was assuming that the problem of Empean divemity could be 

officiaily addressed not onlp by rem0vh.g signs of Othernese h m  European bodies, 

but ais0 by trying to render these s&u less offensive to t h  whom they offendd. 

T h ,  for the b t  time, the Canadian government wae to subject solid British- 

Canadian Selves to racialdtural discipline, just as though they were Savage, 

hdian, French, or Immigrant Others. As an encLgd, Philipps visuaüzed a 

constrained-emergent Mosaic-like object, created through k pmcese of building-in of 

a richly d i v e d e d  human material into a very distinctive British-American &ce, 

identical wi th  neither but drawing the best h m  both" (M-2). 

Throughout 1941 Phüipps continued to argue for the creation of a 

bureaucracy that would carry out this work, mtil M y ,  in December, he was hired 

as Euopean Advisor to the Director of the Bureau of Public Information of the 

Department of National War Services, dong wi th  Professor George Simpson, who 

was to act as Senior Advisor (PC 103,104, December 3,1941). Thie was an informa1 

arrangement that seeme to have served a maïniy propagandistic bction, the style 

of which can be seen in the pamphlet Ca&ns AU: A %mer of CaM&'crn N&onaL 

Unity. According to the Foreword, "[iJn this booklet, the authoritative pen of Prof, 

Watson Kirkconne1l tells the story of the peoples of Canada, and points to a road for 

us to follow towards permanent unification of aIl our groups into one strong, resolute 

nation* (Erkwnnell1941). Here, for the fïrst time, academic authoriw and state 

power were bmugbt together to pmduce seductive literature for mass consumption, 



with tha goal - once again - of "perxnanerttlf so1ving the pmblem of Canadian 

diven3iQK 

In the k t  few pages, Kirkcormell follows WOOdSwoorth's lead in Iaying out 

immigration and population statistics to prove the existence of "the varied 

ingradients that &tory has poured into the huge mUting-bowl of C ~ M B  national 

Mew in which, etealing a line h m  Foeter, he declare8 that 'ho one element 

predominates" (7). The "mixing-bowIn metaphor augge0ta tbat Kirkcomell adhered to 

a fkee emergence theory of Canadian identity. This tendency can al80 be observed in 

his daim that %e are all minorities, but ail Canadiam, entering, each with his own 

capacities, into the richness of the national amalgamn (7). To justify this egaiitarian 

rhetoric, and to counteract possible "Nazi underground warfhre," Kirkco~ell triee to 

dis& the notion ofrace, calling it *one of the most dangernus emrs that can delude 

the human brainw (81, and dedaring that "there is no such thing as a French race, an 

ItaIïan race, an AngIoSaxon race, or a German race.... We are all mixturesw (11). 

Mixtures of what, one might ask? It turned out that 30 the scientist" - the Linnean 

natural scientist - there were in Europe main subspecies of the human race, 

namely (i) the tall, fairhaired7 long-akulled Nordic, (ii) the short, dark7 long-skulled 

Mediterranean, and (üi) the stoclrJr, broad-headed Alpine typen (8). Kirkcomell daims 

that &every nation in Europe has been a mixture of these tgpes," and thus concludes 

that "none ofour national groups fkom Europe is r d y  &en to the rest of usw (Il)? 

This equlility &ect can also be seen in the fonn and content of the mini- 

catalogue of human types that takes up the last half of the pamphlet. Here the 

foeas is on the ucontributi~ns to Canadaw made by variou8 groups. Equlilie is 

apparent in the fact that this section is arranged alphabetically, rather than in order 

of the Great Chain of Race as it was in Woodsworth'8 text. The tone is decidedly more 

generous than Woodsworth's as wd. The Indians and Eskimos are credited with 

having %dt up an extensive and tgpical American uvilization" and with "teaching 



the French and the Anglo-Saxona the arts of h v d  and sulcvival in a vast new land" 

(37). Indeed, if he mentiom a group at all, Kirkconnell has nothhg unpleasant to Say 

about it, as he notes in his memoirs: "I gave Oscar Cohen and the Canadian Jewiah 

Congrese a chance to vet my section on the contribution of the Jewish-Canadiam. 

My one plea was that he should not try to infiate my text, since, in m y  effort to be 

generous to the Jews, 1 had given them more inchee than any other group in Canada, 

indu- the French, the English, or the Scots" (ICù.kcon.neU1967:273). These are 

signs that hie pamphlet, of which 300,000 copies were distributed, was produced not 

to aid bureaumatic action, nor to edify academic wlleagues, but for mass 

consumption by Canadians both problemafic and canonid. 

While he tried to set up a rhetoric of e@ty, a dose reading of his text shows 

that RirkcoMell was not a &ee emergence theorist, but an advocate ofa Canadian 

identiw that would emerge only out of the White section of the Great Chain of Race, 

with these races renmed as nations. He d b s ,  for example, that we 'should be 

carefiil never to assume that our  fdow-Canadians, of any origin, are by nature 

unworthy of our sympathy, respect, and good will(11, emphasis added). But this 

occurs in a paragraph which has as its topic &our national groups from Europe." In 

the discussion of  races as Umurtures," he clearly states that "none of our national 

groups h m  Eumpe is really ahen to the rest of us* (11, emphasis added). Later, he 

suggests that uall of us, of every origin, must resolutaly repudiate" hatreds brought 

to Canada h m  abmad. Again, however, the only hatreds mentioned are those 

brought by bur citizens &om Eumpe" (12). Nowhere were non-Euopeans explicitly 

excluded fmm Kîrkconne1l's kdti-national state" (12). but everywhere there 

operates the assumption that the Sis" and %en that will contribute to the 

emergence of a Canadian identie are exdusivdy European. With its hi& rhetonc of 

equality masking a racialist limitation on the dlowable parameters of emergence for 

a Canadian identity, CanaUlians A22 established the generic characteristics of the 



mass distribution pamphlets that would be prduced by the Canadian state for the 

next 50 years, and which are sti l l  being pumped out by the hmdreds of thouandS. 

This propaganda effort was given a more formal footing in 1942, with the 

creation, under Ministerial authority, of the Nationalitiee Branch of the Department 

of National War SeMces. Also at this time, the Advisory Committee on Co- 

operation in Canadian Citizedxip (ACCCC) was Îormed, to bring academic and 

other expert advice to bar upon the problem of the Euopean Other. Ite work, in the 

face of administrative and personal clütidties, ie presented in glowing te- in 

Robert England's memoire: 

Despite [some] handicaps, the committee and the b m c h  eantinued to 
h c t i o n ,  issuing a weekly release as to the use made of the Canadian 
topics in the foreignllanguage press, keeping liaison with the Red Cross, 
auxiliary services, the National War Finance Cornmittee, and various 
Eendship councils and mmmunity councils throughout the country, 
initiating helpll newspaper stories, and working actively with the 
vax50us ethnic groups throughout the country (England 1980:137). 

A M a r  resume can be found in the pamphlets and speeches of Watson 

IECirkconnell, one ofwhich was qpoted at length in the House of Gommons W C  April 

27, 1944:2417). 

The records of the Natiodities Branch and the papers of Tracy Philipps in 

the National Archives corroborate these daims, but also add a little more to the 

story. The Editorial Section of the NationsiIities Branch, under Vladimir mye, did 

indeed contribute to the foreign language preeses; but it spent much more time 

monitoring them, with the help of Khye, who was multiiinguai (NAC RG 26 Series B1 

Vols. 3-4, Files 334-1 to 334-2). Not only were Foreign presses watched, Foreign 

p u p 8  and inclivdds were tracked as well, and information exchanged with the 

police. In May of 1942, Tracy Philipps sent a report on uCommunist Activity, 

Organization, and Plans" to Mervyn Black of the RCMP, and requested information 

on certain Slavic organizations and individuals. Black responded by nAminp several 



people as members of the Communist partg, and al80 pmvîded his opinion on the 

links between comrnunism and Elements of Canada's Foreign population: 

An amalgamation of Slavic organizations took place in Hamitton during 
April and while there were induded in this so-called United Slavic 
Organizatione of H d t o n  Mme church organizations, the Communist 
mntrofled language gmups were overwhelmingly predominp-nt. The 
ostensible object of the conference held in Hamilton was, of course, for 
aid to the Red Cross (M. Black tu T. Philipps, June 22,1942, NAC RG 
30 E350 Vol, 1 File 8). 

A similm exchange of correspondence, m k e d  "Secret: took place in November of 

1942, in which all of the directors of the United Slavic ûrganizations of Hamilton 

were provided with a communist or ethnic nationalist comection. Tt seems quite 

obvious," the Assistant Director of Criminal Investigation for the RCMP concluded, 

Wat the Communists exercise considerable influence, ifnot control, in the 

Organization" (K Duncan to T. Philipps, November 23,1942, NAC RG 30 E350 Vol. 

1 File 8). This was how the Nationalities Branch 'liasedm and 3vorked actively" with 

Various ethnic groups throughout the country" - it subjected those Enemy Aliens 

who were not in internent  camps to surveillance and secret manipulation, in an 

attempt to assuage the Canadian govemment's fear of the Red Menace. 

Yet, despite ita many activities -- and perhaps because most of them were 

kept secret - this early bureaucracy for the management of problematic Othernees 

atmphïed, and was fàced with dismIution at the end ofthe war which had provided its 

mison d'être. FoIlowing what was quickly becoming a great Canadian tradition of 

using academic expertise to comtruct and jus* the htence of the problem of 

Canadian diversi@, Robert England was bmught in as a sociologîcal hired gun to help 

reorganize the Natiodties Bnmch, His report made no new contriiutions or 

innovations ta the discourse on Cana* diversitp-, but was important in that it 

recommended that the efforts of the Nationalities Branch be continued during the 

peace: 



It was probable that we had befm us at that time two or three more 
pars of war succeeded by pars of politid a@ustment in Europe, 
which would disturb many of our people8 of Eumpean origin. It was a 
measure of national wisdom to attach them dosely to Canadian ideale 
and aspirationa in the interest of their own peace of mind and the fbture 
welfare of their children In view of this situation, 1 recornmended the 
permanent establishment of a Citizenship Division ... (England 
1980: Ml). 

A diff idt  debate enmed in the Home of Commons (DHC April27,1944:2396 

ff.), with Vanous menhem citing pamphlets, invoking the Mosaic, and telling their 

personal stories of immigration. A MF. Pouliot desperaately pleaded for the Minieter to 

"get back to normalcy by removing this item h m  the estimates" (2405). but there 

was a new n o d c y  on the horizon. and the item was passeci. The NationaIities 

Branch - renamed as the Citizenship Division - was not only saved. its budget was 

more tban doubled, so that it could carry on its dual mission of public fnendahip and 

secret su~veillance, even though the National Emergency that had justified its 

creation would mon pass into history. Recalling this period in bis memoirs, Robert 

England remembers that he had been asked 'Yacetiously" how he was getting on in 

the %dight zone" of the National War Services department. "I was not qui& 

enough to reply." England writes, "to the slightly pejorative term. by saying that 1 

was midwife in the twilight sleep to the birth of a federal agency that would outlast 

the World Wr II defense agencîes, and that the concept ofcitizenehip was as vital 

to the survival of Canada as the Polymer Corporation or research into the splitting 

of the atom" (England 1980:143). Plastics. atomic fission, and multidturalism: 

harbingers of the coming postmodern age. 

Having arrived at the d e  resting place of the end of the Second World War, 

we might pause and consider the state of the problem of Canadian diversity at this 

crucial juncture- Rough-and-tumble, coercive, total assindation of Empean Others 



was giving way to a more eubtîe form, in which the preservation of certain signe of 

Othemess was eeen ae permis~ble, perhape even Desirable. The Canadian 

government was taking upon itself the task ofnot only training mers to be Selves, 

but of twining Selves to accept the aigris ofothemese that were being preserved. 

This strategy was adopted with the goal of helping problematic European Othm feel 

like thait nation was becoming an official state nation, and thus conetituted a 

simulation of the Selves 888Ulnilating to the Others. This was a strategic simulation, 

however, because the long-term goal was still assimilation of the Others by the 

Selves, the moment ofpreservation playhg the role of amCient soil" brought dong 

with the 'plantn to the "new world," where it would eventudly be knocked off 

(England 1929:187). 

With the rise of the first bureaucracy for multiculturalism, the Canadian 

state began ta expand its puiview outside of the concentration camps set up in times 

ofktional emergencies," to attempt increasing, everyday minoeontr01 of the lives 

of both c a n o n i d  Selves and problematic Others. Whüe 1 wodd not want to 

domp1ay the derings of those who have been held in concentration camps, both in 

Canada and elsewhere, there is a sense in which this form was bang extended to 

cover those who, due to semiotic, £inancial, and physid limitations, could not be 

constructed as Enemy Aliens and interned. Rather t h  constrainhg the M e s  of 

sorne of those who inhabited its territories, the Canadian governent began to try to 

constmin the minds of dl. This was the task docated to the postwar Citizenship 

Branch which, as 1 will show in this section, progressively extended its domain fkom 

the management ofEmpean Immigrants to include Indians and then c a n o n i d  

Canadians, becoming what 1 will d e r  to as a citizettship machine. In this way the 

state emerged as the entiw that would solve the problem of Canadian diversitp once 

and for dl, by providing a basis for unie that had otherwïse been lacking- 



One crucial aspect of the postwar problem of diversity wa8 set in place in 

1947, when the Canadian government a ~ o m c e d  that its new immigration policy 

would be %sed on the conviction that Canada needs population," and would involve 

mductive immigration measures." In putting forth this h e w "  policy, W.L 

Mackenzie King died on some old arguments: 

m n  a world of shrhking distances and internatiod insecurity, we 
cannot ignore the danger that lies in a small population attexnpting to 
hold so great a heritage as ours.... A larger population will help to 
devdop our resources. By providing a larger number of co11sumem... it 
will d u c e  the psent  dependence of Canada on the export of primary 
products W.L. Mackenzie Ring, DHC May 1,1947:2645).9 

Past experience had shown that the procurement of Foreign producers and 

consumers usually led to trouble. But the Prime Miniater hoped to avoid such 

problems by way of proper rational planning: 

The fear has been expressed that immigration would lead to a reduction 
in the standard of living. This need not be the case. Ifimmigration is 
pmperly planned, the r e d t  wi l l  be the reverse.... The essential thing is 
that immigrants be selected with m e ,  and that their numbers be 
adjusted to the absorptive capacity of the country (2645). 

This planning and adjustment had as its goal the expaneion of the size of the 

mamged population available to the Canadian state and its capitalist economy, 

while preserving the state's articulation with that population through exduding 

Immigrants - e.g. the uorientaln - who would "changen its %damental 

compositionn (2846). 

This new immigration policy of course raquired a new bureaucracy. King gave 

the Department of the Secretary of State, whieh had long been responsible for the 

registmtion of Canadian citizens, control of the Citizenship Branch, which was 

supposed to cm& them. The role of the Bmch, as proposed by the ACCCC, was 

essenMy propagandistic: to "create mong  Canadiaas of French and British ongin 



a better understanding ofCanadians of recent European origin, and to foster among 

the latter a wider knowledge and appreciation of the best traditions of Canadian Me" 

(Dept. of the Sec. of State 1949:78). In carryiiig out its mieeion of peacetime 

pmpaganda, the B m c h  encouragad the pmvinces, which were reeponsible for 

education, to set up citizanship training clasees. Seven of the ten provinces had done 

so by 1949, pmducing 17,000 new Canadians (Dept. of the Sec. of State 1949:78). 

The task that had been forxnerly entrusteci to the mbbing of shoulders and 

Christiana on intemal missions was now being taken up by the Canadian state at 

both the feded and pmvincial levels. 

To cornplexnent its new official policy for the production of citizens, Canada 

also required a new official hiatory. This was pmvided by a booklet entitled Our 

History, 10,000 copies of which were pmduced for use in Qtizenship classes. Here the 

Canadian governent presented what was supposed to be "a factual account of 

Candi811 history under the general headings of Dismvery and Exploration, 

Settlement, and Poli t id  Development" (Canada. Dept. of Citizenship and 

Tmmigration. Canadian Citlzenshîp Brand. 1961:79). It is worth seeing what was 

includedh and excluded h m  Our Hktory, as thus pamphlet was perioilidy revised 

and reprinted up util its la& edition in 1967, and the sanîtized narrative it presented 

is stiU being recited as 'fact' to anyone who can be forœd or seduced into lietening to 

it.10 

The Ehglkh colony at Newfotmdland is included in Ow History, but the 

Beothuk are not (26). The A d a n  transportation is given a few Iines, and some 

attention paid to the %ardshïpsw that were endured. But the events are treated as a 

sad necessim, the M t  for which i s  laid at the door ofits vi-: "Their refusal to 

swear degiance to the British o w n  brought disaster upon themw (27). In the 

section on USettlement," the expansion of Upper Canada under Simcoe is related, but 

no mention made ofthe people Simcoe had to push out ofhis way to Unplexnent what 



ia referred to as hie a d t i ~ ~  immigration policy" (30). The dimusion of M e r  

Cana& expansion to the West is justified according to the ancient European 

doctrine of tena nullius, as "the west was st i l l  practically empty. Its limitleas plains 

were not weU known even to fur traders who had estabiished th& isolated posts on 

Hudson Bay" (32). New immigrants would have been eepecially happy to hear about 

the w o n d d  experience of the Doukhobom in Canada: 

The group co118iSted of ?,Ml0 pemm who had fied h m  religious 
persecution in the Russian Crimea and who sought sanctuary in the 
New World. The Canadian government guaranteed tham religioue 
tieedom, exemption h m  mtlitary service, and gave them a large tract 
of land on which to settle (78). 

Again, there is no doubt about the Tacts' as given. What was not mentioned is that 

these promirces were never kept, and that the Doukhobors have been excluded, 

ridided? persecuted, disenfkambised, intemed, and jailed ever since setting bot on 

Canadian soil. 

But the Sons of F'reedom should have felt honoured to be included in the short 

list of peoples and religions that merited attention as having made contributions to 

Our HtSt0r-y: British, French, Scottish, Genaan, Americam, Mennonites, Irish, 

French Canadiam, Idanders, Mormons, Doukhobors, Ukrainians. The Chinese, 

Japanese, Negroes, and nindus were totdly excluded, perhaps because there was 

simply no way to put an appmpriate spin on the relevant Tacts." No mention was 

made of the Ifidiam, Halfbreeds, Metis? or Inuit, as separate groupe that had made 

a Ycontribution" to Canada. ki the sense that the development of this genre has 

always been towards greater inclusiveness, Our History was actually somewhat 

behind Cardians AU, to which it owed a great debt for its literary-bureaumatic 

existence as a mass-comumption pamphlet. It was innovative within its genre, 

however, in its presentation of the Tacts' of Canadian bistory in such a way that only 

the 'good facts' were mentioned in most cases, and if the Bad' came out at d, they 



were accmmpanied by a justifïcatio~ as a sort ofepistem010gica.I chapeione. Rogue 

&cts have a way oftripping up even the most poised and well-balanced of 

narratives, and the task of the Inforxnation Division of the Canadian C i t i z d p  

Bmch  was ta ensure that those relevant to Our Aistorg were kept m good order. 

Meanwhile, the bureaucrats were piaying a kt-paced game of musical 

chairs. The Citizenship B m c h  wart transferred to the newly created Depairtment of 

Citizenship and Immigration. Louis St. Laurent, the new prime minister, gave the 

Branch the old task of ''bringc- to fidl citizenship as many as posaible of those who 

immigrate ta this country ... as quickly as could reamnably be expected" WHC 

November 26,1949:2285). Once the government had decided that respodbility for 

citîmmbip and immigration should be consolidated, 'lit was coxlsidered that the 

minister responsible for this department should, in addition, be given the 

responsibilitg for the Indian Mairs Bmchn (Louis St. Laurent, DRC November 26, 

1949:2285). This shitt in bureaumatic responsibility deserves some comment. While 

attention had been focwed on the Immigrant throughout the first half of the 

twentieth century, official interest in the Zndian problem had picked up in 1946, with 

the formation of a Special Joint Parliamentary committee to examine the operation 

of the Indian Ad and remrnmend changes. Why the sudden resurgence of interest in 

the X n h  Other? John A. Glen, whose ministry of Mines and Resources had 

governmental r e spomi ty  for the management of Indians, expressed it in clear, 

numerical terms. The Indians - who would not assimilate and who were supposed to 

be dying out - were not only conthuing to Zive, but thnuing, with a popdation uof 

128,000, increasing at the rate of 1,500 a y e d  WHC May 13,1946:1447). The size 

of the kidian problem, whïch was taken to be proportional to the size of the 

unassimilated Indian population, was therefore seen es increasing at an alarming 

r a k  



The debate regardiiig the estab1ishment of the Indian Act committee shows 

that the Indian was still being viewed as an iderior internai Other to be pmtected 

and given the gift of civilization. John Glen, again, at greater Iength: 

It would appear that we have reached a stage in our development as a 
nation when economic conditions wiU force ue to do one of two thing~: (1) 
purchase at public expense the additional lands and additional hunting 
and trapping righta for an Indian population of 128,000, increasing at 
the rate of 1,500 a year, or, (2) decide on an educational and weIf8~e 
programme that wül fit and eguip the Indian to enter into cornpetition 
with the white man not only in hmting and trapping but in agridture 
and in the indu~trial life of the nation. While I have no desire to indulge 
in over-simplification ... I fa that we have hem the cnur of what ie 
u s d y  referred to as the Indian problem (DBC May 13,1946:1447). 

While thie definition of the Indian problem and its possible solutions was indeed 

accurate, and centuries old, Glen also showed his awarenesa of recent developments 

in the hishry of Canadian diversity when he cast the Indian problem in the same 

terms as the problem of the Immigrant, and opted for the same sort of solution: 

The educational and welfare programme to which I have referred 
m o t ,  in the nature of thines, acmmplish much ovemïght. Nor should 
it be aîmed at making the Man into a white man. The Indian, as 1 see 
it, should re- and develop many of his native characteristics, and 
should ultimately assume the full rights and respomibilities of 
dernomatic citizenahip (1447). 

Like the European Immigrant, the hdÎan was not to be totally assimilated, but 

would be allowed to preserve «rnany of" hia characteristics; that is, those which the 

canonid Canadian people and their state found to be non-problematic From now 

on, he would be citizenized rather thRn civilized 

St. Laurent was following this line in his a-pt to bring all of those who were 

seen as nat qzùte Canadian together under the same bureaucratic mof This, it was 

ho@, wodd bring together the people t h d v e s ,  unitecl in th& articulation with 

the state apparatus as ofiicid OtIters. When pressed on the creation of yet another 



ministry, St. Laurent replied that %he object in all theee tlctivitiee is to make 

Canadian citizene of those who corne hem as immigrants, and to moke Canadian 

citizens of as many aa possible of the descendants of the original inhabitants of this 

comtyf' ( D E  December 2,1949:2596, emphasis added). Still plagued with an 

excess of Undesirable intemal Othem who would not go away, and fâcing a new 'flood' 

of incuming Others because of insecurity over the Bize of Canada's population and its 

statue as a capitaüst power, St. Laurent envisioned the new Canadian Citizenshîp 

Branch as a machine fDr the proclution of citrzens out of raw human resource8. 

Following the model of modern capitalist industry, he hoped that ehis machine would 

provide as many of its objecta as possible, as quickly aa poesible. 

The Department of Citizenship and Immigration came into existence on 

January 18,1950, and issued its first report in 1951. Frank Foulde, the director of 

the Canadian Citizenship Branch, descriid ite mandate as follows: 

The bctions of the Canadian Citizenship Branch are to pmmote unîty 
arnong a l l  racial groups; to awaken in every Canadian, regardless of 
race or creed, a deep conviction of the worth of the individual and the 
p ~ c i p 1 e s  of democracy; and to encourage a greater consuousness 
among o u r  people of the achievements of the Canadian nation and the 
fa& that all Canadians actively share in these achievements 
(Department ofcitizenship and linmigration [DC&a 1951a:9). 

Fodds had a vision of espmding the mandate ofhis b m c h  beyond European 

Immigrants and Indiana, to cover racial groupsn and "every C d a n . "  Its sape 

was thus not merely widened, it was made open-ended. Everyone, regardless of theV 

%ce or crd, ' '  became potentially subject to Citizenship discipline; everyone 

beeame part of the problem of Canadian diversity. Of course, everyone could also 

becorne part of the sohtion, if o d y  they wodd occupy the position of citizen offered 

by the various levels of the Canadirin state, which took on a role M a r  to that 

played by ApoIlo and &mis for the ancient Greeks in representing "the h o p  of 



intervention h m  above, for dei ex machinu to re-der and clarifg diffmcen (duBoie 

1991:119). 

The question remaineci, however, ae to how order would be restored and 

Canadirrn unie achieved. While sti i l  under the Secmtary of State, the hnt-line 

workere and policy-makers at the B m c h  seemed to know that uassLmilation" wae 

not a good tenn to use for what they hoped to do to riewcorner~," but they did not yet 

have anything to use in its place. With the move to their own Department, however, 

they found their word - integration: 

The varied activities of the Canadian Citizenship Branch in the 
intareab of a more closely irttegrated Canadian population were carried 
out with good success OC&[ 1951ar7). 

The officers of the Liaison Division contuiued to faditate the 
integration ofnew residents of Canada by assistîng them to take their 
place in estabfished Canadian organizations and institutions (9, 
emphases added). 

While the 1950 Citizenship Branch report was crucial in its official adoption of 

the strategy of integration, the report for 1951 al80 m k e d  an important shiR in the 

discourse on Canadian aiversity: the fd of the categov  of race. Even before the war, 

the use of race in Nazi propaganda had rendered the term suspect. Once news of the 

death camps was k i n g  widely broadcast, and the horrible results of the fascia 

combination ofracialism with capitalist (ir)rationalism became apparent, very few 

people wanted to md, write, speak, or hear the word. The Canadian C i W p  

Branch followed this trend by alkring its statement of p urpose. Whereas it had 

previously been out to promote mity axnong uall racial groups," it now took as its 

manda* the promotion ofunîty %mong the various ethnic elements in Canadan 

OC&I 1951a:g). Other than this change ofterm, the rest ofthe sentence remaineci 



the same, as did the format and content of the report. Race was out. Ethnicity was 

in. 

Even the technicians of the Canadian census, who had hung on to race for 

decades despite public opposition, now gave it up. In the 1951 cens-, "Origin" - with 

no qualiner - was said to refer to "the cultural gmup, sometime8 emoneody called 

'racial' gmup, from which the person was descenddm Enurnerators were told to 'Ibt 

attempt to establish a person's origin by asking the language spoken by the person 

(if he is an immigrant), or by his p a t e d  anœstor when he fïrst came to thie 

continent." If that fded, they were to start providing possible answers which, 

interestingly enough, had been racial distinctions ten years before, by =king "Is your 

origin in the male line English, Scottish, Ukrainian, Jewis h...." Finaly, if if dse failed, 

'Sfa person states that, because of mixed ancestry, he realîy does not know what to 

reply to the question on origin." the census-taker was authorized to commit a sad but 

necessary act: Yyou will mark the oval WnknownM (Canada. Dominion Bureau of 

Statistics 1951: Question 17). 

The last bastion of race was to be found in the Immigration Branch, which 

was under the same Minister as Citizenship, but was a little behind the times, in 

that it contuiued to issue statistical tables under titles Zika "Racial Ongin of 

Immigrants by Nationaliw uniil1954 @C&I 195432-33, Table 3). The next par, 

@te without fànfàre, 'Wationalitf was replaced by KC~untry of Citizensbip." and 

Wacid Originn gave way to "Ethnic Ongin," to produce an otherwise identical table 

under the title "Ethnic ûrigin oflmmigrants by Citizemhïpn (DC&I 195532-33. 

Table 5). As Ïfby magic, 46 racial designations, fiom Albanian to Ukrainian. became 

ethnicities. 

The decline ofraeialism was not merely a Canadian phenornenon, but 

occufied throughout the Western world. Theo Goldberg has noted that "since World 

War II ... the cultural conception of race has tended to edipse a l l  others. It has 



becorne paradigmaticm (Goldberg 1993:'il). Tzvetan Todomv marked the eame 

historicd endpoint in daiming that "the period ofclassical raQalism seems definitdg 

behind us, in the wake of the widespread condemnation of Nazi &-y's policiee 

toward Jews; thus. we can establish its chronological limits with a precieion that is 

unusual in the history of ideas: fimm 1749 (Buffon) to 1945 (Hitler)" (Todorov 

1993:157). Todorov points out that, while the term race might have fallen from 

favour, the work that it enabled wodd continue: 

The term 'race', having already outlived its usefulnese, will be replaced 
by the much more appropriate term 'cuiture'; declamtions of 
superiority and inferiority, the residue of the attachment to the 
u n i v d s t  framework, wi l l  be set &de in favour of a glorification of 
difference (a merence that is not valorized in itaelf). What will remain 
uchanged, on the other hand, is the rigidity of determinism (cultural 
rather than physical, now) and the dismnünuity of humanity. 
compartmentalized into cultures... (Todomv 1993:156-7). 

As we have seen in chapter 5, the first proposition of what Todorov calls "dassical" 

racialismis affirmation of the existence of races. This flexible proposition is vital to 

the sumival of the Western discourse on human diversity, because race can easily 

be replaced by any means of diferentiation of human types without clisrupting the 

other axes of the discourse. Indeed, race itself was a replacement for civilization and 

h d t y  in a pnor formation, and so could quite easily give way to culture, while 

preserving the other axes of the discourse: the continuie between physicaldtural 

type and character; the action ofthe group on the individual; hiemrchical ordering of 

the Merentiated types; knowledgebased politics or, as 1 would put it, the 

prescription of a program to bring everyday life into line wi th  the symbolic universe 

created by the discourse of Merentiation. In the case of the problem of Canadian 

diversity, the pmject of Canadian uni* took thig role under racidism, and kept it as 

culturalism began its rise in the period aRer World War II. 



But culture, it se-, wae not able to replace race without some help from 

ethniciw. which helped to provide the needed c a d  Iuik between the phyeid body 

and the persod&. The 1950 report, even though it spoke of unifjring races. also 

noted the existence of Voluntary organizations ... referred to as ethnic groups> 

which were 'clubs. societies, and other organizations built around the memory of the 

countries h m  which the members or their f d e s  camen (DC&I 1951a:lO). The 

report also used the term 'ethnic group" in a broader sense, noting that Ythe many 

ethnic groupe have established numeroue organizations to s a t i s f y  the needs and 

problems peculiar to their own groups" (11). The next year, ethnicity was elevated to 

a centrai position, with the fïrst function of the Citizenship Branch being to 'promote 

uni@ among the various ethnic elements in Canadan (1951b:g). In its 1952 report, 

the Branch provided a definition of ethnic groupe as ''various non-EngÜtih or non- 

French-spedhg organizations of Canada" (1952:12). Presumably, since a separate 

section of that same report dealt with the hdïans, they did not cunstitute an ethnic 

group. Ethnic groups were thus neither British nor French nor Indian, but were 

Canadian to the extent that they had assimilated and acquired, like the British and 

French before them, a hyphen. The semiotic square of Canadian identity that had 

b e n  emerging over the postwar period can now be set out as a means of showing 

how Canadians were distinguished from nomCanadians by way of the categones of 

culture and ethnicity. 



Figure 7.1 - Gmup identitg in Canada, pst WWII 

<British-Canadi- - CFrench-Canadirui, 
I <German-Canadian> 
I dtalian Canadian> 
I 
I -LIndian> 
1 I 
l I 
I I 
I I 
1 I 
I I ~~ Tmmigranb IMII- cHalf-breed> 

dtalian Immigrants <Metis> 

a o t  possessing Canadian identitp 

The representation of the hierarchies above is not intended to be complete nor, by 

the principle ofplenitude (see chapter 3), could it ever be eomplete. I have, however, 

tried to capture the central features of the discourse on Canadian identie and 

diversity at this time. The hierarchy in the chmigrant> term was afianged 

according to the Great Chain of Race, and there was a 'bar' above which a group had 

to be placed More it could be considered for trdormation into a Self group. Atter 

the second World War, thh  bar was placed just  below the White portion of the Chain 

- itselfa shiRing bomdary - and thus excluded the Ydow, BIack, and for dl 

practical purposes, the Red. Continental Europeans could, however, be brought over 

to the Self side, where they would be fitted into an appropriate place in the hierarchy 

within that position, which a h  reproduced the Great Chain of Race- This, indeed, 

was preQBely the fûnction of the Citizenship machine: to transform cknmigrant Xe> 



not posaessing Canadian identity, but potentially U s a  in Canadian societg. into 

4-Canadians> who could be seen, to sorne limited extent, m Selves. 

By 1956, the Citizenship Branch was able to issue a clear and concise 

statement on The I.egration of lmrnigmnts in Ca&, in which the ah* away b m  

racial assimilation, began early in the 20th centug, M y  achieved explicit 

articulation as a government policy basad on a hietory of respect and fair derilings: 

Canada'~ policy t o w d  immigrants is natvally a reflection of the 
politid and cultural pattern of our sociew* It is a eociety built on the 
ideas ofindividual worth and cultural meren ce.... The pressure of one 
dominant group to assimilate, that is, to absorb others ie therefore 
impracticable as a general theory. The assixdation which does occur, is 
gradual and cannot be forced ( E & I  1956:l). 

Ùnmediately aRer mentioning the "assimilation which does occur," which is gradual 

and not forced, the report moved on to a discugaion of integration: 

Lntegration, however, is used in Canada to express a theory which 
combines d t y  and diversîty. The unity is sought in common principles 
of political philosophy and in participation in cornmon citizenship. The 
diversity is maintainecl by reciprod appreciation of diverse cultural 
contributions (1). 

In addition to explicitzy formulating and justifying the shüt h m  racial 

assimilation to ethnic / cultural integration of Immîgrant Others, thîs report also 

ventured onto new ground. Buried within the manuscript, and occufiing only once, 

was a reference to ï h e  multidtural structure of the Canadian populationn (5). The 

acts had ben described, and the fact was now named. Although most of the work 

was stï i l  being done by patriotic volunteer organizations and the provinces, the 

poetwar era saw increasbg intemention of the Canadian state in providing solutions 

to the pmblem of C a n a h  diversiity, p r h a d y  by taking on the task ofwhat it now 

d e d  'inbgration' of ftizens. This effort ta reach out h m  the concentration camps 

and into the everyday lives ofboth c a n o n i d  Selves and problematic M e r s  provided 



the basis for the following Wkentury of efforts at designing and instantiating a 

simulation model of the pmper Canadian citizen, and thus contn'buted directly to the 

emergence of multidturalism as state policy. 

Notes 

This is only a logical contradiction, however, if one takes both t e m s  to exist on 
the same level, as being of the same logical type. Certainly a unity can, and often 
does, emerge out of a diversity as a distinct, but interconnected, logical type a t  a 
different level. See (Wilden 1980) for this distinction in general, and (Angus 1997: 
138-140,144) for its application in the particular context of a national unity emerging 
out of an ethnocultural diversity. 

2. LM. Gibbon appears to have been the first to ascribe this priorîty to Hayward's 
usage, in the preface to his Our Canadian Mosaic (Gibbon, 1938:viii - ix). 

Later in the twentieth century, both the Canadian state and some Canadian 
philosophers of multiculturalism would challenge the assumption of a strong link 
between language and culture. These issues will be discussed in the chapter on 
multiculturalism as  state policy. 1 should point out now, however, that the question 
of the 'objective' ability of language to assimilate Others is not what is of 
importance to my analysis. Rather, 1 only daim that England hoped that linguistic 
assimilation was possible, and that it played a role of constraint in his theory of 
seductive assimilation, 

Even the much-vaunted separation of the courts and the police disappeared in 1940, 
when PC 2363 (June 4, 1940) redefined "Justice of the Peace" to include "a police 
magistrate," and "every commissioned officer of the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police." This aIlowed them to issue their own search warrants, and thereby by-pass 
even the minimal protection that the courts offer against the arbitrary exercise of 
their authority. 

Aiderman Jake Penner of Winnipeg was one of those intemed. Joseph Zuken, who 
was present f o r  Pemer's apped, says that it was dismissed "without any evidence 
produced against h i d  (Repka 1982:15). How could a duly elected representative of  
the People be an Enemy Mien? He was an anti-fascist communist, one of several 
hundred rounded up and interned during the war. Dangerous Patriufs Utepka 1982), 
gives a number of first-hand accounts from Second World War political internees, 
most of whom were feared as Communists. 

See ICen Abchi's (1976) The Enemy that Neuer W O ~  for a critique of the Japanese 
internrnent. 

"In constructive diplomacy as in bone ailments, there are two main methods. The 
first method is the most spectacular, prompt, aad popular. I t  is the equivalent of a 
surgical intewention. It often requites other operations to follow, It is rapid, 
drastic and aggressive. One attacks the foreign element which has entered the body 
politic. In the realm of diplomacy it takes the form of threat and direct action, I t  is a 
regrettable wartime technique extended to the realm of the civilian" (Section VI-1). 

Kirkconnell's readers need not have felt too badly about their Lingering habits of 
Racial thought, however, as the author himself, or a t  very least his editor, was guilty 



of committing %he most dangerous error that can delude the human brain" many 
times in the same pamphlet, On the bottom of page 19, there is a photograph of what 
appears to me, trained in discourse of m e r e n c e  emerging out of the 1960's, as a 
group of White men eating. Underneath the photograph is the caption: T h e  lumber 
camps have long been the meeting ground of the races," Sirnilar "errors" are made 
on page 47, and on page 21, where the title "Racial Origins" heads a Iist including 
=French Canadians," "German Canadians," and many others that  Kirkconnell had 
explicitly -- and rather mockingly -- declared not to be races. 

a This announcement was also a continuation of another Canadian tradition, that of 
bypassing Parliament in setting immigration levels' and 'sources', PC 2071 of May 
28 1946 had created the category of 'sponsoredn immigration, which was to allow 
Canadians to bring in relatives from continental Europe who had been displaced by 
the war. Under this order, postwar immigration had already incteased fiom 12,000 in 
1944 ta 64,000 in 1947, PC 1734 of May 1, 1947 extended the "ternis of admissibility" 
of the already admisaible classes of British and Americans and also, for the first 
tirne, openly welcomed "persons who are suitable for employment in the primary 
industries" (cited in DHC May 1, 19472645). 

1°see, for example, =A Look a t  Canada," produced by the Integration Branch of the 
Department of Citizenship and Immigration (1996) as a study guide for citizenship 
exams. MCBC is another good example, as noted in the Introduction, but pretty much 
any governrnent pamphlet on immigration, citizenship, or naturalization will do. 



Chapter 8 

The New Idol - Mdticulturalism as State Policy 

There are still peoples and herds somewhere, but not with us, m y  
bmthem: here there are states. ... It would like to range heroes and 
honourable men about it, this new id01 ..., It wil l  give you everJrthing if 
you worship it, this new idol: thus it buys for itselfthe lustre of pur 
Whies and the glance of your proud eyee. 

-- Nietzsche, "Of the New Idol" (1969:75-6) 

Tire 'Liberdization' of Canadian Society 

Given the hegemony of British language, culture, and social and political 

institutions, English Canada before the 1960'~ was, for most purposes, a 

monocultural, monolingual, single-nation state, and made no apologies for being so. 

"Canada is perfectly within her rights in selecting the persons whom we regard as 

desirable fûture citizens," WL. Mackenzie King declared in 1947. Tt is not a 

'fûn-entd human right' of any alien to enter Canada. It is a privilege" (DHC May 

1,1947:2646). With its citizenship bureaucracy, the Canadian state had 

acknowledged the existence of non-canonid Canadian identities, but, as their WWII 

surveillance, htemment and transportation shows, these official Others were not 

seen as possessing fidl subjectivity and Rghts ofcitizenship. By the 196û's, 

Canadian societp began to be %beralizedp following an international trend towards 

Americamstyle individual "human rightsn that was spearheaded by the United 

Nations. Canada eagerly signed on to the various declarations and proclamations, 

and produced its own Bill of Rights (8-9 Elizabeth II c. 44 1960). 

In federal language and culture policy, the= have been three main 

cornponents to this 'reform': 05cial bilingualism and bidturalism, which was 

supposed to give the Q&bécois nation an official state identity, and thereby 



transform it h m  an Other to a Selfpoeition; the policy ofmdtidturalism in a 

bilingual framework, which carried out the eame transformation on the Other Ethnic 

Gmups in a slightiy different way, by offering ofiial recognition ofpossession of 

identity; hally, the Mane, huit and Metis were brought into officiai laoguage and 

culture policy as 'the Aboriginal peoples', and were granted th& own set of rights. In 

this chapter 1 will evaluate each of these areas of curent state policy, wi th  an eye to 

whether or not they represent a "break with the past" (Canada. Dept. of Indian 

Mairs and Northern Development 1969:5). 1 wii l  dso address multidkualism as a 

theory ofliberal pluralism, the leading advocates of which have been Charles Taylor 

and Will Kymlicka M y  aim is to test the daim, advanced in both the state policy and 

liberal-theoretical discourses, that multiculturalism represente an 'overcoming' of', or 

at least an ïmprovement' upon, the history of Canadian diversity. In both cases 1 

wi l l  rely upon the genealogy I have preaented in the previous chapters to show that 

multidturalism as state policy and liberal theory reproduces the basic 

characteristics of the Canadian discourse on diversity, namely, the differentiation 

and pmblematization of a target human population which is then to be subjected to 

f o m  of rational-bureaucratic discipluie in the name of solhg the problem so 

created. 1 will argue that while Canadian multidturalism as state policy does show 

signs of taking on a 'poehodern 1ibera.L' style, it does not represent an overcoming of 

the histmy of Canadian divereity. Rather, it creatively reproduces this history by 

carrying out a shift h m  control ddifference to control of cliffimnw, and h m  

simulation of unîty to simulation of multiplicîQ. The extension of 'rights', and 

'equalitJr' to an inoPasing number of mass-designeci identities has not led to %dom', 

but to M e r  penetration o f s t a k  forme into the daily lives of Canadians, through 

the progressive ofjTcialization of both =and Other identities. 



Front MonopoLy to DuopoZy - The BdtB Report 

Mr. Blackmore: Canada was explored, settled, and developed by two 
great races, two of the greateet rame in the world; the French and the 
British people. Have these races no rights? Have the* fathers no rights 
to eee tbeV children well provided for in thie land they strove to gain for 
them? Have th& children no righte to be well hm into an environment 
in which they can aucceed and be happy? We might s u m  the matter up 
in tbis simple question: Has Canada no right to remain British? 

MF. Michaud: To remah Canadim. 

Mr. Blackmore: That is very weii put. 1 thank the hon. member. 1 Say, 
has Canada no right to remah British Canadian? 

Mr. Laurendeau: Put "Canadian" on the record. 

W. Blackmore: We have f k d y  arriveci at the word which pleases 
evergbody. Has Canada no nght to remain Canadian? 
(DHC August 28,1946:5514, cited in Palmer 1913385). 

Before it thought about comecting itselfto what it saw as a mdtiplicity of 

cultures and ethnic groups within its territories, the Canadian k t  tried to solidi& 

and cl- ita articulation with the 'ho Founding Races. In theory, Canada had been 

a two-nation state since 1774, when the right to maintaîn certain aspects of their 

social, kgal, and religious partidarity was granted to the French of Quebec. Whüe 

this was undoubtedly a m  from the British, who occupied a superior position at the 

time, the dsal struck at the time of ConMeration implied that the two people8 were 

coming together as equals, to form, in the words of Adélard Godbout, %e headstones 

of the entire edïfïœb of Canada (Dept. of National War Services 1940:13). That 

EngIkh-Cmdim natiodsts had never really seen Confiederation as a meeting of 

equals is apparent in the obstinate equation ofBritibess w i t h  Canadiamess in the 

quote that opens this section, in the policy ofencouraging immigration h m  the 

British Mes, and in attempts to assimilate / integrate non-British Immigrants to the 

lhghh-speaking Society. Whatever the BNAAct might Say, or however it might 



have been inbrpreted, the Canadian etate had alwaya lived, worked, and moet 

importantly clreamed in English. 

In 1963, acknowledging yet again that it had a French pmblem, the federal 

govemment appointecl a Royal Commission to h d  a solution. The Commissioners 

soon found themseîves, like Lord Durham, "driven to the conclusion that Canada, 

without being m y  conscious of the fa&, is pas* through the greatest crieis in ite 

history" (Royal Commisaion on Bilinguaüem and BicuIturalism 1966:13).1 Their 

mandate waa to "report upon the existing state of bilinguaüsm and bidturalism in 

Canada and to recommend what steps should be taken to develop the Canadian 

Confederation on the basis of an equal partnership between the two Foundïng races 

..." (1). Cwiously, race had resdaced as a means of distinguishing between the two 

Founding gmups, making the PreZiminary Report of the Royal Commission on 

Biüngualism and BidturalXgm sound even more like the Durhcun Report. But the 

nature of the problem of Canadian diversity had expanded considerably since the 

visit by the Lord and his entourage, and so the Commission was also instnicted to 

take into account "the contribution made by the other ethnic groups to the cultural 

enrichment of Canada, and the measures that should be taken to safeguard that 

contribution" (15 1). 

Alerted to potential pmblems caused by distinguishing between "founding 

racesn and 'ethnic groupa" during pm7irminary - .  hearings, the Commission tried to 

crawl out fimm under the heavy terxnlinological load that had been placed upon it: 

This wording, partiparticularly the use in the Engüsh text of the word 'race', 
hm been a source of misunderstanding. Should it be taken to mean that 
the two 'races' or two *oples' will receive specid treatment at the 
expense of the 'other ethnic pups'? Some understood it this way. .. 
(*). 

The Coramissioners, however, understooci th& terms of reference in a different war 



In o u  view the derence to the two 'founding races' or 'peoples who 
founded Codederation! ie an allusion to the undisputed mle played by 
Canadians of French and British origin in 1867, and long More 
Codederation The w o d  'race' is used in an older meaning as referring 
to a national gmup, and carries no biological signifïcance (xxi). 

This argument is very odd, in that it wae not the biologieal connotation that wae 

causing the objections, but the perpetuation of Merential rdations of power within 

the discourse on Canadian divedty. It makes sense, however, in that the 

Commission was following the gened postwar trend of simpIy renaming racial 

distinctions as cultural, national, o r  ethnic, and continuing on with its work. 

While it acœpted the necessity of strugghg with the Founding races and the 

Other ethnic groupe, the B&B Commission managed to lighten ite load by shedding 

the Native peoples of Canada: W e  should point out here that the Commission will 

not examine the question of the Indians and the ERkimoe. Our te- of referenee 

contain no allusion to Canada's native populations. (xmi)." This act of exclusion 

highlights a subtle, but important Merence between the s t a t u  of the Native 

peoples and the Europeans within the regime of bilinguaIiem and bidturalism. The 

Other Ethnic Groups were seen as potentially making ucontributi~ns" to the 

"cultural enrichment" of Canada, but the Native peoples were to enjoy their 

"presemed" culture8 in solitude. For, while the Canadian state was becoming able ta 

consider the possibility of dving off more signs of the French race, and perhaps even 

displayhg a touch 0fUkrainia.n e t h n i e ,  it could not imagine itself, under any 

circumStan~e8, going Native. hdeed, despite its relative sophistication in textual 

mnstruction, the CommiRsion mnnilged to unwittingiy invoke the sealement and 

expansion phases of the Canadian discourse on diversity as a means of setting up a 

solida15ty between the Other Ethnic Gmups and the Two Founding Races: 

When they [the Other Ethnic Groups] arrived, the5 essential concem 
was to continue the work ofcarrytCng civilkation into the thinly 



populated areas. By settling the country they helped to lay the basis for 
Canada's cultural growth (=, emphasis added). 

On one side, we have the Civilized Europeans, possessed of cultures and civilizatiom 

that aui be shared. On the other, the Indian, Uncivilized and, although possessed of a 

dtu re ,  not one of the sort that muld be shared with Europeans. 

In ita attempt to ward oEtb idea that the Canadian state was offering 

"spetial treatment" to the ' h o  Founding Races, the Commission wae deep in 

contradiction, gince it held at the same time that 'manguage is the moet evident 

expression o fa  culture, the one which most r d y  dietinguishes cultural gmups even 

for the most superficial observer" (xxx). Ifthis is the case, a culture which was 

allowed to striate a space w i t h  its language would have a greater KkeIihood of 

achieving and maintaining hegemony than one that did not. Certainly, as 1 I v e  

shown in chapters 6 and 7, English Canada had always operated under this 

assumption, and there was nothing in the policy of bilinguaüsm and bidturaliism to 

indicate that this was changing. Indeed, at the dose of its discussion of the links 

between language and culture, the Commission concluded that %e vitality of the 

language is a necessary andition for the complete preservation of a culture" (xxwii), 

and that 3he life of the two Founding cultures implies in principle the life of the t w o  

languages" bmiii). 

ARer several years of research, consultations, and hearings, the Royal 

Commission issued a lengthy report and a senes of recommendations. Access to 

bilingual education was to be guaranteed, and a Commissioner of Official Languages 

was to supervise the implementation of a feded Ofieial Langmges Act. These 

measures, dong with several oflesser import, were d e d  a "mw charter for the 

official languages in Canadan (BU Report:1.30, emphasis added). But there was 

nothing 'hew" about the %damental diisllitJr enahrinecl in this new Act. It had 

been -und for two hundred years, long enough that, rather than trging to legislate 



for or againat it, one might begin to wonder how it worked. One poesibility is 

suggested by Jean Baudrillard's comments on the Yhcticai doubling of monopoly" in 

poetmodern capitalist societies: 

In al1 domaine, duopoly is the nnal stage of monopoly ... any uni- 
sgstem. if it wishes to survive, m u t  acquire a binary regdation ... . It 
WU never again be a matter of a duel or open competitive struggle, but 
of couples of simultaneous opposition (Baudfiard 1983a:134). 

The days of the fur trade and the battles between the English and French over 

temtory in the New World might be considered the modern phase of uopen 

competitive struggle," while the period after Codederation would me a slow shift 

towards a system of strategic regdation. As will becorne apparent, 1 do not intend to 

draw a Line here, marking the end ofthe modem and the advent of the postmodem; 

rather, what one tends to see is a shift in emphasis hom one form to another. As the 

events of the "October Crisisn have show, even Canada's moat avant-garde Prime 

Minister was able to respond with physid violence when he felt that state control 

These caveats acknowledged, 1 would note that through the pmcess of 

l'berztjlzation, the square ofidentity from Canadian postwar discourse was 

ofiialized, that is, its semantic was shif€ed h m  ~ C a ~ d i a n  identitp, in the 

implied that the state would take on  the task of not only tolerating, but itself 

p d u c i n g  signs oftbat identiw. Under the regime ofbiiinguaiism and bidturalism, 

the British and French cultures and ianguages were granted official identity, as races 

o r  nations, wi th  British dominant, as the @ver of the gift of e&ty to the French 

ûther. The contradictory position ofthat which was both British and French might 

be seen as taken up by the French outside Quebec and the Engliah wi- for even 

though both oftheir languages and cultures were official, these hybrids could not be 



given a place within the bdamental d d t y ,  and thus could not possess an <official 

identitp. The Other Ethnic Groupe, those who were neither British nor French, 

ocnipied the mmplementqlry position, where they were allowed to preserve and 

maintain an ethnicity, that ie, a language and culture that were not official, and 

wodd not be displayed in state bureaudes or social, eeonomic, and political 

institutions. Finaliy, the Indians, Inuit, Metia, and HaKbreeds were not considered as 

possessing, or lacking, any sort of official identity at au. In being d u d e d  h m  the 

process enMy, they once again dieappeared fimm view. 

Figure 8.1 - Officia1 identity in Canadian bilingualism and biculturaIism 

epossessing ofhial identity: races, nationi 

dritish-Canadian> - - - -  <French-Canadian> 
I I 
I 1 
I I 
t 1 
I I 
I I 

dther Ethnic Groups> --assimilated French-Canadiana> 
iEngiish in Q u e b  

<lacking officid identiw ethnic groups) 

Such was the regime of official identity within the policg ofbüingualism and 

bidturalism, While most of the old rules of the game ofidentity were presemed in 

this policy, it also contnibuted to an ongoing wolution, by increasing the extent to 

which CAnndiann of dl types were to be manufhctured and s m M e d *  If the 

Canadian Citizemhip Act and its associated bureaumtic supports fomed a 

machine for the production of citizens, the O m a l  Lirngmges Act added a part that 
. * spemhed in the production of French-EhgIkh bilinguaI ~tizens. While 'old' 

Chadkm had pieviody been required onlp to tok& signs of Otherness, they 

were now king told that they must taRe t h  on tkrnselues in order to remain 



canonid. As Jean Burnet has noted, however, just as soon as mritieh3 Canadiam 

%gan to accutom themselves to a new model of Canadian aociety ... Prime 

Miniater Pearson and others started to speak of Canada not as bidtural but as 

rnulticulturaln (Bumet 1975:205). With the policy of 'multidturalism in a büingual 

fkamework', the present of Canadian diversity began to c a ~  up with its pst, and 

the world of official Canadian Selfhood began to go through the same process of 

multiplication that had been lamented for so many years in the realm of official 

Otherness. 

MuCticuIfuralism in a Biüngud Frameroork as Strate& Simulafion of 

Assimilation to the ProbLematic Other 

After convincing itself that it once again needed Immigrants, the Canadian 

state quickly abandoned offidal bilinguaiism and bidturalism in favour of what 

came to be known as umdticulkrralism in a bilingual fkmework." In this section 1 

wiU show how this change involved certain reproductions of, and innovations in, the 

terms of the Canadian discourse on diversitg. Fust, the means of differentiating the 

problematic population was sh&d h m  race and ethnic group to ethnoculturai 

origin, a l lowhg the state to daim that multidturalirnn was about 'equsiIit# because 

the discourse on divemie now used the same name for ail groups in the system. This 

was accompanied by a dissociation of language and ctiiture which, 1 wïü argue, 

allowed the policy to be seen as both protecting the particularity of inwming Others 

and assurhg eanonical Canadians that these Others wodd be rendered into Selves. 

Finally, a productive confusion of assimilation and integration dowed the French 

co10n.d method ofstrate& simulation of assimilation to the ûther (aee chapter 4) to 

be remered as the baeis for handhg problematic diversitg 6th state pulicy. The 

work of this section, then, is to show how the policg of multidturalism in a bilingual 

m e w o r k  meatively reproduced the discourse on Canadian diversity as it exbtd in 



the 196û's, and to prepare the way for a M e r  disameion of the extent to which this 

creative reproduction can be eeen as a 'break with' or 'overcoming of ite past. 

In a 1966 White Paper on Immigmtion (Dept. of Manpower and Immigration 

1966) those who spoke for the Canadian state made it clear that they had not lost 

their desire for an incremed population to manage. Assuming that there was "'iittle 

dissent h m  the proposition that Canada still needs immigrants* (5), the mite 

Puper invoked some favourite tropes h m  previoue centurie8 and millenia: 

Canada is an under-populated country by most standards of 
measurement. It m u t  appear al- bamn of people to many of the 
countries of Aûica and Asîa with their teeming miIli0 m... Many 
Canadians are attracted to the theory that [we ebould] up our 
empty spaces as rapidy as possiole with any and al1 immigrants willing 
to cast their lot with us... (7, emphaais added). 

But despite the wishes o fkany  Canadians," their govenunent would not play at 

dice. The question, as dways, was %kt number and kind of immigrants should be 

sought in the years ahead, and h m  what sources" (5). 

Oddly enough, the Canadian govemment had supposeclly eiiminated the 

consideration of 'sourcesn in its 'colour bhd' immigration policy a~ounced in 1962, 

just before the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Bidturaliam had begun its 

work. According to Ellen Fairclougfi, the hhistm of C i t h m h i p  and Immigration at 

the time, the new policy was supposed to ensure that "any Swtably qualified person, 

h m  any part of the world? could be considerd for immigration to Canada uentirely 

on his own merit, without regard to his race, colour, national origin or the country 

h m  which he cornes" (DHC Jan. 19,1962:9). It should not be su~prising tbat the 

policy did not live up to the pronouncement, as this path had been followed many 

times before: by Frank Oliver in presenting the 1910 Immigration Act WHC: M&ch 

21,1910:5505), and by Clitrrd SiRon, in his policg of the late 1800s: W e  have not 

been disposeci to exclude foreigners of any nationaliw who seemed likely to becorne 



successful agriculturalists (Sifion to Laurier, 1901, in Rnowles 199262). In 1962. ae 

in 1910 and 1901, the Minister was eimply not teIIing the whole truth, And little could 

&e S o r d  to do so. Every time the Canadian government had set out to acquire 

Foreign bodies, it had encountered a mtivist reaction h m  existing Canadiam, 

which, though it may have been c o d a t e d  with i n t d  c l a s  wdhre,  exte11181 

national warfàre, or simply fear ofincoming Otherness, always placed responsibility 

for Canada's problems on the inamhg or already arrived Other. This happened 

before WWI, atter WWII, and codd reasonably be expected to occur again in the 

1960's and 70's. 

A similar state of dreary repetition had been reached wi th  regard to the Indian 

problem and its attempted solution through various Indien Acts. Leslie & Maguire 

note that '%or one hundred and forty years, essentially the same policy has been 

'rediscoveredt and redefined to serve government objectives. However, it has only 

sugtained failure in accomplishing what it set out to do ..." (1978:191- 2). In its 1969 

White Paper, the Canadian government announced that it was going to disrupt thia 

continuity by washing its han& of the Indian problem and thereby make a "break 

wi th  the past" (Canada Dept. of Indian Affairs and Northern Development 1969:5). 

It ody ended up reproducing this past, of course, but this tirne using much ofthe 

same rhetoric as had been employed in the End of Hlstory in immigration policy: 

T h e  Government believes that its policies must lead to the full, fhe, and non- 

diScTZminatory participation of the Indian people in Canadian socieiy" (5). 

Ottawa p l h  to offload respo~uibili@ for the Iiidians to the provinces (9) and 

dismantle the Department ofIndianAf&h (10). After several hundred years of 

abusive tutelage and fâiled attempts at extermination, assimilation, and inkgration, 

the Indians were now offered the gif t  ofa Yhxneworic wit)iin which, in an atmosphere 

offhdom,* they muld "with other Canadians, work out their own destiny" (13). Of 



course, there would be a "tr8I18itiod period," but the government hoped to solve the 

Indian pmblem within five years (13). 

Unfortunately for the Canadian state, a large number of Indiam recognized 

what was going on immediately* They had never wantad to become Canadian, still 

did not want to become Canadian, and saw thie move, in Howard Cardinal'e~ words, as 

"a thinly disguisecl programme of extermination thmugh assimilation* ( C a r M  

l969:l): 

Before the Canadian govemment tries to fead us hypocritical policy 
statements, more empty promises, more forked tonguistics, our people 
want, our people, the Indians, demand just settlement of ail our treaty 
and ab0rigb.I rights. Fulfillment of Indian right by the queen's 
government must corne bef" there can be any fitture CO-operation 
between th Indians and the government. We demand nothing more. 
We expect nothing less (28). 

Something had to be done to solve the problems of the French, the Immigrant, and 

the Indian once and for all. This somethiiig was d e d  'multidhualism'. 

As a state policy, multidturalism emerged out of Book IV of the B & B 

Report, which was entitled The Cultuml Contrioution of t h  Other Ethnic Groups (see 

Buniet 1975; M e n  1982: 52 - 56; Lewycky 1992: 372 - 5). In presenting its report, 

the Commisaion cikd its tem of reference as a justification for limiting its study to 

"the part played by these groups in the country's bistory and the contribution they 

make to Canadian Men (B & B Rep0rt:rl-w). This is immediately recognizable as the 

sort of treatment given by Woodsworth and KirkcomelI, and perpetuated by the 

Department of Citizenship and Imrnigmtion in pamphlets like Our Hktoty (1948) 

and The Casrcrdicn F d Z y  lzee (1960). The Commissioners picked up on this limited 

acknowledgment of  particdari@ and relevance, and put it to good use in their denial 

of the existence of a ïhhi force" in Canadian politics ofidentity. AU that the Other 

Ethnic Groups had in cornmon, according to the writers of the B & B Report, was 



In approaching OUF subject thie way we are not irnplying the existence 
in Canada of a 'third force', made up of all thoge ofethnic origin other 
than British or French. It should be remembered that the census lista 
some 30 different ethnic origin categoriee and stül does not Est them dl, 
and that there are great ciifferences in numbers, concentration, time of 
arrival, and degree of p u p  awareness among the different cultural 
groups (B&B Report:435). 

With the help of the Canadian census and a rich horde of academic stuclies? the 

common gmund of the OEGs was skillfully delimited so as to d o w  them alI to be 

munoged under one policy, while being denied the right to commonly resist this policg. 

The official adoption ofmulticulturalism was annomced in Pierre Tmdeau's 

f m o u  speech to the House of Commons on the day the White Pupr on 

Multicultumlism was released. Always a master of politid oratory, Tnideau began 

with a joyous revelation: 

Mr. Speaker, E am happy this morning to be able to reveal to the House 
that the government has accepted ail those recommendations of the 
Royal Commission on Biiinguaiigm and Bidturalism which are 
containeci in Volume IV ofits reports directed ta féderal &partmet& 
and qemies (DHC October 8,1971: 8545, emphasis added). 

This was a very creative reading of the WXte Paper? which clearly showed a 

reluetance to commit state resources to a new regime ofethnocultural identification. 

Out of the Commission's sixteen recoyimendations, seven were diemissed as 

superfluous, five were said to be out offederal jurisdiction, t h e  were relegated to a 

h e a r c h  program," and only one, sugge8ting increased bciing for linguistic 

assirdation, was to be implemented (Sessional Paper 283-4 / 101B, DHC October 8, 

1971, Appendk 8583 - 4). Despib ail of the fimfiwe regarding this hew' policy, there 

was, by the govement's own estimation, very little for it to do, other than place a 

different label on pmgrams that had been in place since the 1940's. 



But tbie did not stop Pierre Trudeau, who immediately began to erect a 

aC8ffoIdï.q of high-eounding rhetoric over the emptineee of hie announcement, 

malring use of the well-wom planka of liberté, &alité, tiutanihk 

The individual's W o m  would be hampered if he were locked for Me 
within a particular cultural cornpartment by the accident of birth or 
language. No citizen or group of citizen8 is other than Canadian, and all 
should be treated fairly (8545). 

This line was picked up and enhanceci by later multidturali8m policy documents. 

Liberty: multidturalism "entrenches the idea of freedom of Choice, which is a basic 

tenet of our democracy" (MCBC19). Quality: Pecognizing multidturalism to be a 

central fature of Canadian citizenship ... aclmowledges the essential equality of al l  

our people ..." (19). Community: "multiculturalism has evolved as apowetfbrl bonding 

qgent for Canadians... It helps unite us and identify us" (9). This claim to have 

irnplementmi the goals of the French revolution dowed Canadian multidturaliism 

to be portrayed as something difEerent fkom 'those distastefid, sometimes shameful, 

and dways heart-breaking injustices in Canadian Estory which left members of 

various minorit9 gmups htrated or humiliated or outraged" (5). That is, 

multidturalism as state policy was presented as an overwming of the history of 

CanacEian diversi@. Thia i s  a claim that i s  easily evaluated, with referenœ to the key 

features of the discourse on Canadian diversity that I have worked with throughout 

this dissertation: the means of diffierentiation of human types; the hierarchization 

and problematization of the Werentiated system o f m s ;  and the modes of solution 

adopted to solve the problem. 

Multidturalism is certaidy not an overcoming of the hi~tory of canadian 

diversi@ in the sense that it bas ceased to differentiate human tgpes based on gigns 

ofdifference that can be observed h m  a distance. Having moved through humanits 

and civilization, to race, culture, and ethnicity, cWerentiation within Canadian 



multiculturalism as state policy is accompli~hed with the help of yet another 

categorg: ethnodtural ongin. In order to understand what this term means, 1 Win 

twn to the gloesary in MulticultumZism. Building the CanacEian MosrUc (MCBCM). 

To begin at the highest level of abstraction: 

~'MCULI'URALZISM: Recognition of the diveme dtures of a plural 
society based on thRe principlea: we all have an ethnic or ig in  (eqdty); 
all our d t u r e s  degenre respect (dignity); and cultural pluralism needs 
ofncial support (community) (MCBCM87). 

If%e alI have an ethnic ongin", then it would be important to know just what an 

'ethnie origin" is. The text obliges: 

ETHNOCULTURAL/ETHNIC ORIGIN: Cultural, national, or racial 
origin of a person. Every Canaàian has an ethnic orîgin. (The use of the 
word uethnic" as a noun e.g. "an ethnicn or Ythe ethnies" is generally a 
slang term and is sometimes considered derogatory. "Ethnic" as an 
adjective is generally acceptable) (87). 

As long as one uses the correct grammatical construct, it is generdly acceptable to 

mark out differences between human types based on their presumed "cultural, 

national, or racial origia" But what does this mean? Neither uculturai origin" nor 

kational origia" are seen as key tem in need of definition, and so we are left to 

assume that these origine would be deteckcl, in the traditional Herodotan way, 

through such Visible signs as skin colou, clothing, mode of government, and so on. 

Racial origin, however, is seen as worthy of a definition, through its mot word, race: 

"RACE: Working te= to describe ethnic origin ofpeoples defined on the bams of 

certain cornmon physical features. Examples are Whites or Caucasians, South 

Asians, Blacks, Chinese or South East Mans (87)." A s-e, htrating, but 

definitely workiqg circulari& occurs hem: ethnic origin is defined as dependent upon 

cultural, national and racial ongin, and race is said to depend upon ethnîc ongin! This 

'confusion' is of course very informative, as it provides evidence of the arbiitrarg 



nature of these categories. It also exposes the Canadian state's attempt ta find an 

Uacceptable" language in which to express the will to categorization of0thez-s that, 

despite much protestation to the contrary, continues to permeate Canadian state 

policy* 

Thue, while the exact nature of the categories  ha^ ehifted, and the weird and 

wonderfbl diversity of types ie found insi& rather than outside the satiely striated 

space of civilization, there is a definite line of descent h m  Rerodotus to Linnaeus to 

J.S. Woodsworth, and on to Canadian multidhvalism as state policy. Notes on the 

CatULdiCLn Family Tree , firat published in 1960 by the Canadian Citizenship Branch, 

describes itself as 'an attempt to provide fachial information on many of the ethnic 

groupa that comprise the Canadian population" (19605). This goal will be f d a r  to 

readers of Strangers Within Our W s ,  who v d l  recognize immediately the table of 

contents arranged accordhg to national / ethnic types, and the ensuing enmeration 

of history, characteristiar, and contributions to Canada (The Japanese are very 

fond of picnics," we are told on page 83.) The groups are presented in alphabetical 

order, following ECirkco~ell's egaiitarian innovation in C a d a n s  Ali (1941), and 

number 23 in the first edition. This editionis also of interest because it did not include 

either the British or the French, (Cgro~ps on which ... much material is available in 

other f o n d  (i). This omission of the two Founding races fimm the Canadian fàmily 

tree may at b t  seem odd, but d e s  good sense when one realizes that it is not the 

Invisible Selfgroups that are being desrnid here: it is the f d a q  but stül strange 

and problematic, diversity of VisibIe. audible, and olfactory Others. 

A new edition of the C a d a n  Family Tree waa produced for the 1967 

centennial of Codederatioon. Like the immigration logbooks of the late 18OO1s, which 

showed a steady increase in the number of categories ofrmmigrant ûtherness, the 

new edition of the FamLIy Tree was able to display 47 types of Canadian, incluciing 

the French and the British, broken d o m  into the Wales / Ireland / Scotland / England 



subgroups. The alphabetid arrangement remaineci unchanged, as did the narrative 

fonn ofhistory, h c t e r i e t i c s ,  and contributions. By the 1979 edition, 78 group~ 

were listed, bringing the number of categories of contri'buting cultures more or lese in 

h e  with the number of Immigrant ethnicities. The form of the C a d i a n  Family 

Iltee can thus be traceci, in a creative evolution, Grom Woodsworth'~ Stmngers Withul 

Our Gates to the stable pattern reached in 1979 and ueed ever since. This stability 

can be attzibuted to the achievement of a substantive rhetoric of presentation 

adeqyate to the political rhetoric of multidturalism: dphabetization replaced 

arrangement by the Great Chain of Race, SignifVing equality; all of the same si- of 

clifference were noted, but the basîs for the cornparison, the canonical English 

Canadian Self, was not; the Invisible Selfgroups were listed dong with the Visible 

Others, c o v e ~ g  for the silent basis of differentiation, and m e r i n g  the notion that 

al l  Canadians were Immigrants; and, M y ,  consistent and unabashed xenophilia 

replaœd an equally unbalanceci xenophobia, giving the impression that tolerance, 

harmony, and mutual love reigned h m  sea to sea 

In the face of such perfection of form, one must, to be fh, consider the 

possibility that one is not in the presence of art, but of an earnest and authentic 

change of heart on the part of c a n o n i d  C m a d i a ~  and th& state. Although the wi l l  

to categorize was obviously stül going strong, perhaps Crinadians had finally corne to 

consider their mers, though Mer&, to be equal. At the very least, while human 

types were still being differentiated accordhg to assigned ethnocultural 

characteristics, and the assumption that individuals designated as members of these 

groupa would display the assigned characteristics had not changed, it did seem that 

the Great Chain of Race, or the hierarchical ordering ofthese types, had really ben 

abandoned. UnfortunateIy, we need only set out  sights a little to the west of Ottawa 

to see that th& was not the case, The Year of ûffîcial Mdtidturalism was also the 

centennial of BCs entry into Codederation, and the cdebration gave riae to 



Sfrangers E n t e r t a h d A  Ristory of the Efhnic Grwps of British Columbia (Nomsa 

1971). This volume featured Ken Adachi writing on the Japanese, Rosemary Brown 

on the Negmes and, except for the chapter on Native Iiidians, followed a d e  

whereby a reader traÎned in e t h n d -  identification by sanüune wodd see that 

the section on each group had been written by eomeone who was likely a member of 

that gmup. However, despite all of this attention to rhetonc of presentation, the 

table of contents was amanged according to the Great Chain of Race, from 

Americans, British and French, through the European continent h m  northwest to 

southeast, then to the Chinese and Japanese, M y  e n d .  with the Negmes. The 

h i e d y  of the White, Yellow, Black, and Red races was preserved, with the 

exception of the Native Indians, who were p b d  fht. The value of this honour was 

dubious, however, as the sections on the Two Founding Races were fidl of heroic 

stories of Discovery and Colonkation, Whatever was gohg on in Ottawa, British 

Columbians had yet to understand, or  perhaps even read, the p u t  thirty years of 

Citizenship propaganda, and did not even know how to cover the tracks of racism 

when produchg a celebratory pamphlet on ethnodkval contributions. 

Despite the daims of a new era, repeated incessantly since the 1960's. and 

supposedly legislatecl in the Multieultumlism Ad of 1988, the e t h d t u r a l  

h i e d y  has stiU not been eliminated fimm official Canadian discourse even at the 

federal levei. In the latest census for which data has been pmcessed and pubLished 

(1991), state-sponsored social science is still repmduchg the ancient European 

scheme - and ignoring 50 year-old innovations in mass communication of state 

policg - by presenting its table of "Population by Ethnic Origin and Sex" in the order 

that wodd be given by the Great Chain of Race: Britïeh and French are followed by 

Western, Northern, Eastern, and Southem Eumpe811; next corne West Asian, East 

Asian, and Latin and Central America; then Black, Aboriginal and, M y ,  MuItipIe 

ûrigins ( S w a n  1993: Table 1A). This W-tionn' of murse nnds its way into a 



myriad ofother sources, and ia sometirnes repmduced by writers whoee critical 

position on issues of ethnicity would suggest that they would not be happy with this 

comection (e.g. Hiller 1996:232). Based on this d-erentiation and himchization by 

the Great Chain of Race, 1 would suggest that multidturalism as state policy 

represents a creative reproduction, rather than an overcoming, of the history of 

Canadian divemity with regard to this crucial fatum* 

The same can be eaid for the ment ly  preferred mode of aolving the problem 

created by the work of differentiatioe Integration, the method of Merence 

management that emerged out of the Nationalities B m c h  and the Department of 

Citizenship and Immigration, was taken over by mdticulturali8m as a 'social policy 

for handling divemit#' because it "works better than assimilation or other modeis" 

(MCWR9). Before integration could move on h m  its quiet existence in etate policy 

documents and departmental reports, however, an innovation was required. Under 

the regime of biiinguaiism and biculturalism, federal policy was based on the 

assumption of a strong link between 1811guage and culture. Many statements on this 

subject can be found in the B&B Report. For example: 

... language is at the core of the inteflectual and exnotional life of every 
individual @&B R e p 0 r t : l d ) .  

.. .laquage is the most evident expression of a culture. In terms of our 
mandate, this meaus that the problems of bilingualism and 
biculturalism are inseparabIy linked (1-). 

Culture and the laquage that serves as its vehicle cannot be 
dissociateci (4.13). 

Thus, when the French were mpposedly granted e q d w  with the -ah, it was 

assumecl that the business of the state would have to be m n d d  in both 

laquages, that the state would have to becorne French. The Canadian state was now 

poised to give the g i f t  of e @ v  to the Other Ethnic Groups, but was apparently not 



ready to bemme Ukmbian, Sikh, Chinese .... Pierre Rudeau announced the solution 

ofthis problem, however, by showing that language and d t u r e  could indeed be 

dissociated - and even had the kmerity to imply that the members of the B&B 

Commission supported him in this rnove: 

It was the view of the Royal Commission, ~hared by the government, 
and, 1 am sure, by alI Canadiane, that there cannot be one cultural 
policg for Canadians of British and French origin, another for the 
onginal people& and yet a third for al1 others. For although them are two 
olgicial hnguages, thne is no o/jicial culture, nor does any ethnic group 
take precedence over any other W C  October 8,1971:8545, emphasis 
added). 

Whüe the B&B Report held that culture codd only be present through language, 

Trudeau's speech marked the dawn of a new policy era by dissociating these two 

aspects of modernist identity formation. 

Trudeau's dissociation oflaquage and culture not only appean> to negate the 

fidamental premise of several centuries of Eurocolonial and Canadian state poîicy, 

but also contradicts aome of the most influentid analyses of the rise of modern 

nation-states. Benedict Anderson has noted how what he calls "national print 

languages" were 'of central ideologid and poiitical importance" to early European 

nationalism (Anderson 1991:67), and E L  Eiobsbawrn has argued that national 

languages - though they were ualmost aiways semi-Wcial constructsn - were 
crucial to what he d s  the 'popular pmto-nationaiiamn of the modem nation 

(199054). In a discussion of the curent Canadian contact, Charles Taylor also 

assumes the existence of a %nguage/culture that we need for our identity" 

(1993:52), and notes that UEnglish Canadian spokespersons have taken refuge in the 

aassly phiiisthe contention that language is juat a medium of communication" (56). 

Bracketing the question ofwhether language teally is' intimately comected with 

culture and nation, 1 wi l l  focus upon the possibilities that were opened up by th& 

dissociation within the Cruiadian diacoume on diversi@. 



First, the dissociation of language and culture enabled the c l a b  that even 

though two h g u g e s  were offidy Canadian, thie did not grant a superior position 

to the culturap associated with them. This &kt wil l  aimply be noted for now, but w3.I 

be discussed M e r  in the next aection. Dissociation also dowed the daim - again 

to be discussed in detail in the next section - that even though a given lmguage 

might not possess an officia1 state artidation, the culture associated with it could 

soll be considered as one ofmany 'Canadiad cultures, through its official mcogtu*tion. 

Finally, in the sense that no d t u r e  was acknowledged to possess an official state 

articulation, it muld be claimeci that there was "no official culture* at all, The 

dissociation of language and culture thus dowed the Other Ethnic Groups to be 

granted a form of Iimited state articulation through simple remgnition of their 

existence. This gifk was granted by making use of the law of individual identification - 
an individual is his group - and the mass-democratic notion that one individual can 

adeptely 'represent> a large number ofother individuale. Its medium was the 

ethnocultural organizatiom, emergent forms that, h m  the Second World War on, 

had been identifid by the Canadian state as possiile pathways to the bodies of 

Immigrant Others (see chapter 7). The canonid case here is the Ukrainian- 

Canadian identity? whose trajectory displays the fidl series of transformations under 

state ~upemision, h m  its creation as the Ykow y Galiciann of the early twentieth 

century, its repression as a haven for Communïsts during Wodd War II, îts 

multiplication in the pars up to 1970 as a large and cohesive group seeking more 

power in Canaclian sociew, and M y  its incorporation as the ue81:liest proponent of 

the multidtural  movement" (Lupul1993:12). 

How did the o f f i d  policg ofintegration ofethndtural groups differ h m  the 

previous mode of assimilation ofraees? Why did it Lbrrork better than assimilation or 

other models" (MW:9)? The following definîtions are given in the Glossary of &y 

Terms induded with MulticuIturatiSm: Building the Canadian M i :  



ASSIMILATION: A pmcess, clearly distinct h m  integration, of 
eIiminliting distinctive group characteri&ics; thie may be encotmged 
as a formal policy (e.g. American "meIting pot.') 

INTEGRATION: A pmcess, clearly distinct h m  amimitation, by which 
groups a d o r  hdividuals become able to participate fùlly in the 
political, economic, social, and cultural life of the country (MCBCM87). 

In these defkitions, assimilation and integration are presented as a binarg 

oppositional pair, each defïned as not the other. It is interesting to note that while a 

clear distinction between the two ie claimed, the means by which one might make 

such a distinction are not pmvided. Certainly, in both cases a separation between 

Self and Other groups is assumed. In assimilation, this appears in the assumption of 

"distinctive group chm&risticsW that need to be "eliminated." In integration, it 

appears in the assumption that unintegrated groups and indivîduals are unable to 

*participate fully in the politid, economic, social, and cultural life of the country? 

Each method is thus based upon the transformation of a problernatic Other into a 

non-problematic - ueliminatedn or "participating" - Self. Where integration and 

assimilation differ is in the meuns by which this transformation is to be eEected 

Since integration is d&ed negatively wi th  regard to assimilation, in which 

distinctive group characteristics are eliminsited, one m u t  assume that, in 

integration, distinctive group characteristics are left in place. Yet, at the same tune, 

integrated groups are to become able to garticipate fûlly." How do they achieve 

this? Under assimilation ifs obvious - they give up their ûtherness and take on 

signs of Selfhood. Under integration it'a a little more subtle - they are supposeci to 

take on semiwd without giving up ûtherness. That is, they would have to ocnipy a 

paradoaical position as simultaneou61y both Us and Them, both pmblematically 

udistinctive" and canonidy LpârticipatingCn 

The mle assigned to the 'Lbiiinguai fkmework? of Canadian multiCU1turalism 

helps to cl- the state's position with regard to the links between language and 



culture, and allows ue to see how mdtidturaüsm a s  state policy is an 

implementation of what 1 have called, in the previous chapter, a coftStmined 

emergence theory of icEentity. In a liat of "conmon questions'' about the policy, 

Mrtlticultumlism: WiuzE is it RealIy About? includea "How do we make sure that 

immigrants integrate and become Canadians?" (MCWR:16). The amwer is that %e 

strategy [of integration] emphasizes language training and helping immigrants leam 

about Canadian values" (16). If there is no link between language and culture, what 

would be the point of emphasizing language training? Why, in order to become a 

citizen, must immigrants us ho^ that they have learned some English or French?" 

(17). And, if there is "no official culture,'' what could possibly be considered a 

'Canadian value?'' These aspects of the policy seem to indicate that the Canadian 

state does not fùIly foIlow Trudeauk theory in its practice; that, in fact, language and 

culture h u e  not k e n  clissociated. W1th the policy ofmultidturalism in a bilingual 

b e w o r k ,  "minorities" can appear to eqjoy the fkeedom to maintain certain 

aspects of their own identities, and to 'contribute' these to the Canadian W. This 

would be the realm of emergem. But, through the use of the official languages in 

their everyday lives, canonical Canadians are told that they can expect the 

"integration" of these Others into one of the two dominant systems of striation - 
whether they are called 'dtures', 'nations', Craces', or 'societies' - to proceed at a 

steady pace. This would be the realm of amstraint- The question of whether either of 

these expectatio~m is 'realistic' or cobjectively verifiable7 is of lese importance than 

their coexkimce within the polieg of multidturalîsm in a bilingual framework 

Based upon this strategic contradiction within the disoourse itsel' and the 

reproduction of a hierarchy ofproblematized human types upon which it depends, 1 

would suggest that integraiton within multidturalisln in a bilingual fiamework is 

best seen as a creative reproduction of the colonial method of strategic simdation of 

assirdation to the Other, and not as an overcoming or break w i h  this past. 



As 1 noted in the introduction to this dissertation, 1 am not the h t  person to 

make this observation. %though our @al£breed] ancestors had been conquered by a 

superior military,'' Howard Adams has written, "in the long run it was the weapon of 

a political d t u r e  that kept us perpetdly in a state of subjugation and exploitationw 

(1995:8). Rarl Peter has noted that "Canada has been homtrading for the 

preservatim of an obsolete political structure, for an empty political shell derived 

h m  colonial conquesta whose internal amtradictiolls led to the mutual retardation 

o f d  for the benefit of a few" (1981:67). This point of view has also been forcefidly 

Europeane continue the same solidarity of niling and repression, 
blended with cornpetitive manipulations, that they practised from the 
dam of their conquests and state formations. The Anglo-French r i d r y  
therefôre ne& to be read through the lem of colonialimn (1996:107). 

At the present juncture, however, where 1 wish ta continue to assess the daim that 

multidturalism offers up the benefits of the French revolution to all Canadian 

citizens, the words of Kogila Moodley seem most appropriate: 

m t h  a festive aura of imaghuy consensus, multidturalism implies 
that Canadian society offers e q d t y  ofopportunity in the public 
sphere, regardless of private ethnic classification. Hence the usage of 
‘ethnie' 'to rder to ail cultural sub-groups induding 'domiaant ethnics' 
thereby obbcating the dturai  hierarchy and redenning ethnicity until 
it is meaningless (1983:320). 

It is t4 thi8 question of equality of opportunity - and the reIated issues of how rights 

and ikeeào~ns are docated within the ethnodtural hierarchy of Cana- 

mdticullturalism - that 1 will now tuni m y  attentioa 



While aome dpts support the daim that multidturalism in a bilingual 

firamework is a creative reproduction of colonial policy, those who have advanced the 

cause of mdticuItr;iraliem as a 'bon-proceduraln liberal pIuraliam most certainly do 

not.3 Charles Taylor, one of the main proponents of this position, has described 

multiculturalism as a response to a "politics ... which tums on the need, sometimes 

the demand, for recognition ... on behalfof minority or 'mbaltem' gmups" (1992:25). 

In an essay entitled Tmpediments to a Canadian Future; when he i *dreaming in 

colours" (1993:197), Taylor expresses his view that  'a Canada that sU17TLvedn into 

the twenw-bt century would contain "two major societies, each defined byits own 

dominant language," each of which "witbin itself would be more and more diverse" 

(200). That is, the form of Taylor's Canada of the friture would be a continuation or 

udeepening (200) of the present state policy of mdticulturalism in a bilingud 

~ e w o r k . 4  

As 1 have shown in the previous chapters, the Canadian state ha8 been 

Krecogoizing" its Others for a very long time. The change that has o c m d  in 

Canadian multiculturaliism as state policg and non-procedd  l'beral pluralist 

philosophy is that these M e r s  are now to be recognized as Selves, to be granted the 

fkeedom, equaüty and community that are supposed to be eqioyed by canonical 

Canadiam. However, as 1 will show by reading state policy documents and the non- 

procedural liberal theory ofrigats advmced by Taylor and Will Kpdicka, the ancient 

hierarchy is stin. in force in the unequd privileges granted to the k e e  classes of 

identity, i.e. the Founding Races, Other Ethnic Groups, and Abonginal peoples. This 

system has ben presented as an advance by its proponents, in that it d o w s  certain 

"collective rightsn to be oEered by the state. But 1 will argue that it ie also a 

retadation and a reproduction, as it places a limit o n  the depth of diversity precisely 



where it might threaten the hegemony of the Canadian state over the territones it 

cul~ently daims. 

1 will begin this discussion with the concept of'rmgnition', which ie crucial to 

both m d t i C U I ~ s m  as state policy and the political philosophy of non-pmoedoral 

liberalism As 1 noted in the previous section, the simulateci dissociation of language 

and culture in mdtidturalism as state policy enabled the daim that even though a 

given language might not possess an official state artidation, a culture aseociated 

with it could sti l l  be considered as one ofmany 'Canadian' culcultures through officiai 

recognition of ifs exi8knœ. 1 wodd now like ta elaborab upon this point, and upon a 

shift h m  "presemation" of merence to "preservation and promotion" that 

aceompanied i t  Both of these effects are apparent in the language of the Canadian 

MulticultumZisrn Act of 1988 (35-36-37 Elizabeth II), which sets out the governent 

of Canada's cornmitment to: 

.... preserve and enhance the multidtural heritage of Canadians while 
working ta achieve the e q d t y  of all Canadians ... 
341Xa) recognUe and pmmote the understanding that multidturalism 
refiects the cultural and racial diversi* of Canadian Society; 

3.(lXb) recqgnUe and pmmote the understanding that m u l t i c u l ~ s m  
is a fûndFunentaI charackristic of Crinadian heritage and identiw, ... 
3.(lXd) recqgnLze the &stenœ ofcommunities whose members share a 
cornmon origin and their historic contribution to Canadian society, and 
enhance their development .... 

The Act produces a hypnotic &ect through repetition ofthis litany of 

recognition and promotion, which is bmken only by the appearance of synonyms like 

Yencourage," %ssist," " e h c e , "  and %ditate." These pmmîses o f  preservation, 

recognition, and promotion stand in for the possession of official identity that had 

been granted to French and l h g b h  language and cuIture under bilingualism and 

bidturalisni, Thus a new semiotics of Canadian identie began to emerge, in which 



the semantic axis was shifted h m  possession of of i ia l  identity to oftrciai m m t i o n  

ofpossessioir of uEefit3). How was this ahiR to recognition a 'good thing? It waB 

clearly an improvement upon contriinmat and extermination. But this was not the 

standard against which the Canadian state compared its new policy: 

It is the governmentts intention that the CatuuEian MulticuUirmZisrn 
Act will join an amended Citizewhip Act and an amended 
Languages Act in pmviding an enduring statutory bat& for Canadiad 
seme of themeelvas .... To those ends, the government c8U~ upon all 
citizane ta make a renewed cornmitment to the principles of eqydity, 
diversity, and comrn~ty and ta continue the great ta& of building 
their homeland into a free and united couz1try that will continue in be a 
symbol of hope in a hctious, tubdent world (MCBC:7). 

A similar confluence ofmultidturalism, recognition, and the principles of 

Western Liberaüsm can be found in Canadian politid philosophy. The terme of the 

Canadian debate on rnultidturalism within l ibed  political philosophy were set by 

Charles Taylor. who argued as early as 1979 that: 

Ctlhe selfwhich has arrived at freedom by setting aside all extemal 
obstacles and impingernents is characterless, and hence without 
defhed purpose, however much this is hidden by such seemingly 
positive terms as 'rationalit$ or 'creativiQ' (1979157, cited in 
Kymiicka 1989:47). 

This was the linencumbered" liberal individual, set off Grom community and culture, 

seeking its enlightened &interest and fkeedom fiom the ancient hiemmhies: 

Modem &dom was won by our breaking looae h m  older moral 
horizona. People used to see themselves as part ofa larger order. In 
some cases, this was a cosmic order, a 'great chaîn of Being,' in which 
humana figured in theîr proper place alongwith the angels, he8vedy 
bodies, and our fdow earthly creatures. This hierarchid order in the 
universe was rdected in the hierarchies of human societg (Taylor 
1991:3). 

Will Kymlcka responded to this critique in his LlbemIism Community and Culture 

(1989), by argning that "the h i r d  view is sensitive to the way OUF individual lives 



and our moral deliberatiions are related tu, and situated in, a shared social context" 

(2). He thus helped to pave the way for a political pphosophy that could be seen as 

reeogniziiig diversity t b u g h  granting difEerentiated group rights, without s d h g  

the goals of persona1 freedom and equality upon which the liberal individual founded 

his identi@.S 

This theme was taken up and expanded in Taylor's essay, %hlticulturali~rn 

and the Politics of Recognition" (1992), where he argued that a 'politics of equd 

dignitf' that had emerged within Western civilkation" (44) could be put to uae in the 

mdt id tu ra l  context. His argument focused on the notion of 'recognition' which, he 

said, was ris& to prominence because "[nlon recognition or misrecognition can 

h&ct  harm, can be a form of oppression, imprisoning eomeone in a fdse, distorted, 

and reduœd mode of being" (25). Indeed, Taylor warned, '[m]ultinatiod societies 

can break up, in large part becauee of a lack of perceived recognition o f  the equal 

worth of one group by another. This is at present, 1 believe, the case in Canada" (64). 

In Taylor's view, achieving recognition ofdifference and preserving Canada's 

"multinational societf required that the model of"proceduraln Iiberaîiwn - which he 

attributed to "John Rawls, Ronald Dworkin, Bruce Ackerman, and others" (56) - be 

There is a form of the politics of equal respect, as enshrlned in a 
liberalism ofrights, that is inhospitable to clifference, because (a) it 
insists on d o m  application of the d e s  denniag these rights, without 
exception. and (b) it is suspicious of collective goals (60). 

In the place of this model, Taylor offered up a %on-proceddn liralism that would 

guarantee certain rights to aIl, but would also distingilish 'these fiandamental rights 

fimm the broad range of immunîties and presumptions that have spning up in 

modem cul- offidicial revied' (61). Put nimply, in this version ofliraliam, 



individual W o m  could be CUTt8iled, and hequalitiesjuetified, in the name of the 

sU17Tival of a cornmunitp. 

Will Kymiicka took this position m e r  in hie M ' u l t u m l  Citizenship 

(1995). where he not ody provideci support for the the- of non-procedural 

liberalism, but also took on the task of speci&ng how it might be implemented in 

practicd contexts. In this way he began to eonstnict a bridge between political 

philosophy and state policy. Kymlicka's work is ofpartidar interest as it focuses on 

Canada and the United States, and provides explicit theoretical justification for a 

dearly defîned regime of *differentiatedn citizenship righta based on the presumed 

identification of individuale with e t h n d -  groups. ICJmniicka argues that "we 

need to supplement traditional human rights prinPples with a theory of minority 

rights" (5). and sets out to show that "minority rights are not only consistent with 

individual eeedom, but can actually promote it" (75). This is so because Tor 

meaningful individual choie to be possible, individu& need not only access to 

information, the capauty to selectively evaluate it, and ficeedom of expression and 

association. They also need access to a sacietal culturen (84). KymIicka defines 

"societal culturen as: 

a CuIture which provides its members with rneanhgfuI ways oflife 
a m s s  the full range of human activities, incluciing social, educatiod, 
religiou, recreatiod, and economic Me, encompasaing both public and 
private spheres. These d tures  tend to be temtorially coneentrated, 
and based on a shared language (76). 

Kpdîcka goes on to suggest that '[flor a culture to survive and develop in the 

modem world, given the pressures towards the creation ofa single common culture in 

each country, it m u t  be a societal cultureb (80). 

This d-tion at e s t  appears inanaistent with the dissociation of laquage 

and culture &ed out by the state policg ofmdtidlturaüsm in a büingual 

fkamework Indeed, Kymücka daims that the term 'inuItidturaln is 'bague" and 



'obscures important distinctione" between various sorts of cultural pluraliem (6). He 

wants to set apart "mdti-nationm etates, where 'dhual diversitg arisee h m  

incorporation of previody self-governing, territoridy concentrated cultures into a 

larger state,'' and 'poly-ethnicn statea, where udtui+al diversity &ses fimm 

individual and familial immigrationn (6). Canada, he -8, is both multi-national 

and polyethnic, and thus contains both "national minorities," like the Qbé&cok and 

Aboriginal peoples, and "ethnic groupsn composed of "immigrants who have left th& 

national community to enter another societf (19). It also, of course, contains a 

kqjority" (BI), a %em that would have done the "incorporation" o f  cultures and 

immigrants, and would now "need to supplement traditional human ri- with a 

theory of minority rightsn (5, cited above). 

The division of the population into a national majority - or in Canada's case, 
~-jorities - nationai minorities, and ethnic groups is crucial to the kinds of rights 

that Kymlicka will grant to each group of citizens. The most important ofthese, 

given Kymlicka's own definition of the prerecpiaites ofidentiiy and fkeedom, would be 

the right to one's own societd culture. On this point, however, he equivocates. In 

chapter 5, he presents a sustained argument in which he claims to have 'tried to 

show that liberals shodd recognize the importance of people's membership in their 

own societal dture, because of the role it plays in enabling meaningfbl individual 

choie and in supporthg seEidentitf (105, emphasis added). At the beginning of the 

next chapter, however, he claims to have "argued that acœss to a societal culture is 

essential for individual f?eedomw (107, emphasis added). It mon becomes apparent 

that KJrmiicka is in fact advocating a retum to the B&B Report regime of a strong 

association between language and culture, but only fir œ f i n  groups. Some wi l l  be 

allowed access to "their own" societd dture, wwhi 0th- wi l l  only be allowed ua" 

soQetaI culture - that of the 'hajority." 



Hymlicka pruvides a historical justifkation for his ideas regardiag which 

groupe are to be granted their own societal culture by drawing a distinction between 

Colonizers, Colonized, and Immigmnts. "Englieh-speaking colonists throughout the 

British Empire, Spanieh colonists in Puerto Rico, and French wlonists in Quebec ... 
had no expectation of integrating into another culture, but rather aimed to reproduce 

their original society in a new land" (15). He notes, quite acmtely, that Wlis is an 

essential fature ~Pcoloaization'' (15). As part of thie Urepmduction," the European 

colonizers "invadeci and conquered" the exieting nations (Il), converting them into 

Colonized "national minorities." As can be seen in the quote above, Kymlicka 

separates Colonizers fkom 'Immigrants based on what ha presumea to be the 

Uexpectationsn of each. While Kymiicka never says whether Colonizers possess a 

liberal-theoretical "right" to a societd culture they have obtained through violent 

means, he does say that Immigrants do not have such a right, "immigration being 

one way ofwaiving" it (96). Thus, Kymlicka: rii gened  ... 1 believe that national 

minorities do have societal cultures, and immigrant groups do not" (101). While 

Kymlicka's distinctions are undoubtedly histondy accurate and honest, some 

liberals might balk at what appears to be a theoretical justification for and validation 

ofwhat 1 have d e d  the power law of sign flow. Certaùily, his formula begs the 

question of whether an invading force could provide itselfwith a liberai justification 

for displacing an ePsting sotietd culture - say that of the Canadian or Americm 

"majoritp" - by daiming that it &expectedn to reproduce its own. This posscbili@ 

becornes partidarly intriguing if one begins to think about a liberal acceptance of 

violent internaL &coIo&ation by nation81 minorïtie8 expecting to massert the 

hegemony oftheir Soaetal cultures. 

While its justification map be questionabIe to some Iiberals, KymIïcka's theory 

ofniinority ri#ts de& sets out the privileges that are to be granted to two of the 

three eategories, Le. national minorie (Colonized), and ethnic group (fmmigrant)). In 



the Canadian case, he notes that %dian homelands were overrun by French 

eettlers, who were then conquered by the English" (12). This historical Tact' places 

the Qu&& and the Aboriginal peoples in the position of national minority. Th& 

occupation of this position, supplantm3 by theoretical arguments based on principlee 

of equrility and divetsity, gives thexn accese to the "opportunity to maintain 

themselves as a distinct culture, if they so choosew (113). and to a Iimited form of 

autonomy by way of udgovernment" and 'exterd protections." In the case of the 

Q&&COiS, Kpdicka ia of the opinion that something akin to the existing Canadian 

federation is adeqyate to the needs of this national minority. H e  daims that "Quebec 

ensures self-government for tha Quebecois" (29), and that "the right to preserve and 

promote their culture lis] affirmeci in the existing system of federaliam" (45). Thus, 

when applied in practice, his theoretid position leads to no deviation from the 

status quo established in 1867. 

The BNA Act does not meet the needs of the Aboriginal peoples, however, 

since Yederalism can only serve as a mechanism for self-government if the national 

minori& f o m  a majority in one of the fderai subunita," and W s  is not tnie of 

most indigenou peoples in North Americ;bn (29). For the Aboriginal peoples, 'self- 

government daims typically take the form of devolving pofiticd power to a political 

unit substantially wntmlIed by the members of the national minority, and 

substantidy correspondhg to their historid homeland or territory" (30). Kymlicka 

gives the example of the creation of Nimavut here (.Mvmvut Act ,404-42 Elizabeth 

II c. Zû), which is worth considering as an example of a practid implementation of 

his theoretical perspective. Certainly those Inuit who have been advocating 

Nunavut see its value as M y  corre1ated to its absw to provide a b i s  for local 

striation of the lands, bodies, and souls of the people who inhabit the territories 

eovered by the Ad, as epeïïed out in the terms of a 1983 paper on what would be 

necessary to achieve selE-govenrment: 



1. the maximum Inuit de* and management of public services which 
affect them; 

2. genuine political representation in provincial and territorial 
legialatures and the federal Parliament, and in official bodies which 
make deciaions afZecting Inuit; 

3. recognition of the huit use and occupation of lands, watere and 
resources ... so that Inuit may enam their own collective surYival; 

4. acœss to adequate revenues enable public bodies in the Inuit 
homeIand to carrg out their tasks; 

5. access to an ecommic base for the future, and protection of existing 
economic resources (e.g. wildlife); 

6. structures of government and other public institutions in the Inuit 
homeland which refiect and provide for the specid ne& and 
cirr=umstances of hui t  and th& culture, and with full protection for and 
inclusion of the rights and aspirations of nonhuit  residents in the area 
(cited in Nunant Conditutionai Forum 1983:û-9) 

Given this statement, it might be interesting to see to what extent the 

Nunavut Ad meets the Inuit criteria FYst of all, while the Inuit commonly refer to 

Nunavut as a Homeland. the Canadian govemment has established a ''temtory of 

Cmada, to be known as Nunavut" (Nunavut Act, Article 3). N m v u t  is to have a 

legislature (l2), which win have a wide range of powers, induding "the administration 

of justicem (23.le1, taxation ÿ), some aspects ofland use and sale (i, r, s), education 

(m), and cultural and linguistic affairs (m, n). Most ofwhat the Inuit thought was 

necessarg to achieve self-government seems to be provided in the Nunavut Ad. But 

it is not without dauses that are distinctly colonial in tenor. The territory is to have a 

u~mmissioner,,"appohted by the Governor in Council, who will take instructions 

h m  Ottawa (6.2) and sit in the legislative assembIy. though Srne will not be elected. 

The Commissioner, it seems, is to play the role assigned to Governors within the 

British Empire. This is  most apparent in the powers reserved by the Canadian state: 



28. (1) A copy of every law made by the Legislature s h d  be 
transmïtted to the Governor in C o u d  within thirty days aRer ita 
enactment. 

(2) The Govemor in Council may disallow any law made by the 
Legislature or any proviaion of any such law at any t h e  within one 
year &r ils enactment. 

Ottawa also reserves for iteelf the right to appoint the judges of the superior courts 

in the temtory (31). Whatever powers the people and legislature of Nlln~vut have 

been grantd, their use wdl be closely scrutinized by a colonial administration, where 

ultimab power stûl resides. In eliding thie critical issue, multidturalism as liberal 

pluralism represents no advance on, and offers no critique of', the emergence, 

historical operation, and present reproduction of the Canadian colonial system. 

Turning to a discussion of the category of hmigrant in Kymiicka's theory, we 

en@ the realxn of what he refers to as Wlyethnic rights," which are "intendecl to 

help ethnic groups and religious minonties express their dtural  particularity and 

pride without it hampering their success in the economic and political institutions of 

the dominant societf (31). Unlike the rights granted to national minorities, 

'polyethnic rights are usually intended to promote integration into the larger society, 

not self-government* (31). The practical implications are dearest here, since 

KJrmiicka diredy refers to Ytha Canadian goveniment'a h u I t i c u l M r n p  policf as 

'promothg polyethnicity rather than assimilation for immigrants" (17). hdeed, in a 

suxnmary that encapsulates his suggested treatment afboth national minorities and 

ethnic groups, KJrmiicka openly endorses -nt Canadian state poky in its 

b r d e s t  outlines. "Canada, with its policy of 'mdtidturalism in a bilingual 

heworlr '  and its recognition of Aboriginal rights to self-government, ia one dthe 

few countries which has officïalIy recognized and endorsed both pdyethnicity and 

multinatiordity" (22). 



Curioudy, the taxt is not so clear in setting out the rights that would be 

granted to the third category - that of rnajority (Colonizer). The Erst problern is that 

Kymlicka tends to avoid naming the majority in his many disniseions of ackial 

nation-states. In the Canadian case, he notes that %dian homelands were overrun 

by French settlers, who were then conquered by the Engliah'' (12). From this 

statement, and h m  the discussion about Colonization, one would assume that the 

societal culture that has become known as Canada would be Englïsh. Thie 

assumption is further justined by a derence to "the majority Anglophone society in 

both the United States and Canadaw (22). Here, Kymücka notes that kational 

groups, as 1 a m  using that term, are not defined by race or descent" (22), but 

presumably - observing the reference to Anglophone - by language. However, on 

the nent page, Kymlicka writes that "in talkîng about national minorïties ... 1 am not 

talking about racial or descent gmups, but about dturaf  groupe" (23). It would seem 

that national mqjoritiés, for KJrmiicka, are dehed through language, while national 

minotities are distinguished by d t u r e ,  and neither are dehed by race or descent. 

Following this interpretaton of what appears to be a somewhat open question in 

Kymlicka's text, 1 wi l l  refer to the "national majoritf of Canada as 'CEnglish- 

Canadian' in my discussion. 

Unfortunately, the rights to be granted to Canada's majority are even more 

difncult to discover than its name and the means by which it can be delinnitai. The 

index containe only 8 derences to YEnglish Canadians," none of which leads to a 

discussion ofwhat rights they are to be granted. This is scanw treatment when 

compared to the 29 entries for "French-Canadian!' and " Q ~ ~ c o i s , "  and 57 for 

"Aboriginal peoples (Canada)* and ïndigenous peoples." Kymlcka does note, though, 

that '[lx a dernomatic society. the majonty nation will always have its Ianguage and 

societal d t u r e  supported, and wi l l  have the IegisIative power to prote& its interests 

in culture-affecting decisions" (113). P r e d l y ,  it would also have the legiaiative 



power to affect the intereats of other nations and ethnic groups, and ao would have a 

very powerful Sight? that one might wieh to see explicitly theorized. But 

MdttcuItud Citizenship does not oblige here. Ixtstead, there ie a constant reference 

to a passively voiced %en that will decide what giRe to give to "themm "I will discuss 

whether immigrant groupa shuM be giuen the rights and resourœs neœssary to 

sustain a distinct societal dturen (76). "Ifpeople have a deep bond wi th  their own 

d t u r e  ... should we Mt albw immigrante to recreate their own societal cultures?" 

(95). "We should a h  at etwuring that all national groups have the opportunity to 

maintain theIllselves as a distinct societal culturew (113). By remabhg implicit, this 

"we" forms a silent, Invisible Selfgroup that choosea tu give, or not to give, giRe of 

recognition and self-government to noiay, Visible Mers. 

This is not to suggest, of course, that those who do not consider t h e d v e s  to 

be English-Canadian cannot mzd KJrmlicka's text, but that when they do, they wül 

find themseives constructed as a "them" to the tact's irnplicit 'us." They wil l  also find 

that, despite being 'reeognized'. they are once again to be placed in an ixiferior position 

in a hierarchy of human types differentiated by what is presumed tu be their 'ongin', 

and the place assigned ta them in a Eurocentric hietory of colonization and the play 

of power. One might consider the 'CharIottetown accord," a constitution which 

offered the same giRs as multidturalisni as no=procedd liberal pluralism: it 

granted the Aboriginal peoples an ïnherent right to self-government" (Art. 29, cited 

in McRuberts & Monahan 1993:348); it desuibed Quebec as 'a distinct sotiee, 

which includes a French-speaking majority? a unïqpe dture  and a civil law tradition" 

(2c, 315), thereby granting, once again, the gifk oflimia seEg~vernment wiwithin a 

Yederation", as in l774,1841,186'?, ...; Gnally, it told the Other Ethnic Groupa that 

"Canadians are committed to racial and ethnic equality in a society thae includes 

citizens h m  many landsn (Ze, 315). Despite the kct that each pmblematic identity 

was offered a eift, Canadians rejected this new constitution ofnon-procedural 



liberalism. The objections r a i d  by those who identifid with the various subject 

poeitiom defined in the refmdum suggest that the Herential apportionment of 

r e w d  created a very Canadiaxi situation in which each identity could feel tbat it 

was not being given enough, while others were being given too much.6 An iinintended 

dec t  of non-procedural lïbedism? A sign that a ma,j~rity of Canadians really m 

ucommitted to racial and ethnie eqwdi@," but of the old, procedural varie@, where it 

stands opposed to inequdity and hieradies? 

Thanks to the tradition of the mass secret vote, no one wï i l  ever know for sure 

why or how this conslitution was rejected. Tt is interesting to note, though, how 

relations between state policy, academic d y s i s ,  and pop* culture have changed 

and remained the same since the 1940*s, when academics led with theory, the state 

implemented policg behind a blaze of propaganda, and the population largely resisted 

or ignored them both. The people are still resisting and ignoring7 and there are stiU 

strong correlations between the leading philosophy of multidturalism and etate 

policy, but now the philosophers appear to be following rather than leacüng. Will 

Kymlcka has written that, 'n]ike Jay Sigler, 1 believe that providing a liberal 

defence of minority Bghts 'does not create a mandate for a vast change. It merely 

ratifies and exp1abs changes that have taken place in the absence of theory" 

(1995:127). In a War vein, Ian Angus has noted that We practice of 

mdtidturalism in Engfish Canada has proceeded further in its everyday7 

institutional, and policy contexta than it has a social and political philosophy" 

(1997:137).7 

While it may not represent any great theoretical-philosophical advances, and 

while Canadians may be at best cunnlsed about its meaning and value,8 

multicuIturalism as both state policy and liberal pIuralism has made important 

contributions to the discourse on Canadîan diversity. The dissociation oflanguage 

and dture, and the replacement of race and nation with e t h n o d t u r à l  ongin, 



allowed the semantic axis to be ehitted h m  possession of official identity, i.e. national 

language and culture, to nemgnition of posseeeion of identity? whether o5cial or not. 

In possessing the maal connection of their languages with the state apparatus 

(Kymlicka 1995:80), and in posseseing the right to give gifls to ûthers, the English 

and French societies occupy the dominant pole of the axis of official recognition, with 

Engfish s t ü l  superior and in the position of giving giRa (or not) to the French. This 

strategic duopoly ie counterbdanced by the Other Ethnic Groups, arrangeci in a 

cornplex and ever-changing hierarchy* As was the case with the transfer of the 

Platonic hierarchy into ChristianiQt and then into the realm of science, the Great 

Chain of Race has been s h M  fimm the realm of official Otherness into officid 

Selfhood, through the limited recognition of some races as ethnic groups, and others 

as Aboriginal people8 on the way to "full participation in Canadian society." 

Figure 8.2 - Official recognition of identity in multicuiW8m as etate policy* 

<British-Canadian nation> cûther Eehnic Groupe> 
<French- Canadian natiom &el€-governing Aboriginal poples> 

1 I 
I 1 
I I 
1 1 
I I 
I f 

cnatiodst Q&&cois> ------.<people of any multiple originss 
aon-integrating Aboriginal peaplea, 

While this system of inclusion might appear 'complete', several identities can 

stil l  be found within the territories daïmed by the Canadian state that do not have 

official recognitioa Nationalist Québécois who have had enough of the Canadian 

federatiion immediately corne to d d ,  as do Aboriginal people who continue to display 

no mterest in receiving the gif t  ofintegration into a Eumcolonial society. The newest 



- and most intereeting - identity ofall, though, is the one created by thom who 

responded to the census or immigration officer by epecifging a multiple identity that 

could not be reeolved by the differentiation system of the ethnodtural economy. In 

1986, when it fïndly beaune possiile to do 80.28% of Canadians occupied this 

po~ition, making it the Iargest 'ethnic group' of all GstahCan 1989Nii). 1s this tribe of 

hybrids just another census d a & ,  or is it possible that ethnoculture - like 

humani& race, and civilization More it - is already losing its ability to differentiate 

the Canadian population? 

In cultural studies, literary theory, and educational debates, multiculturalism 

and postmodernism are more and more o h  appearing together as correlates or in 

variously theorized cause and &ect reIationships.9 This trend can also be seen in 

writers who directly address Canadian multidturalism as state policy. In The 

CanadiQn PostmOdent: A Shcdy of Contemporaty EngIish-Canadian Fiction, Linda 

Hutcheon argues that "the postmodern 'different' is starting to replace the humanist 

'universal' as a prime cultural value. This is good news for Canadians who are not of 

AngIo or h c h  origin" (19885~). Reginaid Bibby has also noted the decüne of 

universals, but does not celebrate it: YReIativism has dain moral consensus," he 

laments* 'Tt has stripped us ofour ethical and moral guidelines, leaving us with no 

authoritative instruments with which to measure social lifen (1990:14). Taking a 

more cautious position, Janet McLellan and Anthony Richmond suggest that 

kdtidtural Canada is a model of the macroprocess ofglobalizationw and, following 

Anthony Giddens, warn that ?ive m u t  ' * e the dangers and mriximize the 

opportunities that radical or postmodernity offers us" (McLellan and Richmond 

1994:679). 



The Canadian state does seem to "value" the presence of an e t h n o d M  

diversi@, and the push toward recognition ofdifference in liberal multidturalist 

philosophy could be seen as ~ s t m o d e d  in the sense that it presents iteelf as a 

comingto awarene~s of Iimits to the form of the modem nation-state and the 

narratives of emancipatory humanism. Although he is dismissive of "half baked ne* 

Nietzschean theoriee ... denving frequently h m  F o u d t  or Derrida" (1992:70), 

Charles Taylor has noted a kind of fear that is "perhaps defmitive of the modern age, 

the feai that the very things that define our break with earlier 'traditional' societies - 
our riffiimation of fixedom, e q d t y ,  radical new beginnings, control wer nature, 

democratic seErde - will eomehow be d e d  beyond femile limits and wïU undo 

us" (1993:60). This fear seems to be quite in line with Nietzsche's critique of 

modernity, which was picked up by Foucault, Derrida, and others. Thue, it eeems to 

me that although neither Taylor, nor Kymiicka, nor the Canadian state would use 

the term, they are addreseing something similar to what Lyotard h m  d e d  '%he 

postmodern condition," with its increasing "increduli@ toward metanmtives" 

(1984xxiv). To be very clear: 1 am suggesting that the incorporation of the 

constrained emergence theory of Canadian identity into multiculturalism as state 

policy, and the emergence ofthe political philosophy of non-procedd liberalism, are 

signs of what Hutcheon refers to as the replacement ofuthe humankt universal by 

the postmodern different" in Canadian society. In this section I will provide an 

interpretation ofthis shift in the Canadian diseourse on diversity, wiwith s p d c  

reference to the question of whether it might be considerd as an overcoming of. or an 

impmvement upon, the mle played by state forms within the hiatory of Canadian 

diversiW. 

More pmeeeçling, it wïli be necessary to provide parti& resonances to 

some overworked km. Tostmodern' and its cognates pose a real challenge, since 

neither the major writers usually cast as 'postrnodemists', nor those who cast them 



as such, seem to be happy with the term. Yet I believe that postmoderniem and 

postmodernity mark shiRe that are important to the interpretation of contemporary 

styles and &al conditions, and ao 1 do not wish to abandon them entirely. Zygmunt 

Bauman has put forward what 1 consider to be a verg usehl definition of 

postmodemity: 'The term postmodernity renders accurately the defïning traits of 

the social condition that emerged throughout the afnuent countries of Europe and of 

European descent in the course of the twentieth century, and took its present shape 

in the second halfof that century" (Bauman 1992:187). A key idea here is that 

postmodemitg refers to a so&l condition, an environment, or bbitat" (192), for 

embodied subjectivity. Bauman continues: 

The term is accurate as it draws attention to the continuity and 
discontinuity as two faces of  the intricate relationship between the 
present social condition and the formation that preceded and gestated 
it ... modemi@ - the social formaton that emerged in the same part of 
the world in the course of the seventeenth century, and took its final 
shape ... during the nineteenth century (187). 

The key fatures of the postmodern social condition are, for Ba-, 

'ïnstitutionaIized pluralism, variety, contingency and ambivalence> all of which have 

been "tunied out by modern society in ever-increasing volumes" (187). 

Postmodemity, then, 'milkes sense' only with reference to moderaity, in relation to 

which it does not represent a simple !break' or 'end' or 'overcoming'. Rather, says 

Bauman "postmodemiw may be interpreted as a fully developed modernity taking a 

full maasure of the anticipated conseqnences of its histoncal work ... -- mOtlemity fir 

itselr (187). 

With modernity and postmodemity defined as soeial conditions, modernism 

and postmodernisrn can be resemed for reference to styles of cultural production - 
fiction, state policies, phïlosophp, sociology, a life - that might serve to heighten or 

lessen the inauence of modern or postrnodern tendencies wit)rin a given social 



formation. Postmoderniem as a style has become canonized to the extent that it can 

be seen to display qyalities ofnon-luiearity, hny, and self-~~nscioua reproduction of 

the past that Linda Hutcheon has argued can be taken together under the eign of a 

redefinition of 'parodf as "repetition with critical dietance that allows Vonic 

signaüng ofdBerence at the very heart of Warity" (Hutcheon 1988:26). While 1 

am aware that there are ongoing debates about whether it is 'pro& - or even 

'possible' - to ' d h e '  poetmoderniwi, this dehition seems to me to capture a certain 

tendency in cultural production, and also works w d  wi th  Bauman'~ notion of 

postmoderni~ as kodernity for itdf?' 

A given social formation at the end of the twentieth centurg, then, could be 

expected to display signs of modem, postmodern - and of course pramodern - social 

formations and cultural styles to varying degreee, in varying places, at different 

times. For m y  purposes, the most important site of struggle is that between states, 

nations, and individuals. According to modem Eumpean thought, nation-statea were 

created when a people - sharing a single cMMon language, culture, economy, and 

polity - were artidated with a bureaucratie apparatus to form a distinct eociety. 

As E.J. Hobsbawm has pointed out, states were expected to expand (1990:30-31), 

and the greatness of a people was thought to be given in the ongoing continuity and 

growth ofits state apparatus. Thus 'LtBe Spartan Song - We are what you were; 

we will be what you are' - is, in its simplicitp, the abridged hymn ofeveryp4trieW 

(Renan 1990:19). Renan's theory of the nation as a large-scde solidaritp." (19) has 

been taken op by Benedict Anderson in hîs widely readI-ned Communities 

(1991). Accorrling to Anderson, those who coneider themseives to be of a nation 

participate in an origui myth, and imagine themselves as an entity with an 

existence. Thus the state became, to use Nietzsche's term, one of the New Idols of 

the modem age. 



The homogeneity of the state people was always a simulation, of course. 

Nation-&atm amund the globe are m e n t l y  undergoing variou forme of more or 

les8 brutal &simulation, as groups not W the nation, but within the purrriew of the 

state, seek to striate theh own apacee. This is happening in every hietmically 

possible way decolonization within the ovemea~ Eumcolonial domain, where a 

relatively pure' European population did not achieve numerical hegemony, as in 

Central America and M c a ;  daims of soveRign@ by h r i t i e s  within the New 

World states where a European hegamony was (momentarily) achieved, e.g. the 

Aborigînal peoples within Canada, and Hawaüan and Puerto Rican natiodsms 

within the United States; W y ,  desimulation is ongoing 6th the European 

ecwnene itseIf, most notably w i t h  the disintegration of the Soviet Union, but al80 in 

Great Britaia, France, and Spain. This global phenornenon has been named as 

"ethnic natiodsm," whose 'fiindamental appeal ... is as a rationde for ethnic 

majority rule, for keeping one's enemies in their place or for overturning some legacy 

of cultural subordination" (Ignatieff 1993:9) Zt  has, for obvious reasons, become a 

subject of much concern to the estabfished nation-states. 

These states, as adaptive agents, have tried to hang on to their hegemony 

during this desimulation, primarily through attempts to erect new sîmulatiom. In 

Canada, this has involved ehanging the meaning of the key tem in the discourse of 

European nat iodsm,  As 1 have shown above, culture, which was always taken to 

be a key aspect of recognition and seen as essential to modern statehood, has ben 

redefined so that one can spparently acqiiire lïiertJr, mty, and fkatemity without 

having a societal culture artidated wi th  a state apparatus. But aven this might not 

be good enough. Cultures as compartments into which UidividuiiIs might be placed, or 

made ready for state articulation, are themsehes eroding. In Canada, the British 

ethnodtural gmup has b e n  steadily losing its majoritg status since the tum of the 

twentieth century, and the iargest ethnodtural group in Canada today is the tribe 



ofmultip1e O- - not an ethnoculturat p u p  at all. AB the folIowing graph, whieh 

is becoming as ubiquitous as the Flood tables, shows, the categories am emptying out, 

alZ by themlues. Ethndtural  idmtiw is flawing onto the floor, dimppearing 

thmugh the cracks, and seeking the sea h m  whence it came. 

Figue e.3 - Multiple Chigins in Csnada, 1986 census 

This simultaneous and amtradictory rise in both ethnonationaüsm and hybridity 

means that the modern form of articulation between state and nation - as people, 

culture, Us as opposed to Them - is bemming more and more d i f f i d t  for the exi- 

nation-&tes to sustain. New methods of articulation wi l l  be required if they are to 

&tain th& hegemony and avoid breaking apart into d e r  and d e r  units of 

While it dehitely reproduœs ancient and modem forms, as 1 have pointed out 

in the previous sections, Canadian mdtidturalism as state policy can &O be seen 

as a poetmodernist attempt at a new form of state articulation appropriate to a 

d condition ofpostmodemiity. For example, it proceeds primarily by seduction 



and incorporation, mther than by mercion and excldon, in its (impoeaible) queet fm 

inhite striation. Instead of trying to transform its Others, the postmodern nations- 

state leaves them as they are and artidatee them with regimes of rational- 

bureaumatic discipline, through theiridentifïcatiom wi th  designed positions in the 

e t h n d t d  economy. When discussing the B & B Report, 1 suggested that 

Baudrillard's analy~s of etrategic duopoly might be applicable to the world of official 

Canadian language and culture at that time. This model se- to work well enough 

in the context of'bi' d t u r e  and language, but what aui be made of the shift to a 

system of biüngualiam in a multidtural hework? Baudrillard again, on the O / 1 

binary scansion that permeates postmodem social forme: 

This is the nucleu of the simulation processes which dominate us. It 
can be organized as a play of unstable variations, f?om polyvalence to 
tautdogy, without threatening the shtegic bipolar form: it is the divine 
form of simulation (1983~135). 

Multidturalism in a bilingual h e w o r k ;  polpalence (recognition of the Wer  

Ethnic Groups as ethnicities) and tautoIogy (everyone has an ethniciw) integrated 

wi th  an essential duality (English and French aocieties, languages, and cultures). 

DuopoIy of language and dture, monopoly of state  over language, culture, and self- 

identification. 

The transition h m  modem to postmodem f o m  of discipline has b e n  

accompanied by a shiR of focus h m  management of clifference to management of  

what Jacques Derrida has d e d  cliffirance. Ln his essay of the same name, Derrida 

writes that cliffirance %odd be said to designate a constitutive, pductive, and 

originarsr c a d @ ,  the pmcess of scission and division which would pmduœ or 

constitute different things or diEerencesn (1983:9).'0 Demda intends this term to 

play upon both tirne, in the sense of 'deferring', and space, in the sense of 'difEbri&. In 

the broad mntext of the discourse on Canadian diversi&, 1 would suggest that 



&'@rance produces difference p t i d y  through the operation of a given means of 

differentiation - h d t y ,  civilkation, race, culture, ethaicity, ethnodtural origin. 

It also produces difference temporally, as that force which leads to the decline of one 

means of differentiation and the rise of another. In the speatic case of Canadian 

mdtidturalism, the will to the management of spatial dimrance ehows up as an 

insisteme upon using British social and political forms, and the English and French 

languages, as a k e w o r k '  or 'context' - within the termhology 1 have ken using, a 

constmint - upon the emergence of a Canadian identiw. It can aleo be seen in the 

preservationi and promotion of'fi.ozen' identities in the form given by Western 

political anthmpology, that is, as unvarying cultural compartments into which 

individds might be placed in preparation for state articulation as 'one of the 

peopie(s)'. 

Out d a  differentiated population in which each individual is assigned - and 

may or may not identify with - a presenred and promoted e thnd tu ra l  origin that 

resists the play of diffimnee, a M e r  means of differentiation can emerge: that of 

the citizen. Inasmuch as ewryoile is supposed to be a citizen, this appeam not as a 

category of differentiation, but as a rnetacategory of uniwrsal similarity. Canadian 

m u l t i c u l ~ s m  as state policy and non-procedural liberal philosophy, 1 would 

suggest, operates to construct a metacategory of this sort. Where the modem 

nation-state simulated a unity and CEiSsimukrted its multiplicity, the postmodern 

nations-state dissimulates its unity and s ~ u l a t e s  a multiplicity. Thia is to say that 

there is, and always has been, a great deal of Canadian unîty. Canadidiaas both 

canonid and pmbIematic are being Stibjected to inC1P88ingly p o w d  normaüzing 

forces in almost every aspect of their livee, so that the only kind of diversity lett is on 

the levd of what has been referred to as 'symbolic ethnicitf (Gans 1979) - whîch, 

as Wfl K@cka notes, is Dahoet enWy lacking in any real institutionsilized 

corporate existence" (1995:98)? Thus there remains the task ofaniilyzùig the 



practicd means by which multidturaliam offers up the gift  of maes citizenship to 

the multiple ongin hybrids of the twenty-nrSt centuryC For this we must ietum to the 

Mosaic metaphor for Canadian eociety, which has risen to prominence in public 

discourse, gained the status of a &&A - become such a wd-establiahed ufact of Hen 

that, h m  the 1970's up to the preeent, it has appeared on the cover of almost every 

state publication dealhg with mdtiCUIturalism policy. 

If Cimadian society is thought of as a Mosaic-like "thing", the structure of the 

Mosaic would provide important information about the designed environment within 

which Canadians are supposed to live their lives. As the most highly evolved 

representation to date, what 1 call the National Jewel (Fig. 1.1) provides an excellent 

opportunity for deriving aa official definition of what and how an offiaal Canadian is 

to %.' The most useful feature of the Mosaic is its ability to lend an appearance of 

concrete reality to the abstract conceptual system of multidturalisrn, to "fix 

cultural difference in a containable, visible object" (Bhabha 199450). On the 

National Jewel, diversity is marked by the colours of the mmponent triangles. It is 

instructive ta note that while there are many such components, no single one of 

them is unique - each is identifiable as a member of one of six colour groupa. The 

Mosaic thereby sewes to reinforce the racialist notion that Canadian society 

"contains" a diversity of person-types that can be grouped together on the basis of 

their Visible aimilaiitp to / difference h m  one another, and that colour provides a 

useful means ofmaking this dif5erentiatioa Another feature of the NationaI Jewel is 

that colout provides the only basis for marking out differences among the elements. 

Each is exactly the same size and shape, and the random placement of the eIements 

on the surfiace suggests that every position o n  the Mosaic is of eqpal importance. 

Thus, there is no basis for dniming that any colour group occupies a position that is 



structurally 'superior'. These features help to give the ùnpreseion that the idea of 

equdity is important to a Canadian He. 

In addition to diversity and equality, the National Jewel also helpa to 

concretely dieplay the idea ofcomniunity through 'unity in diversitg.' As Rate Foster 

has pointed out (chapter 71, the various elements of a Mosaic must be arranged 

according to a consciously p l a ~ e d  pattern. In the case of The National Jewel, uni@ 

of form is dieplayed in the strict arrangement of the triangular elements to produœ a 

geodesic sphere or world. Diversity is present, but ody in the context of a perfdy  

structured (integrated) whole. And, if this uni@ is ln be mFiintained, the individu81 

dements of the Mosaic must be preserved, prevented fimm exceeding their 

boudaries. This unity of form highlights an important aepect oflife on the Mosaic - 
the cornmitment to Canadian nationalism. But, in order to provide a basis for reading 

the thmedimensional Mosaic as a nationalistic symbol, we must b t  bring out some 

of the generic qualities ascribed to objects through language. 

The cpalities of interest here can be derived h m  the idea that the surface of 

an object is somehow separable h m  its depth. It is generally the case, in the 

Western tradition, that s d a c e  is associated with mere appearmce, and depth with 

truth. This structuration can be seen to operate in theories of representation based 

on the "mirror of nature" (Rorty 19791, or in everyday English, with its notion of 

"getting to the bottom of' some matter. The connection of truth with depth could 

help one to read that the threedimensiod Mosaic, with  its added depth, lends an 

extra inmement ofvalidity to the fachial existence of Canadian diversiW. Another 

entailment of the s d d d e p t h  pair is the association o f s d a c e  wîth  diversity and 

depth with universality (Geertz 1986). These associations ara of partidar interest 

with regard to the nationalistic appeal of the three-dimensional M O S ~ ~ C -  Achieving a 

(relative) national unie reqyires the construction of a set of universal 

characteristics by which the nation can know itselfas such. The threAheLlSionaI 



Mosaic suggests that, despite the appearance of a s d a œ  divereity there lies, 

somewhere deep inaide the National Jewd, a univerd truth that would be 'for' aU 

Canadiane. This ie precisely the tmth pmpagated by the Canadian discourse on 

diversity in all of its manifestations, but most partidariy in the efforts of the 

Canadian state to design a system that W y  specinee the parameters of proper 

citizendlip: 

It is the government's intention that the Candiun MuZticuZtumZisrn 
Act wil l  join an amended Citizemhip Ad and an amended 0f)Fcial 
Iangwges Act in providing an enduring statutory b i s  for Canadians' 
sense of themselves and their country (Secretary of State for 
MultidturaIism 1987:7). 

As a technology of governance, Canadian multidturalism policy helps to conatruct 

a seductive mode1 wbich, it is hoped, those who occupy its territury will adopt and 

instantiate in their own daily practiœ. The title of the pamphlet in which the 

National Jewel image appears says it best: MuZticuZtumlism ... being Candian. 

Objects generally seduce with their s&ce, but they may seduce with th& 

depth as well. Or, perhaps the surface sedums because it suggests a depth to the 

incautious beholder. What could be inside the National Jewel? This, 1, as a Canadian, 

can never know. Since 1 carmot know what is h i d e  the National Jewel, 1 rnay 

assume the presence of that which 1 most desire, that which 1 most fear. If1 am 

being Canadian, bang an official, mdt id tura l  Canadian peering inside the Natiod 

Jewel, perhaps 1 would hope to find - m y  Self? For those who de& a designed 

national identiw, the pmblem ofwhat It Means To Be Canadian is that 'we' 

(Canadians) don't know who 'we' are, indeed are pmvented h m  knowing, because 

there are too many of %hem' around, comtering ' o d  music with 'the2 noise, 

overpowerhg 'ou? perfume wi th  th& stench, contindy Swamping 'ou? carefiilly 

tilled cultural fields. As we have seen, these feeIings have given nse to various forms 

of  nativîsm and racism throughout C d a ' s  history. Slavoj Zizek sees thïs kind of 



resentment as the product of a battle over possession of what he caUs the Lhational 

Th@" 

What is at etake in ethnic teneions ie alwaya the possession of the 
national Thing: the 'other' wants to sied oureqjoyment (by niimng our 
'way oflife') a d o r  it has accese to some secret, perverse dogment 
(Zizek 1991:165). 

T h ,  it may be that what the official Canadian nnds most disturbing about the 

Others is that they seem to poesesa, without any effort at dl, what the Canadian 

moet abrimeMy Iacks: a aet of -cal characteristics. an identity ... a Self. 

The project of creating good Canadiam wae hampered h m  the outset, and is 

sti l l  plagued, by the lack of a clear idea ofjuet what and how a good Canadian ie. If 

ke '  could only make 'them' like 'us', the problem of national uni@ would be solved. 

But 'we' can't do this, because 'we' don't know who 'we' are. It's a circle, a beautifid 

and perfect circuhtion, and there seem to be no hope of getting out of it. This 

circling about a goal, while never quite a t -  it, is reminiscent of the Lacanian 

notion of the quest for the objet petit a: 

Is the Freudian [national] Thing a kind of 'Yatd attractor," perturbing 
the reguIar functioning of the psychic apparatus. preventing it from 
eWlishing an equilibrium? Is not the very form of the "atrange 
attractor" a kind of physical metaphor for the Lacanian objet petit a? ... 
The art of the theory of chaos consists in allowing us to see the very 
form of chaos, in allowing us to see a pattern where ordinarily we see 
nothing but a formless disorder (Zizek 1991:38). 

To understand the National Jewel as a fatal attractor, we mu& explicate the 

categories ofneed, demand, and desire. For Lacan. folowing Freud, need relates only 

to biologid necessities such as hunger or thirst, which can be satidied by the 

attainment of a required object: "The wild animal emerges from its hole querms quem 

deuomt, and when he has found what he has to eat, he is sa.tisfied, he digests it" 

(Lacan 1981:165). But this is a specid case that does not admit of generalization to 



the human condition, for individuda in 80CieW are requlled to demund (ask for) what 

they think they need h m  an Other. It is hem, in the perpetual disjunction between 

need and its expreesion that desire ariaes: '%he fùnction of desire is  a last residuum of 

the &ect of the signifier in the subjed" (Lacan 1981:154). Since the result of 

demand never quite meets the need, satisfaction is imposGble and desire is 

fùnhnentally insatiable. 

If the fùnction of desire ia not to achieve satisfaction, then what is it for? In 

one sense, desire is that which allows human beinge to CO- or refhte their 

theories about the attitudes of the Other towards th= Those who at least make an 

attempt to respond to our demand thereby verify that we exist and matter: this is 

why Lacan iasists that the subject is constituted in the Other. But there is more 

than this to the mle of desire in Lacanian theory, and to get at its further signiscance 

we must consider the category of drive (Tnéb), which Lacan daims to take directly 

h m  Freud, dong with its division into four subcomponents: Dmng (impulse); Qzielk 

(the source); Objekt (the object, or goal); Zid (the a h ) .  Lacan says that "the use of 

the h c t i o n  of the drive has for me no other purpose than to put in question what is 

meant by satisfaction" (Lacan 1981:166). In a tri& reminiscent of the fiow of desire 

itself. he shifts the gmund h m  satisfaction to pleasure, or er&yment. This move is 

n idy summarized by Zizek in the following passage: 

Lacan's point is that the r d  purpose ofthe drive is not its goal (full 
satisfriction) but its aim: the drive's dtimate aimis simply to reproduce 
itselfas drive, in retum to its ciradar path, to continue its path to and 
Eom the goal. The real source of enjoyment is the repetitive movement 
of thïs closed circuit (Zizek 1991:5). 

Ifwe see the National JeweI as the impossible object of the quest for a 

Canadian îdentity, then the chaotic and endles8 tzqjectories around it, ciisphyed in 

the bistory of Canadian divensty, take on an order they would not otherwise appear 

to have. We are Ied to an intriguing possibilî@ - that the cirnuktiim &elfis the 



identity. Through its existence as a coveted but unobtainable simulation model, the 

N a t i o d  Jewel semes double du* to naturalize Canadian diversi@, but also to give 

substance to an impossible, but uaifying, quest for unity, identiw, and recognition? 

mhe ideal leveling of al l  social differences, the production of the citizen, the subject of 

demomcy, is possible only through an allegiance ta aome partidar national Cause" 

(Zizek 1991:165). From this point ofview, the Canadian state aeems to be %making 

the d e s w  of nation building by trging to create a national Thing that hm no 

partidar ethnic afnüation. However, we can see that Canada ie ackially following 

this d e  ifwe note that, at le& on the level o f m u l t i d ~ s m  policy, Canada is 

attempting to create, not a nation-etate, but a nations-state, in which al1 ethnicities 

in general, and therefore no ethnicity in partidar, cm seek their eqjoyment in the 

simultaneous possession and loss of a simulaawn of identity. If Canadian 

multidturalism is seen  as a technology of governance, this technology muet be seen 

as rather perversely constraining / seducing individual bodies into becoming nothhg 

ut dl, 

In the sense that it pmvides a single normative option for proper citizenship 

through date articulation, one might say that multiculture is no more or less 

exclusive and repressive than monoculture. The means used to mark out differences 

between person-ms, and the methoâs invoked to handle the problems created by 

the work of rnerentiation, hava ehanged, but the assumption ofa problematic 

diversiw of human types has remained stubbornly in place. In its creative 

reproduction of the discome on Canadian diversi@ within the context of the 

postmodern condition, we see the Canadian state acting as an 'intelligent' agent, 

following the singulanties of the space of demography, immigration, and diaspora in 

pursuit of its goal. It Imows' that the modern notion of identiw as essence is 

becoming outmnded and wiU no longer allow a succeseful articulation ofbodies, 

nations, and the state. And so it tries to adapt, in the h o p  of mahtaining and 



expanding its ability to structure the daily üves of the people who live in the 

temitories it daims. In that it dispIays signs ofaclmowledging the current social 

condition in its practice, multidturalism as state policy is most certainly liberal' 

and 'poetmodern'. However, as a continuation and heightening of the hegemony of the 

state for- it is juet as certalliiy not an overcoming of the modem will to rational- 

bureaucratie domination and the mimcontrol of individual Ii'ves assOQ8ted with the 

form of the nation-state. It is best considemi, therefore, as a hypermocEem 

disciplinary regime that se& to maintain a precarious articulation between the 

Canadian atate, two dominant nations and cultures, and a varie& of other nations 

and cultures clipped back as ethnicities. Through its artidation with these designed 

mass identities, the state acquires access to the bodies and sods  of individuals who 

identifil wi th  them, and thereby msiintains ita ability to successfidy striate the 

spaces it daims as its own. While ciassical l ibedsm might be updated so that this 

context can appear as 'fi:eedom", 1 wil l  argue in the nnal chapter that an 'overcorning' 

- or as 1 would prefer, a astep away fkom - the history of Canadian divereity m o t  

be achieved as long as multidturalism semains a bol of the state form. 

Notes 

Subseqnent references will refer to the '% & B Commission" a n d  the 'B & B 
Prelim. Report." 

Book IV of the B & B Report boasts a six page academic bibliography, many entries 
in which were funded by the Royal Commission itself. 

I feel compelled to note that 1 do not in any way claim to be engaging in or adding 
to the debates on multiculturalism as  liberal pluralism here- Rather, 1 will simply 
attempt to point out how certain regularities c m  be observed across two subfields, 
Le. Canadian political philosophy and the state policy discourse, and to show how 
these regirlarities can be ased to shed Kght upon the larger field of Canadian 
diversity to which they both contribute, 

* The reader will note that I have not claimed that Taylor intends to reproduce o r  
advocate the m e n t  state polïcy. 1 have simply pointed out that his 'vision' aligns 
quite closely wîth the current sta te  policy. 

This intervention in the ncommunitarian-liiberat" debate is cnicial to Kymlicka's 
position, He is trying to ward off the argument, as one commentatur has put it, that 



=the democratic way conflicta with any rigid idea of, or absolute right to, cultural 
sumval" (Rockefeller 1992:92). In the form to which Kymlicka particularly 
objects, the communitarian argument holds that the nation provides Yoo vast a scale 
across which to cultivate the shared ~e l~unders tand ing  necessary to community in 
the ... constitutive sense* (Sandel 1984:93). Obviously, if he ie to argue for the 
mutual coexistence of rnqjorities, national minorities, and ethnicitiea within a 
single state, Kjmlicka must defend some conception of a greater common -- but 
changeable -- notion of the good life, which he does explicitly on p. 9 1  of 
Multkultuml Citizenship. A similar stance against communitarianim has been taken by 
Chantal M o d e ,  who also advocates building a political society out of a number of 
identities that are not mutually exclusive, but onented to a changing common cause 
of radical democracy. T h e  communitarian insistence on a substantive notion of the 
common good and shared moral values is incompatible with the pluraiism that is 
constitutive of modem democracy ..." (Mouffe 1995:324). Interestingly, 
communitarian and radical-democratic theorists each accuse the other of being anti- 
democratic. 

See the essays in McRoberts & Monahan 1993) for an o v e ~ e w  of these issues. 

7 While Angus refers to 'lsocial and political philosophf and Kymlicka to 'theory,'' 
it seems to me that  these observations can realistically be constmed as addressing 
the same referent. Kymlicka's Miclficultural Citizenehip is subtitled Liberal Theory of 
Minority Rights," and clearly presents a normative argument that  would attempt to 
persuade the reader into adopting a partidar stance with regard to questions that 
would be consideted 'philosophical'. Indeed, Kymlicka is a professor of 
philosophy, and Charles Taylor refers to him, on the back cover of the book, as 'a 
b t - c l a s s  philosophical mind." My point here is that, whether they are doing 
philosophy or theory, the Canadian academics who have been leading the current 
debate on multiculturalism have been trying to 'catch up ton the Canadian state's 
policy moves over the past few years, rather than providing new ideas that the state 
might draw upon for its policies. 

* Evidence supporting this observation is presented in  chapter 2 of this dissertation, 
in the section on 'Canadian Diversity and Popular Culture." 

9 For an o v e ~ e w  of the theoretical arguments and positions, see Mark Poster's 
"Postmodernity and the Politics of Multiculturalism: The Lyotard-Habermas Debate 
Over Social Theory" (Poster 19925671. 

10 In providing a 'definition', 1 do not propose to exhaust or fully circumscribe the 
resonances o f  this term as it is ased within Demda's tex& -- such a project would be 
foolish indeed - but rather to produce enough limitation to allow it to be used 
'successfidly' in the context of this dissertation. 

For KymIicka, of course, this does not represent a 'problem', for, as I have shown, 
he belîeves tha t  immigrants have 'waived their right" to such an existence by not 
coming to Canada as Colonizers. 



Chapter 9 

Conclusion 

In tbis chapter a summary of the work of the central chaptera will be 

presented, showing the conhuiw and change between ancient Ionian HeUeniem and 

contemporary Canadian multicuIturalism within the tradition of Western political 

anthropology. This summary will be used to make the daim that Canadian 

multidturalism is in a state of Mfïlled nih;iism that offers a series of false choices 

as a means of d t a i n i n g  the articulation of the Canadian state with ite target 

population. The chapter will conclude with a suggestion that, rather than pursuing a 

line ofincorporation by the Canadian state through identification with a singular - or 

even a multiple or hybrid - race, nation, culture, ethniciw, or utizenRhip model, one 

might becorne what one is thmugh taking a line of flight away fIom these maas 

forms.1 

The History of Canadian Diuersity - Reprise 

It is forty-four years since I came here and I find that we are 
stiü stniggling to bring about unity. 

- Mi.  Hason, M E  for Skeena, (DHC April27,1944:2415), 

The problem of Canadian diversity began simply enough, as the British and 

French amived in the New World, bringing with them a system that posïted their own 

group as human and civilized, in opposition to the Savages, who were not seen as 

possessed of these attributes. From ancient Ionian Hellenism the Europeans had 

inherited both a method of differentiathg between human m s ,  and a way of 

ordering these types through a system ofhierarchies within binary oppositions, 

contradictions, and complementary relations. They also inherited a tendency to act 



aa Invisible Selves gaining distant knowledge about VisibIe Others, whom they 

assumed were, or should be, hzen in space and time on the magins of the polis. 

From the Romans, they adopted a system ofincorporation of external Otherness 

that was both consemative and ac-tive, counting each incorporated sign ae a 

measure of its own greatness. From the same source came a tendency towards 

legally d e d  attempts at repressing and tramforming i n t e d  Othem who were 

too repulsive, or too independent, to be incorporated. 

ConFonted 6 t h  the pmblematic differe~lce of the New World Savage, the 

British and French evolved coping strategies, some based on their experiences in the 

Old Wodd, and some partidar to the changed amtext. Primarily, they tried to 

phpically eliminate signs of difference through ignorance, displacement, 

transportation, containment, extermination and, in New France, assimilation. But 

these Others were equally interested in perpetuating th& own style of life, and so 

they resisted European striation of their spaces, bodies, and souls, in part by taking 

on Ewpean  technologies. The French were creative in th& hun, evolvïq a 

strategy of simulated assimilation to the Savage way, followed, as soon as possible, 

by attempts to reverse the flow of signs in th& own favour. With this strategy they 

managed some conversions, but &O gave rise to a hybrid race of nomadic individuals 

who were even more fkightening and problematic. The British, in both Newfioundland 

and the Hudson Bay region, had d e d  primarily upon keeping th& mers  at a 

distance. But they eventudy lemneci, h m  the French, how to work with the 

existing population to extract wealth in the form ofnuS, and thus evolved within 

thev sydm the category of Iiidian, or U s a  external Other of the New World. mth 

greater contact and infiltration into the continent, the British began to evolve 

spgtems ofrational-bureaumatic microcontroI that allowed them, to the degree 

possible given the technologies at h d ,  to striate large spaces h m  theV distant 



base ofpower. They too, despite their xenophobia, gave rise to a race of hybrid Ha- 

breeds, who were again considered dangerou and pmblematic. 

With the Conqueet / Cession of Acadia and Quebec, the French were 

transformed h m  colonizers to colonized, and the British took them on as an 

additional management problem - a population to be disciplined, appeased, 

transported, exterminated, asRimilated and, when that fded, integrated under the 

te- of the Quebec Act. The 81Tivd of the American loyalists bmught a truly 

English Canada into exi~tence for the k t  fime, and gave rise to the ntuali~tic 

pmcess of saparation and recombination of the Engliah and French C-das which 

continues to the present day. The Savage Other - renamed the Indian -- was no 

longer ignored, but subjected to an increasing degree oftutdage under British rule, as 

expansion into Upper Canada progressively displaced and contained the Native 

peoples of Canada on micromanaged reserves. 

After Codederation - in which the French were restored to Self status, or 

continued as internal Others, accordhg to one's reading of historg - a 'United' Canada 

sought to expand its Dominion d o n g  British-Roman lines. Invokirg the medieval 

Euopean doctrine of terra nullius, the infant empire a ~ e x e d  the Northwest 

territories by way of brute force. seduction, and rational-legd trickery. In exchange 

for this prize, the IIaWmed and Metis identities were added to the list ofproblematic 

interd M e r s  that Canada inherited h m  the British colonial period The 

collse~uent effort to Wl' the 'empty' Northwest expa~ldeù the problem of Canadian 

diversi@, as government-~pomored immigration brought in large numbers of 

individuals who were identifieci by existing Canadians as Foreigners of different racial 

origin By 1903 Canadian immigration records contained no less than sevenm-nine 

categories of origin (National Archives of Cam&, Immigration Record Books, RG 26 

Series C.1 VOL 26 Book 31, caueing British and French Canadian nativbb, m fear of 

being 'swamped' by the 3 i o d  of inmming Otherness, to demand m e r  govemmental 



action to lllnit immigration to human types near the apex of the Great Chain of 

Race. With the apparent failure of privately sponaored attempts at aseimilation of 

the Immigrant Other to a British ideal, more coercive masures were adopted during 

the two World Ware, including diahcbieement,  internent, displacement, 

transportation, and sumeillance. 

In 1941, a new policy era began, with the creation of the Nationalities Branch 

of the Department of National War Services, which was given the ta~k of 

seductively integmting Immigrant Others, who were increasingly m k e d  out in 

terms of culture and ethnicity rather than race. While this bureaucracy lived on intn 

the 1960's as the Citizensbip Bmch, the problem of the Immigrant Other wae 

overshadowed by a revival of Qué&cois nationalism, which was to be assuaged by 

the policy of official büingualimn and bidturalism. Now, abandoning implicit British 

monoculture and language, both the British and French became official Selfgroups, 

with the Other position taken up, *te l i tedy,  by the later Immigrants tmder the 

name of 'the other ethnic groupa'. These excluded Mers  were incorporated in 1971, 

to pmduce a policy ofmulticulturalism in a bilingual h e w o r k ,  which at h t  

iacluded evergone but the Native peoplea Before long, these too were included, 

except for the Metis, who had always been ambiguously classified as both Native 

and European, and thus had to fight to be included in the Canadian systern of 

identie ae one of'the'the Aboriginal peoples'. Now, in the 1990'8, "every Canadian has 

an ethnic origin" (MCBCM87), and %ere are two official languages ... and no official 

culturen (Pierre Trudeau DHC October 8,1971:8545). 

Like the ancient Roman Empire, the postmodern Dominion of Canada 

presents each incorporation of the culture of an Immigrant, each giR of 1im;ted self- 

goveniment to the Aboriginal or Québécois peoples, as a sign of the present and 

fhture greatness of the Canadian way, and thereby attempts ta disguise its 

proliferation of the problern of human diverSie as a solution to the problem itselE 



While it is now unükely that after-rfinner epeakers will exhort Canadians to 

greatness by invokîng th& connections with  the Greeks, I h o p  to have shown in 

thie dissertation how the means and methoch of d e n t  political anthropology deeply 

structure thought and action in contemporary Canada. In Canadian etate policy, 

popular culture, and mainStream academic analyses, as in Hemdotus, Pliny, Polo, 

Columbus and Champlain, a set of categories is constructed and used as a basis of 

evaluation and cornparison ofvarious peoples. These categories rely upon what can 

be seen fimm a distance, and provide information about what is suppoeed to be the 

hature' of a people, which is also presumed to be influenced by the land they occupy. 

In all comparisons, a Self people provides a base of normality, with signs of aimilari@ 

tu the Self group counting as posseesion of a good, and signs of difference indicative of 

a lack or deficiency. Finally, the nature ofa  people is assumed to be displayed in all 

individuals who are of that people, so that to know one is to know all and vice versa 

Wlthin this tradition, the Others are always assumed to have 'causeci' a problem of 

diversity by their presanca (Visibility), h m  the Barbarians and Savages to the 

Qué&cois and the Other Ethnic Groups. The Selves, through thei. hvisiiility, take 

on the d e  of offering up giRs to the Others - destruction, civilization, humanity via 

religious convertibilty, political recognition - which are then presented as solutions 

to the probiem. There has always been a hub at the centre of the wheel. 



Figure 9.1 - The Herodotan wheel ofidentity and dinerence 
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Thus 1 would suggest that it is not the parade of problematic ûthers, but the normal 

English-Canadian Selfthat is 'to blame' for the creation, perpetuation? and 

proliferation of the prob1em of Canadian divereity. This is to say that, without a d l  

to an impossible and largdy undesired unity under the b e r  of English Canada, 

there would be no problem of Canadian diversity. ûfcourse, the failure to solve the 

problem of diversity ia undoubtedly a succese, as al1 who are willing to play the game 

ofmdtidturalism, who take up a position on the National Jewel, become English- 

Canadian by w k i e  of their articulation with that silent hidden no-thing at ite centre, 

and make their bodies and eouls accessible to rational-bureaumatic discipline. 

While ehere might be a strong - but generally unremarked - continuity 

between ancient Ionian H&enism and contemporary Canadian multidturalism, 

there is a crucial difference between the Greek and Engiish-Canadian identities as 

they signify within these systems. The former was proud and self-co~~scious, whiie 

the latter ha8 cloaked itselfin shame aRer its humiliating failure to assimüate the 

French. the Savages, the Indians, the HalE-breeds, the Immigrants, and now the 

Multiple &gins. In the sense that it has exhaustecl its own possibilities and is 

recycling the same old solutions to the same old problems, and to the extent that it 

has expmded its realm such that all identities can signify in relation to it only by 

being incorporated by it, Canadian multidturalism has reached a etab of fulfiled 

nihilism. In its decadence it presente a series offalse choices: between assimilation 

and integration; ethnic and civic n a t i o ~  procedurd and non-pmcedd 

hiberaüsm; unepual partidarity and equal uniformit41; and, most irnportantiy, 

between a SeIfconstructed through nias idenfication and no Self ut aZ2. The 

perpetuation of this fear seduces the individual into seeking an identity through 

dCU18tim with a race, nation, dture, or model of citizenship - that is, through a 

mcrss sociefy under the discipline of a sta& fonn. This system certainly can, and likely 

will, continue for some time. But there is another possibility which, while it is 



obviowly not for ueveryona," might pmvide a way out of the trap for those who wish 

to take it. It is to this possiiity that I wish to make a parting gesture. 

Citizen / Smith 

W e  are h e  to be ourselves. But this must not be left to chance. 

- Pierre Trudeau 
OHC October 8,1971:8546). 

To become what one is, one must not have the faintest notion 
whuf one is. 

- Friedrich Nietzsche (1967c:254). 

The wiu that gets to the zempoint of Canadian rnultidturalism, to the line, is 

the wïîl to the end associated with passive mhilism, the citizen, and modernitr, that 

which can push through zero, cross the line, is the active nihilism of the postmodern 

condition and the smith. The style of the s m i t h  cornes from Deleuze and Guattari 

and, like al l  of their notions, its significance is intended to be broad and incomplete. 

However, drawing upon the essay Nomadology: Zhe War Machine (1986), and 

malring use ofwhat Deleuze and Guattari cal1 the "differential methodn (88), it is 

possible to asaign certain characteristics to the Smith that would diatinguieh it h m  

the citizen. In order to do this, yet a third position must be recalld that of the 

nomad, which 1 discussed in chapter 2. Within Western political anthropology, the 

nomad is seen as the contrary of the citizen, as one of those Barbari8118 who usow 

not, nor have any tilIage; ... [are] without habitation, hrming no dwellings but caves 

and holIow trees ... (D'AviW, cited in Hodgen lm201). Deleuze and Guattari 

maintain an opposition between the citizen and the nomad, but ale0 revalue the 

latter position in a number ofways, e.g. with reference to its mode of occupying 

space: 



The nomad diatributes himaelfin a smooth space, he m p i e e ,  
inhahits, holds that space; that is hie tenitorid p~c ipIe .  It is 
therefore fâlse to define the nomad by movemant. Toynbee is 
profoundly right to suggest that the nomad is on the contrary he 
who dœs mt move (1986:51, emphasis in oripinai). 

When one consid9173 the breakneck speed at which the modem sedentary plunges 

headlong mto a life of increasingly arcane futility, is it not he, rather &than the nomad, 

who appears to have no h e d  abode? 

The mith exists in a cornplex relation to both the sedentary citizen and the 

nomad, in one aspect ae their complement. 

There are no nomadic or sedentary smiths. The smith is 
ambulant, itinerant. Partinilady important in this respect is 
the way in which the smith lives: his space is neither the 
striated Wace of the sedentary? mr the smooth space of the 
nomad. The smith may have a tent, he may have a house, he 
inhabits them in the manner of an 'ore bed' (@te) shelter, home, 
mineral deposit ... They are cave dweIlers not by nature but by 
artistry and need (106, emphasis added). 

In another aspect, the smith takes up a contradictory position: 

mt is by Whie ofhis itineracy, by virtue of his inventing a 
holey space, that he necessarily communicates w i t h  the 
sedentaries and with the nornads (and with others besides,,,). 
Re is in b e l f a  double: a hybrid, an doy, a twin formation 
(107-8, emphasis in original). 

Where the practiœ of the citizen is orîented to 'staying on the road', as it were, the 

isnith ie guided by an alchemical, metallurgical will to the "involuntary invention" 

(90) of new forms, which rather than attempting to dominRte by imposing an- 

encompasaing n o m .  seeks to innovate by tracking and exploiting singularities in 

exkting forms. of war reappear, wi th  many ambiguities: they are all those 

who know the uselesrmess of violence, but who are adjacent to a war machine to be 

recreated ... workers &O reappear who do not believe in work, but who are adjacent 



to a work machine to be recreated, one of active resistance and technological 

liberation" (89). The figures of the hacker, the monkepmncher, and the Invimile 

hem o f I f  on a Wtntefs Ntght a Tirutekr ... all corne to mind. Of course science - 
d t a r y ,  political, sociological, b21're8ucratic - hae always made its revolutionarg 

Discovenea through a metallurgid method, though it has seen fit to provide itself 

with a sedentary myth of control and purposeful advance. sombre caricature 

already precedes them [the amithsJ, the rnercenary or mobile militarg instmctor, 

and the technocrat or transhumant analyst, the CIA and IBW (89). The style of the 

&th ie not a reflection of an essence, any more than is the citizen or the nomad; a 

style can be put to the service of any sort oflife. The life of the smith is thus a "pure 

possibilily, a mutation," as Yhe borrowings between w d m e  and the military 

apparatus, work and free action, always nrn in both directions, for a stniggle that is 

all the more varied" (90). 

This varie@ of strugg1e has made itself apparent in the history of Canadian 

diversity through the evolution of a line of incorporation that can be traced across 

the semiotic square of Canadian identity, fkom absolute external Other (11, to 

conditional e s t e d  Other (2), to conditional interna1 Self(3). kiscribed on a b e -  

based square, the line of incorporation would look like this: 

Figure 9.3 - Line of Incorporation 



In chapters 3 through 8,1 have provided several exampIe8 of subject positions that 

have followed this line of incorporation: the Savage to the h d i a n  to the integrated 

Aboriginal person; the subject of the King of France in Quebec, to the inhabitant of 

the British colony of Quebec, to the French-Canadian; the Galician, to the leRist 

Ukrainian, to the Ukrainian-Canadian as epitomal multidtural citizen. These 

examples show how simple 'hybriditf by itself, or by definition, provides no 

guarantee of safety firom incorporation by state forms, as the movement to 

sedentary citizenship can be carried out only with the permission of those who 

already possess an articulation with a state. 

To understand why hybridity is not enough, we muet note that incorporation 

also requireg a WU to imrpomtion on the part of the citizen herself. This suggests 

that the line of incorporation can also be followed in reverse, in which case it 

constitutes what Deleuze and Guattari have called a line of flight, and comprises the 

process whereby nomads and smiths escape the empire (3,2,1). Taking a line of fîight 

can, and o h  does, require an individual a& ofwill, since by definition it involves 

resis&nce to state striation in all of its modes. Now, if the cumpletion of Canadian 

multidturalism requiree the involuntary and fixe play of smiths, if alchemy is 

forbidden and absurd, and if all lines of fligbt are guarded by armed sentries, one 

might think that Canada is doomed to stay forever at its multicultural zero-point. 

Where, in a place that has always been devoted to order and sumival might srnia 

be found? How could they possibly emerge? Whatever one might have to say about 

m u l t i d M s m  as l i r a 1  pluralism, at le& it p s e s s e s  a historical bagis in Our 

History, and therefore a claim to a certain sort of possiiw as a guide for the fittwce. 

But, ifone allows one's gaze to shift fimm those who have constructed Canada to 

those who have ben (ullsuccessfully) shoved out ofits way, a long and determined 

line ofmetallurgists cornes into view. Certainly the corcreurs & boiB were exemplary 

smiths, operatingin an environment in which, at first, every move would have to be 



invente4 tried out as an experiment whose fdum could be disastrous. (The 

postmodern seden* knows this feeling upon having atrayed into the wrong part of 

a decaying megacity, or losing his tour group on a visit to eome 'exotic' land.) Day-to- 

day life at Hudson% Bay Company trading poste, ln the extent that it was not in 

accord with directives b r n  London, was also full of invention and Eak. To the extent 

that the French and English-Canadian states have treated these hybrid forms as 

pmblems to be solved, they have robbed themselves of the5 own particularity, of 

precisely what they needed in order to achiwe their dreaxm of identiw and unity. 

Of course, smiths and nomade are not only figures of the past. The Québécois 

is without doubt a emith-like identity, having d v e d  the centuries by intelligent 

adaptation to the English-Canadian environment, tracking the singularities of 

dture, society, polity, and economy as they have arisen. By abandonhg fïrst the 

(dubious) position of unconditional Self (member of a Founding Race), then that of 

conditional articulation as a French-Canadian, and by refusing to join the ranks of 

the Multiple Origins, the Québécois nationalist opts for a line of flight b t  becornes 

easier to follow the more o h  it is taken. hdeed, in the limiting case of the 

achievement of Quebec sovereigntg, those who have ben smiths will again become 

Qtizens, and wi l l  almost certainly return to their sedentary ways. Many Aboriginal 

people are st i l l  fleeing the Canadian state - not phpeically now, but semiotidy - by 
refusing the position ofintegrated Aboriginal-Canadian in favour ofmemberahip in a 

historidy Iocated and identifid nation In some cases these nations maintah lines 

of communication between nornadic and sedentarg forms, e.g. through eub Wstence 

hunting and gathering fimm a reserve base combined with cautious capitalism, and 

thw amtain the most interesting 10n~term possibilities for life within the territories 

chimeci by the Canadian state. It is hardly the case, then, that there are no amiths 

in Cana& the -ah-Canadian citizenis actually surrounded by people taking a 

line of fiight h m  the National Jewd, and this is what makes him so insecure. 



Hypermodem liberal pluralism is without doubt one practice immanent in the 

history of Canadian diversity. It might serve to assuage Engliah-Canadian anxiety 

for a the,  and will rilmost eertainly ensure the perpetuation of the problem of 

Canadian diversity. But it isn't the only form that can be seen through the mists 

and, speaking theomtically, it's far fmm the most interesting. Hybridity, impurity, 

and innovation are just as Canadian as 'peace, order and good government, but while 

the latter have been a source of pride, the former have been shamefully repressed. 

C m -  have long been flirtiag with a fhe emergence theory of identity, but the 

degignerless Mosaic, in which existing particularity would be left fkee to generate new 

soaal, political, and economic forme tbat might even become hegemonic -- that ia, 

which could not be incurporated by the Canadian state in its m e n t  form, and would 

challenge its very existence - has never been an option in official Canada. If the 

rnodedst nihilism inherent in the project of Canadian uni@ is to be completed, if the 

face of the National Jewel is not to become as empty as its center, it is time to take 

muIticulturali,sm to its logical and histurical limits as a stote-Pe emergence theory of 

identity. Perhaps, aRer so much worry, Canada wïL Discover that it has always had 

an identiw aRer all, as a society of smiths? 

1 Of course, taking a line of flight could not allow one to escape a22 forms of rational 
bureaucratie domination foreuer. One could quite easily, for example, leave the face 
of the Canadiaii National Jewel onIy to land on an object created by a Québécois 
imagiaary. 1 am using this notion simply to point out that there are possibilities 
other than the 'no identity' or 'state-designed identity' dichotomy that 1 see being 
presented in multiculturaIism as state policy. 
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